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Please find attached a letter from David Abraham to the Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics,
Media and Sport setting out Channel 4’s views on the undertakings in lieu offered in relation to the
proposed acquisition of British Sky Broadcasting by News Corporation.

, .lard copy will follow in the post.
{

Best wishes

Channel 4

Note:

Any views or opinions are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of Channel Four Television Corporation unless specifically
stated. This erriail and any files transmitted are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which they are addressed. If youhave

received this email in error, please notify postmaster~,channel4.co .uk_

Thank You.

Channel Four Television Corporation, created by statute under English law, is at 124 Horseferry Road, London, SWlP 2TY,.
4 Ventures Limited (Company No. 04106849), incorporated in England and Wales has its registered office at 124 Horseferry Road, London SW1 P 2TX.

VAT no: GB 626475817

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Irttranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Channel 4
~.2k Homefefrg Road

don
,lP 2"IX

Telephone:1

STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

RtHon )eremg Hunt MP
Secretarg of State for Culture,
Otgmpics, Media and Sport
House of Commons
London SWIA OAA

21 March 2011

Dear Secretary of State

The proposed acquisition bg News Corporation of up to 60.9% of British Skg Broadcasting
Group Ptc

We weIcome the opportunity to respond to your consultation on the undertakings in Ueu offered in
relation to the proposed acquisition of British Sky Broadcasting {"BSkgB"] bg News Corporation
["NewsCorp"].

As a public service broadcaster with a strong bauer that a plural media landscape in the UK should
be preserved, Channel t+ has followed closely the debate around the proposed acquisition.
Throughout the process, we have consistently expressed the view that the proposed acquisition
would have a negative impact on media plural.itg, and I have attached our letter to Ofcom of 19
December 2010 which summadses our concerns, and in particular the wider impact of the merger
on the ability of Channel 4 and other media operators to sustain ptu(aUtg.

Since then, we have considered your statement, the proposed unde(takings in Ueu [UIL], and the
advice from Ofcom and the OFT on the public interest and media plural.itg. We note that the
proposed UIL address the issues, in a narrow sense~the impact on the number of people
controlling media enterprises~and in our view, the public interest concerns raised by this merger
are insufficiently addressed by the UIL, as we believe:

I. the UIL are insufficient to protect media plural.itg in the [ong term;
2. the U IL do not mitigate the wider "dynamic" impact on media p{uratitg that would be caused

b g the acquisition;
3. a 17 day period is insufficient to assess adequately the implications of a transaction of this

significance and magnitude; and
4. the legislative framework does not currently aUow intervention on public interest media

p{uratitg grounds at a tater date.

For these reasons, we beUeve that the proposed acquisition warrants fuller consideration bg the
Competition Commission, and we also urge gou to provide for fu(ther oppOrtunitg for wider
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pluratitg concerns to be considered bg amending the punic interest legislative framework.
remainder of this letter discusses each of these points further.

The UIL are insufficient to_O~O.Lote_c..t ton q term media p~

We note that the OiL provide for a lO gear carriage contract, and a seven gear brand licensing
agreement {extendable for a further seven gears) for Skg News. However, we further note that
both Ofcom and the OFT have expressed concerns that the UIL are not a solution to the long term
impact on media plurality which map arise from the proposed transaction.

For example, the OFT stated that "there is a real risk that Newco [Skg News] ma~t not survive as
envisaged bgl the UIL beyond the term of the carriage agreement" and added that the UIL "do not
address the essential structural limitation identified E...], that the UIL offered ai’e untikel£t to be
practically and financially viable over the long term". Notwithstanding its observation that a
"carriage agreement of a lO-year term in the context of market dynamics in this sector is long
term", Ofcom agreed that "the proposed UILs are not a permanent solution and that their
effectiveness ma~f start to diminish in the run up to the end of the 10 ~lear pedod".

Having considered the terms of the proposed UIL, Channel z+ does not believe that3 can be
interpreted as "long term", even in a rapidlq evolving market, White Ofcom notes that"the situation
with regard to pluralitgt ma~l be significant-fy different in 10 Ltears’ time", given current trends in
industrg revenue and profitabititg, as wet[ as the merged entitg’s abilitg t:o stifle new entrg, we
believe it is extremetg unlike[g that the position of a combined NewsCorp/BSkgB entitg will be ang
weaker in !O gears.

In addition, Ofcom acknowledges that its "anaigsis and consideration of a forward view of the
market in terms of pluralit~f does suggest that, regardless of the transaction, pluralit~t may face
challenges in the future". Even with an optimistic view of developments and new entrg in the
sector, we do not believe that there will be sufficient pturalitg in future such that the impact, of this
transaction is mitigated.

,The UIL do not mitigate the "dynamic" impact on media p_ [ufatLtg

We have also had the opportunitg to consider Ofcom’s punic interest report on the proposed
acquisition, and agree with Ofcom-’s conclusion that there is a need for a fuller review of the issues
by the Competition Commission, as it " reasonabl~t belie~ies that the proposed acquisition may be
expected to operate against the public interest".

Ofcom looked at the public interest consideration in two wags, distinguishing the effects of the
proposed transaction as either ’°static"--conceming the range and number of persons controlling
media enterpdsesJand "d namic"--issues that map arise over time, within a forward view of.howg
pturatitg map develop.

Ofcom’s report focused pdmaritg on "static" effects, setting out a comprehensive anatgsis of the
current situation and an extensive evaluation of the "static" effects of the proposed transaction on
piuratitg., on the basis of the "static" effects atone~ie, the immediate impact on ptura[itg in news
supptg~Ofcom considered it "reasonable to believe that the proposed acquisition ma~t be
expected to operate against the public interest",

However, a wide range of parties, including Channel/4, also raised serious concerns about the
°’dgnamic" impact of the proposed acquisition. Mang of these arguments were based on concerns
that a strong and integrated NewsCorp/BSkyB could cause direct harm to other p!.agers in the
market and hence damage their abititg to sustain media plurality in the longer term.
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fhite Ofcom does took at the "dynamic" effects of the proposed transaction, it conducts onty a
Diief summary anatysis of these issues. Channet 4 is concerned that the concerns tisted in the
report--a greater abitity to cross-subsidise news operations; more cross-promotion between
NewsCorp outtets inctuding Sky; bundting together, of goods and services; and a greater ability to
bid for and win whotesate news dea!.s--have not, therefore, been considered compr.ehensivety.
Moreover, severat of the specific concerns raised by Channet 6 do not appear to have been
considered.

In our view, Ofcom’s conctusion that the proposed acquisition merited further review by the
Competition Commission on the basis of "static" effects alone has had the effect of narrowing the
debate such that the UIL do not address the "dynamic" effects on pturatity. It is clear from its
report that Ofcom considered "dynamic" effects to merit further evaluation, and,that it expected
the Competition Commission to consider them fu[ty as part its review. Rather than address the
wider concerns about pturatitY, the UIL woutd have the effect of timiting fur( consideration of the
issues. We continue to believe that the proposed acquisition shout& therefore, be referred to the
Competition Commission for further review.

A transac_t_io_~n of this scare and significance requires a co_m£rehensive review

In any case, we believe it is essentiat that futt Consideration is given to the proposed acquisition as
it involves such a wide range of media assets. The number and variety of media businesses that

(. ~are affected by the proposed acquisition inctude:

¯ The largest supptier of newspapers in the UK--37% of the UK nationat circulation in COOP, the
same share as the next two competitors combined.

¯ The largest pay-TV provider in the UKwwith c,75% of the market.
¯ The third targest provider of broadcast news in the UK by audience (second targ.est in reta.tion

to broadcast hours).
¯ One of onty two supptiers of news for UK nationat radio.
¯ A key and rapidty growing prayer in the UK broadband market.
¯ Leading pubtishinghouse HarperCot[ins.
¯ Significant internationat operations.

In our view, a transaction of this scal.e and significance merits a comprehensive .review, where art
interested parties have the opportunity to provide, in fu[t, their views and detaited evidence. By
contrast, the statutory pubtic interest process is truncated and provides onty timited opportunity
to commentwin particu[ar, organisations had onty ].4 days to make submissions ahead of
Ofcorn’s report on the pub[ic interest, and onty ]_7 days to respond to the proposed undertakings in
tie u, Referra[ to the Competition Commission woutd therefore provide an important opportunity for
the pubtic interest implications of the proposed acquisition to be considered in a thorough,
transparent manner.

It!is no____Lpossib[e to consider £6btic interest media#lurati.t_g issues at a tater date

Finat[y, we note Ofcom’s conctusion that the existing tegistative framework map no tonger be abte
to achieve Partiament’s poticy objective of ensuring sufficient pturatity of media ownership. [n
particutar, Ofcom expressed concern that the current framework does not provide for intervention
on pubtic interest grounds in the absence of a corporate transaction, and recommended that "the
Government consider undertaking a wider review of the statutor£1 framework to ensure pluralitg in
the public interest" with a view to correcting this omissio_n.

Since your speech at oxford outtining your ptans for a new Communications Bi[t, we have been
considering the current [egistative framework and assessing where reforms and improvements
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could be made. Channel # believes that a new Commu.nications Bit[ provides an ideal, opportu j
to also consider the operation of the [egisbtive provisions relating to media p!~ufality and the
punic interest. In our view, any future punic interest legislation should p{ovide for a mechanism
to address concerns about:media plurality that develop over time, absent any corporate
transaction.

In addition, the absence of an ex post mechanism to consider punic interest concerns is a further
reason why the p;~oposed acquisition should be subject at this stage to the fu!.t, comprehensive
scrutinythat would be afforded by referral to the Competition Commission. Given the importance
of this decision, and the fact there is no subsequent opportunity to address anyplurality concerns
that may develop in the future, Channel/+ believes that the time should be taken now to futf.y
consider the issue of plurality.

Conclusion

In summary, we emain concerned that the proposed acquisition of BSkgB by NewsCorp would
have a negative impact on media plurality in the UK. Channel 4 believes that the public interest
concerns raised by this merger are of sufficient magnitude to warrant further investigation, to
enable comprehensive consideration of the Short term and tong term effects on media pbratity.

We would be ha.ppy to provide ang further information in relation to the arguments made in this
submission, if it would assist you in coming to you~ final decision,

Yours sincerely

David Abraham
Chief Executive
Channel.4

Eng.
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Channel 4-
12~ Homeferrg Road
Landon
SVJIP 2TX

Telephone:
Textphone:
Channet4.com

STRICTLY PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

Ed Richards
Chief Executive
Of corn
Riverside House

¯ 2A Southwark Bridge Road
London SE1 9HA

19 November 2010

..    .., : -

Dear Ed, . ... .

We welcome the oppor[unitg to respond to Ofcom’s invitation to comment on the
anticipated acquisition of British Skg Broadcasting. [’BSkgB’) by News Corporation
CNewsCorp’]. Our comments are set out below.     - -

:. ¯ " t

Overview - - " ....

Channel 4’s concerns arise from two perspectives. Firstty, as a pubUc service
..broadcaster with a strong be[ief that. a plural media landscape in the UK should be
prese~vgd. Second[g, asa direc( Competitor tO BSkgB, �once(ned.bg the .potentia[if0~ .:.
¯ the Ne~sCofp]BSEyB coml~inedentitt.! t6 Causedi~ect harm tb Channet: z~ s bgsih~S~. : . ¯ ,,-     :     "    : ..... .:i ...: ,"..;.’i-.’: : -

model, leading to a loss of pub[iF service output.’ -. : :~: : .- : i : . " ~:,- . ::.

This response starts bg considering the implications for p[uraLittj in the widermedia
[andscape. The remainder focuses on the area that we are best ptaced to Comment
on, nameLg the potential for the combined entitg to cause harm.to Channet zh one of
the keg providers of public service content nthe. UK. " " " ’:

P[ura[media [andscape : " :: !::: :-: " /::::::::I : ,)::i ’

we note ~he~argUmen~ :a~n~ed bY So!me :th~:t:::~eW:~�o~p::B[f~dY: ~f~i~::~::
con[rots BskgB, and that this::.transaction WoUld:haije:Ut~[~°jmi]acL:~dw~:~r;:~ :"
believe that the increase of NewsCorp’s shareho[ding from its current [eve[ of 3,9% to
100% woutd have significant imp[icati.ons in practice. The removal of independen~
shareholders from BSkgBz would end BSkgB°S dutg to maximise independent
shareholder returns for that business. This woutd at[ow the comptete integration of
t̄he NewsCorp .economic interests with ~those OfBSkgB, and.,a.[Lo~..the_pu.rsuit ~O(      - .
activities intended to benefii: the broacJei combined :;brganiSaf]Qn, even"if !-not i.n the. . "~, ¯ -
best interests of.ea:h: ~iivision ~~c~rn~d:-::!: ,: ::~ !::-!i:i~:i:::: ;!:::!::: :-!:i!.:-:!~:i::,i::::;::!!~:!i-:!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :!: :i:::~ . ::. -: :..;: :::. ,

....... ~ ~ho[ders m BS B include Capital Kesearch andAt ~e d’aie ofvn:it~, ~d~pendentsh~ . . " : ;"~". !. ’.;:! :i i;: .J. i :iii.i ,.i : i.i --: ’/ ¯ :; :- " : : .’- ’ : ..
’ ": :" " " ManagementCompany (c 5%), TheCapitaIGm~P ¢omp.ani~s .htc ,(.c.3%) a:f~., pth~’:.~..~.tu.,tI~al :’ ".. " .... . ." ." ...’.

,. ,~ho~, ( ,o~ w~ ~,~3.%).’: ~’::,:’:,, ,: !:;, ::’::::~:~:::;: :~:,~’::’::::::" :~,i~:!:!’: :::~ ~:!~:~ : ::.: ’’ :. : ~
" ’ ¯ " ’ .... :’ . -: ’ :~ " ’ " " ~’2’~,,-; ’~ ~/~.~ ....

, -. ~.~�- ~. .
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In relation to legislation [section 3C2][d~) of the Communications Act 2003 and
section 58 of the Enterprise Act 2002~), this transaction raises two concerns on the
sufficiencg of media p[ura[itg. The first is immediate: bg increasing its stake in
BSkgB from 39°/~ to 100%, NewsCorp would reduce the number of media enterprises
bg ofie. The second is indirect and longer term: in that the economic combination
¯ would enable NewsCorp to use its combined resource to increase its market power in
high[g competitive but increasingly marginal media industries [such as the supplg of
newspapers], which could u[timate[g cause the withdrawal from the market of rival
p[agers. This would tend to a further toss of plura[itg in the [anger term.

i. Reduction in the number of media enter~ises

An increase in NewsCorp’s shareho[ding in BSkgB to 100% would reduce the number
of media enterprises in the UK, by removing BSkgB’s capacity to act independent[g.
Current[g, each of the directors of BSkgB has o general dutg under the Companies
Act 200G to act in the wag he or she considers, in good faith, would be most like[g to
promote the success of the compang for the benefit of its shareholders as a whole
and, in doing so, to have regard [amongst other matters~ to the need to act. fairly as
between art such shareholders. As a listed compang, BSkgB is also current[g obliged
to treat art shareholders equa[tgo Further, BSkgB currenttg has an obligation to
ensure that certain transactions with NewsCorp are carried out on terms that are fair
and reasonable to its shareholders as a whole and, in the case of larger transactions,
to seek the prior approval of its independent shareholders.

Currentlg, therefore, the directors of BSkyB mag not legally seek to favour the
interests of NewsCorp over those of its shareholders as a whole. If NewsCorp
becomes BSkgB’s sole .shareholder, however, the directors and management of
BSkgB tall of w.hose positions will be under the ultimate control of NewsCorp] will
be able to direct the operations of BSkgB for NewsCo~p’s benefit. The same is true of

- NewsCorp, which is similarly con strained in its dealings with BSkgB, as its directors
have to act in the best interests of its shareholders, in accordance with applicable US
company taw and the rules and regulations of the securities exchanges on which its
shares are listed. If the takeover were to proceed, the interests of NewsCorp and
BSkgB would coincide and NewsCorp would be free to support and subsidise
BSkyB’s business as it saw fit. In short, there wi[[ be an unambiguous reduction in
plurality.

2.    Longer term impact on plurality.

As a public service broadcaster with an interest in the preservation of a p[urat media
[ands[ape, we feel it is essential that full, consideration is given to the change in
circumstances were a single entitg to own and control such a wide range of UK
media assets. The number and variety of media businesses that would be controlled
bg NewsCorp if the transaction is attowed to proceed would include:

¯ . The largest supplier of newspapers in. the UK--37% of the UK national
circulation in PO09, the same share as the next two competitors combined

¯ The largest pag-TV provicler in the UK--with c.75% of the market
¯ The third largest provider of broadcast news in the UK bLj audience [second

[argest in re[arian to broadcast hours]
¯ One of only two supp[iers of news for UK nationa[ radio
¯ A keg and rapidly growing ptager in the UK broadband m’arket ......’ .................................
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¯ Leadingpub[ishing houseHarperCo[tins
¯ Significant internationa[ operations

The combination of all of these businesses would afford NewsCorp an
unprecedented span of national influence. The impact of the activities this
transaction would allow, including cross-subsidg of business divisions, unrestricted
free cross-promotion, and a range of other aggressivetg competitive activities, could
have serious consequences for competitors to the two combining entities across a

¯ wide range of markets.

The intervention bg the Secretarg of State therefore provides an important
opportunitg for the implications ofsuch concentrations of media ownership for the
wider market to be reviewed as a matter of public interest.

Particular reduction in media pturatitg as a consequence of harm to Channel 4

We now turn to the potential for the combined entitg, as a direct competitor to
Channel 4, to cause direct harm to Channel 4’s business model and consequentlg its
ability to deliver its public service remit.

While we do not envisage the extent of such harm on Channel 4 to be as direct or
immediate as that which a rival newspaper group mag face, we are however
concerned that the sheer scale of the new combined entitg, as welt as its abititg to
cross-subsidise, could lead to a toss of market share and revenue for Channel 4.

Channel .4 is a pubticlg-owned commerciaUg-funded public service broadcaster. It is
a not-for-profit organisation that invests all of its revenues in content and the
de[iverg of its public service remit. Due to this unique mode[, ang harm arising that
resulted in toss of revenue would lead to toss of public service output, and reduces
Channel 4’s impact as an integral part of the UK’s plural media landscape and a
central counterbalance to the BBC. For e×ampte, a reduction in revenues as a result
of the acquisition would threaten the scale of Channel 4"s investment in the
independent production sector--which amounted to over £370 million spent on
around 300 different independent producers in 2009.

Channel 4’s vital contribution to the UK media ecologg was recognised in the Digital
Britain report, published in June 2009, which referred to Channel 4’s "keg role .o. in
providing a balancing mix of public service content alongside the BB£" and stated
that Channel 4 "should be the open new media authoritg providing the seed-cam for
creative innovation in the multi-media world."~ This role was confirmed in the Digital
Economy Act, and Channel 4 believes its abi[itg to fulfil its o b[igations could be
seriously harmed if NewsCorp’s acquisition of BSkyB were aItowed to proceed, as set
out below.

There are five specific areas in which the combined entitg’s enlarged scale, span and
scope for cross-subsidisation would have potential to cause loss of revenue to
Channel k and consequent toss of public service d eliverg;

1.    Advertisinq revenues

2 Dig a[ Britain r -alRepo , 144.
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The transaction would enable NewsCorp and BSkBB to combine their sates houses
into one and cross-subsidise one set of inventory with another. For exampte, Skg

. Media [the advertising sates house of BSkgB] mag be ab!.e to win campaigns at the
expense of competitors bg leveraging the ability to bundle advertising within the UK
publications of NewsCorp. Our concern is that their scale and the potential for cross-
subsidisation will enab[e them to take share from the market at Channel 4"s
expense.

Furthermore, the combined entity could share data on its customers" behaviour
across multiple media in order to improve its ability to offer targeted advertising and
other data-driven innovations at scale. BSkgB’s focus on this area is underlined bg its
recent acquisition of a majority stake in a joi~Tt venture with Experian to provide
consumer and media insight services and CRM capabilities, and we believe the use of
data on newspaper consumption to inform a large-scale TV targeting campaign
would be a likely next move which could deliver significant market advantages. This
would reduce Channel LVS ability to compete effectively in the market for TV
advertising. Further, we believe that combination would greatly facilitate the sharing
of Skg Viewer pane[ data among NewsCorp companies.

Finally, bringing BSkgB under the control of NewsCorp would allow the combined
entity to strike global advertising deals with adve~isers such as Proctor 6- Gamble
CChanne[ 4’s largest.advertiser in 2010~). The ability to offer a discount across the
scale of a globalsell would enable them to take a greater share of advertising
revenues at the expense of others.

2. Cross-promotion

Īt would c[eartg be in the new entitg’s interest to use the ex£ensive media outlets of
NewsCorp [eg. The Times, The Sun, News of the World, The Sunday Times) to cross-
-promote BSkyB’s television platform, channels, broadband provision and other
services. Fo[[owing Express owner Northern and Shell’s acquisition of Channel Five
earlier this gear, there are numerous examples of how Northern and. Shell’s print
assets including the Express and OK! Magazine now regularly feature Channe| Fire’s
programmes and talent, and the Express TV listings [~which cover 7 or 8 channels)
changed subsequent to the acquisition, removing ITV2, ITV3 and ITV4 and instead

¯ listing Fiver and Five USA.

The cross-promotional opportunities across the NewsCorp portfolio could also be
expected to extend beyond obvious endorsements of the type-indicated above, to
include, for example, the replacement of newspaper DVD cover mounts with a code
to watch Sky Movies for free; or the bundling of subscription services IZeg subscribe
to The Times club and get free Sky Sports for a month, get free access to The Times
or The Sun online if you join Sky Broadband, or get a print subscription to News of
the World free with any Sky HD package etc}. Equally, the UK publications of
NewsCorp could also be used far more extensively to market, against estab|ished
and emerging TV or broadband platforms which might be seen by NewsCorp as
actual or potential competitors to BSkyB businesses, such as Virgin Media, BT
Vision, TalkTatk or YouView [see section 5 below).

The sheer scale of the combined operations of the two businesses, coupled with the.
high [eve[s of contro| of highly valued content 0nc[uding but not [imited to sports
and movie rights, both of which have attracted ongoing competition concerns),
suggests that such combined campaigns could have significant impacL
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This potential benefit to News Corp and BSkgB might also be expected to be
intensified bg the likely exclusion of Channel 4, or any other media player, from any
such cross-promotional opportunities - even on commercial terms - with either
News Corp or BSkgB separately, thus decreasing our abil.itg to promote our own

. business by, for example, association with The Times.

The effect of this scale of cross-promotion, on top of Sky’s existing marketing budget
C£1.118bn for the 12 months to June 2010, and thus significantly in excess of
Channel 4’s total revenue:} would present a real challenge to Channel 4’s ability to
compete for audience share, making it harder for our public service content to reach a
wide and diverse audience, in line with our remit.

3. Talent and rights acquisitions

Our concern over the ability of the combined entity to access and use the extensive
media outlets of NewsCorp to promote its television business extends to its
potential, impact on Channel 4’s ability to access top talent and acquire keg
l~rogramming rights. Keg tal.ent are critical, to building Channel 4’s appeal and its
ability to deliver strong public service output to audiences.

]~n securing keg talent and rights, we often include additional commitments for
Channel 4 to promote and build the talent and programme. These may include: use
of Channel 4 promotional, air[line; external, marketing spend; and providing
innovative creative treatment. These provide incremental. Sources of value to tal.ent
and independent producers in addition to the value of the commission itself.

The transaction would enable Sky to access promotional, inventory and commercial
support from across NewsCorp’s media assets on terms not readily avail.able on a
commercial arms length basts, enhancing their appeal to key talent and programme
brands.

4.    US programme acquisitions

Channel 4 current|g bids for and acquires programme rights from Fox Studios in the
US, which is wholly owned bg the NewsCorp group. Fox Studios is bg far the largest
supplier of US content to Channel 4, making up £Glm of spend in 2009 and 44% of
our total, expenditure with the US studios. Acquired rights incl.ude The Simpsons and

Glee, two of Channels 4"s most popular shows, as wel.[ as numerous feature films
such as The Devi! Wears Prada. Currently, the economic interest of Fox to maximise
its returns from the sal.e of these rights incentivises it to go through a market rate
bidding process and award the UK rights to the highest bidder.

If this transaction were to proceed, we expect that licensing decisions would be
made at a group level taking into account the benefit of playing those rights out on
Sky. The ability to cross-subsidise means that Sky coul.d pay bel.ow market rates for

such rights meaning that bidders such as Channel 4 could get locked out of a
va[uabl.e and desired source of content suppl.g.

This would have a negative impact on Channel 4’s ability to invest in UK content.
Channel. 4’s mode[ ensures that profits generated from commercially vatuabl.e
content such as US acquisitions are used to fund public service programming that
does not command large audiences and high advertising revenues. Any reduction in
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¯Channe{ 4’s abi[itg to acquire US programming at fair prices risks revenue loss and a
decline in our programming budget.

5.    YouView

Channel 4 is a 1/7m shareholder in the new connected TV platform YouView, set to
launch in 2011. YouView is a critical evolution in the UK’s television Landscape,
allowing viewers to benefit from the verg latest technotogg and services, but without
having to pag an ongoing subscription fee.

A NewsCorp/BSkgB transaction Would whoLtg align the commercial interests of
newspaper and television businesses and allow the entitg, for example, to bund{e
newspaper subscription services with TV and/or broadband packages to create a
compe[Ung consumer proposition. The exclusive abilitg to use established mass
market assets from one part of the business in order to protect operations in another
would make it harder for new entrants such as YouView, not onlg to acquire
customers but also to retain them. Further, as stated in section 2 above, the
combined group would be able to use cross-promotion to market BSkgB’s satellite
television platform against new platforms Such as YouView.

Conclusion

In summarg, we are concerned that the economic integration and scale of the new
combined entitg could cause serious harm to the Channel 4 business model. The
[ikelg toss of revenue would in turn lead to loss of public service output, reducing
Channel 4’s impact as an integral part of the UK’s plural media landscape and a
central counterbalance to the BBC

Whilst we have focused on the impact of the proposed transaction on Channel 4-, we
believe the implications for media pluralitg in the UK more generaltg go much
further, given the combined entitg’s market strength across a vadetg of media, and
need to be addressed.

We would be verg happg to provide ang further information or explanation with
regard to the points we have made above.

Yours sincerelq

David Abraham
Chief Executive
Channel 4

Cc Of co m
Channe[ 4
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o?6A
From: OLDFIELD PAUL
Sent: 23 March 2011 18:04
To:
Subject: - RE: List of attendees from l

~nd I have been struggling to get through to you today on the phone. Could you confirm tomorrow morning
receipt of these emails.

I think we are clear that Webber Shandwick should not attend the meeting - ie it is the media groups and their
lawyers, but not their PR representatives. I’m happy to tell them that but didn’t want to cut across anything you are
already doing ....

Thanks

~ul.

From:E            ]
Sent: 23 March 2011 15:27
To:[
C�: OLDFIELD PAUL
Subject: List of attendees fron~

This list was sent over from Weber Shandwick today.

Thanks,

l Diary Secretary to Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP I secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics & Sport I
,epartment for Culture, Media & Sport 12-4 Cockspur Street, London, SWiY 5DH I [

From: [
Sent: 23 Narch 2011 15:17
To:
Subject: Re: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

Hello

The current line-up is:

T~TrinitGY Mirroruardian Media Group

~7Telegraph Media Group
Associated News and Media

Slaughter and May

L~wWeber Shandwickeber Shandwick
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Apologies from BT plc who is in the US.

Any emergencies,just email me.

Best wishes

From:|
Sent: ~veanesuay, Ivlarcn L J, LULL u~;3o ~,i

To:
Subject RE: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

il ’ understand you’re out of the office at an event today. I am seeking confirmation that the clients you represent wil’
de attending the meeting with the Secretary of State, Jeremy Hunt at 15:45 tomorrow.

To make the necessary arrangements, I require a list of your attendees by close of play today.

Kind regards,

Diary Secretary to Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP I Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics & Sport I

Department for Culture, Media & Sport 12-4 Cockspur Street, London, SW1Y 5DI~

From:
Sent: 22 March 2011 15:50

Subject: RE: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

Deaf

Thank you - I will check with the parties and come back to you.

Regards

From: I
Sent: 22 March 2011 14:49

To!C¢ =
Subje~: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

Dear [

2
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I would like to schedule a meeting between the Secretary of State, Jeremy Hunt, and individuals represented by
Weber Sha ndwick, to discuss their representations in relation to the Secretary of State’s recent decision on the
proposed News Corp acquisition of BSkyB.

The Secretary of State is available from 15:45 until 16:45 on Thursday 24 March at the Department for Culture,
Media & Sport, 2-4 Cockspur Street, London, SWly 5DH.

will act as your point of contact and can be contacted on

In the meantime, if I can be of assistance, please call me on the number below.

Kind regards,

Zary Secretary to Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP I Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics & Sport i

Department for Culture, Media & Sport 12-4 Cockspur Street, London, SW1Y 5DH I[

*******~******************************~*************************************
ds email and its contents are the property of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport.

"if you are not the intended recipient of this message, please delete it.
All DCMS e-mail is recorded and stored for a minimum of 6 months
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

CMGRP UK Limited J Registered office: Ground Floor. 84 Eccleston Square London SW1V 1PX, England t Reg{stered number, 2442501

This message contains information which may be confidential and ~dvlleged. Unless you are the intended recipient (or authorized to receive
this message for the intended recipient), you may not use, copy, disseminate or d isclose to anyone the message or any information contained
in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail, and delete the message.

Thank you very much¯

This email was recei4ced from the INTERNET and scalmed by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate

amber 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT HelpdesE.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
*****************************************************************************
This email and its contents are the property of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport.
If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please delete it.
All DCMS e-mail is recorded and stored for a minimum of 6 months
¯ The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

This ernail was received from the 1NTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: OLDF[ELD PAUL
Sent: 24 March 2011 09:22
To:
Cc: L
Subject: RE: List of attendees from I

Thanks for sending over this list.

We don’t feel it is apprOpriate for you and your colleague from Weber Shandwick to join the meeting this afternoon.
SoS is of course happy to meet with the media groups below and their legal representatives. He would like to
conduct the meeting direct, and in confidence with them.

We’ll look forward to seeing                                                     Lhis afternoon.

lards

Paul.

Pau~ Oldfield
Principal Private Secretary to the Secretary of State
Department for Culture, Media and Sport

Sent: :23 March 2011 15:17
To:[
Subject: Re: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

Hell~

The current line-uP is:

~e
tY Mirror
Guardian Media Group ,
graph Media Group
ssociated News and Media

I ~laughter and May
I WeberShandwick
~eber Shandwick

Apologies fron~ ]BT plc who is in the US.

Any emergencies, just email me.

Best wishes
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From: I
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 09:56 AM
To:l
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

I understa nd you’re out of the office at an event today. I am seeking confirmation that the clients you represent will
be attending the meeting with the Secretary of State, Jeremy Hu nt at 15:45 tomorrow°

To make the necessary arrangements, I require a list of your attendees by close of play today.

Kind regards,

Diary Secretary to Rt Hon Jeremv Hunt MP I Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics & Sport I
.... partment for Culture, Media & Sport t2-4 Cockspur Street, London, SWlY 5DHI I

..................................................................................................................
~ ........................................

From :i
Sent" ~ M~rrh 7nl I 15:50

To: 1
Cc:
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

Dear

Thank you - I will check with the parties and come back to you.

Regards

From[
Sent: 22 March 2011 14:49
To:
Cc:l             J
Subject: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

Dear f

I would like to schedule a meeting between the Secretary of State, Jeremy Hunt, and individuals represented by
Weber Shandwick, to discuss their representations in relation to the Secretary of State’s recent decision on the
proposed News Corp acquisition of BSkyB.

The Secretary of State is available from 15:45 until 16:45 on Thursday 24 March at the Department for Culture,
Media & Sport, 2-4 Cockspur Street, London, SWly 5DH.

tthe Head of Digital TV Team will act as your point of contact and can be contacted on

In the meantime, if I can be of assistance, please call me on the number below.

2
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Kind regards,

Diary Secretary to Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP I Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics & Sport I
Department for Culture, Media & Sport ] 2-4 Cockspur Street, London, SWIY 5DH I[

This email and its contents are the property of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport.
If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please delete it.
All DCMS e-mail is recorded and stored for a minimum of 6 months
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

CMGRP UK Limited I Registered office: Ground Floor, 84 Eccleston Square, London SWIV 1PX, England ] Registered number: 2442501

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the intended recipient (or authorized to receive
message for the intended recipient), you may not use, copy, disseminate or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained

I~, ~ne message, tf you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail, and delete the message.

Thank you very much.

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052o) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

This email and its contents are the property of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport.
If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please delete it.
All DC171S e-mail is recorded and stored for a minimum of 6 months
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

fis email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-Virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: OLDFIELD PAUL
Sent: 24 March 2011 09:35
To: ZEFF JON;[
Cc: I
Subject: This afternoon

To confirm that the attendees from the Slaughter and May represented group for this afternoon will be

trinity Mirror
Guardian Media Group

Telegraph Media Group
~- Associated News and Media

Slaughter and May

l’ve told Weber Shandwickthat we don’t expect them to turn up.

Jon - as pe~        ~revious email - it would be really helpful if you could come to the pre-brief with a
Summary/list of issues which we think the group will raise for Jeremy to think through. He’s clear he’s in listening
mode but I think he’ll want to think about lines of.attack beforehand.

}have we confirmed Daniel’s attendance yet? If he could join us for the pre-brief as well that’d be helpful. I
think we’ve then got OFT and OFCOM joining us for the meeting itself ....

In terms of DCMS attendees I’m expectin~Jon, ~Adam and Sue, mf
join? - apols if I haven’t invited before ....

could Jonathan want to

Pau! Oadfield
Principal Private Secretary to the Secretary of State
Department for Culture~ Media and Sport
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

OLDFIELD PAUL
24 March 2011 13:15

RE: List of attendees from

Thanks for the email. Your role as co-ordinators is understood. We would still like to go ahead this afternoon just
with your clients, and their legal representatives. That is consistent with the approach we have taken throughout
the process in our dealings with all interested parties.

Paul.

~ent: 24 March 2011 12:20
; OLDFIELD PAUL

C¢:
Subject: RE: List of attendees from

Hello Paul

Perhaps there is a misunderstanding about our role. There is nothing in Weber Shandwick’s presence that would
make the meeting indirect or non-confidential (if that is the basis of the discussion). We would not normally speak in
such a setting and we routinely conduct meetings in confidence. Our role is one of co-ordination and reporting for

the alliance.

If, notwithstanding this clarification about our role, it is still felt not appropriate that we attend, then we are, of
course, quite happy to accede to that request - on the understanding that you have placed an equivalent stricture
on the public affairs advisers to News Corporation and BSkyB plc.

Best wishes

m m l

l-ox t.;our[
!4 Gray’s Inn Road
London
WCIX 8WS

Weber Shandwick
Advocacy starts here,

Global Agency of the Year, The Holmes Report, 2009, 2010
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International Consu#ancy of the Year, PRCA Awards, 2009, 2010
Public Relations Agency of the Year in Europe, International Business Awards 2010
PR Lion Winner, Cannes Lions Intemational Advertising Festival, 2009, 2010

Please consider the environment before printing this emaiL

Fo!{ow me on twitter

From" OLDFIELD PAUL [mailt¢
Sent= 24 March 20.11 09:22
To: ]
Cc:[
Subject: RE: List of attendees from

Thanks for sending over this list.

~",~e don’t feel it is appropriate for you and your colleague from Weber Shandwick to join the meeting this afternoon.
SoS is of course happy to meet with the media groups below and their legal representatives. He would like to
conduct the meeting direct, and in confidence with them.

We’ll look forward to seein~ lhis afternoon.

Regards

Paul.

Paul Oldfield
Principa Private Secretary to the Secretary of State
Department for Culture, Media and Sport

ei-om: i
Sent: 3 March 2011 15:17
To=
Subject: Re: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

Hello I

The current line-up is:

~_ity Mirror
Guardian Media Group

Felegraph Media Group
- Associated News and Media

,~ Slaughter and May
Weber Shandwick

Neber Shandwick

Apologies from IT plc who is in the US.
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Any emergencies, just email me.

Best wishes

From l
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 09:56 AM
To:[
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

i understand you’re out of the office at an event today. I am seeking confirmation that the clients you represent will
be attending the meeting with the Secretary of State, Jeremy Hunt at 15:45 tomorrow.

To make the necessary arrangements, I require a list of your attendees by close of play today.

i ’1
Kind regards,

Diary Secretary to Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP I Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics & Sport I
Department for Culture, Media & Sport 12-4 Cockspur Street, London, SWlY 5DH [[

From:[
Sent: 22 March 2011 15:50

Subject: RE: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

Deal

, ,lank you- l will check with the parties and come back to you.

Regards

From: I
Sent: 22 March 2011 14:49
To:
Cc:l
Subject: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

Deal

I would like to schedule a meeting between the Secretary of State, Jeremy Hunt, and individuals repr’esented by
Weber Shandwick, to discuss their representations in relation to the Secretary of State’s recent decision on the

proposed News Corp acquisition of BSkyB,
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The Secretary of State is available from 15:45 until 16:45 on Thursday 24 March at the Department for Culture,
Media & Sport, 2-4 Cockspur Street, London, SWly 5DH.

~vill act as your point of contact and can be contacted on

In the meantime, if I can be of assistance, please call me on the number below.

Kind regards,

I " Olympics

D epa rt m ent fo r D~jJrSeeMe~Y&Os ~toHOl2J4rcm~spUntstMr pe it,SLjrdtoan,rYsfSl~atsD flr c,, t i i r ~_ M e dia"      &Sport]

OOOOO’O:~OO~OOO~OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO~OO~:t= :t= :t= :t= :t= O ~ ~ ~ :t=:t= :t=:t= O :t= ~ ~ ~ :t= :t= :t= :t= ~ ~ O O ~ O ~ # ~ :t= O ~ :t= ~ ~ :t= :t= :t= O ~

This email and its contents are the property of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport.
If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please delete it.
All DCMS e-mail is recorded and stored for a minimum of 6 months

( ’ae original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

CMGRP UK. Limited I Registered office: Ground Floor, 84 Eccleston .Square, London SW1V 1PX, England ! Registered number: 2442501

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the ~ntended recipient (or authorized to receive
this message for the intended recipient), you may not use, copy, disseminate or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained
in the message, tf you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail, and delete the message.

Thank you very much.

This eraail was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure [ntranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’ s IT Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

This email and its contents are the property of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport.
If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please delete it.
All DCMS e-mail is recorded and stored for a minimum of 6 months
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

This ernail was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052.)In case of problems, please call your orgamsatton IT Helpdesk. ¯
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.

This email and its contents are the property of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport.
If yoa are not the intended recipient of this message, please delete it.
All DCMS e-mail is recorded and stored for a minimum of 6 months
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service
supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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From: OLDF[ELD PAUL
Sent: 24 March 2011 13:26
To:

SubJect: RE: List of attendees from[

]SMITH, Adam; BEEBY, Sue; ZEFF JON;~

Done. I’ve told them, in firm but polite terms, they’re not welcome this afternoon.

From: MARTIN LINDA
Sent: 24 March 2011 13:22
To: i           ]SMITH, Adam; OLDFIELD PAUL; BEEBY, Sue; ZEFF JON; I
Subject: RE: List of attendees from

Actually, I think it’s inappropriate. They are not a party to the action, they are lobbyists.

( )m: [
. Sent: 24 March 2011 12:50

To- SM~H. Adam: OLDFIELD PAUL; BEEBY, Sue; ZEFF JON;[
cc:L /
Subject: RE: List of attendees from [

I can’t see any harm in including them and refusing would seem to cause a bit of unnecessary
friction. That said, though I don’t feel strongly (and I should declare an interest as I know Jon).

From: SHI-rH, Adam
Sent: 24 March 2011 12:40
To: OLDFIELD PAUL; BEEBY, Sue; ZEFF JON;
Cc: J           ]MARTIN LINDAI
Subject: RE: List of attendees fromI

"~o public affairs advisors from News Corp were in any of our meetings with them. It was News employees plus
.~wyers wasn’t it? So I still feel they shouldn’t be there.

From: OLDFIELD PAUL
Sent: 24 March 2011 12:39
To: BEEBY, Sue; ZEFF JON; SMITH, Adam;
Cc: { ] l
Subject: FW: List of attendees fro~

Views pls ....

From: l
Sent: 24 March 2011 12:20
To: OLDFIELD PAUL
cc:~
Subject: RE: List of attendees from

Hello Paul
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Perhaps there is a misunderstanding about our role. There is nothing in Weber Shandwick’s presence that would
make the meeting indirect or non-confidential (if that is the basis of the discussion). We would not normally speak in
such a setting and we routinely conduct meetings in confidence. Our role is one of co-ordination and reporting for

the alliance.

If, notwithstanding this clarification about our role, it is still felt not appropriate that we attend, then we are, of
course, quite happy to accede to that request - on the understanding that you have placed an equivalent stricture

on the public affairs advisers to News Corporation and BSkyB plc.

Best wishes

I-ox UOUFt
14 Gray’s Inn Road

ndon
vv’C1X 8WS

Weber Shandwick
Advocacy starts here.

Global Agency of the Year, The Holmes Report, 2009, 20!0
International Consultancy of the Year, PRCA Awards, 2009, 20!0
Public Relations Agency of the Year in Europe, International Business Awards 20t0
PR Lion ~4/inner, Cannes Lions International Advertising Festival, 2009, 2010

Please consider the environment before printing this amait.

O
~llow me on twitter

From: OLDFIELD PAUL [I
Senf" 34. M~rch 7R11 Nq:77
To:
C¢:
Subject: RF: List of attendees from[

Thanks for sending over this list.

We don’t feel it is appropriate for you and your colleague from Weber Shandwick to join the meeting this afternoon.
SoS is of course happy to meet with the media groups below a nd their legal representatives. He would like to

conduct the meeting direct, and in confidence with them.

We,ii look forward to seeingI                    Ihis aftern°°n.
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Regards

Paul.

Paul Oldfield
Principal Private Secretary to the Secretary of State
Department for Culture, Media and Sport

From f
SePf-, ~ rvl~rrh 7R1 1 t5:17
To:[ J
Subject: P.e: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

Hell(~

The current line-up is:

rinity Mirror
~- Guardian Media Group

~elegraph Media Group
Associated News and Media

~Slaughter and May
- Weber Sha ndwick
We ber Shandwick

Apologies from BT plc who is in the US.

Any emergencies, just email me.

Best wishes

From:
Sent: Wednesday, March 23, 2011 09:56 AM
Tot
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

I understand you’re out of the office at an event today. I am seeking confirmation that the clients you represent will
be attending the meeting with the Secretary of State, Jeremy Hunt at 15:45 tomorrow.

To make the necessary arrangements, I require a list of your attendees by close of play today.

Kind regards,
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Diary Secretary to Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP I Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics & Sport I
Department for Culture, Media & Sport 12-4 Cockspur Street, London, SWlY 5DHI I~

-It

From:
Sent: 22 March 2011 15:50
TOI ¯
C( I
Subject: RE: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

DeaI
Thank you - I will check with theparties and come back to you.

Regards

I J1

( tom:
Sent: 22 March 2011 14:49
To:
Cc:             I
Subject: Meeting with the Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics and Sport

Dear

I would like to schedule a meeting between the Secretary of State, Jeremy Hunt, and individuals represented by
Weber Shandwick, to discuss their representations in relation to the Secretary of State’s recent decision on the

proposed News Corp acquisition of BSkyB.

The Secretary of State is available from 15:45 until 16:45 on Thursday 24 March at the Department for Culture,
Media & Sport, 2-4 Cockspur Street, London, SWly 5DH.

Willactas your point of contact and can be contacted on

In the meantime, if l can be of assistance, please call me on the number below.

Kind regards,

Diary Secretary to Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP I Secretary of State for Culture, Media, Olympics & Sport I

Department for Culture, Media & Sport 12-4 Cockspur Street, London, SWEY 5D~

This ernail and its contents are the property of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport.
If you are not the intended recipient of this message, please delete it.
All DCMS e-mail is recorded and.stored for a minimum of 6 months
The original of this email was scanned for viruses by the Government Secure Intranet virus scanning service

¯ supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate Number
2009/09/0052.) On leaving the GSi this email was certified virus free.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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Note of a Meeting with Media Organisations re News Corp Bid for BSkyB - 24 March 2011

Attendees

DCMS

i. Secretary of State (SOS), Paul Oldfield (Private Secretary), Sue Beeby (Special Advisor), Adam
Smith (Special Advisor), Jon Zeff (Directors Media),[~ iMedia Team)l
(Legal), Daniel Beard (Counsel),

Others

2. I IOFCOM), I (OFT),i ](OFT)[ - - I
(Slaughter and May~ ITrinity Mirror), I ]~Guardian Media Group)~

~elegraph Media Group),l       J hssociated News and Media).

Points Discussed

.
The Secretary of State met with Slaughter and May and a selection of the media
organisations they represent, as part of the consultation process following the SoS’ decision
not to refer the proposed News Corp acquisition of BSkyB to the Competition Commission.

.
The media organisations andtheir lawyers made the following points in discussion:

i. The importance of a diverse strong media industry and the dangers of reduced
diversity in the market place: Fundamentally the group of companies represented at
the meeting did not believe that the proposed News Corp. takeover deal for BSkyB -
including the UILs - would preserve the independence of Sky News.

ii. As Sky News was beholden to BSkyB for revenue, distribution, advertising and cross
promotion, Sky News would heavily fall under the influence of News Corp-whose
shareholding in BSkyB would increase from 39% to 100% under the proposed deal.

iii. Experience from other (newspaper] takeovers by News Corp. suggested that
behavioural remedies had not preserved editorial independence for those
publications.

iv. Whether Sky would continue to cross-promote Sky News as heavily once it was spun

off.
v. The solution was not clear cut so the merger should therefore be referred to the

Competition Commission.
vi. Consistent with OFT/Competition Commission procedures, the proposed solution

should be in place indefinitely until circumstances require a change, rather than it
being in place only for 10 years, after which point it is reviewed. The media
organisations also argued that in acting this way the SoShad put risk on the public,
rather than the parties to the agreement.

.
In responding to these concerns the SoS made the following points in discussion:

i. SoS stressed that his decision was not, and could not be based on market power,
and that his decision was based on media plurality in relation to this specific
transaction. He explained that he took some elements of competition law best
practice in reaching his decision - ie taking advice of experts and publishing that
advice, but this was not a decision made under competition law.

ii. SoS said that the UILS were offered by News Corp to protect media plurality, and
that OFCOM had confirmed that they met its concerns. They did in his view make
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iii.

iv.

Sky News more independent and less subject to influence from News Corp.
Enshrining that Sky News was subject to the principle of editorial independence and
integrity, as well as the Broadcasting Code in the Mem & Arts was also an important
step in ensuring the viability of Sky News as an independent news provider. SoS said
that both the proposed carriage agreement and brand agreement would provide
protection and certainty of funding and exposure for Sky News. SoS also said that
the proposed corporate governance changes (including independent Directors etc)
were legally binding, and were structural rather than behavioural remedies.
SoS said that, if News Corp wanted to reacquire Sky news after 10 years, this could
trigger a further media plurality public interest test.
SoS also made clear he could only consider the UILs that News Corp. presented,
rather than suggesting different remedies or solutions. OFCOM made clear that they
did not believe that the UILs would be effective in perpetuity- given rapidly
changing media landscape and therefore 10 years was sufficient to meet concerns
over plurality.
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From:
Sen1:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
AttaChments:

24 March 2011 12:56
OLDFIELD PAUL; ZEFF JON;

RE: Th~s afternoon
11 03 24 - SoS meeting with S&M.docx

Importance: High

oq7

Dear all,

Please find a summary of the opponents’ points in advance of this aRernoon’s meeting. Let me
know if you have any comments. (i have to go to            retirement lunch but will be back
at my desk by 2pro.)

2-4 Cockspur Street
London SWIYhDH

F~O~= OLDFtE~D PAUL

.~od~t~:~ 24 M~ch 2Or1 09~35

-i o confirm that the attendees from the Slaughter and-May represented group for this afterno0nwi|| be
.

~tY Mir:ror -
~. G~ardian Media Group

Media Groo. ’
AssoCiated News and Media

r. Slaughter an:d May
J

I’ve told Weber Shmidwick that we don’t expect tl~e~ to turn up.

~Jon - as per       previOus email -- it would be really helpful if you could come to the pre-brief with a
summary/|kt of issues which we think the group will raise fbr Jeremy to think through. He’s clear he’s in listening
mode but I think he’ll want to think about Bnes of attad~ beforehand.

we confirmed Dame s attendance yet? Ifthave ..... i" he could join. us for the pre-brief as welt that’d be helpful. I

think we’ve then got OFT and OFCOM joining us for the meeting itself ....
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in terms of; DCMS attendees rm expectin~Jon.~Adam and Sue, me~woutd Jonathan want t~ -
jO~n?~ apOls if I haven’t invited before .....

Pa~l O~dftetd
Frfr~c~pa{ P.rivate Secretary to the .Sed~etary of State
Department for C~Iture, Media and Sport

~.
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SUMNARY OF MAIN POINTS RAISED BY SLAUGHTER & MAY

(Sections in italic refer to more detailed points which could be included in a revised

set of UILs)

Proposed UIL will remove Sky News’ Independence

(A) Revenue Dependence

About 85% of Sky News’ revenues will come from News Corporation, and this

. depen~.encewiil increase over time.

A divestment remedy is unlikely to be effective where the divestment business has

an ongoing supply relationship with the merged entity because ’!there will be a
multitude of means through which the merged entity could influence the divestment

business".

Wrong to assume that an interest in the success of Sky News acts as a safeguard

against editorial influence.

°    ..¯ Evena threat bY News C0rp to use.its flna.~ial and commerQ|al teverage

could change S~ News po|icy Without necessa~iy endangering-the success

or Ongoing operation of Sky News.
¯ The bene~fts of influencing editorial policy (e;g. ~n~reased exposure for News

Corpo~ration newspapem) could ou~e~gh any cest, S ~nvotved ~n di~scipiin~ng

,Sky News.

it istherefore "-’Lhlv irregular" for the Secretary of State tO accept such a UiL.

Lack of clarity over definition of "material breach"

(B) Distribution Dependence
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Sky News will rely heavily onthe BSky. B network for almost all of its IV distribution
activities. The ability to "degrade or reduce distri~bution of Sky News" gives News

Corp:

¯ the ability to reduce direotly Sky News’ capacity to reach an audience and

therefore contribute to n~ws pturafity;

¯ leverage which cou|d be used to influence Sky News’ editorial policy.

(C) Dependence on .Oantm:c~t Rene~a!--

Continued viability wilt depend upon winning a renewal of the News Corporation

carriage agreement. Maintaining the-approval of News Corporation must be the

directorS" first priority, ~ince. renewal ofthe carriage agreement will be essential to

the continued v~ab~|i~ oi~ th~ ~o~pany.

St~ff wi!l be awamthat choosing to adopt an editorial policy disapproved byNews

CorporatiOn woul~d run; ¢~.untei" to-tbe-cl~ear incentives of those responsible fQr hking,
firing ~h.d prbm0ti~ons w~thft~ ~ky i’~ws, -

"Wei’e another News of the Wor|d phone-hacking scandal te arise before or
du~thg th~ re~rtegOt~6r~ Of the ~arrtage agteemertt, is it reai~tic to expect

that ..... Sky New~ ~ould: tigbi~uS~ investigate.    . add...    . r~pert., o:n any.. such. illegal, .
a~t~viti~ Withirt Ne, Ws Oo~go~atiO~?

newspapers suppo~one pa~, is i( re~lis..t-i~ m ~xpecf, that S~ N~W~ wo~id

rigOrOusly investigate and report on a m~jor soand~| ~ffe~ting that p~?"

Gove.rn~nce Provisions do not Address Dependence
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Any independent director will have a commercial incentive (and legal Obligation) to

promote the success of Sky News. Taking a stand against News Corp would be

contrary to other incentives and duties.

Behaviourai obligations are entirely ineffective in ensuring editorial independence.

Since editorial independence is difficult to define it is very difficult to identify and

prove clear breaches of the principle.

Were News Corporation to attempt to influence the editorial independence of Sky

News, there is no explicit right of redress provided for in tile UtL in order to address

such concerns.

Only one of the independent directors will be required to have editorial or senior

journalistic experience.

News Corporation’s shareholding should in fact be reduced

News Corporation will hold increased influence over Sky News post-

Takeover (eg carriage agreements). Any remedy envisaged by the UIL should

reduce News Corporation’s shareholding f~n Sky News post-Takeover

No Lasting Remedy

OFCOM has not endorsed SoS’s view that a 10 year contract is an appropriate

lasting remedy. OFCOM is not sure whether or not it w~ll be necessary to have an
independent Sky News in 10 years. The uncertainty should be borne by the merging

parties, not the public who would be affected by a reduction i’n. plurality. If market
conditions change, then the merged entity has the option to apply to the OFT for the

obligations to be released or modified.

The Secretary of State’s "only answer for the longer term is to hope something might
r ’~happen which causes the concerns to cllsappea.
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"It is not clear why the Secretary of State considers (contrary to standard UK merger

control policy) that the general public rather than News Corporation should bear the

risk of uncertainty over the future outlook. This approach is not on!y at oddswith

standard UK merger control policy, but is also irrational and shows insufficient regard,

for the sedousci~ss ofthe.issues at ;stake."

Insufficient Consultation

The key terms ef carriage agreement are essential to the assessment of the ULL,

including details of the financial comm(~ents agreed between the parties. Third

parties will be given no opportunity to comment.

Reacqu~is!i~t(on

The UIL does not appear to prevent the acquisition of shares in Sky News by Rupert
Murdoch (or other members of h!s fam.ity) acting in a persona| capacity.
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29 March 2011

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Department of Culture Media & Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SW1Y 5DH

Dear Mr Hunt

News Corporation/BSkyB

t

Thank you for meeting us on Thursday.

We are however no closer to seeing how you could sensibly claim that that Sky News would
have "more independence from News Corporation than it currently has".

Our earlier submission to you sets out our thoughts in greater detail, but we did want to have
one last go at highlighting the key flaws in ttle remedy you envisage.

The proposed merger would have profound implications for our businesses but also for plurality
(whk;h iS what we are concerned with here). This is about the UK media landscape over the
long term. You will understand therefore our need to make sure we leave no stone unturned in

seeking to. preserve the current position.

Remedy makes Sky News more dependent on News Corporation

Currently, Sky News is part of BSkyB and as such part o~. a large and hugely successful
business wh~(;h"enjoysinc0me~from a wide range of th!rd par~, customers. While News
~C6rp0ratlon is a major shareho[~r"t~rtSSE-yB,~BS~Ji~’~°~0t depende°nt~’up°’n~°r its revenues.~

In contrast, under the remedy you are proposing, Sky News would be a separate entity reliant
on a subsidy from News Corporation (now 100% owner of BSkyB) for its survival. Moreover,
News Corporation would be given the ability to decide whether or not to continue the subsidy
after 10 years (through the carriage agreement renewal decision).

Such an arrangement must by its very nature undermine the ability of Sky News to make a
contribution to media plurality independent of its new paymaster News Corporation.

Furthermore, we are concerned that no proper thought seems to have been given to the
commercial realities that will face the "stand-alone" Sky News. We suspectthat this is a direct

1 You should also be aware that the CC has found (in the context of BSkyB/ITV) that News Corporation currently has no

ability to influence the news agenda of Sky News. SIy Baite~,
Chief Exec~.~tiv~

Trinity Mirror pk
One Canada Square, Canary Wharf, .London E14 5AF

T: 020 7293 220:
F" 020 7293 322!

v~v.trinitymirror.cor
Registered Office: One Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5AP Registered No. 82548 England & Wale

--~---qH _!
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result of your refusal to allow any input into the shaping of the UIL from third party commercial
practitioners.

For instance, it is quite clear that much of the SSkky News audience is as a direct result of the very

b _ .    _._...eavy promotion of its programming on other BSkyB cha~nnels. Clearly those channels would
not use up so much promotional time unless BSkyB’s current managers believed it was needed
by Sky News¯ What will happen under the new arrangement? Will Sky News be cha[ged "rate
card" for the time as paid for advertising? If so, will it be able to afford the bill? If the time is to be
given free or at a discount, Sky News becomes further beholden to BS~yB and ~ews
Corporation. And, if Sky News doesn’t get the promotion it won’t get the viewers and will
15-6c~’om-~eev-en less viable. .............. " .................. ’ ......................... 7-

Sky News will also be dependent On News Corporation to sell its advertising airtime. Moreover,
its ratings are too few for its airtime to be sold’ on a stand-alone b~- It will only attract
adv~~’~p-A~kb~~-~le’’ - presumably with other BSkyB channels.

Yet again, Sky News will be further intertwined with News Corporation.

Not a viable company

You have made much play in your public statements about the fact that the Newco will have
freely and publicly tradable shares. We doubt that this will prove to be the realit~t~ ................................

Apart from’ the lingering doubt as to whether the Newco would even be capable of being listed,
we question which serious investor w0uid wish to hold the shares. Newco would have a life
which could be extinguished after 10 years by News Corporation and during that period its
health and well being would be wholly dependent on News Corporation. It Would have no real
prospect of raising capital or of investing in its future, we have to ask - what is the investment
case?

Governance provisions are insufficient

We cannot see how you can s&ensibly come to the view that the .governance provisions in the
remedy proposal can safeguard Sky News’ editorial independence in circumstances where it is -
financially and c~~~-~C-6~oration.

Previous experience Shows that obligations of this ty_.~have not prevented News C~~
fro"=-m influencing editorial pol!c~(. For example, our earlier submissions outline the widespread
evidence (endorsed by the House of Lords Communications Committee)that the Independent
National Directors system governing theTimes news.papers failed to prevent News Corporation
from influencing the editorial policy of those titles.

Nor do we think you can rely (as you seek to) on the independent directors to act as the
guardians of editorial independence, The indep.end~t~e~or,~s~will have a lega/?~bl~oon (and
fi~an~’a~~ to promote the best commercial interests of Sky News which, as above will
in effect equate to maintaining the financial support of News Corporation on which Sky News
w~ll be dependen~T. .... .
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In our meeting you referred to the inclusion of editorial independence principles in Sky News’
articles of association as providing an additional safeguard. This fails to address the reality that
there will be no independent external oversiaht of Sky News’ editorial policy. The articles of
.... ~ ...............~ ............................................................ II vassociations are a m.a~.#+r~gr, Sky News, its directors and shareholders (a[[ o~’whom wl ha e a

Therefore, we remain of the view that you cannot reasonably conclude that the governance
provisions are sufficient to counter-act Sky News’ structural dependence on News Corporation.

No lasting solution

The finite duration of the carriage agreement means it is entirely in-News Corporation’s gift to
decide whether Sky News continues to exist after 10 years. We share the OFT’s view that this
is an "essential structural limitation" of the remedy.

We cannot see any valid reason not to require a lasting solution. You accept .that the merger
gives rise to plurality concerns (and are therefore requiring a remedy) but you have not
explained how or why these concerns would disappear over the next few years. You are only
able to refer to Ofcom’s view that "the situation with regard to plurality may [but may not] be
significantly different in 10 years time".

We believe that media plurality is far too important to be treated in this manner. It is not
sufficient to tackle the problem for a few years and hope that it disappears. The merger should
not be cleared unless News Corporation can .provide a remedythat safeguards plurality on a
lasting basis.

Conclusion

You expressed the view in your announcement that "nothing was more precious to [you] than
the free and independent press for which this country is famous" and reiterated this in our
meeting.

We urge you to act in a manner consistent with that worthy senUment by referring the merger to
the Competition Commission for a thorough review.

jYnurs sincerely

~ly Bailey

For and on behalf of:
Associated Newspapers
Guardian Media GrouP
Northcliffe Media
Telegraph Media Group
Trinity Mirror
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HOUSE OF COMMONS
LONDON SW1A 0AA

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport
Department of Culture, Media and Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SWIY 5DH

30th March 2Ol!

/

Newscorp acquisition of BSkyB and new Communications Act

Throughout the quasi-judicial process I have sought to ensure maximum transparency consistent

with the public interest-. [n this context, I have a number of questions with regard to the remedy
proposed by Newscorp and accepted by you subject to consultation. All of.these questions relate to
your proposition that the independence of Sky News is protected by the proposed remedy. It is

essential there is clarity on a number of issues before people can make proper judgements about

your decision.

Under the proposed remedy:

i.

2.

3.

4.

Who will appoint the Board of Newco?

What proportion of the Board will be independent non-executive Directors?

Who will appoint the independent Chair of the Board?

Do you accept the following in relation to Newco?

a. It will be dependent on a contract with News Corporation for 85% of its

revenues and 25% of its costs.

b. It will be dependent on News Corporation to distribute its TV riews output on

the BSkyB network.

c, It will only be viable long-term if Newscorp are willing to renew the Carriage

/°

Agreement.

ISHow is the proposed remedy consistent with the OFT guidance that it is rare to accept

even interim purchase./supply arr.angements between merging partners and the

divestment business given the requirements for a clear cut remedy in lieu of a

Competition Commission reference?
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HOUSE OF COMMONS

LONDON SW1A 0AA

.
Company Directors have a duty to act in the interests of their company and

shareholders. Therefore is it not the case t.hat as Newscorp are the main customer and

distributor for Sky News the Directors of Newco will have a duty to respond positively to

the interests of Newscorp?

Finally you have confirmed that it is the Government’s intention to introduce a new Communications
Bill. Wilt you accept my offer to work with you to ensure the Act can be passed by 2013 rather than
20157 Creating a new regulatory environment is a jobs and growth issue and therefore we should
move quickly. In light of the very real .issues of impartiality that have arisen in relation to this case,

will you consider including provisions tn the Bill which would remove politicians from having any

quasi-judicial role in relation to specific plurality and cross media ownership decisions?

t look forward to your reply.

Yours Sincerely

Ivan Lewis MP
Shadow Secretary of State for (~elture, Media and Sport_
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

r

05 April 2011 12:58

l

NEWS COP~P/SKY MERGER: CONSULTATION ON UILs
~1 03 25 - analysis of consultation responses,docx

Importance: High

Attached is a first go at analysis the main representations on the UlLs. As you can see, a lot of
sections are in square brackets and there are also a lot of more detailed points on the UlLs where
we need an initial view from OFT and Ofcom before we can reach a position.

¯ t,, changes to the UlLs will need a further period of consultation, so it would be useful to know if
-yd.. ;hink any changes are essential. If that is the case, we may as well consider making a
number of less essential but desirable changes at the same time.

As you probably know, my last day in the office for three weeks is Thursday. Any comments
before them would be very welcome. If you would find it helpful, we could have a meeting (jointly
or separately) to go through the points tomorrow or Thursday, or we can do it through
correspondence and/or over the phone. Let me know what you would find most convenient.

In my absence,’ tincluded in the cc list above) will-be covering.

DCMS
Cockspur Street
~on SW1Y 5DH
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_.lAIN POINTS RAISED BY OBJECTORS TO THE MERGER
(There are also summaries of all the substantive responses attached to this document)

Proposed UIL will remove Sky News’!ndependence

Slaughter & May act on behalf of BT, Guardian Media Group, Associated Newspapers

Limited, Trinity Mirror PIc, Northcliffe Media and Telegraph Media Group. You saw

representations from these groups (apart from BT) on 24 March when they outlined their

concerns to you.
1

Their main concern was that, whereas News Corp owned 39.1% of Sky and thus Sky

News, under the new arrangements Sky News would be heavily dependent on an

~rganisation which will be 100% controlled by News Corp. They took as their starting

point that "Currently News Corporation does not exercise control over Sky News or its

output" [para" 5.2]. They then argued that the new arrangements "will make-Sky News

almost entirely.dependent on News Corporation" and give three main areas where they

think dependence will be such that News Corp will be able informally or formally to

influence Sky News:

¯ The contract with News Corporation will make up for 85% of its revenues;

¯ it will be dependent on News Corp to distribute its "IV news output;

¯ Its future existence will be responsible on getting a further contract from News

Corp.

The TUC make a similar point: "Newco’s economic dependency will therefore make it
vulnerable if News Corporation exerts its influence. The close relationship between

editorial independence and financial independence [has] been widely recognised in

many instances, perhaps most relevantly, by parliament in ensuring separation of the

BBC licence fee from general taxation as a guarantee of BBC independence from
political influence." Similar points were made by a number of other organisations

including The Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom, BECTU and Jewish

Funds for Justice.
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RESTRICTED

Comment:

It is debatable how independent in principle Sky News currently is (though there is no

evidence to suggest that this influence has in fact been used to influence editorial

independence)..The Ofcom report concluded that at present News Corp has "materiai

influence" over Sky [and therefore Sky News] so it is arguable thatthe Slaughter & May

starting point is wrong and that the increase in influence they identify is therefore over-

stated. Moreover, the proposals for independent directors, an independent chair and an

editorial board are all specifically designed to address this concern.

Inadequacy of arrangements for" independent directors

Slaughter& May argue that the behavioural aspects of the UILs, esPecially the

arrangements for independent directors, ,will be insufficient to counter the influence

outlined above. In particular, they argue that "Any independent director will have a

commercial incentive (and legal obligation) to promote the success of Sky News. Taking

a stand against News Corp would be contrary to other incentives and duties." The NUJ

and TUC also made similar points.

Avaaz argue that the UILs should have provisions "preventing News Corp frombeing

involved in [the independent directors’] selection and approval."

Comment

The effectiveness of the arrangements for ensuring independent directors is an

important aspect of the UILs. The undertakings operate at a numberoflevels and taken

together should ensure the editorial independence of Sky News. In particular:

¯ News Corp will remain a minori.ty owner (unlike with the Times).

¯ The new company will have a majority of independent directors and be

independently chaired.

¯ At least one independent regulator.must have senior editorial and/or journalistic

experience.
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The company’s articles of association explicitly embed the principle of editorial

independence and integrity in news reporting.

There will be a corporate governance and editorial committee to ensure

compliance with these requirements, which will also have a majority of

independent directors and be indePendently chaired.

These are explicit primary functions of the directors and they will be legally required to

act in an independent fashion~

The directors of Newco, as with any other company, have to act in accordance with the

Articles of Association. These Articles will have the independence duties set out in the

UILs enshrined in them. Fiduciary duties do not trump the duties in respect of

independence.

[How the initial Board of Newco will be appointed is something that remains to be

determined. Going forward, the selection of the Board will be a matter for the company

to determine. Our view is that it is not necessary to exclude News Corp from this

process since the UILs make it clear that the majority of the board should be properly

independent and set out in some details what is meant by independent in this context.]

Slaughter & May also argue that "Sky News could only be expected to provide an

independent news voice if its directors and editorial staff are expected to act with

complete disregard for their own job security and success of the company."

Carline Lucas MP makes a similar point:

"1 am also concerned about the weakness of the definition of independence in the

undertakings, which reUes on an unspecified ’principle of editorial i t~dependence’.
o

I further understand that the safeguards on independence require editorial staff to

put themselves into dispute with their employer in defence of editorial

independence. I believe that this is likely to be regarded by staff as an extreme

and risky step, which will, therefore, only be taken in the most extreme cases."

The Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom also echoed this point.

.(
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Comment

It will be the task of the independent directors and the editorial committee to ensure that

Sky News continues to be editorially independent. [Failui’e to do so will put them in

breach of their legal duties [DN true? Sanctions?] and could lay the company open to

regulatory action by Ofcom.]

We think that the principle of editorial independence will be well understood by those in

the industry and by the regulators, and that there is nothing to be gained by seeking a

fuller description, which could have the~unintended consequence Of appearing to limit

the scope of the principle.

Guarantees of editorial independence

The NUJ Parliamentary Group "is concerned that previous guarantees and assurances

given by Rupert Murdoch have been disregarded" and include anecdotal evidence from

previous editors of his papers, including The Times and Sunday. The NUJ and TUC

made similar points as did BECTU, Graeme Morrice MP and Carline Lucas MP.

Steve Barnett makes similar points:

"The new company will be almost entirely financially dependent on News

Corporation, who will presumably be responsible for paying the bulk of the

salaries of the independent d irectors. On the two previous occasions when

similar boards have been established to safeguard editorial "independence"

within News Corporation - at Times Newspapers and the Wall Street Journal -

the structure has manifestly failed. Within both organisations, there is substantial

evidence of Rupert Murdoch exercising influence over the appointment of key

editorial figures and over the general editorial agenda (at The Times

newspapers, for example, over its approach to Europe)."

"On a news channel ....as with broadsheet newspapers, the process [of editorial

influence] is more subtle and inchoate: influence is exerted through the-
appointment of senior editorial figuresl through informal conversations with
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editorialstaff, over a longer period of time, and in ways that are noteasily

d~scernible. One recent example is the remarkable absence in The Times

newspapers of coverage of phone hacking allegations made against News

Corp’s News of the World. These are not issues on which an editorial board can
11

intervene, however independent it may be."

Comment

We think the undertakings offered by News Corporation provide a stronger degree of

indeperidence for Sky News than the provisions for The Times. These safeguards

operate at a number of levels and taken together should ensure the editorial

independence of Sky News. In partioular:

¯ News Corp will remain a minority owner, unlike in~rthe case of the Times whe.re it

owned 100% of the company.

¯ The new company will have a majority of independent directors and be

independently chaired.

¯ At least one independent regulator must ha ve senior editorial and/or journalistic

experience.
The company’s articles of association explicitly embed the principle of editorial

independence and integritY in news reporting.
There will be a corporate governance and editorial committee to ensure

=

compliance With these requirement, which will also have a majority of

independent diredtors and be independently°chaired"

It is important to recognise that these independent editors are working in a very different

environment from independent directors on a newspaper. Unlike newspapers,

broadcasters are bound by the Ofcom. impartiality requirements so the starting point is

different. Ofcom’s report recognised that the impartiality requirements were not in

themselves enough but; taken together with the arrangements for independent directors

and the other requirements in the UILs, they concluded that their plurality concerns has

been addressed.

The remedy is not long-term enough
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Slaughter & May arguethat all Ofcom’s report shows is that possible changes in
plurality over the next 10 years means that OFCOM is not sure whether or not itwUl be

necessary to have an independent Sky News- in 10 years. They argue that this

uncertainty should be borne by the merging parties, not the public who would be

affected by a reduction in plurality. Consequiently, the remedy should be for much
longer than 10 years on the grounds that, if market conditions do change in a way which

reduce concerns about plurality, the merged entity can apply to the OFT for the
obligations to be released or modified. Avaaz make the same point. Representations
that 10 years was not long enough were also made by BT and Channel 4 amongst

others.

( Steve Barnett argues that "it is ....difficult to understand why a time limit has been

imposed given the uncertainty over how media plurality and consumption will unfold"

He argues tl~at there will be pressure toward greater concentration as media enterprises

struggle to identify new business models and that funding of the BBC will decline:

"It is entirely possible - indeed likely - that in ten years time there will be an even

greater concentration of media ownership. And yet, that is the very point at which

News Corporation will be allowed to take complete control of a TV news

operation which may well - by then - be the only commercial broadcast news

operatiOn remaining in the UK. It must surely be contrary to the publicinterest to

permit the potential for such untrammelled power to be exercised by a single

organisation without proper scrutiny and consultation."

Comment

Ofcom said that "we consider that a carriage agreement of a l O-year term in the context

of industry dynamics in this sector is long term. This is because we consider there is

likely to be significant evolution of the market and consumers" use of news and current

affairs over the next decade. As a result, the situation with regard to plurality may be

significantly different in 10 years time," Consequently they concluded that the revised

undertakings "address the plurality concerns identified in our report of 31 December".
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Vo doubt a longer contract could offer greater protection of plurality but Ofcom’s view

was that 10 years was sufficient to allay their concems about plurality, The proposal that

the carriage and other agreements should be indefinite was not something which was

offered by News Corp. Cleary as a result of the consultation, you can ask News Corp to

modify their undertakings in lieu, but this represents such a departure from their

proposal that, if you were to make a counterproposal as radical as this, it could lead to

a protracted further round Of negotiation. We have no evidence to suggest that News

Corp would accept such an undertaking and there is at least the possibility that, faced

with such an imposition, it would rather shut down Sky News which would result in a

diminution of plurality. AltemaUvely, the Secretary of State [and/or regulators] could be

in the position of having to consider regular requests for News Corp for the

arrangements to be discontinued which could mean an on-going involvement in the deal

over a large number of years. ]

It is in any case possible that any attempt by News Corp to acquire the remaining

shares in Sky News at the end of 10 years would represent a relevant merger situation

which could allow the then Secretary of State to .consider referring the matter to the

Competition Commission on plurality grounds. A public interest test can be triggered in

relation to a "relevant merger situation" ie where (a) Newco’s turnover would be over

£70 million or (b) in relation to the supply of goods or serVices, at least a quarter of

those goods or services are supplied by the merged entity. It is hard to predict at this

stage whether these thresholds would be met at the time of any future merger.

[Query: are Ofcom’s change of control provisions relevant?]

[It iS also worth noting that the Communications B~71 may introduce new provisions to

deal with media plurality though this should not form part of your deliberations as.

nothing has yet been implemented.]

10 years should be a minimum

Avaaz argue that:

"we see no reason why (even with consent) it should be open to News Corp to be
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allowed to acquire additional shares in Sky News during the first 10 years ..... Sky

News needs to be given time to develop independently, and this will be

significantly hampered if there is a threat it could still be acquired by News Corp

at some future date."

Comment

This is merely a permissive power. If there is a major change in plurality before 10

years such that continued separation is no longer necessary, it wou/ci be perverse that

no changes could be made to the arrangements in the U/Ls covering shareho/dings.

News Corp can reacquire Newco after 10 years

BT argues that it is not certain that a take-over bid for Newco would trigger the merger

control provisions of the Enterprise Act since:

Newco’s gross assets maybe below the £70 million threshold and the merger

may not increase a share of supply of 25% or more (no referable merger);

it is unlikely that a quarter of broadcasting will be supplied by the merging parties

(no special merger situation);

even if the merger gives rise to a referable merger or special merger situation,

the Secretary of State is not obliged to intervene.

News Corp would be well placed to bid for Newco after I0 years. The impending expiry

of the carriage agreement between BSkyB and Sky News that underpins the viability of

Newco [and] will make Newco less attractive to competing bidders, leaving the field

open for News Corp.

Comment

s discussed above, the merger control provisions may be triggered by a reacquisition.

More generally, if you take the view that 10 years is a long as realistically can be

required given the likely changes in plurality in the next ten years, then clearly the

reacquisition of Sky News by News Corp need not necessarily be a concern from a
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qurality perspective, particularljl if new provisions coveting media plurality are

introduced by the proposed Communications Bill.]

News Corps share of Sky News is toO great.

Avaaz argue that 39.1% of the shareholding and 37.19% of the voting Hghts gives News

Corp too much influence. The new company is much smaller than Sky and is therefore

likely to attract different types of shareholders than at present. "There is no guarantee

that the new sky news shareholders will be sufficiently strong or interested to vote

against News Corp if the need arose." Avaaz argue that in practice News Cop "will be

able to ensure its desired commercial strategy is adopted". Their proposal is that

"News Corp could retain the equivalent of the economic rights it currently has in

S~ News (ie 39.1%) but that its voting rights should be limited to 25% of

Ordinary Shares (so that it cannot veto ordinary resolutions) and only have voting

rights as are normally accepted to protect a minority shareholder’s investment,

but not such that News Corp can veto the commercial strategy, budget or

appointment of senior management of Sky News"

Comment

[Ofcorrv’OFT]

Key agreements between News Corp and Sky

Slaughter & May argue that interested parties should have the opportuni~ to comment

o" the key agreements between News Corp and Sky, in particular the carriage and

licensing agreements given their importance to the spun-off business. At the meeting

Sly Bailey raised particular concerns about whether Sky would continue to cross-

promote Sky news askeenly as it dOes now, and Arqiva and Virgin made the same

point.

Comment
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[These agreements have been reviewedby OFT, Ofcom and our external lawyers who

believe that they achieve what they are meant to do.] [They obviously contain

confidential information and it would not therefore be right to share them with third

parties. We have considered publishing redacted versions but do not think that doing

so would add anything of substance to what is known already as all the key information

would, quite properly, be missing.]

Transfer of Agreements

Virgin has a contract with Sky for the carriage of Sky News over its cable network.

News Corp has undertaken to use all reasonable efforts to transfer the agreements to

Newco but Virgin is concerned that it should not be prejudiced by this process. They

are worried that they will have to pay more than the going-rote for this service as part of

the subsidy to keep Sky News financially viable: "Virgin Media cannot accept being

faced with the choice of paying an ~nflated carriage fee for a news channel, effectively to

subsidise News Corporation’s structure in the Proposed Undertakings, or losing the

right to distribute the Sky News on the cable platform."

Comment

[It is not clear that this is a matter for the UILs and Virgin appears to be using the

consultation on the UILs to carry on their commercial negotiations by other means. In

our view the issues raised by Virgin are purely commercial matters and not issues which

it would be appropriate include further undertakings in the UILs.]
p

Re-acquisition

Slaughter & May argue that the UIL does not appear to prevent the acquisition of shares

in Sky News by Rupert Murdoch (or other members of his family) acting in a personal
capacity.

Comment

The undertakings make # clear that the restriction onshare ownership includes
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~terconnected Bodies Corporate. It would therefore be possible for an individual

associated with News Corp to buy shares in a personal capacity. However, even if they

did so, the articles of association would still remain in force, so a//the requirements

about independent directors, etc would continue to apply. The articles of association

can only be changed with the agreement of 75% of the shareholders and News Corp
has to vote against any such change to the articles unless they own more than 50% of

the shares. In other words, unless the Secretary of State allows News Corp to increase

its current share holding, the articles of association could only be changed if News Corp

first sold down its share to 25% or less. So while it is possible for an individual
associated with News Corp to join forces with News Corp to change the articles of
association, it is not-straightforward. As Ofcom and OFT have said in meetings, there

has to be a degree of trust with any undertakings as it is not possible to anticipate and
prevent every loophole. There will also be a certain amount of morat/po/itica/ pressure

on News Corp to comply with the spirit as well as the letter of the agreement. [Neither
Ofcom, OFT nor we think that this is a serious weakness in the undertakings.]-

UlLs should ensure that Newco’s borrowing powers are enshrined in the Articles.

BT are concerned that News Corp "is likely to have a majority of voting rights atgeneral
meetings Of Newco." This could allow them to block a share issue. They could also

prevent the company from borrowing by voting to remove the power to borrow in

Newco’s articles, making them entirely dependent third party contracts.

Comment

OFT looked at this specific issue and reported Sky’s view that "Sky News was well

positioned in terms of technological status in terms of its competitors. However, to the

extent that it did wish to fund new developments, it could do this either by way of

borrowing and [sic] by seeking to renegotiate an enhanced carriage fee." This led OFT

to Conclude that it "does not believe that the changed sha(’eholder base of Newco, as

compared to Sky at present, provides any reason to believe the viability of Newco would

be materially undermined forthe foreseeable future." (11 Feb redacted report, para

7.26). The OFT’s position assumes that borrowing would be possible [and we therefore

agree that the UILs should be amended to ensure that Newco will be able to borrow.]
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Senior editorialljournalistic experience on the board

BT and Slaughter & May are concerned that¯ only one director has to have senior

editorial/journalistic experience. "This may effectively result in a majority of industry

experts on Sky News’ board being BSkyB appointees. Independent non-experts;

however well intentioned, may not have the experience required to probe some of the

more complex board proposals."

BT also argues that "there is not enough in the UlLs to support the director with senior

editorial/journalistic experience - no fellow independent expert board members, no
T

requirementthat,he/she should be present at meetings, no provision to cover for any

/ long-term absence."

Comment.

[We think these are valid points and would suggest that the UILs are amended so that

board meetings and meetings of the editorial committee should not be considered

quorate unless at least one independent director with senior editorial/journalistic

experience is present, thus making it highly likely that the Board will contain more than

one such expert. Or alternatively, we could increase the minimum number of such

directors to two.]

’ Brand Licensing Agreement.

t

BT argues that it "is not satisfactory that the Carriage Agreement should end once

Newco ceases, the Brand Licensing Agreement. This prevents Newco from ending the

Brand Licensing Agreement after the initial 7 year term, in readiness for the Carriage

Agreement elapsing."

Comment

There is no explanation of why this is undesirable and therefore-we would not propose

making any changes to the UILs.
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Premises and facilities sharing
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BT argues that ;’The UlLs, instead of enshrining long-term premises and facility sharing,

should ensure that News Corp provides Newco with the financial means to be physically

separate. By analogy, BT’s undertakings required Openreach to be operationally

separate and Ofcom saw to it that Openreach was located in a different building not

shared by other parts of BT."

Comment

[The comparison with BT Openreach is misleading as it was a profitable business.

~equiring Sky News to relocate would add to its costs and make it less able to support

itseff financially in the future and hence more, not less, dependent on Sky.]

Operational Agreements

BT argues that "The UILs should require advertising to be handled by a third party,

albeit funded by BSkyB.. In addition, to Safeguard against BSkyB interference,

advertising should be placed on terms that do not favour News Corp or BSkyB or deny

access to any legitimate advertising buyer."

Comment

[OFT/Ofcom]

The UILs fail to ensure a sufficiency of independent contracts

BT argues that "The UILs should ensure that Newco positively pursues independent

revenue streams, without discriminating against competitors of News Corp or BSkyB."

Comment

[OFT(Ofcom]
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Audit

BT argues that:

"The Auditcommittee should ensure fairness in transactions between News

Corp/BSkyB and Sky News, but only protects material transactions. Materiality

is insufficiently defined and appears to refer only to financials thresholds.~ An

agreement may be essential but have a low monetary value. The Audit

committee’s powers are too vague to be effective. A fairness opinion Obtained by

the Aud it committee need not be followed."

~- Avaaz also argue that the UILs should be changed so that Sky News should be able:

"to appoint an independent auditor to review the pricing which Sky provides for

various services to Newco, including full access to verify that Sky is in

compliance with its obligations under the proposed undertakings. If nay

discrepancies are found, the cost of such an audit should be payable by

Sky/News Corp"

Comment

[Both sets of proposals are reasonable and would improve the effectiveness of, the UILs]

Editorial committee

BT argue that the UlLs should include."a requirement for breaches [on compliance with

the principle of editorial independence] to be reported to the Editorial committee, and

from there reported to the OFT or Ofcom, who should be given formal responsibility for

supervision of the operation of the undertakings. The prospect of breaches being

reported acts as an important deterrent."

BT further argues that the UlLs "should require the head of Sky News, not just empower

him, to make representations to the Editorial committee on compliance with the principle
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t~ editorial independence, and require him to report breaches to the Editorial

committee." [DN same point as above?]

Avaaz argue that in addition to a requirement for the editorial committee to include a
statement in the company’s annual report, there" should be a requirement to produce an

annual report to the Secretary of State and Ofcom.

Comment

[We think [both] the BT suggestions are sensible and that the UILs should be amended
accordingly, it is hard to see, however, that the Avaaz suggestion adds anything

significaht to the arrangements already proposed.]

uispute resolution process

BT argues that the dispute resolution process should be extended to Operational

Agreements.

Comment

[OFT/Ofcom.]

No fairness requirement

There should be a requirement in the UlLs for News Corp and BSkyB not to

discriminate against Newco in their commercial deals, and to grant Newco no less

favourable terms than to a third party.

Comment

[It is hard to take exception to this proposal and we will amend the undertakings in lieu

accordingly.]

Controls fall away
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BT argues that "the corporate governance provisions rules may be voted out of the

Articles by a majority of shareholders that are not related to News Corp".

Comment

This is not completely correct. The articles of association can only be changed by 75%

of the shareholders. News Corp has to vote against any such change to the articles

unless they own more than 50% of the shares. This could happen only if News Corp

was to sell down its shareholding.

Ofcom Code

Avaaz argue that this should also be extended to on-line services and that "in addition

to any other consequences which would normally follow, News Corp will itself pay a

financial penalty of a material amount (perhaps determined by Ofcom) each time Ofcom

make a finding that Newco has breached the Code.

Comment

This feels like double jeopardy and a bit draconian as Ofcom can already fine in these

situations. Furthermore it does not have to be shown that the breach of the Code by

Newco was a result if anything done by News CorP who will be the one getting fined.

The U/Ls already provide that the Ofcom broadcasting code will apply to on-line

services "where appropriate" -

Inadequate safeguards in the 9 month interim period

The UILs will not prevent News Corp interfering in Sky News for the first 9 months of its

operation. BT argues that this "is a very long period compa,~red to the three months that

are normally considered acceptable to implement a remedy. It is a crucial window

which can be used by News Corp to influence Sky News’ future agenda."
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vaaz argue that "Sky News should be spun off before News Corp completes the

proposed acquisition of Sky...".

Avaaz also suggest a number of detailed changes to the UILs concerning protecting.

Sky News in the interim period before spin-off:

The UILs should state that News Corp should "not take any action which might

prejudice or impede the spin-off of Sky News";

¯ the requirement to maintain and preserve the business should include a specific
/

reference to "facilitiesand goodwill";

¯ The non-solicitation provisions should also apply to the interim period.

~" omment

[Ofcorn/OFT]

Monitoring Trustee

Avaaz-propose that there should be a Monitoring Trustee who would report to OFT

and/or the Secretary of State on a regular basis "so that steps might be taken if the spin

off is being Unduly delayed, particularly if this is due to News Corps’s action." The

Monitoring Trustee (who would be appointed and paid for by News Corp) could also

advise on the key agreements.

~omment

[Of.comiOFT]

"Upfront Buyer"

Avaaz argue that ’~the majo~’ity of existing Sky Shareholders should provide the

Secretary of State with a ’commitment in principle to purchase Newco shares’".

Comment
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The UK Coalition for Cultural Diversity is concerned that BSkyB broadcasts too much

American content and "unfairly benefits from its dominant position to further expand its

subscriber base." Similarly, Patricia Holland (Senior Lecturer, Bournemouth Media

School) argues that "The dominance of a powerful, internationally based commercial

company has, cultural consequences which are outside the terms of reference of the

Competition Commission. This is a problem which needs to be addressed."

Comment

This is a competition matter and therefore outwith the scope of your decision.

Investment in local and European content

The UK Coalition for Cultural Diversity is concerned that you have ."not asked for
assurances that News Corporation will comply with the Audio Visual Media Services

Directive by making proper, proportionate investment in local programming, particularly.

feature film, documentary and drama, to fulfil its obligations to UK citizens’ dght of
access to diversity of programming."

Comment "

[Ensuring compliance with this directive is a legal requirement and does not need to be

enshrined in the UILs.]

Dynamic Effects of the merger

Channel 4 argue that "Ofcom’s conclusion that the proposed acquisition merited further

review by the Competition Commission on the basis of the "static" effects alone has had

the effect of narrowing the debate such that the UIL do not address the "dynamic"

effects on plurality". The Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom also argued
. . ..:
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1at "the narrow scope of the consultation, also means that there will be no

consideration of the future impact of the merged company on other UK media

companies [para 2.31"

Comment

Ofcom’s dynamic analysis led them to conclude that "we do not consider that there is

sufficient evidence forthe view that these issues may be expected to result in additional

plurality concems to those identified by our static analysis [6. 71]" Ofcom went On to say

that "while we do not rely on these issues as the basis for our recommendation that a

referencebe made to the Competition Commission, if a i’eference is made then these

issues merit further evaluation [6. 73]."

Given that Ofcom has concluded that the revised UILs meet their plurali~y con cems, it is

hard to see why the UILs should also seek to address the dynamic issues which Ofcom

concluded did no’t of themselves justify a referral

Inadequate Time to Consider the UlLs

Channel 4 argue that more time is needed to consider the implications of a transaction

"of this scale and significance" and hence the merger should be referred.

The Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom state that "the OFT advised that

the Culture Secretary should ’test further the viability and robustness" of the

commitments made by News Corporation during the consultation process. We question

how such a process could be undertaken with any rigour in the eighteen days allowed

for the consultation."

DLA Piper writing on behalf of Avaaz (who organised the internet campaign) said:

"A month of negotiations behind closed doors between news Corp and the

Secretary of State and the OFT, with then just 17 days for public consultation on

complex and novel UIL is insufficient time to take into account the very significant

public concerns .... ".
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Comment

You have complied with the requirements of the legislation [and only a few

organisations have argued that the timescale for comment was inadequate].

Furthermore, CPBF’s criticism overlooks the fact that the OFT and Ofcom have spent

considerable time after the end of the consultation period analysing the key

agreements.

Lack of ex ante remedies

Channel 4 argue that the fact there, is no ex ante remedy once the merger is allowed to

go ahead means that it is all the more important that the merger "should be is subject at

this stage to the full, comprehensive remedy thatwould be afforded by referral to the

Competition Commission:"

Comment

There is no requirement to refera m ergersimp/y on the basis of it size. If you are

satisfied, based on the advice of the regulators, that the U/Ls meet the plurality

concerns and are practically and financially viable, then there is no clear reason for

referring the merger.

Market Power and its effect on plurality

The NUJ argue that the new company’s "financial power, combined with huge influence

in terms of merged marketing and ,programming strength, can only damage the

sustainability of the other media groups which are an important factor in media plurality,

as well as strengthening any political or other causes which News Corporation/BSkyB

or its proprietor chooses to support." [Many other organisations made. very similar

points.] Caroline Lucas MP, campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom.

Comment
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Ofcom recognised that its role was to look at plurality issues rather than competition
issues which were a matter for the EU. However, it recognised in itsdynamic analysis

L

that competiUon issues could potentially have an effect on plurality. For example:

"Economic power can allow a company to take strategic decisions that might

ultimately have an impact on.plurality. Economic power may allow a media

enterprise to invest in new ventures, business developments or adopt pricing

strategies that others do not have the resources to compete with. There may be

a consequential reduction in otherplayersYshare of voice and hence plurality

[6.42]."

(" i?vertheless, Ofcom’s dynamic analysis led them to conclude that "we do not consider
that there is sufficient evidence for the view that these issues may be expected to result

in additional plurality concerns to those identified by our static analysis [6.71]". Ofcom

went on to+say that "while we do not rely on these issues as the basis for our,

recommendation that a reference be made to the Competition Commission, if a

reference is made then these issues merit further evaluation [6.73].,

- Too much involvement of the SoS .J

Caroline Lucas MP is:

"concerned that the ongoing management of these proposals relies too heavily

"on decisions by the Secretary of State, rather than independent regulators. Such

direct oversight by Government risks politicising the agreement, and is further

demonstration of the need to strengthen laws to protect both media and news

plurality. I therefore urge the Government toi heed the warning from OFCOM that

the current system for protectin.g plurality is deficient b ec~ause it fails to provide

for intervention to be considered where plurality concerns arise in the absence of

a proposed takeover."
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Graeme Morrice MP is also concerned about the UILs "putting too much power in the

hands of the Culture SeCretary rather than independent regulators" (this. point comes

from the letter written by the main opponents to the merger to MPs and others) and the

TUC add that "It is therefore conceivable that any politician would think twice before

acting in a way that could offend News Corporation and thus potentially damage their

party an, d their own career prospects."

ComMent

The Secretary Of State and OFT can require information from News Corp and the

Secretary of state can direct News Corp to comply with the UILs~ In practice,

compliance will be a matter for the regulators and the Secretary of State is unlikely to

I .,et involved other than on the advice of the regulators, so there is little risk of

poh’ticisation.]

You are proposing to consider Ofcom’s wider points about the scope of the public

interest test limited to mergers in the context of the proposed Communications Bill.

Definition Of Plurality

....... IIIi III II
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Comment

it is true that the legislation does not define what is meant by "media plurality" and

Ofcom based its approach in part on rePresentations from merging parties and third

parties. This was also the approach used in Sky/ITV case in 2007. it is also clear from

the debates in Parliament that the concern was about the risks associated with one

person controlling too much of the media because of the scope for influencing opinions

and settina the ooliticai aaenda.

Ne theretore conclucle rnat

Ofcom’s approach was soundly based.

" is worth noting that Slaughter & May have not made this argument.

Sky News and Freeview

DMOL (~vho manage the DTT platform) point out that Sky have not signed an LCN
(logical channel number) agreement with DMOL and should be made to so under the
UILs so that Sky News does not run the risk of "losing any security over its current LCN

and the continued engineering support from DMOL for service information relate

changes".

Comment

Sky News currently has a slot on Freeview [DN Check] and News Corp have

undertaken to use :’all reasonable endeavours" that this capacity will be made available

to Sky News. Moreover, as DMOL note, there is nothing to prevent the new company

signing such an agreement itself. It is not clear what the problem is that the proposal is

meant to remedy, and it may be the case that DMOL is using this consultation to drive

its own business interests. We can see no reason from a plurality perspective as to why

the UILs should be amended in the way suggested.

Sky News and Freeview DTT
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Arqiva are concerned that the carriage agreements with Sky News should factor in the

increase in capacity charges after the current contract with Arqiva .expires in 2014. This

is because Sky currently benefits from a legacy deal with "very beneficial terms" and

post-2014 costs are like to increase about twenty-fold. ’qhe disappearance of Sky

News from Freeview would ....represent a reduction in plurality itself."

comment

[OFT and Ofcom advise that this has been taken into account in the carriage

agreement.]

Arqiva is concerned that if Sky remains on the Boardof Freeview it will give News Corp

the.ability to influence the development of the DTT platform which is a rival to Sky’s pay

TV offering:

"News Corp will have will have the ability to influence the strategy and direction

Of Freeview’s development (eg marketing budget), not to mention advance

notification of developments on Freeviewthat might compete with aspects of Sky

pay TV offering,"

Comment

[OFTiOfcom]

Definitions

Slaughter & May argue that there needs to be greater clarity over definition of "material

breach"

Comment

[OFT/Ofcom]

. .,Lack of redress
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Were News Corporation to attempt to influence the editorial independence ofSky News,

there is no explicit right of redress provided for in the UIL in order to address such

concerns (S&M).

Avaaz argue that there should be a fixed penalty clause in the undertakings, that the

Government should have greater monitoring powers and that the Secretary of State as

well as OFT should be able to injunct News Corp.

Comment

[redress: OFT/Ofcom]

In practice, monitoring and compliance on an on-going basis will be responsibility of the

two regulators and there is no need to give more power to the Secretary of State,

something that other respondees have argued strongly against.

Rival news service

Media Matters for America argue that there is nothing to stop BSkyB from setting up a

rival news service-along the lines of Fox News.

Avaaz argue that there should be a non-compete obligation otherwise there would be a

significant risk that a competitor set u.p by Sky/News Corp could lead to the demise of

Newco.

Comment

News Corp could do this but, it would still have to pay and for and carry Sky News. It

Would also have to set up a new organisation from scratch, as there is a non-solicitation

clause (para 4.2), and without the use of the Sky brand. The OFT report looked at this

question and.concluded that "While the carriage agreement~ remains in force, this may

provide a significant disincentive to set up a competing news service, which would

undermine Newco, diminishing the return from Sky’s 39% share in Newco" (para 12.4 of
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OFT’s 11 February report).

Provided that the uILs are robust enough to ensure the survival of Sky News, a

competing company would add to rather than detract from plurality.

Ofconn’s methodology is flawed

.David Elstein believes that the Ofcom analysis of reach and share are flawed and that

tt~is exaggerates the impact on plurality. He believes that the merger should not be

referred to the. Competition Commission and that the best outcome would be for the

merger to proceed without any restrictions ("the optimum circumstances for Sky News

to flourish"). Failing this:

"the best that can be hoped for is that theMILs offered by News Corp, and

accepted by Ofcom and the OFT (however reluctantly) wilt do as little damage as

possible. For the Secretary of State now to refer the transaction to the

Competition Commission would inexcusably put at risk an excellent news

service, whose viewers trust it much more than viewers of its terrestrial rivals

trust those services."

Comment

You have already accepted Ofcom’s view that the merger satisfied the relatively low

"double may" test.for referral.
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Department for Culture, Media and Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London SW1Y 5DH

Allen & Overy LLP
One Bishops Square
London E1 6AD United Kingdom

Tel
Fax
Direct

Our ref

6 April 2011

Dear [

News Corporation - British Sky Broadcasting Group PIe

As you k_rtow we are currently in discussions with OFT and Ofcom in relation to the drafts of the Carriage
Agreement and the Brand Licensing Agreement which we submitted for the Secretary of State’s approval on
21 March 2011. We have received a first set of questions last week, to which we have replied and we are
now waiting to hear from the OFT.

In the meantime the period for public consultation on the draft UIL submitted by News on 1 March 2011 (the
Draft UIL) has expired. I should therefore be grateful if you would confirm that the Draft UIL is in a form
acceptable to the Secretary of State subject of course to the approval of the Carriage Agreement, the Brand
Licensing Agreement and the Schedule of Assets.

Given that the terms of the Carriag~e Agreement and the Brand Licensing Agreement will be governed by the
commitments offered by News in the final form of the UIL (e.g. avparagraphs 4.4 to 4.8 inclusive of the
Draft UIL), it is essential for the ongoing discussions with the OFT and Ofcom that we have confirmation
that the relevant provisions of the Draft UIL will need no further changes.

I look forward to hearing from you.

krours sincerely

CCLt’ ,Iews Corporationf
Alien & Overy

L

Allen & Overy LLP Is a limited liability partnership registered in England and Wales with registered number OC306763. It is regulated by the SolicitorsRegUletion Authority of
England and Wales. The term partner iS used to refer to a member of Allen & Overy LLP or an employee or consultant with equivalent standing and qualifications. A list of the
members of Allen & Overy LLP and of the non.membere who are designated as partners is open to inspection a~ i~s registered of~ce, One Bishops Square, London El. 6AD.

Allen & (3very LLP or an affiliated undertaking has an office in each of: Abu Dhabi, Amsterdam, Antwerp, Athens, Bangkok, Beijing, Braffslava, Brussels, Bucharest (associated
office), Budapest, Doha, Dubai, Dflsseldorf, Frankfurt, Hamburg, Hong Kong, Jakarta (associated office), London, Luxemb,ourg, Madrid, Mannheim, Milan, Moscow, Munich,
New York, Pads, Perth, Prague, Riyadh (associated office), Rome, S~io Paulo, Shanghai, Singapore, Sydney, Tok)’o and Warsaw.
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

07 April 2011 09:22

Meeting request re BSkyB takeover, plurality

Dear Jeremy Hunt,
f

I would like to request a meeting on behalf of Avaaz and 38 Degrees to discuss the BSkyB takeover, media
plurality and the upcoming process towards a new Communications Act.

As you may know Avaaz and 38 Degrees - multi-isue campaign groups - have been active on the issue of
media regulation and the BSkyB takeover since last year. Tens of thousands of our members have
responded and are keen for us to continue working hard on this agenda this month as we approach another
announcement on News Corporation undertakings, and during the following months when you will initiate a

[ bate towards a new Communications Act.
In that context we would like to request a short meeting with you to discuss your process of reviewing the
consultation inputs, what are the main issues arising, and how you plan to consult the public at the various
stages of the Communications Act.

The people attending the meeting would be myself an4 ~vaaz’s media adviser and [

~om 38 Degrees.

t look forward to your reply.

Sincerely,

pt v !-k!AL

eel:
Skyp
www.avaaz.org

Avaa~org is a 7-million-perso’ global campaign network that works to ensure that the views and values of the world’s people shape key decisions.

This email was received from the INTERNET and scanned by the Government Secure Intranet anti-virus
service supplied by Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTM Certificate
Number 2009/09/0052.) In case of problems, please call your organisation’s !T Helpdesk.
Communications via the GSi may be automatically logged, monitored and!or recorded for legal purposes.
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The Office of The Rt Hen Lord Prescott
House of Lords

London
SWIA 0PW

11 April 2011

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State
Department for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
1-4 Cockspur Street
London SWIY 5DH

Dear Secretary of State,

I wrote to you four weeks ago following the Government’s statement to the House of
Lords in which it indicated your agreement to approve Rupert Murdoch’s News Corps
application to takeover BSkyB.

The reopening of the criminal investigation into Murdoch’s News of the World by
Assistant Commissioner Akers of the Metropolitan Police revealed many, many more
cases of phone hacking, and I called on you to delay confirmation of your decision to
grant approval Until the completion of these enquiries into these criminal acts by
Murdoch’s paper.

I received no reply to my letter but since then we have seen disturbing develop~nents
which strengthen my call for you to delay your decision-

Firstly, two senior News of the World executives, former Head of News lan
Edmondson and Chief Reporter NevilleThudbeck were arrested and questioned
about phone hacking.

Secondly, the News of the World finally admitted mass criminality_ by conceding that
the practice of phone hacking was rife at the paper bet’ween 2004 and 2006. It
has set up a compensation fund and apologised to eight people who had
brought phone-hacking claims against the paper. One of them was my former Chief
of Staff Joan HammeU who was told by police that her phone had been hacked over.
40 times by the News of the World to listen to messages I had left. on it.          ..
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Another of those targets to whom News International and the News of the World
have apologised for phone hacking is your predecessor as Secretary of State for
Culture Media and Sport, Tessa Jowell.     ,,

! am concerned that your departmentls response is that the decision whether or not
Murdoch’s takeover of BSkyB should be approved is a ’quasi-judicial decision’ and
that you cannot consider the phone hacking case.

The statement from a DCMS spokesman said: "The culture secretary has to make a
quaSi-judicial decision about the impact of the proposed merger on media plurality
issues alone. Legally the culture secretary cannot consider other factorS as part of
this process and under law phone hacking is not seen as relevant to media plurality,"
This interpretation is fundamentally wrong Media plurality has never been defined by
Parliament. The culture at News Corps was quite clearly to get the storY at all costs.
Senior executives were either fully aware of the mass criminality being committed by
its reporters as Steven Barnett, Professor of Communications at the University of
Westminster, said in:the Guardian: "The phone hacking scandal, and the corporate
culture that facilitated it, is right at the heart of media plurality. It was precisely what
concerned the House of Lords when .the second chamber, led by Lord Puttnam,
forced through the last-minute amendment to the 2003 Communication Act on which
Hunt’s. decision will be based."

What’s more the admittance that the News of the World was illegally listening to the
Cabinet minister responsible for media policy, begs the question what other
information was obtained and acted upon by News International.

If-you agre~e-to th-is-takeover it will leave you and this Government open to
accusations of complicity and bias to Murdoch. ! queried your party’s judgement for
employing a former News of the World editor who was forced to resign after the
original phone hacking case was exposed.

It could also leave your decision on BSkyB open to a legal challenge.

! repeat what I said last four weeks ago. These many reopened enquiries into
criminal acts by Murdoch’s newspaper raise the issue of Murdoch’s News Corps
integrity and whether it would pass any ’fit and proper’ test to have full control of a
major part of television and press.

The best way to avoid this is to delay any decision until all the ongoing criminal
enquiries are over and ultimately in the interests of transparent government and
media plurality, to refer the final decision to the independent Competition
Commission.
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If you are not prepared to delay your decision, ! strongly advise you not to make an
announcement until both Houses are sitting again. Otherwise it wil! be seen as a
cynical attempt at news management and avoiding parliamentary scrutiny.

I would also call on you to consider using your.review powers if further criminal acts
are p roveR.                         >

This Government made a considerable error of judgement in employing the former
editor of a newspaper where phone hacking was endemic. ! urge you not to make a
similar error by approving Murdoch’s bid to takeover BSkyB.

Yours sincerely

Rt Hon Lord Prescott

Dictated by Lord Prescott and signed in his absence
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Department for culture, Media and Sport
Rt Hon Jererny Hunt MP

tary of State

2-4 Cockspur Street
London SWIY SDH
www.cutture.gov.uk

Te[
Fax

Your Ref:
Our Ref: 169646/JB/13

Rt Hon Lord Prescott MP
House of Lords
London SW1A 0PW

department for
culture, media
and sport

12 April 2011

Dear Lord Prescott

Thank you for your letter of 15 March about News Corporation’s proposed acquisition of
BSkyB.

I note your concerns about the criminal investigations into phone-hacking and your request
that I delay my decision about the merger until after these investigations have been
completed.

It is worth reiterating that the merger has been investigated on the basis of the effect it could
have on media plurality in accordance with the provision of the Enterprise Act 2002:The
phone-hacking allegations are of course very serious, but they are matters for the criminal
courts. They have no bearing on the separate matter of media plurality, and my decision on
the merger could be challenged if I allowed these allegations to colour my view.

Furthermore, this merger involves two established, reputable media enterprises. When the
intervention notice was considered in November last year, it was made on the basis of
pluraiity concerns. An intervention notice could also have been made if it was considered
that there might be a concern that persons with control of media enterprises might not have
a genuine commitment to relevant broadcasting standards. The Government had no reason
to consider any such impact was likely. Therefore the intervention has been made only with
regard to plurality concerns. Importantly, once an intervention notice has been made on one
basis, the legislation (Section 67(5) of the Enterprise Act 2002) does not permit a second
intervention.

I can confirm that your letter has been included as a response to the consultation on the
undertakings in lieu offered by News Corporation and may be published as part of that

improving
the quatity

of tile for at[
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process, lam now considering the responses made to the consultation, and wil! make a
statement in due course,

Related documents are available on the DCMS website at:
http:llwww.culture.gov.uklnewslnews stories/7883.aspx. I enclose a copy of the statement
and undertakings in lieu for reference with this letter.

With best wishes

Rt Flon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport

EncL Copy of the statement and undertakings in lieu

L.
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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

i
15 Apdl 2011 12:43

L
Re: BskyB Tirn~ngs

"II

Grateful for.you! advice on this in ~absence~,

I recall that we now think it will be early May until we have worked throt~gh all the responses and mid-may unUl the
licence and branding agreements are Complete? Is that right?

What sos is likely to want to do is to take= his final decision as early as possible.

For example., once we have completed our analysis (assuming no need to consult fdrther) I expect he will want to go
public on his decision and~say i~s subject to the detail on the carriage agreements being comp!eted.

~.~ ;sible for him to do thls at that stage Or will he have to wait until all the details are worked through before
s.a~ying an~hingltakitig a final decision?

If we have to Wait when are we likely to be able to announce?

Grateful for quick response pls On these an~questiOns.

Many thanks

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Device.

.~ i    ...

20il

.Could you give me a brief Update on where we am with the BSkyB takeover process? Specifica!ly:,

1, what are the current timings?

2, when is the next advice g~ing to JH on this?

3, Canwe expedite the pro~ss so it iS ready to go after the local e!ections?

Ma~ny thanks,

Priva~te Secretary
office of~the special Advisers
Department for Cu!ture M.edia and Sport
2-4 Cock Spur Street
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From:
sent

’To:
Co:
Subject:

I                           I

:QLDFIELD PAUL - ’
18.Apr.i12011 10:42

SMtTH,I__IAdam; ~AARTrN I:INI3A, ZEFF JON: SMtTM
Comms Meeting Acuons

Actions for our Comms meeting this morning

r

\

Adam to speak to M Gove’s $pAd~re changes in cur:riculum affecting number of children studying Sports,
Arts and Music. ANON ~ Adam              . r "
SoS asked whether we could[should look to im/oke: tl~e Pl test re ’fit and proper person’ re Newscorp/Sky
merger. SoS also asked for a likely timetable in concluding the process- ie what are next steps and dates.
AC~,ION - Rita                                . ~ ¯                "
:LM reported onDEA JR decision which was due this week. SoS would like Adam and Unda to work together
on getting tone of anystatement right.
SoS wants to see Steve Hilton on Wed re 2Q12 Ceremonies. ACTION,f

honours for Paralympians. ACTION -SOSwould like ’an update,from Tanni Grey Thompsohon_"     . , ,
,̄chase up

J o

Paul Oldfield
Principal¯ Private Secretary tothe Secretary of State
Department for Culture, Media and Sport, . . .

=

F .

r
° .

f~

,/

<

. .." .

. .)

.I¯.

/
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J / Department for CuLture, Media and Sport.... ~ Media Directorate

4th Itoor |EL ........

RESTRICTED

To

From

File P~ef

Secretary of State CC Jonathan Stephens
ion Zeff
Rita Pate[
CaroLa Geist-Divver

Adam Smith
Sue Beeby

Date 18 April 201!

NEWS cORP/BSKYB MERGER

This minute is a brief update on progress and Li~kety timings. We explored this
morning with the OFT and oFCOM the outstanding issues, the process of handling
them between News Corp, OFT/Ofcom and you, and the t!metab.Ie.

Z We assumed that you would want to move as eartyas possible to a decision on
the UILs, even if ~he~wa.s a subsequent need ford fL~er~ sho~{Z,day)
consultation on agreed changes to the~ undertakirigs (LikeLy),., ... subje~..., to foLLowing
du~e and secure process, ¥ou,wi|i also need ~e. assess t~e riskinvoLved in agreeing
the UtLs beforethe 0pc rationaL agreemen~ ~see be|ew), on ~he ether hand, the
Longer before yore’ dec~on,. ~ the~re, eppo~, for other diff~cutties~        . t~ ari..se.

3 The carriage and br~h~d.|F~ensi:~ ~eme~ts must, accotd4i~gto~he U|~ ~-
which we coiqsu|ted~ be-ag~ee~~ ~i~r ~e ~he da~e the uiLs.are t~ems~ve; aecepted
(if they are accepted) b¥;~U, OFT/Ofcbm have had two rounds of cLarificatiOn
with News corpon these agreements to ensure that they are meeting what they
co~mitt~d te in the UiLs and ass~iated Bus~ness PLan. These. ~{eemetlts depend
on a number of operational agreements (eg ad sates and broadcast and technical " .
services). These operational a~reements couLdbe agreed before or after a.decision
on the U.ILs: the News Carp assur~ptien is that they wo.utd foLLow, and your derision
couL[d then be made more quickly (though there, need be no impactTon the overaLL
timetable to completion). :i’he OF:r wit[ advise, in the |ight of their discussions, on
the {ever of risk involved, since, once the UILs are approved-, your leverage over the
essential operational agreements would be considerably reduced.

4 OFT have identified four key issues: Finance (especiaLLy the inflation cap}-; .Levels
of Marketing and Promotion; Diversification (extent towhich New co wilt be able
to d~versify); and the mechanics of the process - there are complex interactions
between the timings of the bid process and the establishment of New Co which
haveto happen in a sensible order if risks are to be minimised and the UlLs have the
desired effect.

RESTRI.CTED
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Department f6r Cutture, Media and sport

5 Our current expectation of the timetai~[e ~s:

W/c 18 Apd[-OFT wi[[ be communicating with News Corp in relation to points.
raised in’the consultation.

W/c 3 ,May - DCMS appoints extema| lawyers to examine the cardage and licensing
agreeme~ from a �Ontractual perspective.

W/c 9 May DCMS conference with counse[ ~t proposed consuttation responses.

W/c 16 May (or possibly the week before)i the OFT I~ropoSed this mornfng that
they submit to you their initial advice on the agreements (including whether
arnendments to the UILs should be pursued).

6 This suggests that a fina[ decision might be possib|e (jUst) by the end.of Ray, if
you [eave the operat|ona[ agreements to be agreed by you.subseq~tty.

|mp|ications of th~ Phon~-Hacki~ in~st[~i~ns -       ’    -; .’~ ~ -..~- ..

7 The Phone-hacking iss~ies ascurrent|yadmitted by News Corp cannot property

were the subje~ Qf t~;~bffc~i~e~e~"~ w~. H~,i,t ~s,the: flat,re ~of -

of ~isk y~u wa~:~,;~u~e~ i~ ~~t~, ~h~:~P~|b~,~~.~~ ~ib~J~=

. . . . -

.Z ...................

RESTRICTED
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From: ZEFF JON
Sent: 19 April 2011 11:44

To: PATEL Rt-TA
Cc:
Subject: Fw: Comms l~eeting Actions

I1[

Rita

see below. SofS raised two points:

A) are we sr~re, the process’ is going as fast as it can -sofs keen to make decision asap post-holidays, i sa~d ! thought
it was but we*dstay on the case.

B) wants to ma~ke sure we’ve thoroughly kicked the tires on scope for invoking, the standards limb of th pi. test.
Someone has suggested to him that we could instigate a new reference because information has come-to -light’ (oD
.phOne hacking:) which wasn’t available to vince c when he took the original decision. ! was doubtful but agreed to.
check.

~m

sent from, blackberry

.

From: OLDF!ELD PAUL
1"O: CM,~I ~rl~m, M~RTi~N I INDA’_ 7FFF ]ON:. SHlt~’l, GOdfic
Cc:l
Sent: Ion Apr 18 10:41:39. 20i.I
Subje~: Comms_ Meeting-Ac~ons
Act~0ns.for.our Comms meeting this morning

Adam to sp~.ak to. M Gore’s SpAd re changes in cut~ricutum affecting number of chHdrenstu~dyt.ng Sports,
A~S and~Music. A~|~N ~Adam "

~e~8~! :Se~-~tso m{ked.fOr-~ likely ti~m~table in �~.nCLuO{ng the,pro~eSs" ie Wh~t a:re~ n~ ~t~=~..anO dates.

f~~e.~ed on DEA JR decision which was due this we.Ok. SoS wou!d like Adam and Unda to work together
dti ge~.i.r1~ tone bf any statemenl~ right.
SoS wants to se~      ~n We~l re 2012 Ceremonies.
SO~ would like an update f~om Taoni Grey Thompson on honours for Par~iympians. A~|ON

Pau| Oldfie~l
Prindp~l Private Se~re:tary to’the Secretary OfState
Department for Culture, Media and Spo.~
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Department for Culture, Hedia and Sport "
Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
ecretary of State

2-4 Cockspur Street
London SW1Y SDH

Te[
Fax
www.cu[ture.gov.uk

CMS 172104/asg

Ivan Lewis MP
House of Commons
LONDON
SWIA 0AA

department for
culture, media
and sport

19 April 2011

Dear Ivan

NEWS CORP ACQUISITION OF BSKYB AND NEW COMMUNICATIONS ACT

Thank you for your letter of 30 March.

I think it is simplest if I answer your questions in order. Before doing so~ though,
I si~ould stress that we are still considering the representations on the consultation
and the details of the carriage and brand licensing agreements, and I have not reached
a final decision on this matter.

1. Who will appoint the Board of Newco?

°

.

How the initial Board of Newco will be appointed is something that remains
to be determined. Going forward, the selection of the Board will be a matter
for the company to determine. As you will have seen, the UILs provide that
the majority of the board should be properly independent. The Interpretation
section of the UILs sets out in some details what is meant by independent
in this context.

What proportion of the Board will be independent non-executive
Directors?

The majority will be independent.

Who will appoint the independent Chair of the Board?

The mechanism for appointment of the Chair of the Board isto be
determined, but I would note that the Chair of the Board must be an
independent director° as set-out in. the UILs.

improving
the quality

of life for air
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uepa~mem: ror ~.utl:ure, Pleala ana 3port:

4. Do you accept the following in relation to Newco?

a. It will be dependent on a contract.with News Corporation for 85%
of its revenues and 25% of its costs..

The precise figures are commercially sensitive and will depend on a
number of variables but I can confirm that the carriage agreement will
be of key importance for N ewco. The ten year cardage agreement and
the 7 years renewable brand licensing agreement are important
elements in ensuring that Sky News will be economically viable and so
continue to contribute to plurality. To the extent that Newco is able to
secure any significant new business, the balance of funding could
change.

b. It will be dependent on News Corporation to distribute its TV
news output on the BSkyB network.

This is correct. In this respect, it is in exactly the same position as any
other broadcaster carried on Sky. It is important for plurality that Sky
News continues to be available on the Sky platform and this does not
precludeSky News from being carried on other platforms such as
Virgin.

In terms of s, ubstantive dependency, I would note that the importance
of the carriage agreement with News Corporation for Newco has been
addressed in the UIL by means of the fact that News Corporation can
terminate the carriage agreement only in the event of a material breach
that has not been cured or in theevent that Newco ceases to provide
output which is branded "Sky News".

C° It will only be viable long-term if Newscorp are willing to renew
the Carriage Agreement.

It is not possible to predict with any certainty what the position will be in
ten years and whether Newco will enter into a new contract with News
Corporation or obtain new or additional sources of revenue/business.
You will recall that Ofcom advised me in its letter of 1 March that the
UILs, including the 10 year carriage agreement, addressed its earlier
plurality concerns.
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.

,

How is the.proposed remedy consistent with the OFT’s guidance that it
is rare to accept even interim purchase/supply arrangements between
merging partners and the divestment business given the requirements
for a clear cut remedy in lieu of a Competition Commission reference?

The OFT’s guidance relates to different issues from those I have to deal with.
The OFT remedies are designed to solve competition concerns and the
guidance is tailored to those sorts of issues. Where merging parties and a
divested business are direct competitors, I can understand that it may be rare
for purchase/supply arrangements to be accepted. Here, however, I am
dealing with a plurality issues in circumstances where all of the competition
issues have been dealt with by the EU Commission, so the guidance is not
quite on point. In addition, it is worth noting that whereas with the OFT, if it
refers a competition case to the CC, that is the end of its involvement, with
plurality matters, the structure always leaves the final decision to me, even if
the CC were to be involved. In any event, I have taken into account the
advice of both the OFT and Ofcom in this process.

In the end, under the statutory scheme, I have to consider whether the
proposed remedy prevents, mitigates or remedies concerns about plurality.
The remedy in this case is designed purely to address the plurality issue. To
that extent I am conscious of ensuring the Newco is a viable provider of news.

Ofcom provided its report identifying its concerns regarding plurality which I
took seriously. Whilst there were issues in that Ofcom analysis about Which,
questions might have arisen, in reaching the view that I should consult on the
proposed remedy, I sought to ensure that the remedy dealt with the concerns
identified by Ofcom. I will, of course, consider carefully the issues raised in
the course of the consultation and will then reach my view whether the
proposed remedy will fulfil the relevant statutory test..

Company Directors have a duty to act in the interests of their company
and shareholders. Therefore is it not the case that as Newscorp are the
main customerand distributor for Sky News the Directors of Newco will
have a duty to respond positively to the interests of Newscorp?

The directors of Newco have a duty.to act in the interests of Newco. This Will
clearly involve consideration of Newco’s relationship with Newscorp as Sky
News’ main customer, but decisions in each instance will depend on
individual circumstances. There could equally be circumstances in which
independent directors advise the board to pursue a strategy that makes
Newco less dependent on Newscorp. It is worth noting also that, as with any
other company, the directors of Newco will act in accordance with the Articles
of Association, which will have the provisions relating to independence
enshrined in them.
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Finally, you have confirmed that it is the Government’s intention to
introduce a new Communications Bill. Will you accept my offer to work
with you to ensure the Act can be passed by 2013 rather than 20157
Creating a new regulatory environment is a jobs and growth issue and
therefore we should move quickly. In light of the very real issues of
impartiality that have arisen in relation to this case, will you consider
including provisions in the Bill which would in future remove politicians
from having any quasi-judicial role in relation to specific plurality and
cross media ownership decisions?

I am grateful for your offer to work constructively on a new Communications
Bill. In view of the importance of the issues involvedthough I do not think the
timetable you suggest is realistic. As we have seen from the Digital Economy
Act, the last time Government rushed through legislation in this area, hastily
constructed legislation can cause problems that take time to resolve. In
addition I thought you had only just started a policY review into this sector
and so I am uncertain what exactly you are calling for. But I can assure you
that l share your’ view of the importance of the legislation and willwant it
introduced as soon as is realistically possible. I will certainly be considering
whether we need to introduce new provisions in respect of media plurality.
I will be publishing a green paper by the end of the year and seeking views
this year in order to scope what it should include. Following the green paper
consultation we will look to make necessary changes as soon as practicable;
not everything will necessarily require primary legislation and we are open to
looking at what can be done more quickly where appropriate.

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
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HOUSE OF COMMONS
The Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP LONDON S W1A. 0AA
Secretary of State
Department for Culture, Media & Sport
2-4- C0ckspur Street
London
SW1Y 5DH

lg Ap ! 2011

Dear Jeremy,

Proposed acquisition by News Corporation ("News") of British Sky.
Broadcasting Group Pic ("Sky")

I am writing further to my letter to you of 24 January 2011. There have of course
been further developments and revelations since the date of that letter.

On 25 January you announced that on the evidence available you considered that it
may be the case that the merger may operate against the public interest in media
plurality but that you are willing to consider undertakings in lieu ("UIL") offered by
News which have the potential to prevent or otherwise mitigate the media plurality
concerns identified in Ofcom;s report.

You subsequently asked the Office of Fair Trading ("OFT’~ tO work with News and
Sky to agree the UIL in order for you to be able to make a final decision as
to whether or not to accept those undertakings, taking into account the OFT’s further
recommendations on whether they are practically and financially viable.

The OFT has since engaged with News and amended the UIL offered in the light of
the comments and recommendation in the OFT report; and the OFT has also
consulted with Ofcom in its role as sectodal regulator.

This process has lead to a revised set of UIL submitted by Newson 1 Mamh ("the
Revised UIL"), a copy of which has been made publically available.

The OFT has advised you that the Revised UIL are likely to be "practically and
financially viable in the short and medium term (that is, no more than 10 years)".

The OFT has said that you may wish to consider whether the Revised UIL, which the
OFT considers likely to be effective only in the short-to-medium term, are of sufficient
duration to meet the media plurality concerns identified by Ofcom or are effective in
relation to them.
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OFT have also advised that it would be appropriate for you to test further the viability
and robustness of the commitments offered.

You are of course aware that since the date of my last letter the scandalous illegal
hacking of mobile phones by the News of the World has come to a head. News has
now Said that it will admit liability and pay compensation in some civil cases. Three
employees have been arrested and their homes and office desks have been raided
by the police. Given News’s previous denial that it knew its journalists were
unlawfully intercepting communications (and as ! and other observers have
previously pointed out it is very hard indeed to believe that senior journalists would
undertake illegal phone hacking activities unless they believed they were supported
by their senior management), and .the other criminal and otherwise unlawful and
improper activities undertaken by News of the World journalists which I set out in
my last letter, I would argue that it is highly unlikely indeed that News can be relied
upon to fulfil the commitments it is giving under the UlL.

! believe it is your pbsition that the Enterprise Act allows only one European
intervention notice to be given to the OFT. However, under section 67(2) the power
to give notice to the OFT arises if you believe that "it is or maybe the case that one
or more than one public interest consideration is relevant to a consideration of the
relevant merger situation concerned".

Section 58(2C) species, as well as the "plurality" consideration:

"(c) the need for persons carrying on media enterprises, and for those with contro! of
such enterprises, to have a genuine commitment to the attainment in relation to
broadcasting, of the standards objectives set out in section 319 of the
Communications Act 2003"

At paragraph 7.2 of the DTrs Guidance Document "Enterprise Act 2002’: Public
Interest and Intervention in Media and Mergers" the following is stated:

"...in considering how such a merger may impact on the range and quality, or the
standards of UK broadcasting, the Secretary of State considers it is reasonable to
have regard to any relevant information as to the track record both of the enterprise
seeking to acquire a broadcaster and of those who control it in particular where a
relevant merger or special merger situation involves a broadcast media enterprise
and a newspaper enterprise she may look at any relevant information as to how
either the broadcasUng or newspaper enterprise have run their affairs’:

At paragraph 7.20 of the Guidance Document the following is stated:

"In making this assessment, the Secretary of State may nevertheless also wish to
take into account the media owners past compliance with requirements on his other
broadcasting enterprises to deliver a sufficient range and/or quality of broadcasting
services in the UK";

at clause 7.22:
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"In the Secretary of State’s view, the intention behind this consideration is to assess
wl~ether persons controlling or carrying on media enterprises post-merger are likely
to comply with the spirit as welt as the letter of the broadcasting standards set down
in the Communications Act 2003";

and at paragraph 7.24:

"Evidence of breaches of UK broadcastingstandards may be taken into account.
Another factor relevant to the acquiring media owner’s commitment to standards
objectives might be the compliance of any other broadcasting enterprises it controls
with broadcasting standards in other geographic regions or jurisdictions .... Similarly,
the record of any non.broadcasting media enterprise’s compliance with standards
applicable to those media enterprises might also be considered as adding to the
overall assessment of an enterprise’s commitment tostandards in markets where it
operates. This would include standards imposed under self-regulatory regimes."

Clearly News’s illegal activities render them unsuitable to own Sky and i believe you
ought to specify this as a public interest consideration. If it is the position under the
Enterprise Act that there may be only one intervention notice given to the OFT then
the notice should be amended to add reference to the broadcasting standards
commitments mentioned above particularly in the context of News’s admission of.
guilt; and the matter should be referred once more to Ofcom to carry out further
investigations in this regard. You should dismiss the UIL being offered by News
since they patently cannot be relied upon and the matter should be referred to the
Competition Commission for a detailed investigation.

l look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely                            ..

Tom Watson
Member of Parliament for West Bromwich East
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857 Broadway, 3rd floor, New Yorl~ NY 10003
p +I 917 388 3988 f +I 917 388 3987

Ic A

Jeremy Hunt

Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport

DCMS
2-4 Cockspur Street

London SWlY 5DH

20 April 2011

Dear Secretary of State,

Last Friday, several of your constituents and I met you in Godalming to discuss the BSkyB takeover
decision and its relationship to the News of the World phone hacking cases. As promised, I am now
writing to set out what Avaaz considers to be flaws in your Department’s process and arguments,

and our suggestions for next ste ps.

You said that for the BSkyB takeover you are only empowered to look at issues of media plurality,
rather than the broader scope of media standards or whether the buyer constitutes a fit and proper
person. Based on this interpretation of your mandate, you argue that News Corp’s 8th April

admission of liability on phone hacking is not relevant to the BSkyB deal. However, we contend --
based on legal advice obtained last week -- that when you issued the European intervention notice

on the takeover, you were unaware of relevant matters that now give rise to additional public
interest considerations. The bidder was concealing this relevant information, thus rendering your
original notice defective and invalid. This obliges you to issue a fresh notice speci~ing all of the

public interest considerations that now arise.

Your fallback line of argument was that you can only take account of information you received

during your period of consultation0n the proposed undertakings, a period which ended on 21
March, 2011. Following several years of denial, News International acknowledged corporate
responsibility for phone hacking less than three weeks after the consultation period ended. The

Systematic phone hacking, and the long efforts to mislead the police, parliament, and public about
this, are clearly pertinent in assessing the validity and effectiveness of the undertakings before you,
but - through no fault of your own -there was no way that you could have received this ¯concealed

information during the initial consultation period.

The announcement on 8th April shows that News Corp is not a suitable guardian of our media
standards, that its owners are not fit and proper people as set out in the 2003 Communications Act,

and that they cannot be trusted to implement in good faith the letter or spirit of the undertakings

they have proposed to you. Moreover, as we pointed out in the detailed legal analysis by DLA Piper
that we submitted to your department as part of the consultation, the undertakings are unclear on

financial penalties for News Corp in case of non-compliance.

As you will know, eminent commentators such as Professor Natalie Fenton and Professor Steven

Barnett have al.so made these arguments in recent days.
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We therefore call on you to delay your imminent announcement on the merger, and to issue a new
European intervention notice expanding the SCOl~e to look at media standards and fit and proper

~ersons owning our media. Your actions in this matter are vital for the future of our media and will

set legal precedent. We urge you not to take an inappropriately narrow interpretation of your

~owers, but rather to interpret them broadly and do all that you can to safeguard the public interest.

The level of public concern on this issue is demonstrated by the more than 53,000 people across the

UK who have signed the petition launched by Avaaz and 38 Degrees on 12 April. The petition says

"We call on your government to suspend consideration of the BSkyB takeover while a
public inquiry assesses the full extent of the News of the World phone hacking scandal.
News Corporation cannot be trusted, and you should not hand more media power to a
company with a track record of illegal activity. You have a duty to uphold high media
standards for the good of our democracy."

Thank you for your attention to this matter. We look forward to your early response, so that our

communication with our members can be up to date. Please do not hesitate to contact me should
you have any questions about our position.

Yours sincerely,

cc~ David Cameron, Nick Clegg, Ed Milliband, John Whittingdale, Keith Vaz, Lord Fowler
Ed Richards, Ofcom, John Fingleton, OFT
Lawyers pursuing phone hacking cases

Media Alliance members
Avaaz members in South-West Surrey

Avaaz.org is a global, multi-issue, advocacy network with over 8 million members worldwide.
including more than 500,000 in the UK. Avaaz, meaning "voice"in many languages, works to

close the gap between the world we have and the world most people everywhere wanL
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HOUSE OF COMMONS
The Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP LONDON SWIA 0AA
Secretary of State
Department for Culture, Media & Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SWlY 5DH

lOq-

10 May 2011

CONFIDENTIAL

Dear Jeremy,

RE: Proposed acquisition by News Corporation ("News") of British Sky
Broadcasting Group Pic ("Sky")

i note that I have still not received a response to my letter of 19th April regarding the
proposed acquisition by News Corporation of BSkyB. ! attach a copy for your
reference.

Since writing my letter, other criminal trials have been launched that strengthen my
original concerns, i would imagine that you would at least like to wait until the
outcome of the trials before reaching a decisive view on the commitments made to
you by News International.

The outcome of the case that may be relevant to your thinking is at Kingston Crown
Court (ref number: T20107303).

! look forward to your reply.

Yours sincerely

Tom Watson
Member of Parliament for West Bromwich East
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The Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State
Department for Culture, Media & Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SW1Y 5DH

19 April 2011

Dear Jeremy,

Proposed acquisition by News Corporation ("News’") of British Sky
Broadcasting Gro.u.p~Plc ("Sky")

i am writing further to my letter to you of 24 January 2011. There have of course
been further developments and revelations since the date of that letter.

On 25 January you announced that on the evidence available you considered that it
may be the case that the merger may operate against the public interest in media
plurality but that you are willing to consider undertakings in lieu ("U[L") offered by
News which have the potential to prevent or otherwise mitigate the media plurality
concerns identified in Ofcom’s report.

You subsequently asked the Office of Fair Trading ("OFT") to work with News and
Sky to agree the UtL in order for you to be able to make a final decisLon as
to whether or not to accept those undertakings, taking into account the OFT’s further
recommendations on whether they are practically and financially viable.

The OFT has since engaged with News and amended the UIL offered in the light of
the comments and recommendation in the OFT report; and the OFT has also
consulted with Ofcom in its role as sectorial regulator.

This process has lead to a revised set of UIL submitted by News on 1 March ("the
Revised UIL"), a copy of which has been made publicaUy available.

The OFT has advised you that the Revised UIL are likely to be "practically and
financially viable in the short and medium term (that is, no more than 10 years)".-

The OFT has said that you may wish to consider whether the Revised UIL, which the
OFT" considers likely to be effective only in the short-to-medium term, are of sufficient
duration to meet the media plurality concerns identified by Ofcom or are effective in
relation to them.
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OFT" have also advised that it would be appropriate for you to test further the viability
and robustness of the commitments offered,

You are of course aware that since the date of my last letter the scandalous illegal
hacking of mobile phones by the News of the World has come to a head. News has
nov~ said that it will admit liability and pay compensation in some civil cases. Three
employees have been arrested and their homes and office desks have been raided
by.the police. Given News’s previous denial that it knew its journalists were
unlawfully intercepting ~,ommunications (and as I and other observers have
previously pointed out it is very hard indeed to believe that senior journalists would
undertake illegal phone hacking activities unless they believed they were supported
by their senior management), and the other criminal and otherwise unlawful and
improper acti,~ities undertaken by News of the World journalists which. ! set out in
my .last letter, I would argue that it is highly unlikely indeed that News can be relied
upon to fulfil the cOmmitments it is giving under the UIL.

I believe it is your position that the Enterprise Act allows only one European
intervention notice to be given to the OFT. However, under section 67(2) the power
to give notice to the OFT arises if you believe that "it is or maybe the case that one
or more than one public interest consideration is relevant to a consideration of the
relevant, merger situation concerned".

Section 58(2C) specifies, as well as the "plurality’! consideration:

"(c). the need for persons carrying on media enterprises, and for.those with control of
suah enterprises, to have a genuine commitment to the attainment in relation to
broadcasting of the standards objectives set out in section 319. of the
Communications Act 2003"

Document Ente rp r~s Act 2002: Public" eAt paragraph 7.2 of the DTI’s L~ulaan~:u
interest and Intervention in Media and Mergers" the following is stated:

"...in considering how such a merger may impact on the range and quality, or the
standards of UK broadcasting, the Secretary of State considers it is reasonable to
have regard to any relevant.information as to the track record both of the enterp.Hse
seeking to acquire a broadcaster and of those who control it in particular where a
relevant merger or special merger situation involves a broadcast media enterprise.
and a newspaper enterprise she may look at any relevant information as to how
either the broadcasting or newspaper enterprise have run their affairs".

At paragraph 7.20 of the Guidance D6cument the .following is stated:

"In making this assessment, the Secretary of State may nevertheless also wish to
take into account the media owner’s past compliance with "requirements on his other
broadcasting enterprises to deliver a sufficient range and/or quality of broadcasting
services in the UK";

at clause 7.22:
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"lrl the Secretary of State’s view, the intention behind this consideration is to assess
whether persons controlling or carrying on media enterprises post-merger are likely
to comply with the spirit as well as the letter of the broadcasting standards set down
in the Communications Act 2003";

and at paragraph 7.24:

"Evidence of breaches of UK broadcasting standards may be taken into account.
Arlother factor relevant to the acquiring media owner’s commffment to standards
objectives might be the compliance of any other broadcasting enterprises it controls
with broadcasting standards in other geographic regions or jurisdictions .... Similarly,
the record of any non-broadcasting media enterprise’s compliance with standards
applicable to those media enterprises might also be considered as adding to the
overafl assessment of an enterprise’s commitment to standards in markets where it
operates. This would include standards imposed under self-regulatory regimes."

Clearly News’s illegal activities render them unsuitable to own Sky and i believe you
ought to specify this as a public interest consideration. If it is the position under the
Enterprise Act that there may be only one intervention notice given to the OFT then
the notice should be amended to add reference tO the broadcasting standards
commitmentsmentioned above particularly in the context of News’s admission of
guilt; and the matter should be referred once more to Ofcom to carry out further
investigations in this regard. You should .dismiss the UIL being offered by News
since they patently cannot be relied upon and the matter should be referredto the
Cornpetition Commission for a detailed investigation.

I look forward to headng from you as soon as possible.

Yours sincerely

Tom Watson
Member of Parliament for.West Bromwich East
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To: Secretary of state

RESTRICTED

From:
Tearn:Media
Tel:
Date: 13i0512011

rio

NEWS CORPIBSKYB MERGER

Issue

To update you on progress.

Recommendation

2. To nOte.

(i~ming

3. In the course of business.

Advice

4. We met 0loom, OFT and Pinsent Masons (our external lawyers) on Wednesday tO
discuss progress to date and next steps on the proposed merger.

5. Both ~m and OFT m~ that there .has-been good progress in the diSCUSSi~on
with News Corp who have now responded positively to V}~ua|ly all the key issues and.
(eventually) provided a!i-the documentation requested, ir~dUdtng full forms-of the,b.tand
................................................. ’ .....~ of ASsociation of~om.’~s ~ew~ ~t~atlmens!ng ~n;d carrmg:e agreements and the Art=c...: .-. ~...~:. ~.;: . ,- ¯ ~--,..~=~;:%~..~.;~-~ :~: .;:.:~..;;
they ~n~W down {o d(afftng p~ints with News Corp ~n~ O-FT ~a.tSo SW;t~ ~te~ent

.independent " .............. r .... - =. ¯ ¯ --.. mort~to =ng trustee" to ensure that News COrp cO~p|ie~ With. its
undertakings in respect of all the operation agreements (i.e., not the c~rdage and brand
licensing: agreements which you have to approve~ but the other agreeme~tt~ c~vedng,
for example, ad.vertis~ng sales and leasing of land and buildings Which have to be
agm.ed before spin,if).                                       --

6. P|nsent Masons have been Ioqk|ng at thp ~ee~ttts frg~ ~t~., ~mle~ial
perspe={ve of .aewc0 (Wh|ch, Of ~’~e, ~es n~ e~t ~t) ~hd h~ ~i~ed~:~ ~er
of goo~ points which we have instructed them to raise with News Corp’s lawyem..

7. Both OFT and Ofcom propose to provide final written advice after the UtLs and key
Agreer~ent~ have be~n agreed, in te~s o~ timi~tg, .oFT a~d Ofcom think th~s w|li take
at least ~n~the~r 2-3 Weeks.

Next Steps

8.. When you receive the advice from the regulators. and officials on the Agreements
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RESTRICTED

and the UILs, you will need to decide whether to:

¯ ,, refer the merger to the Go~p~it_!en Commission;
,, accept the UlLs as they curmntry stand and agree that the merger can proceed;

or
,, accept the regulators’ advice that the UILs require amendment and have a

further consultatior~ period of (at least)7 days.

9. All options will require a ¯statement (though a written one should.suffice if the me[ger
is referred) and the pubiioation of various documertts. In the case of a referrah

the OFT and Ofcom reports
,, a summary of the mpr.esentatjons ¯made on the U!Ls.

10. If you are accepting the UlLs (with or without amendment), in addition to the abqve
you will also need to publish:     o                          "

¯ the UiLs
,, ¯ a reasoned response to the points raised in the consultation
,, the draft Articles of Association (probably- we witi advise fu~her on thfs)

11. We do not propose to publish the cardaqe and brand licensing ¯agreements as they
contain cnmmemia[t¥ sensitive ~nformation~

12. Any ~t~teme~t wuL ~tisQ need to aO.v~- phone, ha~king a~d its re|ati~hi~ y~u~
decks on:.                  ~

¯ eta1 ~|~te~ wt¢ 6 Jutt~
¯ consultation e.ds c.~ 17. June

Handling

posdbie on~ we’ h~ve ca ref~Jiyb0~¢ide~ed ~il the ~ptese~{id~,~ the U~L~ ~d
Ofcom and OFT’s advi~ on the U=Ls and b~dd li~censing ~nd ~rr~ge a~ree~s._

/
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CC:
,Jonathan Stephens
Jon Zeff
Rita Patei

-Camla Geist-Divver
Linda Martin

RESTRICTED

A~am ~mltn
Su~ Beeby
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

"Subject:

16May 2011 14:27

STEPHENS JONATHAN: ZEF
LINDA; J
PJTA
RE: NEWS CORP/BSKYB MERGER

l
F JON; GEIST-D[VVER CAROLA; IMART[N

SMITH, Adam; BEEBY, Sue, PATEL

Many thanks for this update. Ihe SoS has noted the time{ines and next steps.

r~¢: a]~EPHEI~S JONATHAN; ZEFF JON; GF_IST-DIWER CAROL~
SMITH, Adam; BETSY, Sue; PATEL RiTA

Subje~i NEWS CORP/BSKYB MERGER

MARTIN LINDA; [

Please find attached an update for the 8o8.
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~-~. DepartmentforCu[ture, H’edia and Sport
Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt HP
Secretary of State

¯
Z-4 Cockspur Street
London SWIY 5DH
www.cutture.gov.uk

Tet 020 7211 6000
Fax

Your Ref:
Our Ref: 173444/JB/10

Tom Watson MP
House of Commons
LondonSW1A 0AA

17 May 2011

Dear Tom

Thank you for your letter of 19Aprii about News Corporation’s proposed acquisitidn of~
BS~B.

My previous letter of 8February set out that Section 67(5) of the Ente~dse ~ 2002
provtdes that only one European intervention NotiCe can be given |n rematch to the same
relevant merger ~ion. The ~ can |n .c|ude more than one Pubt{c,.~ntemst
¯ co~rat~n ~t. the time it is issued,but Once is~Jed it o~nhQt have ~dit~onat pUb|it
}nte~St c0nsidemtions ~dded, so. c~nnot be. amended aS you sug~esL H~~eYer_ as i ~a|d at
the Press; G~|ie~ |un~h, ~f~om"is ab|eto- remove !ice,cos = anntime fr~ bmad~asters |t
d~;S n= b~|i~e~tob.e fit S~d :proper.. ~, :- " - " ’

wo~ a:rs~ have to be ~, ~he basi~i of the effe=~e m!erge~ ceutd ba~~n ~eSta ~l~i’~|:ity,
~nd .n~t for a~y .other pgb|ic interest ~on~i~er~tioh.

I can assure you.that i w|l[ only accept the. undertak{ngS ~n lieu ff they arelegally robust and
enfome~ab|e.

With best WiShes

Rt Hoi~ Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics., Media and Sport

.:., , j

~pr~n~
the qu~
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I-IAUSFELD & CO LLP 12 Gou~h Square,.
Lo~don,
EC4A 3DVV

Jeremy Hunt
Secretary of State for Culture, Media and .Sport
DCIHS
24 Cockspur Street
Lorldon SWIY 5DH

EmaiI
Our ref: IG/LS/L0053.0001

23 Nay 2011

.f

Dear Secretary of State,

Proposed Merger of News Corporation ("News Corp") and British Sky Broadcasting plc
("BSKYB"): Notice of Possible Judici=il Review Challenge.

We are writing to advise you that we have been instructed by the globally renowned not for profit
organisation Avaaz in this matter. Our client is currently undertaking a detailed analysis of the
information, regulatory reports, and legal advice available to it to date, with a view to bringing a
possible judicial review challenge of your decision under section 120 of the Enterprise Act 2002 ("the
Act") should it permit the proposed acquisitlon by News Corp of BSKYB without a reference to the
Competition Commission. Having notified you of this intention,¯ we welcome the announcement in the
press on May 20th that you may be minded to ’extend the consultation period in order to go into detail
on the carriage and brand licensing agreement’ and address concerns from .’many people’ with respect
toa reduction in media plurality as a result of the deal’.

In that regard, we refer to our client’s letter of the 20th April 2011 in which they set out their grounds
for concern to you. We note that there does not appear, as yet, to be any response to that letter from
your office. Further, the submission drafted by DLA Piper UK LLP dated March 18% on behalf of Avaaz,
entitled ’Draft Undertakings in the NEWSCORP-BSKYB Merger’, provided a comprehensive exposition
of the risks to the media plurality considerations set out in Section 58 (2C) of the Act if the proposed
Undertakings in Ueu ("UIL") were accepted as they stood. In that submission the point was made at
para 1.4 that ’the [UIL] are significantly deficient and do not provide a Comprehensive remedy to the
public interest concerns identified by Ofcom and accepted by the Secretary.’

We would be grateful¯ for a response to the detailed points made in that letter, and in particular, your
views as to the varlous ways in which the UIL must be strengthened: in particular, if you have taken
the view that the UIL should not be, or could not be, strengthened in the respects set out in that
letter, it would plainly assist the public, and potentially the Competition ~ppeal Tribunal, to understand
the basis on which you have reached that view.

Our client instructs us to Inform you that it would be happy to have both the letter of 20~h April and
that of DLA Piper referred to above published, in accordance with your reported commitment, to
publish "independent advice at every step of the way, even when not required to do so by law; to
ensure complete transparency of the process and, ’reassure the public about the way this decision has
been taken’. Moreover, our client believes the letters which are highly informative, may assist the
Secretary to broaden awareness Of the public interest issues, and stimulate a wider public debate.

www.hausfeldl{p.com WASHINGTON, D.C. l NEWYORK / PHILADELPHIA 1 SAN FRANCISCO 1 LONDON
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Particularly since you have not had the benefit of an in-depth report by the Competition Commission,
nor the benefit of its acknowledged experience and skill in negotiating remedies of this kind, we
further suggest that:

(a) if you are minded to reject any of the suggestions made in DLA Piper’s letter of 18th March, then it
would be appropriate for you to publish your reasons and invite comments on them before any
final decision is taken (so that any error in that reasoning or in the factual assumptions on which it
is based can be drawn to your attention by those with a detailed understanding of the media
industry) and

(b) if (as was suggested by both OFCOM and the OFT in their letters to you of 1 March 2011) further
discussions on the detailed arrangements have been taking place between DCNS, OFT or OFCOM
officials and News Corporation during the consultation period, then those detailed arrangements
be put out to consultation before any final decision is reached. As both OFCOM and the OFT
pointed out, the financial and praCtical viability of the UIL and their effectiveness in addressing
¯ plurality concerns depend on the detail of the arrangements (see page 4 of OFCOM’s letter and
paragraph 12 of the OFT’s letter), so that it must be right to allow public interest bodies,
interested commercial parties, and experts in the media industry to comment on those detailed
arrangements before any UIL are accepted by you.

We look forward to your response,

Yours faithf, .d~,"

C¢- ronsultant, Avaaz
- Monckton Chambers

........... ~6-6665- ........................................................................................................................................................................
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The office of the Rt Hon Lord Prescott
House of Lords

London
SWtA 0PW

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State
Department for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
1-4 Cockspur Street
London SWIY 5DH

24 May 2011

!,

ek ! was contacted by AI Gore a man i have known for a number of years
since the Kyoto negotiations. ,He is a man of considerable reputation and integrity
and was concerned that the Murdoch press were exercising considerable influence
over his television company. 1 enclose the article that was carried in The Guardian
about this issue.

It causes me some concern, though ! am not surprised at the exercise of such power
by News International and it is relevant in view of the possible acquisition by Mr
Murdoch of BSkyB. I hope you will then in your consideration of this acquisition, take
this issue into account.

Yours sincerely

Rt Hon Lord Prescott
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A! Gore kits out at Rupert Murdoch’s News C0rp ( Media [ guatdiaJa.o0.uk
p.1

Page 1 of 2

a,t- n-L)~ Prw.te-

A] Gore hits out at Rupert MurdochYs
News Corp
Former US vice-president says medi~ g~an~ is forcing his liberal

Current TV service off air ~n Italy for h~ring Keith Olbermaqn

For~er US v~cc-pres~lent e_~JL~_ b.a.s b& o~ at R°~q~rt MurA~.h’s ~,
~uc~uslr~ it. o~ "an abuse of power" b~o fo~r~g his libra] T~ station offair in ~ be~
it did no~ fit in with the raedia gJ-~’s "ideological a~er~la’,

In a~ h’~’{,ew with the G~rdian. Gore ~ the ~K,~TY_ n~v,s and ~

charmal was told ~y three w~ks ago that it cauld no longer be ¢ar6.ed ~, Sky
II:aJ~a because of its dce~sion to hlr~ a US/~ft-Maning cornmentatdr o~en c~ti~! of
~rdoc~’s company.

He added that the decision, reflected ho~, News Corporation operated worldwide. ~’w~

Corporatitm is ax~ international ¢ongtome~te ~i..flt an ideological ~g~nda, R seeks
potkica[ po’a~r in every- ra~t~ott tt~- operate. They wield t~hat po~’er to sh~t d~,~n ~oices
lia, at dlsagrt~ wlt]~ the a/~ntla o~ ~up~’~ M~rdoc.h," Go~ sa~L

decision, he added, was "~, co,’up]ete sh~k" but (M,’~nt W ~ut~ve~ were told "off
th~ recdrd that t.~ decision ~*~as taken on N~ts Corp iratm~ons from New York". The
prm~ry mason, he said, ~s "b~cause Curr~t is la u~eahing Keith Oroerma~n next
mor~th"..

Ollmm=nn - who sWles him.self as a leff~ing -~il~a.ative to the rig~d~,g "sh~k joel
2om~"=~ af Fox Ncws- worked at rival ~Me aews netwark MSNBC umti| he left
abvaptly in dmaumry, Th~ came ~ he was b]ri~¢iy suspt:r’a, led by MSN~ in No~vmber
for raak~ donatioas to t~ Democratic ~ndidates in the midterm eiee~or~s without
t~’e.ki~Ig prior approval, in breach of ~a,mlmny rale.¢. "Olberrnarm has often begn crt~:icai
of Nmas Corpora, t-Joe," Gor~ added.

Cutrr~m TV broadcasts aroozad the ~,~rld, itmh~Iing the tY~ but the charmM ha. be~n
more su~ in Ltaly., whexc it e.laims that "o~e in three" Sky Italia v~,ewcrs v,~tch at
~orae poiar d~riag the week. However, C,o~ said that deelsion to not rermw the

eh~n=~el’= existing distri~n dea} alsa ~ad impl.~tior~ m the UX - wl~ere News
Corp’s takem~r of BSkyg is under review on the glxmnds of ’media p|Lu-ality"

http://www.guardian.co.uidraedia/201 l/maytl 9ial-gore-rupert-mudoch-news.corp/print 19/05/201 i
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i "know teat Ne~= Corp is close to reaching aa agreemeat to-buy BSI~,B. ]Cow i may not
be a party m L~at debate, but if aaybody be//eves that/News Corp] wig remain haads off
ff ~ are divea-se opinions teat do not agree with its ideological agenda then they are
foob. This is proof positive of~hdr aNJsc of power," Gore said.

However, Oarre~t TY’s existing agTe~ment ~ tk%’y. B does not e0cpize m~! r~,n yetr,
so there ts no immedLate (hreat to its LrK position on the satellite s~’vice in ibis country.

Core also said he tmdcrstood there has been "a rapprochenmnt" in the struggle between
New~ Corp and Silvio Be.rluscmm’s media empire in Italy. Curren1.TV has run scve.,-a:"
docutrmntaries crftical ofth~ Italian premler and his government. "Sky Ihalia is in tke
¢a~dst or’negn~ations to enter the digital tcrrestria] te.lcvision market and the need
Berlusconi’s support," he "said.

Gore ~dded ~hat he had a "pleasant personal relali0nship" ~drh Murdnch da~ing back to
the former ~e-pmsident’s time in the White House, and said that he wasn’t sure ~:acr.ly
on whose authority the decision was made to order Current TV off the air in Italy-. Re
said that I~ did~a’t want "to make this ad h~,m.~aem" but added it was clear tl~t .MurdocJa
and ~’~-.vs Corp had too mu~ power.

Prognm~ing ~ by Current’IV i~ Italy has inclt~ted Citizen [k~t~nl, a
docuaxcar~,y first produced by the US PBS network, and about the consequences of
handing a media mogul formal political power.

"Ang~o-Ameri~ polilical r~,leory highlights "~e problem. Too muc~ power m ~he hands
&one person is dangermm, no matter the ideology," Gore said. ’The ¢onver~a~ior~ of
denu3~racy, which used to happen in newspapers or i~z other public places now happens
oa the tetevisior~ screen. But this is a public space in which garekee1~rs charge ren~."

lie ~ted the example of tl-te 2oo3 lraq war, in which Ne~ Corp had a~ccd as "an
aggressive cheerleader~ for the US-isd in~’asian, to the point where "thr~ qunrters of
the American pabli¢ got the irnpre~ion that Saddam Htmsdn was respor~siMe for the
attacks "uf ~ooI"- Th~s jottrnalism, C~rc said, "has cons~xTu~ec, ces" and he argued that
"our democxacyis much better when there are diverse v~v~po[nts" to inform decision-
making.

~-ws Cor~ bad n0¢ re,’ta’ned a r~uest f~ eommrnt at time of publication_

¯ To ~o~¢aer �~teMedi~ news ~esR emat~ edimr@medfaguarc#an.¢o.~ or
p~one o ~o 3353 3857. For all otl~r inquiries l~ase call ~ mafn Guardfun
~zo&c~board an 02o ~ 2ooo. If~ou are v.n’f~nz2 a comment for pub~c~tfon, pte.ds~
mart ~em-~ ~or pub//cat,on’.

h rp://www.guardian.co.uk!media/2011/may!l 9tal-gore-rupert-mudoch-news-corp/print 19/05/2011
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From:
Sent:¯

To:
.Cc:
Subject:
AttachmentS:

09 June 20111.5:59 "

I
News Corp/BSkyB merger

¯ SB 1-1 05 24 - analysis’:0f consultationresponses.docx ¯
o

Importance:. High

.I attach a table which identifies the main.issues raised during the consultation onthe UILs to
which we will/may have to respond. (This is similar to the paper I sent you inApril and some of
the responses need more worki.

, think you will be addressing pretty well all thesepoints inyour reports but I: have highlighted in
yell0wa few points where I would be grateful to know whether or no~ youwill be addressing
them: It may bethat you feel they are more for us to considec Which is fine; we just need to know
one way or. another. ~

If you have any comments on the table more.general!y, and particularly the references to.
yourselves, please let me know.

DCMS
2-4 Cockspur Street
London SW1Y 5DH

. ..~¯ ,.. . . ..,,,-.... -. : .... ..¯,
o
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,R. pdN POINTS RAISED BY OBJECTORS TO THE MERGER

(T~ere are also summaries of all the Substantiveresponses attached to this document)
i

R~re-~entation
Proposed me~er will remove Sky News’
Independence. Sky News wUt now be
he~v, Uy dependent on an organisation 100%
controlled by News Corp:

¯ The contractwith News Corp will
, account for 85% of its revenues;
¯ It will be dependent on News Corp to

distribute its "IV news output;
! ¯ Its future- existence will: depend on

getting a further contract from News

Independentdi~ectors will have~a
¯ ¢@mmercial i~¢enti~e (and legal
ob[igati:on) to,promote the~success of
Sl~. News. Taking a stand¯~against ¯News
C~rp would be contrary to other incentives
and duties.

Sky News could only be expected to
provide an independent news voice if its

d:imctors and editorial staff are expected to
act with complete, disregard~ for their own

"job security and success of the corn pany

response
The Ofcom report concluded that at present News Corp
has "material influence" over Sky [and therefore Sky
News] soit is arguablethat the Slaughter& May starting
~oint is wrong and that the increase in influence they
identify is therefore over-stated: Moreover, the
proposals for independent directors, an independent
chair and an editoria[board are all specifically designed
to address this concern.

The UILs operate at a number of levels and, taken
together, should, ensure the editorial independence of
.Sky News. In particular:

¯ NeWs Corp will remain a minority owner (unlike
with the Times).

¯ The new company will have a majority of
independent directors and be independently
chaired.

¯ At least one independent regulator must have
senior.editorial and/or journalistic experience.

¯ The company’s .articles of association explicitly
embed the principle of editorial independence and
integrity in news-reporting.

¯ There will be a ,corporate governance and
ed itodal~committee to ensure compliance with
these r~rements, whichwill also have a

recommendation
No change to UILs

~o changes to the UILs
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Previous guarantees and assurances
giYen by Rupe~ Murdech have ,been
dis~tegarded° On the two previous
occasions when similar boards have been
es£ab]ished to safeguard edfforial
"independence" within News Corporation
at Times Newspapers and the Wail Street
Journal - the structure has failed, hfluence
is exerted through the appointment of
senior editorial figures, through informal
conversations with editorial staff, ever a
longer period d time, and in ways that are
not ea.si~.y discernible. One recent example
is the rem:arkabte absence in The Times
newspapers of coverage of phone hacking
allegations made against News Corp’s
News of the World. These are not issues
on which an editorial board can intervene,
however "independent" it ma~Z be.
The remedy, is net long-term enough°
Ofc~3m’s report shows is that pessibJe
cha!nges in plurality over the next 10 ’years
means .it ~ not be necessa~ to have an
independent Sky News in 10 years. This
un~Aainty should be borne by the merging
pa4ies, not the public who would be
affe~cted by a reduction in p~urality, ,,

majority, of independent directors and be
independently chaired.

These are explicit primary functions of the directors and
they will be legally required to act in an independent
fashion.
We think the undertakings offered by News Corporation
provide a str®nger.degree of independence for Sky
News than the provisions for The Times. These are
outlined above, It is impel.ant to recognise that these
independent editors are working in a very different
environment from independent directors on a
newspaper~ U, nlike newspapers,, broadcasters are
bound by the Ofcom impartiality requirements so the
starting point is ~differento Ofcom’s report recognised that
the impartiality requirements were not in themselves
enough but, taken together with the arrangements for
independent directors and the other requirements in the
UILs, they concluded that their plurality concerns have
been addressed.

Ofcom said that "we consider that a carriage agreement
of a !0*year term in the context of industry dynamics in
this sector is !ong term° This is because we consider
there is likely to be significant evolution of the market
and consumers’ use of news and current affairs over the
next decade. ’ As a result, the situation with regard to
plurality may be significantly different in. 10 years time."
Consequently they concluded that the revised
undertakings "address the plurdlity concerns identified in

No changes to the UILso

No changes to the UJLs.

l
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_Q

our report of 3! December".

[No doubt a Jonger contract could offer greater protection
of p~urality but Ofcom’s view was that I0 years was
sufficier~t to a~tay their concerns about pluratity~ The
proposat that the carriage and other agreements should
be indefinite was not something which was offered by
News Corp~ C~eary as a result of the consultation, you
can ask News Corp to modify their undertakings in lieu,
but this represents such a departure from their proposa~
that, if you were to make a counter proposal as radicat
as this, it could lead to a protracted further round of
negotiation. We have no evidence to suggest that News
Corp would accept such an undertaking and there is at
least the possibility that, faced with such an imposition~ it
woutd rather shut down Sky News which would result in
a diminution of plurafity. Even if acceptable, the
Secretary of State land/or regulators] could be ~n Lhe
position o1 having to consider regular requests for News
Corp for the arrangemems to be d~scont~nued which
could mean an omgoin9 ~nvolvement in the dea~ over a
large numbef of years.]

Any attempt by News Corp to acquire the remaining
shares in Sky News at the end of 10 years could be
referred by the Secretary of State to the Competition
Commussion on plurality grounds providing one of the
£arties to the ~least on equarter of a~)
~: ot~a" articular description in
~~ ~art of. it, It is hard to predictat
this stage whether these thresholds would be met at the
time of any future, merger.
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10 years should be a minimum. Should
not be open to News Corp to be allowed to
acquire additional shames in Sky News
during the first 10 years.

News Corp can reacquh’e Newco after 10
ye~rs. It is not certain that a take,over bid
for Newco would trigger the merger control
provisions of the Enterprise Act. News
Corp would be well placed to bid for Newco
after 10 years. The impending expiry of the
carriage agreement between BSkyB and
Sky News that underpins the viability of
Newco will make Newco less attractive to

~bidders.
Th~ UILs do not prevent the acquisitionof
shares in Sky News by Rupert’ Murdoch (or
other members, of his family) acting in a
personal capacity.

[It is also worth noting that the Communications Bill may
introduce new provisions to deal with media plurality
though this should not form part.of your deliberations as
nothing has yet been implemented.]
Thisism:emly a. permissive pewe~. If them is a major
cha~ge in.plumlitybefore 10years such that continued
separation~is no !ongerne.cessaryi it would, be perveme
that.no, changes= Could bel made to the .arrangements in
the ULLs covering shar.,.eholdings.
rheme~ger control, provisions may be triggered by a
rea:cquisition,. Morn generally,, if you take. the view that
10 yearsJsatong as realistically can be reequimd given
the likely changes in plurality in the next ten years, then
clearly the. reacquisition of Sky News by News Corp
need not: necessarily be a concern from a plurality
perspective, particularly if new provisions covering
media plurality .are introduced by the proposed
Communications Bill.]

The unde~akings make. it.clear that the restriction on
sham. ownership includes Interconnected Bodies
Corp:orates,o it wouid therefore be possible for an
individual~ associated with News Corp to buy shares in a
personal capacity. However, even if they did so, the
articles, of ass.o¢iation would still remain in force, so all
the requirements about indel~endent directors,, etc,
would continue to ,apply. The: articles of association can
only be changed with the.agreement of 7:5% of the
shareho;Ide rs,. and News Corp has to Vote ~ any
such cha;nge to.the articles unless they own morn than
50% of the shares. In other words; unless the Secretary
of State allows News Corp to increase its current
shareholding, thearticles of association could only be

No changes to the UlLs.

No changes to the UlLs.

-No changes to the UlLs.
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¯ News Corps share of Sky News is too
great. News Corp could retain the
eq~uivalent of the economic rights it currently
has in Sky News (i.e. 39.1%) but its voting
rights should be limited to 25% of Ordinary
Shares (so that it cannot veto ordinary
resolutions) and only have voting rights as
are normally accepted to protect a minority
shareholder’s investment, but not such that
News Corp can veto the commercial
strategy, budget or appointment of senior
~ement of SkyNews.
Key agreements between News Corp
and Sky should be available for
comment. Concerns about whether Sky
would i:ontinue to cross-promote Sky news
as keenly as it does now.

,,

Transfer of Agreements. 1

RESTRICTED

changed if News Corp first sold down its share to 25% or
less. So while it is possible for an individual associated
with News Co.rp to join forces with News Corp to change
the¯ articles of association, it is not straightforward. As
Ofcom and OFT have said in meetings, there has tobe a
degree of trust with any undertakings as it is not possible
to anticipate and prevent every loophole. There will also
be a certain amount of moral/political pressure on News
Corp to comply with the spirit as well as the letter of the
agreement. ~Ne~b.~:~om., OFT.-no r we th ink.. ,that.. t~ s
is-a~sei~i~uS;~~sS;~i~:,~he~u~de~i:ngS.:]
[not necessary given all the other protections]

These agreements have been reviewed by OFT, Ofcom
and our external lawyers. They obviously contain
confidential inforrnation and it would not therefore be
right to share.them with third parties. [We ha~;e

considered= publishing.~ redacted versions but do not think
that doing so would add anything of substance to what is
~:nown already as .all the key information would, quite
properly, be missing.]

.lit is not clear that this is a matter for the UILs and

No changes to the UILs.

The UILs have been.changed
to ensure that Sky continues to
cross-promote Sky News on¯
Sky’s linear channels to a level
and in a manner comparable
with such cross-promotion for
the period of 12 months prior
to your acceptance of the
UILs.
No changes to the UILs.
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concerned that they will have to pay more
than the current going-rate for Sky News

block a share issue or vote to remove the
power to borrow in Newco’s articles, making
them entirety dependent third party
contracts,

8enlior editodalLjournalistic experience

RESTRICTED

appears to be using the consultation on the UILs to carry [
on their commercial negotiations by other means= ~n our
view the issues raised by re purely commercial
matters and not issues which it would be appropriate
include further undertakings in the UILs.]
OFT looked at this specific issue and reported Sky’s
view that "Sky News was well positioned in terms of
technological status in terms of its competitors.
Hewever0 to the extent that it did wish to fund new
developments, it could do this either by way of borrowing
and [sic] by seeking to renegotiate an enhanced carriage
fee." This Jed OFT to conclude that it "does not believe
that the changed shareholder base of Newco, as
compared to Sky at present, provides any reason to
believe the viability of Newco would be materially
undermined for the foreseeable future." (11 Feb
redacted report, para 7.26). The OFT’s position
assumes that borrowing wou~d be possible [and we
therefore agree tha~ the U~Ls should be amended to
ensure that Newco will be able to borrow,]
We think these are valid concerns,

Any changes?

UILs have been amended so

on ~he board., Concerns that only one
di:rector has to have senior editorial/
journalistic experience and there is no
requirement that he/she shouJd be present
at meetings, nor provision to cover for any
Iong4erm absence.

that board meetings and
meetings of the editorial
committee should not be
considered quorate unless at
least one independent director
with senior editorial/journalistic
experience is present.

Carriage Agreement Not satisfactory that There is no explanation of why this is undesirable.
the Carriage Agreement should end once
Newco ceases the Brand Licensing
Agreement as this prevents Newco from      .

the Brand Licensi~eement

No changes to the UILs.
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after the initial 7 year term, in readiness for
the Carfia~ment elapsin .
Premises and facimities shaJring,
UILs should ensure that News Corp
provides Newco with the financial means to

~p_arate,

Requiring Sky News to relocate would add to its costs
and make it less abKe to support itself financially in the
future and hence more, not less, dependent on Sky,

[OFT!Ofcom views]

No changes to the UlLso

No changes to the UILs

Advertising should be placed on terms that
do not favour News Corp or BSkyB or deny
access to an te itimate advertisin bu or°Laccess R  Lm_a  m adv\ertRsln-£-£ 

[-Audit The Audit committee should ensure
t fairness in transactions between NewsBS, kyB Sky b, t oo y "
! prO{ects material transactions. Materiality

is insufficiently defined and appears to refer
or~ly to financials thresholds, An agreement
may be ess.entia! but have a low monetary
v~lue, The Audit committee’s powers are
too vague to be effective. A fairness
opinion obtained by the Audit committee
need not be followed.

Newco should be able to .appoint an
independent auditor to review the pricing
which Sky provides for various services to
N~ewco,. including full access to verify that
S~y iS. ,i.n comptliance with its, obligations
u~:derthe proposed unde~akings, tf any
di~S.crepancies are found:, the cost of-such
an audit should be payable by Sky/News
Corp.

The definition of "Material
Transaction" in the UILs has
been extended to cover the
renewa~ or materia~
amendment to the main
operational, agreements
regardless of the value of the
transactions

The UILs have-been amended
so that News shah grant
Newco reasonable audit fights
in the event that Sky fails to
provide any relevant "
information within a
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fairness requirement, There should
be a requirement in the UILs for’News Corp
and BSkyB not to discriminate against
NeWco in their commercial deals, and: to

gralt New¢o no less favourable terms than
to aithird party.

Centre:is fall away. The corporate
~ernance provisions rules may~ be voted

RESTRICTED

[OFT/Ofcom views]

Agreed°

This is not completely correct, The articles, of
association can onlybe chan~ 75% ofthe

~
reasonabte period of time.
DN Who pays?]

The UILs have been changed
(5.4 )to achieve this.

UILs amended so that News
shall ensure that Sky enters
into the agreements with
Newco under which Sky will
provide facilities and support
services to Newco, on arms’-
length.terms which arefair and

~words added]. _
No change
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out of the Articles by a majority of
shareholders that are not related to News
Corp.

¯ Ofcom Code. In addition to any other
consequences which wou Id normally follow,
News Corp will itself pay a financial penalty
of a material amount (perhaps determined
by Ofcom) each time Ofcom make a finding
that Newco has breached the Code.
M~nitodng Trustee. There should be a
Mbnitoring Trustee who would report to
OFT and/or the Secretary of State on a
regular basis so that steps might be taken if
thee spin-off is-being unduly delayed. The
Mbnitoring Trustee (who would be
appointed and paid forby News Corp) could
a~o advise on the key agreements.
Interim safeguards. In the interim period
before spin-off the UlLs should state that
News Corp should not take any action
which might prejudice or impede the spin-
off of Sky News; the requirement to
rflaintain and= preserve the business should
include a specific reference to "facilities and
goodwill"; the non-solicitation provisions
should als~ to the interim period.

~pt’mnt Buyer". The majority of existing
Sky shareholders should provide the
Secreta~ of State¯ with a ’commitment in
~se N~oshares’.
~iversity., BSkyB ~oad~ts too m-uch
American content which has cultural

RESTRICTED.

shareholders. News Corp has to vote against any such
change to the articles unless they own .more than 50% of
the.shares. This could happen only if News Corp was to
sell down its shamholding,
This feels like double jeopardy and a bit draconian as
Ofcom can already fine in these situations, Furthermore
it does not ~have to be shown that the breach of the Code
by NewcO was a result if anything done by News Corp
who will bethe one getting fined,

Agreed.

This is unnecessary as the UILs provide that
shareholders will;automatically be given shares in the
Newco in the same proportion as their shares in Sky.

-This is not a matter of media plurality and therefore
outwith the s~our decision.

No change

The UILs have been amended
accordingly. See new clauses
6-9.

UILs amended to accept the
second and third points

No change

m

No change
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con lsequences.
l~v~s~nt in I-acai a,rLd European
c.oqte.nt. You should ask for assurances
tha| News Corpora.on comply with the
Auc :io Visual ~dia ServiCes. Directive
Dy= ~mi.c Effects of the merger, The new
conl~pany’s "financial power, combined withh.ug~e-, influence in. terms of merged

ma.~eting-and programming, strength, can
on|~ damage the sustain,~btli~ oftheother
~me~l.ia groups which are a’.n important~factor
in n~edia plurality...".

l
r

,
.t

i

¯
Compliance with this directive is a legal requirement and
does not need to be enshrined in the UILs.

Ofcom’s dynamic analysis led them to conclude ¯that "we
do not consider that there i:s sufficient evidence for the
view that-these issues may be expected to result in
additional plurality concerns to those identified by our
static analysis [6.71]". Ofcom nevertheless went on to
say that ’~vhile we do not rely on these issues as the
basis for our recommendation that a reference be made
to the Competition Commission, if a reference is made
then these issues merit further evaluation.[6.73]."

Given that Ofcom has concluded that the revised UlLs
meet their plurality concerns, it is hard to see why the
UlLs should also seek to address the dynamic issues
which Ofcom concluded did not of themselves justify a
referral.

-In=~effuate Time to Consi:d!erthe. UlLs. ’ You have fully complied with the requirements of the
and ,fo,rthe, Secretary of.State;to, .test further legislation [and only a few. organisations have argued
the.tviab, iil!i~ and. robustness’ o, fthe        that the timescale for comment was inadequate]. The
commitments made byNews Corporation
dur!i~g, the consultation process.

t
La~k of ex ante, remedies means,that, the
melger is hould be-role fred:.

The U~I~Ls put: mo muc.h po,w, eri~n, the
had~ds ~M the Cu,Rure Seore~ rather
than, independent regulators,

i

OFT and Ofcom. have spent considerable time after the
end-of the consultation period analysing the key
agreements.

¯ The.leg!is.lation ex..,press.ly pmvides t hat you can accept
un.de~alkj:ngs:J~J~ieu.if you. are satisfied, that the UlLs
meet p;lu~a!li~ can~erns,¯
The Secmta~. of~Stateand. Of-~l; can require information
from;-News Go~p~andi.the-Secreta~ of State can direct
News.Ce~p to complywith the UILs. In practice,
complia~n.ce.wi]!~ be a matter for the. regulators and the

No change

No change

No qhange

No change

No change
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D~finition of Plurality. Proper
consideration of media plurality should not
be limited to the news pages of newspapers
and thenews channels and news
3rogrammes on "IV. Just as newspapers
contain human interest stories, recipes,
sports reports, crosswords, so television
channels provide documentaries, cookery
shaws, sports coverage and quiz shows.
Both media offer a range of content to their
audiences - and so all such content
provided by the merging, parties should
have been considered by Ofcom.

There is nothing to stop BSkyB from
sqtting up a rival news service along the
lines of Fox News. The.UILs should
th’erefom have a non-compete obligation.

Sky News and Freeview DTT. The
carriage agreements with Sky News should
factor in the increase in capacity charges

RESTRICTED

Secretary of State is unlikely to get involved other than
onthe advice of the regulators.
It is true that the legislation does not define what is
meant by "media plurality" and Ofcom based its
approach in part on representations from merging
parties and third parties, This was also the approach
used in S.ky/l’l’V case in 2007. It is also clear from the
debates in Parliament that the concern was about the
risks associated with one person controlling too much of
the media because of the scope for influencing opinions
and setting the political agenda. It is hard to see why
there should be concerns about the potential
concentration of the supply of crosswords. We therefore
conclude that Ofcom’s approach was soundly based.
It is worth noting that Slaughter.&.May have no.__!t made
this argument.
News Corp could do this but, it would still have to pay
and for and carry Sky News. It would also have to set
up a new organisation from scratch, as there is a non-
solicitation clause (para 4.2), [and without the use of the
Sky brand.] The OFT report looked at this question and
concluded: that "While the carriage agreement remains in
force, this may provide a significant disincentive to set
up a competing news service, which would undermine
Newco, diminishing; the return frorn Sky’s 39% share in
Newco" (para 12.4 of OFT’s 11 February report).

Provided that the UlLs are robust enough to ensure the
survival of Sky News, a competing company would add
~lur~it--.
OFT and Qfcom advisethat this-has been taken into
account in the carriage agreement.

No change

No change

No change
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after the current contract with Arqiva
expires in 2014.

If Slay remains on the Board: of Freeview it
wlll ~live News Corp the al~i~ityto influence
the development of the DTT platform which
is a rival to Sky’s pay "IV offering.
Definitions. There needs to be greater
clar!ty over definition of "material breach".
Right of redress. Were News Corporation
to attempt to influence the editorial
independence of Sky News; there is no
expticit right of redress provided for in the
UILs. The Government should have
greatter monitQring powem,a~d that the
Se=eta~ of State as well as OFT should
be eb~le~teinjunct News Co~p.

Sky’s interest, in Freeviewwill remain unchanged. This
is arguably, more of a potential, competition issue so falls
outsidethe scope of this decision

In practice.,,, mQnitori~ng and compliance on an on-going
basis wi[|, berespO:nsibili~ Of the.two regulato.rs and
there is= nonee~:to give more:.power tothe Secretary of
State, s.omething tha~: other respondees have, arguedstrongly against:

No cha~ge

The UlLs have been changed.

No change to the UlLs

~," = .
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PROPOSED ACQUISITION BY NEWS CORPORATION OF UP TO 60.9 PER CENT OF BRITISH
SKY BROADCASTING GROUP PLC

UNDERTAKINGS GIVEN BY NEWS CORPORATION PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH 3 OF
SCHEDULE 2 OF ENTERPRISE ACT (PROTECTION OF LEGITIMATE INTERESTS) ORDER 2003

WHEREAS:

(a)

(b)

(c)

News Corporation proposes to acquire the shares in British Sky Broadcasting Group plc that it does
not already own.

On 4 November 2010 the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills issued a European
Intervention Notice under section 67(2) of the Act and the Order in connection with the Transaction.

(d)

On 31 December 2010, Ofcom provided its report.to the Secretary of State on issues of media
plurality (as provided for in Article 4A of the Order) and on 30 December 2010 the OFT provided its
report to the Secretary of State on the creation of a European relevant merger situation pursuant to
Article 4(4) of the Order.

The Secretary of State Considers that the conditions for referring the Transaction to the CC under
Article 5 of the Order are met and, absent any offer of undertakings from News, he would be minded
to refer the Transaction to the CC.

(e)

(0

The Secretary of StaW has a discretion to accept undertakings in lieu of reference from News under
paragraph 3 of Schedule 2 of the Order:

"The Secretary of State may, instead of making such a reference and for the purpose of
remedying, mitigating or preventing any of the effects adverse to the.public interest which
have or may have resulted, or which may be expected to result, from the creation of the
European relevant merger situation concerned accept from such of the parties concerned as
[he] considers appropriate undertakings to take such action as [he] considers appropriate."

The Secretary of State considers that the undertakings given below by News are appropriate to
remedy, mitigate or prevent the effects adverse to the public interest which may be expected to result
from the creation of the European relevant merger situation.

NOW THEREFORE News hereby gives to the Secretary of State the following undertakings’for the
purpose of remedying, mitigating or preventing the effects adverse to the public interest which may be
expected to result from the Transaction.

EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE UNDERTAKINGS

These undertakings shall take effect from the date that, having been signed by News, they are
accepted by the Secretary of State.

SPIN-OFF OF SKY NEWS BUSINESS

News shall effect the spin-off of the Sky News business into an independent English public limited
company, Newco, the shares of which will be publicly traded, using its best endeavours and acting in
good faith, at the Closing Date or as soon as reasonably practicab|e following the Closing Date and
in any event within 9 months of the Closing Date, subject to any extension of time agreed with the
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2.2

consent of the Secretary of S~ate. In effecting the spin-off of the Sky News business in accordance
with section 2.2 below, News shall not take any action that would prevent Newco being placed in an
overall position of editorial, governance, commercial and financial independence in which it will
continue to contribute to plurality as Sky News did prior to the Transaction. Shares in Newco shall
be distributed or otherwise issued or transferred to the shareholders of Sky in the same proportions
as their shareholdings in Sky.

News shall take (or procure the taking of) the following stepsto achieve the spin-off of Newco to the
shareholders of Sky:

(i) the formation of Newco as a new limited company incorporated under the laws of
England and Wales as a Subsidiary of Sky;

(ii) the establishment of the corporate govemance arrangements set out in section 3
below;

(iii)

(iv)

the transfer of the business of Sky News (as set out in section 4 below) into Newco
in exchange for shares in Newco;

the entering into of the agreements between Sky and NeWco set out in sections 4.4,
4.6 and 5 below;

(v)

(vi)

.the spin-off of shares in Newco to shareholders of Sky in the same proportions as
their sharehotdings in Sky under arrangements that cause the resulting News
shareholding in Newco on completion of the spin-off to be 39.1%, equal to its
current shareholding in Sky; and

the putting in place of arrangements for the public trading of Newco shares.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OFNEWCO

News shall ensure that the corporate governance structure of Newco shall be established m
substantially replicate the effects of the existing corporate governance structure of Sky. In
particular:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

News shall be subject to a voting limitation of 37.19% of the total votes of Newco
on substantially the same terms as currently apply iri relation to Sky pursuant to the
voting agreement dated 21 September 2005 (as amended by a memorandum dated
19 October 2005);

The articles of association of Newco shall provide that Newco’s Sky News TV, radio
and any closely related services (irrespective of the platform, on which such service
is distributed) will abide by the principle of editorial independence and integrity in
news reporting and where appropriate wi!l comply with the Ofcom Broadcasting
Code. The articles, of association of Newco shall be in a form to be_approved by the
Secretary ofState prior to the Effective Date;

The articles of association of Newco shall provide that, so long as News in
combination with any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies
Corporate as News does not own more than 50% of Newco’s voting shares:

(A) the majority of the board of Newco shall comprise Independent Directors;
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(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)

(ix) _

03) one of those Independent Directors shall be chairman of the board of
Newco; and

(O meetings of the board of Newco shall be quorate in respect of the
consideration of editorial or journalistic matters only if an Independent
Director with senior editorial and/or journalistic expertise is present.

The definition of Independent Director Contained in these undertakings shall be
included in the articles of association of Newco;

Material Transact{ons between Newco and News or Sky shall require the approval
of Newco’s audit committee, which shall consist exclusively of Independent
Directors. Material Transactions between Newco and News or Sky involving
amounts of £12.5 million or more shall also require the approval of the board of
Newco. In addition Newco’s articles of association shall also provide that
transactions between Newco and News or Sky may, depending on materiality,
require an independent fairness opinion or Newco independent shareholder approval
(by virtue of Newco applying controls that have equivalent effect to those imposed
by Chapter I 1 of the Listing Rules);

The articles of association of NeWco shall provide that the board of Newco and its
committees shall have the appropriate balance of skills, experience, independence
and knowledge of Newco to enable them to discharge their respective duties and
responsibilities effectively and that at least one Independent Director must have
senior editorial and/or journalistic experience;

The articles of association of Newco shall provide that the appointment or removal
(including any material changes in terms and conditions which could give rise to
constructive dismissal) and any material changes to the authority or reporting
relationship of the head of Sky News must be approved by the board of Newco;

The articles of association of Newco shall provide that Newco shall adhere to the
obligations imposed.by the Listing Rules as regards compliance with the principles
set out in the UK Corporate Governance Code; and

The articles of association of Newco shal! provide that, so long as News in
combination with any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies
Corporate as News does not own more than 50% of Newco’s voting shares, Newco
shall establish a corporate governance and editorial committee which will:

(A) comprise a majority of members who are Independent Directors (including
an Independent Director with senior editorial and/or journalistic
experience);

03)

(c)

be chaired by an Independent Director;

be entrusted With oversight of Newco’s compliance with the corporate
governance provisions, the provisions relating to the principle of editorial
independence and integrity in news reporting and compliance with the
Ofcom Broadcasting Code as provided for under section 3.1(ii) above; and

(D) operate under terms of reference which will stipulate that the corporate
governance and editorial committee will:
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3.2

3.3

4.

4.1

be adequately resourced and have powers to review and investigate
all areas within the remit of the committee;

II. meet at least four times a year;

III. report on a regular basis to the board of Newco;

IV. cause a statement to be included in the Newco annual report on its
activities including its oversight functions specified in section
3.1 (ix)(C) above;

V. consider any representations made by the head of Sky News as to
Newco’s compliance with the provisions relating to editorial
independence and integrity in nevCs reporting and compliance with
the Ofcom Broadcasting Code as provided for under section 3.1(ii)
above and report any such representations to the board of Newco;
and

(E)

VI. advise the Newco board on any issues within its remit including any
approval specified at 3.1(v.ii) above.

be quorate in respect of the consideration of editorial or journalistic matters
only if an Independent Director with senior editorial and/or journalistic
expertise is present.

For so long as News in combination with any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies
Corporate as News does not own more thfin 50% of the voting shares in Newco, News shall vote
against any proposed change to Newco’s articles of association which would remove the corporate
governance provisions provided for in sections 3.1 (ii) to 3.1 (ix) above.

News shall not attempt to cause Newco to act in broach of its Articles of Association;

SKY. NEWS BUSINESS TO BE HELD WITHIN NEVVCO

News shall cause the Sky News business to be transferred, as a going concern, to Newco. This will
require the transferring or making available of those assets required to conduct the Sky News
business, which will be set out in a Schedule of Assets which wilt be provided to the Secretary of
State prior to the Effectixre Date and which will include:

(i)

(2)

(iii)

all or substantially all tangible assets currently used exclusively for the purposes of
carrying on Sky News’ business. Arrangements will alsobe made for Newco to
have the use of assets which are not used exclusively in the Sky News business on
normal market terms if so requested by Newco;

all Key Sky News Editorial Staff and all or substantially all staff currently engaged
principally in the Sky News business, including news gathering staff (UK and
international star0, production, online and multimedia staff; and

all or substantially all licences, permits, consents and authorisations issued by any
governmental or regulatory organisation for the benefit or purpose of the Sky News
business (and, to the extent that such licences, permits, consents or authorisations
are not capable of transfer, News will endeavour to assist Newco in applying for
new licences, permits, consents or authorisations)i
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4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

News shall (subject to customary limitations) not solicit staff transferred to Newco for a period
beginning on the Closing Date and ending 24 months after the date of spin-off.

Without prejudice to the generality of section 4.1 above, and subject to obtaining the necessary third
party .consents, News .shall also use all reasonable endeavours to procure that there will be
transferred or made available to Newco:

(i) the benefit and burden of any carriage agreements between Sky and third parties
(inclUding with Virgin Media and UPC) for the distribution of the Sky News TV
channel. News will use all reasonable efforts to ensure that these agreements are
transferred directly to Newco;

(ii)

(iii)

Arqiva capacity for one standard definition channel until the expiry of Sky’s existing
capacity agreement with Arqiva in respect of the broadcast of Sky News on DTT;

the benefit and burden of wholesale contracts entered into by Sky for the supply of
news content,to Channel 5 and IRN; and

(iv) the benefit and burden of all or substantially all contracts to which Sky News is
party associated with fixed newsgathering.

In addition News shall ensure that Sky enters into a Carriage Agreement with Newco under which
Sky News channels and services will be provided to Sky on a wholesale basis for distribution by Sky
to viewers or subscribers in return for the payment of a carriage fee by Sky to Newco in a form to be
approved by the Secretary of State prior to the Effective Date.

Any Carriage Agreement approved by the Secretary of State for the purpose of the obligation in
paragraph 4.4 above shall:

(i)

(ii)

be for a term of 10 years;

not provide Sky (or News) with any ability to determine or influence the editorial
content of Sky News output or the appointment or termination of editors or other
staff of Newco;

(iii)

(iv)

subject to section 4.8 below be terminable by Sky only in the event of material
breach that has not been cured or in the event that the Brand Licensing Agreement
expires or terminates;

(subject to EPG regulation including Ofcom’s Code of Practice on EPGs, and Sky’s
published "Method for allocating listings in Sky’s EPG") oblige News to use its best
endeavours to ensure that Newco is provided with an EPG slot which is no worse
than Sky News’ current EPG slot; and

(v) contain a dispute resolution mechanism.

News shall ensure that Sky will enter into a royalty-bearing Brand Licensing Agreement with
Newco, under which Newco will receive a licence of the Sky News brand for a fourteen year term
which may be extended at the option of Newco for a further 3 years, in a form to be approved by tlae
Secretary of State prior to the Effective Date.

Any Brand Licensing Agreement approved by the Secretary of State for the purpose of the obligation
in paragraph 4.6 above shall:
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4.8

4.9

.

5.1

(i) permit Newco to use the Sky News brand in connection with its news output;

(ii) not provide Sky or News with any ability to determine or influence the editorial
content of Sky News output or the appointment or termination of editors or other
staff of Newco;

(iii) subject to section 4.8 below be terminable by Sky only in the event of a material
breach that has not been cured, in the event that Newco ceases to provide output
which is branded "Sky News" and/or in the event of a change in Control of Newco;
and

(iv) contain a dispute resolution mechanism.

News shall also ensure that neither the Carriage Agreement nor the Brand Licensing Agreement Can
be terminated by Sky until any dispute between Newco and Sky as to the validity of that. proposed
termination has been finally resolved under the dispute resolution process specified in the relevant
agreement. News will bear all reasonable costs (including Neweo’s reasonable costs) of any dispute
resolution process originating from a proposed termination by Sky of the relevant agreement
(irrespective of the outcome of that dispute resolution process).

News shall ensure that Sky continues to cross-promote Sky News on Sky’s linear channels to a level
and in a manner comparable with such cross-promotion for the period of 12 months prior to the
Effective Date, for as long as Newco and Sky are party to the Carriage Agreement entered into
pursuant to section 4.4 above, and only to the extent that such cross-promotion is not classified as
"television advertising" under Ofcom’s Code on the Scheduling of Television Advertising.

OPERATIONAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN SKY AND NEWCO

News shall ensure that Sky will, prior to or at spin-off, enter into the agreements li~ed below with
Newco under which Sky will provide facilities and support services to Newco, on arms’-length terms
which are fair and reasonable:

(i) an advertising sales agreement between Newco and Sky under which Sky will sell
advertising and sponsorship on behalf of Newco for a term of up to 3 years;

(ii) a lease of land and buildings under which Sky will agree to lease the existing Sky
News land and buildings to Newco for a period of up to 15 years and which shall be
in a form to be approved by the Secretary of State prior to spin-off;

(iii) a site support services agreement under which Sky will agree to provide certain
support services to Newco while Newco leases premises from Sky including IT
support services for a term comparable with the tertia Of the lease;

(iv) one or more agreements in relation to broadcast and technical services under which
Sky will offer to Newco:

(A) satellite capacity;

(B) playout;

(C) uplink;

O9) DTT transmission;
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5.2

5.3

5.4

(E) online transmission; and

(F) mobile distribution,

in each ease for a term of up to 10 years (or such shorter time as required by Newco) except
for the service set out at (D) which will be provided until [SX] (when Sky’s contract with
Arqiva relating to the broadcast of Sky News on DTT expires and it is expected that Newco
will enter into its own contract directly with Arqiva) and, in the case of the agreement(s)
relating to the services set out at (A), (B) and (C) in a form to be approved by the Secretary
of State prior to spin-off; and

(v) broadcast operations (including studio operations staff such as camera operators and
sound technicians; edit suite services and staff; in-studio graphics specialists; and
video library staff) and creative services (on- and off- screen design services)
agreements.

Each of the agreements set out at 5.1 (i) to (v) above will be terminable by Newco on the provision
of reasonable notice to Sky and, where apProPriate, break fees to cover Sky’s unavoidable costs of
early exit. The required period of notice (and, where applicable, break fees) will be set out in each
agreement.

News shall ensure that the agreements listed at sections 5.1(iii), 5.1(iv) and 5.1(v) above will provide
that charges to Newco are set for the first year at a fixed price (for each relevant agreemefit)
equivalent to the cost of Sky providing the relevant services (including internal cost allocations) plus
a 5% margin. Thereafter the charge to Newco for each agreement will be based upon the fixed price
increased by CPI for each following year for the remainder of the agreement, with the following
adjustments:

(i) Sky will adjust pricing to reflect actual usage levels for services where Newco has
variable demand (e.g, IT support services and broadcast operations and creative
services); and

(ii) Sky will adjust pricing to pass on savings or cost increases of services which Sky
obtains from a third party (for example, the cost of web hosting or mobile
transmission); and

(iii) the percentage increase in the total amount charged to Newco on a like-for-like basis
(i.e. assuming the same levels on consumption for those costs which are variable in
nature based on usage levels) will be subject to an aggregate cap on the increase in
the total amount charged to Newco of 6% plus 50% of the incremental increase in
CPI between 6% and 10%, and to the extent that this is exceeded the CPI adjustment
applied to the charge for each agreement will be reduced.

News shall grant Newco reasonable audit fights in relation to such actual usage levels, savings or
cost increases in each case to the extent that Newco reasonably requires such an audit, in the event
that Sky fails to provide any relevant information within a reasonable period of time following a
written request for such information from Newco, such right not to be exercised more frequently.
than once per year. In the event that any audit identifies any discrepancy, appropriate adjustments to
charges will be made.

News shall ensure that any agreements entered into under sections 5.1(0 to 5.1(v) above will contain
a dispute resolution mechanism. In the case of the lease agreement described in section 5.1(ii) above
and the agreement(s) in relation to services described at section 5.1(iv)(A), 5. l(iv)(B) and 5.1(iv)(C)
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6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.7

above, News will ensure that the dispute resolution mechanism contains similar provisions to those
described at 4.8 above.

APPOINTMENT OF MONITORING TRUSTEE

Within 20 Working Days of the Effective Date, News shall nominate a Monitoring Trustee to be
approved by the Secretary of State in writing on such terms to be approved by the Secretary of State
in advance in writing and remunerated by News. The Monitoring Trustee so approved shall be
appointed by News witl~in 7 Working Days.

The Monitoring Trustee shall possess appropriate qualifications and experience to carry out the
Monitoring Trustee’s Functions.

The Monitoring Trustee shall be independent of News, its Affiliates and any member of the same
Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate and shall have no conflict of interest in relation to the
performance of the Monitoring Trastee’s Functions.

If the pers°n n°minated by News pursuant to section 6.1 above is not approved by the Secretary of
State, News shall nominate an alternative person within 7 Working Days to be approved in
accordance with the procedure set out in 6.1 above.

In the event that:

(i) News fails to nominate any person or persons in accordance with the provisions of
section 6.1 above or 6.4 above; or

(ii)

(iii)

none of the persons nominated by Newslp.tirsuam to section 6..1 above or 6.4 above
is approved by the Secretary of State; or

News is unable for any reason to conclude within the time limit stipulated in section
6.1 above the appointment of any such person following approval by the Secretary
of State,

News shall appoint from such person or persons nominated by the Secretary of State one person to
act as Monitoring Trustee in accordance with such a mandate as is approved in advance in writing by
the Secretary of State. News shall use its best endeavours to make such appointment within 7
Working Days of receiving the nominations frolia the Secretary of State and in any event within 15
Working Days.

News shall secure that a Monitoring Trustee is appointed in accordance with sections 6.1 to 6.5
above prior to the Closing Date.

In the event that the appointment of a Monitoring Trustee terminates for any reason prior to the
fulfilment of the undertakings to the satisfaction of the Secretary of State, including where the
Monitoring Trustee has ceased to perform or to be able to perform its fimcti0ns or for any other good
cause (including a conflict of interest or illness), News shall, if directed to do so by the Secretary of
State, upon the direction of the Secretary of State, propose a replacement within 7 Working Days to
be appointed in accordance with sections 6.1 to 6.4 above. If no replacement Monitoring Trustee is
appointed within 30 Working Days of this section being triggered, News shall appoint a Monitoring
Trustee in accordance with section 6.5 above. Where required by the Secretary of State, the outgoing
Monitoring Trustee shall continue as Monitoring Trustee until a new Monitoring Trustee is in place
and a full handover of all relevant information has taken place.
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6.8

6.9

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7

The Monitoring Trustee shall remain in place until the spin-off of the Sky News business in
accordance with section 2 or until all of the operational agreements detailed in section 5.1 above
become effective, whichever is the later.

News shall not vary the terms upon which a Monitoring Trustee is appointed save with the consent
of the Secretary of State.

FUNCTIONS OF MONITORING TRUSTEE

The Monitoring Trustee shall act on behalf of the Secretary of State and shall be under an obligation
to the Secretary of State to carry out its functions to the best of its abilities.

The Monitoring Trustee shall monitor News’ compliance with all and any part of these undertakings
prior to the operational agreements detailed in section 5.1 above becoming effective and shall
provide to the Secretary of State any advice that he may reasonably require in relation to his review
of the key operational agreements in section 5.1 above which require his prior approval.

The Monitoring Trustee shall, as soon as reasonably practicable, comply at all times with any
reasonable instructions or written directions made by the Secretary of State and such person
nominated by the Secretary of State for the purposes of carrying out or securing compliance with the
undertakings (or any matter incidental thereto) and shall provide to the Secretary of State such
information and reports in relation to the carrying out of the Monitoring Trustee Functions as the
Secretary of State may reasonably require.

The Monitoring Trustee shall promptly report in writing to the Secretary of State and to the OFT if
the Monitoring Trustee concludes on reasonable grounds that the undertakings have been breached,
or if it considers that it is not ina position to effectively carry out its functions. In that situation, the
Monitoring Trustee should set out the reasons for its view and attach any relevant supporting
evidence available to it (unless doing so would infringe its obligations referred to in section 10.2
below). If the Monitoring Trustee sends a report to the to the Secretary of State or to the OFT under
this section 7.4, the Monitoring Trustee shall, at the same time, inform News of such a report being
sent.

The Monitoring Trustee shall ensure that:

(i) no arrangements are put in place or completed that affect the ability of News to
comply with its obligations under these undertakings; and

(ii) News takes no action or makes no omission that might adversely affect News’
compliance With its obligations under these undertakings.

The Monitoring Trustee shall:

(i) facilitate the provision of information by News to the Secretary of State in
accordance with section 9 of these undertakings; and

(ii) have access to all relevant information and documents which it shall pass to the
Secretary of State if so requested (unless doing so would infringe its obligations
referred to in section 10.2 below).

In furtherance of the Monitoring Trustee’s functions outlined above, the Monitoring Trustee shall
take such steps as it reasonably considers necessary including giving such directions to the officers
or staff of News, including any person holding such position on a temporary basis, as are reasonably
necessary for the fulfilment of the Monitoring Trustee’s functions.
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o

8.1

’    9.2

9.3

10.

10.1

10.2

10.3

In order to provide advice to the Secretary of State in relation to his review of the operational
agreements as set out in section 7.2 above, the Monitoring Trustee shall be permitted to Call on the
advice of any third party that the Monitoring Trustee reasonably considers to be expert in this area
and independent of News and Newco.News will bear all reasonable costs incurred by the
Monitoring Trustee under this section 7.8.

REMUNERATION OF MONITORING TRUSTEE

News shall pay the Monitoring Trustee a reasonable remuneration for the services it provides in
carrying out the Monitoring Trustee Functions, and shall pay the Monitoring Trustee in a way that
does not impede the independent and effective fulfilment of the Monitoring Trustee Functions.

OBLIGATIONS OF NEWS FOLLOWING APPOINTMENT OF MONITORING TRUSTEE

News shall not give any instruction or request to the Monitorkug Trustee which conflicts with the
Monitoring Trustee Functions.

News shall take all such steps as are reasonably necessary to enable the Monitoring Trustee to carry
out the Monitoring Trustee Functions and shall cooperate fully with the Monitoring Trustee,
including but not limited to:

(i) complying promptly and securing that its officers and staff comply promptly with
such written directions as the Monitoring Trusteemay from time to time give
pursuant to section 7.7 above; and

(ii) providing the Monitoring Trustee with all such assistance and information, as it may
reasonably require in carrying out the. Monitoring Trustee Functions including the
provision of full and complete access to all personnel, books, records, documents
and facilities of News, Sky and Newco as the Monitoring Trustee may reasonably
require access to.

If News has any reason to suspect that these undertakings might have been breached, it should notify
the Monitoring Trustee and the OFT immediately.

REPORTING OBLIGATIONS OF THE MONITORING TRUSTEE

Starting four weeks after Closing Date the Monitoring Trustee shall prox~ide every four weeks to the
Secretary of State and the OFT a statement certifying whether or not, in his view, News has
complied with these undertakings in the preceding four weeks.

When providing its reports to the Secretary of State and the OFT the Monitoring Trustee must ensure
that it does not disclose any information or documents to the Secretary of State or the OFT which
News would be entitled to withhold from the Secretary of State or the OFT (as applicable) on the
grounds of legal privilege.

All communications between the Monitoring Trustee and the Secretary of State and the OFT shall be
confidential and should not be disclosed to News, save with the express written permission of the
Secretary of State and/or the OFT. For the avoidance of doubt, nothing in this section 10.3 shall
restrict the Monitoring Trustee from informing News of any report sent to the Secretary of State or to
the OFT under section 7.4 above. In relation to the possibility of disclosure of such communications
to third parties, the Secretary of State shall act in accordance with the provisions of Part 9 of the
Enterprise ACt 2002.~ The Monitoring Trustee shall not disclose such communications to third
parties.
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11.1

12.

12.1

t2.2

12.3

13.

,13.1

CONTINUED SEPARATION

News shall not, for a period of 10 years from the Effective Date, except with the prior written
consent of the Secretary of State, acquire shares in Newco that will result in News in combination
with any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News holding more than
39.14% of the shares in Newco.

COMPLIANCE

News shall comply promptly with such written directions as the Secreta~ of State may from time to
time give:

(0 to take such steps as may be specified or described in the directions for the purpose
of carrying out or securing compliance with these undertakings; or

(ii) to do or refrain from doing anything so specified or described which it might .be
required by these undertakings to do or to refrain from doing.

News shall procure that any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News
complies with those undertakings as if it had given them and actions and omissions of the members
of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News shall be attributed to News for the
purposes of these undertakings.

Where any Affiliate of News is not a member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate
as News, News shall use its best endeavours to procure that any such Affiliate will comply with
these undertakings as if it had given them. Until the Closing Date, Sky shall not be treated as an
Affiliate of News for the purposes of this paragraph.

INTERIM ACTION

Prior to the spin-off of the Sky News business, News shall ensure that, from the Closing Date
(except with the prior written consent of the Secretary of State or for the purposes of preparing for
the transfer of the Sky News business to Newco and/or effecting the spin-off):

(i) without News accepting any?duty to provide b.ny substantial capital expenditure to
the Sky News business in addition to the c~tpital expenditure plans in place at the
time of the Transaction, the Sky News business (as at the Closing Date) is
maintained as a going concern and sufficient resources are made available by News
for the continuation of the Sky News buginess on the basis of its pre-merger business
plan;

(ii) no material changes are made to the organisational structure of the Sky News
business or the management responsibilities within the Sky News business, other
than in the ordinary course of business;

(iii) the Sky News business, including its facilities and goodwill, is maintained and
preserved and is run in the ordinary course;

(iv) News shall not attempt to influence the editorial decisions of the Sky News business
prior to the completion of spin-off;

(v) the nature, description, range and standard of news gathering and production and
broadcast news currently supplied by the Sky News business is maintained;
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14.1

15.

15.1

15,2

15.3

(vi) the separate brand identity of the Sky News business is maintained;

(vii)

(viii)

(ix)

no assets of the Sky News business are disposed of, and no Interest in such assets is
created or disposed of, other than in the ordinary course of business;

there is no new integration of the infornaation technology used by Sky with that used
by the Sky News business and the software and hardware platforms of the Sky News
business shall remain unchanged, except for changes and maintenance in the
ordinary course of business; and

/

all reasonablesteps are taken to encourage all Key Sky News Editorial Staff and all
or substantially all staff currently engaged principally in the Sky News business (as
set out in section 4.1 above) to remain with the Sky News business.

News shall provide to the Secretary of State such information as the Secretary of State may from
time to time reasonably require for the purposes of monitoring compliance by News with these
undertakings.

PROVISION OF INFORMATION

News shall furnish promptly to the Secretary of State or the OFT such information as the Secretary
of State or the OFT considers necessary in relation to or in connection with the implementation
and/or enforcement of and/or the compliance with these undertakings, including for the avoidance of
doubt, any confidential information.

INTERPRETATION

The Interpretation Act 1978 shall apply to these undertakings as it does to Acts of Parliament.

References in these undertakings to any English law term for any legal status, interest, concept or
thing shall in respect of any jurisdiction other than England and Wales be deemed to include what
most nearly approximates in that jurisdiction to the English law term.

In these¯ undertakings the word "including" shall mean including without limitation or prejudice to
the generality of any description, definition, term or phrase preceding that Word and the word
"include" and its derivatives shall be construed accordingly.

15.4 For’the purposes of these undertakings:

"Act" means the Enterprise Act 2002;

"Affiliate" of a person is another person who satisfies the following condition, namely that any
enterprise (which, in this context, has the meaning given in sectiofi 129(1) of the Act) that the first
person carries on and any enterprise that the second person carries on from time to time would be
regarded as being under common control for the purposes of section 26 of the Act;

"Brand Licensing Agreement" has the meaning set out in sectiori 4.6 above;

"business" has the meaning given by section 129(1) and (3) of the Act;

"Carriage Agreement" has the meaning set out in section 4.4 above;

"CC" means the Competition Commission;
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"Closing Date" means the date on whichNews acquires all or a majority of the share capital of Sky
or, if the Transaction is effected by a scheme of arrangement, the date on which the scheme of
arrangement becomes effective;

"Control" shall be construed in accordance with section 26 of the Act, and in the case of a body
corporate, a person shall be deemed to Control it if he holds, or has an interest in, shares of that body
corporate amounting to 40 per cent or more of its issued share capital or carrying an entitlement to
vote at meetings of that body corporate of 40 per cent or more of the total number of votes which
may be cast at such meetings;

"CPI" means the consumer prices index, as published from time to time by the Office for National
Statistics;

).

"Effective Date" means the date that, having been signed by News, these undertakings are accepted
by the Secretary of State, as described at 1.I above;

"EPG" means Electronic Programme Guide;

"Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate" has the meaning given in section 129(2) of the Act;
references to a Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate shall be. to the Group of Interconnected
Bodies Corporate as constituted from time to time;

"Independent Director" means a member of the Newco board of directors who: -.

¯ has not been an employee of Newco, News or any member of the same Group of
Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News within the last five years;

does not have, and has not had within the last three years of the date of their first
election to the Newco board, a material business relationship with Newco or News either
directly, or as a partner, shareholder, director or senior employee of a body that has such
a relationship (Sky’s independent directors~shall not be excluded from this definition by
virtue of having served on Sky’s board);

has not received and does not receive additional remuneration from Newco~ or News
apart from a director’s fee, does not participate in Newco’s or News’ share option or
performance-related pay scheme, and is not a member of Newco’s or News’ pension
scheme;

does not have. close family ties with any of Newco’s or News’ advisers, directors or
senior employees;

does riot hold cross-directorships and does not have significant links with other directors
through involvement in other companies or bodies;

¯ does not represent a significant Newco or News shareholder; and

¯ laas not served on the board of Newco or News within nine years from the date of their
first election;

"Interest" includes shares, an interest in shares and any other interest carrying an entitlement to vote
at shareholders’ meetings; and for this purpose "an interest in shares" includes an entitlement by a
person other than the registered holder, to exercise any right conferred by the holding of these shares
or an entitlement to Control the exercise of such right; ’
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"Key Sky News Editorial Staff" means the head of Sky News, the executive editor of Sky News
and the head of newsgathering of Sky News;

"Material Transaction" means any transaction that involves or could reasonably involve the~
payment or receipt by Newco or its subsidiaries of amounts of £5 million or more or such other
limits agreed by Newco from time to time. For the avoidance of doubt any renewal of or material
amendment to the Carriage Agreement, the Brand Licensing Agreement, the lease agreement
described in section 5.i(ii) above or the agreement(s) in relation to services described at section
5.1(iv)(!~), 5.10v)(B) and 5.1(iv)(C), above would be deemed to be a material transaction for the
purposes of this definition;

"Monitoring Trustee" means the person appointed pursuant to section 6 above tO carry out the
Monitoring Trustee Functions;

"Monitoring Trustee Functions" means the functions set out in section 7 above;

"Newco" means the public limited company (including, where relevant, any wholly-owned
subsidiary of such public limited company) into which the business of Sky News will be transferred
and which will continue to operate that business, as described in section 2.1 above;

"News" means News Corporation;

"OFT" means the Office of Fair Trading;

"Order" means the Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of Legitimate Interests) Order 2003;

"Secretary of State" means Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport (except as
context otherwise requires);

"Sky" means British Sky Broadcasting Group ple;

"Sky News" means the business of news gathering and production, and creating and offering
(whether on a flee to air oi~ subscription basis) the broadcast news channels currently branded "Sky
News" and "Sky News I-ID" and related services under the Sky News brand and/or news services
provided to third parties, including the wholesale provision of news input to third party media
enterprises. For ilae avoidance of doubt, "Sky Sports News" is a separate business which will remain
under the so!e control of Sky;

"Subsidiary" shall be construed in accordance with section 1159 of the Companies Act 2006 (as
amended), unless otherwise stated;

"Transaction" means the proposed acquisition by News of some or all of those shares in Sky that it
does not already own; and

"Working Day" means any day other than a Saturday, a Sunday, Christmas Day, Good Friday or a
bank holiday.
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PROPOSED ACQUISITION BY NEWS CORPORATION OF UP TO 60.9 PER CENT OF BRITISH
SKY BROADCASTING GROUP PLC

UNDERTAKINGS GIVEN BY NEWS CORPORATION PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH 3 OF
SCHEDULE 2 OF ENTERPRISE ACT (PROTECTION OF LEGITIMATE INTERESTS) ORDER 2003

WHEREAS:

(a)

(b)

(c)

News Corporation proposes to acquire the shares in British Sky Broadcasting Group pie that it does
not already own.

On 4 NOvember 2010 the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills issued a European
Intervention Notice under section 67(2) of the Act and the Order in connection with the Transaction.

On 31 December 20f0, Ofcom provided its report to the Secretary of State on issues of media plurality
(as provided for in Article 4A of the Order) and on 30 December 2010 the OFT provided its report to
the Secretary of State on the creation of a European relevant merger situation pursuant to Article 4(4)
of the Order.

(d) The Secretary of State considers that the conditions for referring the Transaction to the CC under
Article 5 of the Order are met and, absent any offer of undertakings from News, he would be minded to
refer the Transaction to the CC.

(e)

(0

The Secretary of State has a discretion to accept undertakings in lieu of reference from News under
paragraph 3 of Schedule 2 of the Order:

"The Secretary of State may, instead of making such a reference and for_ the purpose of
remedying, mitigating or preventing any of the effects adverse to the public interest which
have or may have resulted, or which may be expected to result, from the ’creation of the
European relevant merger situation concerned accept from such of the parties concerned as
[he] considers appropriate.undertakings to take such action as [he] considers appropriate."

The Secretary of State considers that the undertakings given below by News are appropriate to remedy,
mitigate or prevent the effects adverse to the public interest which may be expected to result from the
creation of the Europeanrelevant merger situation. :

NOW THEREFORE News hereby gives to the Secretary of State the following undertakings for the purpose
of remedying, mitigating or preventing the effects adverse to the public interest which may be expected to
result from the Transaction.

.

1.1

EFFECTIVE DATE OF THE UNDERTAKINGS

These undertakings shall take effect from the date that, having been Signed by News, they are accepted
by the Secretary of State.

SPIN-OFF OF SKY NEWS BUSINESS

News shall effect the spin-off of the Sky News business into an independent English public limited
company, Newco, the shares of which will be publicly traded, using its best endeavours and acting in
good faith, at the Closing Date or as soon as reasonably practicable following the Closing Date and in
any event within 9 months of the Closing Date, subject to any extension of time agreed with the
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2.2

consent of the Secretary of State. In effecting the spin-off of the Sky. News business in accordance
with section 22 below, News shall not take any action that would prevent Newco bein~ olaced in an
overall position of editorial: governance, commercial and financial independence in which it will
continue to contribute to plurality as Sky News did prior to the Transaction. Shares in Newco shall be
distributed or otherwise issued or transferred to the shareholders of Sky in the same proportions as
their shareholdings in Sky.

News shall take (or procure the taking of) the follbwing steps to achieve the spin-off of Newco to the
shareholders of Sky:

(i) the formation of Newco as a new pubti~limited company incorporated under the laws
of England and Wales as a Subsidiary of Sky;

(ii) the establishment of the corporate governance arrangements set out in Section 3
below;

(iii) the transfer of the business of Sky News (as set out in section 4 below) into Newco in
exchange for shares in Newco,

(iv) the entering into of the agreements between Sky and Newco set out in sections 4.4, 4.6
and s~fion-5 below;

(v)

(vi)

the spin-offof shares in Newco to shareholders of Sky in the same proportions as their
shareholdings in Sky under arrangements that cause the resulting News shareholding
in Newco on completion of the spin-offto be 39.1%, equal to its current shareholding
in Sky; and

the putting in place of arrangements for the public trading of Newco shares.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OF NEWCO

News shall ensure that the corporate governance structure of Newco shall be established to
substantially replicate the effects of the existing corporate govemance structure of Sky. In particular:

O)

(ii)

News shall be subject to a voting limitation of 37.19% of the total votes of Newco on
substantially the same terms as currently apply in relation to Sky pursuant to the
voting agreement dated 21 September 2005 (as amended by a memorandum dated 19
October 2005),;

The articles of association of Newco shall provide that Newco’s Sky News TV, radio
and any closely related services (irrespective of the plaffo .rm on which such service is
distributed) will abide by the principle of editorial independence and integrity in news
reporting and where appropriate will comply with the Ofcom Broadcasting Code,
The articles of association Of Newco sh~il be in a form to be aV~r0ved bv the
Secretary, of State prior to the Effective Date;

(iii) The articles of association of Newco shall provide t~hat, so long as News in
combination with any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate
as News does not own more than 50% of Newco’s voting shares, ,~.~...~ ~.~:~.,a-.,,**.,j.,.,~ ...^4’*h=~....
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(A) the majority of the board of Newco shall comPrise Independent Directors;

one of those Independent Directors shall be chairman of the board of Newco;
and

meetings of the board of Newco shall be quorate in respect of the
consideration Of editorial or iournalistic matters only if an Independent
Directorwith senior editorial and/or iournalistic expertise is present.

The r definition of Independent Director contained in these undertakinCs shall be
included in the articles of association of Newco;

(-iv-)-Material Transactions between Newco and News or Sky shall require the
approval of Newco’s audit committee, which shall consist exclusively of Independent
Directors. Material Transactions between Newco and News or Sky involving
amounts of £12.5 million or more shall also require the approval of the board of
Newco. In addltionNewco’s articles of association shall alsoprovide that transactions
between Newco and News or Sky may, depending on materiality, require an
independent fairness opinion or Newco independent shareholder approval (by virtue
of Newco applying controls that have equivalent effect to those imposed by Chapter
11 of the Listing Rules);

~The articles of association of Newco shall provide that the board of Newco and its
committees shall have the appropriate balance ofskiUs, experience, indepeiadence and
knowledge of Newco to enable them to discharge their respective duties and
responsibilities effectively and that at least one Independent Director must have
senior editorial and/or journalistic experience;

(-vi-)-The articles of association of Newco shall provide that the appointment or
removal (including any material changes in terms and conditions which could give
rise to constructive dismissal) and any material changes to the authority or reporting
relationship of the head of SkyNews must he approved by the board of Newco;

(-vii-)-The articles of association of Newco shall provide that Newco shall adhere to the
obligations imposed by the Listing Rules as regards compliance With the principles
set out in the UK Corporate Governance Code; and

(-viii-)-The articles of association of Newco shall provide that, so long as News in
combination with any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate
as News does not own more than 50% of Newco’s voting shares, Newco shall
establish a corporate governance and editorial committee which will:

(A)

(B)

comprise a majority of members who are Independent Directors (including an
Independent Director with senior editorial and/or journalistic experience);

be chaired by an Independent Director;

(c) be entrusted with oversight of Neweo’s compliance with the corporate
governance provisions, the provisions relating to the principle of editorial
independence and integrity in news reporting and compliance with the Ofcom
Broadcasting Code as provided for under section 3.1 (ii) above; and

(D) operate under terms of reference which will stipulate that the corporate
governance and editorial co.mmittee_.~i!!:
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3.2

3_~

4.

4.1

° be adequately resourced and have powers to review and investigate
all areas within the remit of the committee;

, II. meet at least four times a year;

III. report on a regular basis to the board of Newco;

IV. cause a statement to be included in the Newco annual report on its
activities including its oversight functions specified in section
3.1 (~i4L~)(C) above;

V. consider any representations made by the head of Sky News as to
Newco’s compliance with the provisions relating to editorial
independence and integrity in news reporting and compliance with
the Ofcom Broadcasting Code as provided for under section 3 .l(ii)
above and report any such representations to. the board of Newco; and

VI. advise the Newco board on any issues within its remit including any
approval specified at 3.1 (v4~ above.

be quorate in respect of the consideration of editorial or ioumalistic matters
only if an Independent Director with, senior editorial and/or journalistic
expertise is oresenL

For so long as News in combination with any member of the same Group of InterconneCted Bodies
Corporate as News does not own more than 50% of the voting shares in Newco, News shall vote
against any proposed change to Newco’s articles of association which would remove the corporate
governance provisions provided for in sections 3.I (ii) to 3.1 (~4i4~) above.

News shall not attemnt to cause Newco to act in breach of its Articles of Asso~

SKY NEWS BUSINESS TO BE HELD WITHIN NEWCO

News shall cause the Sky News business to be transferred, as a going concern, to Newco. This will
require the transferring or making available of those assets required to conduct the Sky News business,
which will be set out in a Schedule of Assets which will be provided to the Secretary of State prior to
the Effective Date and which will include:

(i) all or substantially atl tangible assets currently used exclusively for the purposes of
carrying on Sky News’ business. ~. angements will als0 be made for Newco to have
the use of assets which are not used exelusive!y in the Sky News business on normal
market terms if so requested, by Newco;

(ii)

(iii)

all Key Sky News Editorial Staff and all or substantially all staff currently engaged
principally in the Sky News business, including news gathering staff (UK and
imernational staff), production, online and multimedia staff; and

all or substantially all licences, permits, consents and authorisations issued by any
governmental or regulatory organisation for the benefit or purpose of the Sky News
business (and, to the extent that such licences, permits, consents or auth0risations are
not capable of transfer, News will endeavour to assist Newco in applying for new
licences, permits, consents or authofisations).
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4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

News shall agree-(subject to customary limitations) not ~--solicit staff transferred to Newco for a
period ofbeginning on the Closing Date and ending 24 months after the date of spin-off.

Without prejudice to the generality of section 4.1 above, and subject to obtaining the necessary third
party consents, News shall also use all reasonable endeavours to procure that there will be transferred
or made available to Newco:

(i) the benefit and burden of any carriage agreements between Sky and third parties
(including with,Virgin Media and UPC) for the distribution of the Sky News TV
channel. News will use all reasonable efforts to ensure that these agreements are
transferred directly to Newco;

(ii) Arqiva capacity for one standard definition channel until the expiry of Sky’s existing
capacity agreement with Arqiva in respect of the broadcast of Sky News on DTT;

(iii) the benefit and burden of wholesale contracts entered into by Sky for the supply of
news content to Channel 5 and IRN; and

(iv) the benefit and burden of all or substantially all contracts to which Sky News is party
associated with fixed newsgathering.

In addition News shall ensure that Sky enters into a Carriage Agreement with Newco under which
Sky News channels and services will be provided to Sky on a wholesale basis for distribution by Sky
to viewers or subscribers in return for the payment of a carriage fee by Sky to Newco in a form to be
approved by the Secretary of State prior to the Effective Date.

Any Carriage Agreement approved by the Secretary of State for the purpose of the obligation in
paragraph 4.4 above shall:

(i). be fora term of l 0 years;

(ii) not provide Sky (or News) with any ability to determine or influence the editorial
content of Sky News output or the appointment or termination of editors or other staff
of Newco;

(iii) subject to section 4.8 below be terminable by Sky only in the event of material breach
that has not been cured or in the event that Neweo cea~e~ *-~,, provide            -,,-~w~"÷~"* ""~’:~’-. ,,,,.,. i=
~,..~ a.,4 .,,c1.., Ncvz~"the ................ j Brand Licensin~ A~eement exoires or terminates;

(iv) (subject to EPG regulation including Ofcom’s Code of Practice on EPGs, and Sky’s
published "Method for allocating listings in Sky’s EPG") oblige News to use its best
endeavours to ensure that Newco is provided with an EPG slot which is no worse than
Sky News’ current EPG slot; and

(v) contain a dispute resolution mechanism.

News shall ensure that Sky will enter into a royalty-bearing Brand Licensing Agreement with
Newco, under which Newco will receive a licence of the Sky News brand for an initia! 7a fourteen

........ a which may-the~ be extended at theyear term, "-’;*~" .....*^~°÷: .........1 ~,.- o ~..~.~ 7 : ....., .....
option of Newco for a further 3 years, in a form to be approved by the Secretary of State prior to the
Effective Date.

Any Brand Licensing Agreement approved by the Secretary of State for the purpose of the obligation
in paragraph 4.6 above shall:                        . ~ "
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4.8

4.9

St

5.1

(i) permit Newco to Use the Sky News brand in connection with its news output;

(ii) not provide Sky or News with any ability to determine or influence the editorial
content of Sky News output or the appointment or termination of editors or other staff
of Newco;

(iii) subject to section 4.8 below be terminable by Sky only in the event of a material
breach that has not been cured, in the event that Newco ceases to provide output
which is branded "Sky News" and/or in the event of a change in Control of Newco;
and

(iv) contain a dispute resolution mechanism.

News shall also ensure that neither the Carriage Agreement nor the Brand Licensing Agreement can be
terminated by Sky until any dispute between N~ccsNewco and Sky as to the validity of that proposed
termination has been finally resolved under the dispute resolution process specified in the relevant
agreement. News will bear all reasonable costs (including Newco’s reasonable costs) of any dispute
resolution process originating from a proposed termination by Sky of the relevant agreement
(irrespective of the outcome of that dispute resolution process).

News shall ensure that Sky continues to cross-promote Sky News on Sky’s linear channels to a level
and in a manner comParable with such cross-promotion for the period of 12 months prior to the
Effective Date, for as long as Newco and Sky are party, to the Carriage Agreement entered into
pursuant to section 4.4 above, and only to the extent that such cross-promotion is not classified as
"television advertising" under Ofcom’s Code on the Scheduling of Television Advertising.

OPERATIONAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN SKY AND NEWCO

News shall ensure that Sky will, prior to or at spin-off, enter into the agreements listed below with
Newco under which Sky will provide facilities and support services to NeWt0, on arms’-length terms
which are fair and reasonable:

(i) an advertising sales agreement between Newco and Sky under which Sky will sell
advertising and sponsorship on behalf of Newco for a term of up to 3 years;

(ii)

(iii)

a lease of land and buildings under which Sky will agree to lease the existing Sky
News land aiad buildings to Newco for a period of up to 15 years and which shall be in
a form to be approved b~� the Secretary of State prior to spin-off;

a site support services agreement under which Sky will agree to provide certain
support services to Newco while Newco leases premises from Sky including IT
support services for a term comparable with the term of the lease;

(iv) one or more agreements in relation to broadcast and technical services under which
Sky will offer to Newco:

(A) satellite capacity;

(B) playout;

(C) uplink;

(D) DTT transmission;
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(E) online transmission; and

(F) mobile distribution,

in each case for a term of up to 10 years (or such shorter time as required by Newco) except for
the service set out at (D) which will be provided until ~)<] (when Sky’s contract with Arqiva
relating to the broadcast of Sky News on DTT expires and it is expected that Newco will enter
into its own contract directly with Arqiva) and, in the case of the agreement(s) relating to the
services set out at (A), (B) and (C) in a form to be approved by the Secretary of State prior to
spin-off; and

(v) broadcast operations (including studio operations staff such as camera operators and
sound technicians; edit suite services and staff; in-studio graphics specialists; and
video library staff) and creative services (on- and off- screen design services)
agreements.

Each of the agreements set out at 5.1 (i) to (v) above will be terminable by Newco on the provision of
reasonable notice to Sky and, Where appropriate, break fees to cover Sky’s unavoidable costs of early
exit. The required period of notice (and, where applicable, break fees) will be set out in each
agreement.

News shall ensure, that the agreements listed at sections 5.1(iii), 5.1(iv) and 5.1(v) above will provide
that charges to Newco are set for the firstyear at a fixed price (for each relevant agreement) equivalent
to the cost of Sky providing the relevant services (including internal coat allocations) plus a 5% margin-.
Thereafter the charge to Newco for each agreement will be based upon the fixed price increased by
CPI for each following year for the remainder of the agreement,.with the following adjustments:

(i)

(ii)

Sky will adjust pricing to reflect actual usage levels for services where Newco has
variable demand (e.g. IT support services and broadcast operations and creative
services); and

Sky will adjust pricing to pass on savings or cost increases of services which Sky
obtains from a third party (for example, the cost of web hosting or mobile
transmission~

5.4

the percentage increase in the total amount charged to Newco on a like-for-like basis
(i.e. assuming the same levels on consumption for those costs, which .are variable in
nature based on usage levels) will be subject to an ag~egatecao onthe increase in the
total amotlnt charged to Newco of 6% plus 50% of the incremental increase in CPI
between. 6°/6 and 10%, and to the extent that this is exceeded the CPI adi.ustment
applied to the charge for each agreement will be reduced..

News shall ~ant Newco reasonable a~;dit rights in relation to such actual usage levels, savings or cost
increases in each case to the extent that Newco reasonably reouires such an audit, in the event that Sky
fails to provide any relevant information within a reasonable neriod of time following a written reG. uest
for such information from Newco, such right not to be exercised more frequently than once per year.
In the event that any aodit identifies any discreoancv, appropriate adjustments to charges will be made.

News shail ensure that any agreements entered into under sections 5.t0) to 5.1(v)above will contain a
dispute resolution mechanism. In the case of the lease a~eement described in section 5.1 (it) above
and the a~ement(s)in relation to services described-at seGtion 5,1(iv){A~-. 5~1 (iv)(B), and 5.1 (iv)(C)
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above, News will ensure that the dispute resolution mechanism contains similar provisions to those
described at 4.8 above.

APPOINTMENT OF MONITORING TRUSTEE

Within 20 Working Days of the Effective¯ Date, News shall nominate a Monitoring Trustee to be
approved by the Secreta~ of State in writing on such terms to be anproved bythe Secretary. of State in
advance in writing and remunerated by News. The Monitoring Trustee so approved shall be appointed
by News within 7 Working Days.

The Monitoring Trustee shall possess appropriate q,alifications and experience to carry out the
Monitoring Trustee’s Functions.

The Monitoring Trustee shall be inde0endent of News, its Affiliates and any member of the same
Group of Interconnected Bodies Cor0orate and shall have no conflict of interest in relation to the
performance of the Monitoring Trustee’s Functions.

If the person nominated by News ¯pursuant to section 6.1 above is riot approved by the Secretary of
State, News shall nominate an alternative person within 7 Working Days to be anproved in accordance
with the procedure set out in 6.1 above.

In the event that:

f!) News fails to nominate any person or persons in accordance with the provisions of
section 6.1 above or 6.4 above; or

none of the persons nominated by News pursuant to section 6.1 above or 6.4 above is
anoroved by the Secretary of State: or

News¯ is tmable for any reason to conclude within the time limit stipulated in section
6.1 above the appointment of any such person following approval by the Secretary Of

News shall appoint from such person or persons nominated by the Secretary,. of State one person to act
as Monitoring Trustee in accordance with such a mandate as is aoproved in advance in writin~ by the
Secretary of State. News shall use its best endeavours to make such anpointment within 7 Workin~
Days of receivin~ thenominations from the Secretary of S~tate and in any event within 15 Working -
Days.

News shall secure that a Monito~ Trustee is appoimed in accordance with sections 6.1 to 6.5 above
prior to, the Closing:Date,

In the event that the atmointment of a Monitoring Trustee temainates ,for any reason prior to the
fulfilment of theunde~ings to the satisfaction of the Secretary of .State, includir~g where the

¯ Monitoring Trustee has ceased to perform or to be able to perform its functions or for any other good
cause (includin~ a conflict of interest or illness), News shatl, if direete~to do so b~. the Secretary. of
State. unon thedirection of the Secretary of State~ t~ropose a replacement within 7 Working Days to be
appointed in acco.rdance with sections-6.1 to 6.4 above. If no replacement Monitoring Trustee is
appointed within 30 Working Days of this section bein~ triggered, News shall appoint a Monitoring
Trustee in accordance with section 6.5 above. Where required by the Secretary. of State. the outgoing
Monitoring Trustee shall continue as Monitoring Trustee until a new Monitoring Trustee is in olace
arm a full handover of all relevant information has taken place.

0012561-0000367
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6.9

7.3

ZA

Zfi

7.6

7.7

The Monitoring Trustee shall remain in place until the spin-off of the Sky News business in
¯ accordance with section 2 or until all of the operational agreements detailed in section 5.1 above
become effective, whichever is the later.

News shall not vary the terms upon which a Monitoring Trustee is appointed save with the consent of
the Secretary. of State.

FUNCTIONS OF MONITORING TRUSTEE

The Monitoring Trustee Shall act on behalf of the Secretary. of State and shall be under an obligation to
the Secretary of State to carry out its functions to the best of its abilities.

The Monitoring Trustee shall monitor News’ comoliance with all and any part of these undertakings
prior to the operational a~eements detailed in section 5.1 above becoming effective and shall orovide
to the Secreta_~ of State any advice that he may reasonably require in relation to his review of the key
operational aweements in section 5.1 above which require his prior approval.

The MonitorinE Trustee shall, as soon as reasonably oracticable, comply at all times with any
reasonable instructions or written directions made by the. Secretary. of State and such person nominated
by the Secretary of State for the purposes of carrying out or securing compliance with the undertakings
(or any matter incidental thereto) and shall provide to the Secretary of State such information and
reports in relation to the carrying out of the Monitoring Trustee Functions as the Secretary of State
may reasonab|y require.

The Monitoring Trustee shall promptly report in writing to the Secretary of State and to the OFT if the
Monitoring Trustee concludes on reasonable ~ounds that the undertakings have been breached, or if it
considers that iris not in a position to effectively carry, out its functions. In that situation, the
Monitoring Trustee should set out the reasons for its view and attach any relevant supporting evidence
available to it (unless. doing so would infringe its obligations referred to in section 10.2 below). If the
Monitoring Trustee sends a report to the to the Secretary of State or to the OFT under this section 7.4.
the Monitoring Trustee shall, at the same time, inform News of such a report being sent.

The Monitoring Trustee shall ensure that:

no arrangements are put in place or comoleted that affect the ability, of News to
c_omply with its obligations under these undertakings; and

News takes no action or makes no omission that midat adversely affect News’
compliance with its obligations under these undertakings.

The Monitoring Trustee shall:

facilitate the provision of information by News to the Secretary of State in accordance
with section 9 of these undertakings: and

have access to all relevant information and documents which it shall pass to the
Secretary of State if so reauested (unless doing so would infringe its obligations
referred to in section 10.2 below).

In furtherance of the Monitorin.~ Trustee’s functions outlined above, the Monitoring Trustee shall take
such steos as it reasonably considers necessary including giving such directions to the officers or staff
of News. including any person holdin~ such position on a temporary, basis, as are reasonably necessary.
for the fulfilment of the Monitoring Trustee’s functions.

001.2561-0000367
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7.8 _In order to provide advice to the Secretary of State in relation to his review of the operational
a~eements as set out in section 7.2 above, the Monitoring Trustee shall be permitted to call on the
advice of any third pa~.. that the Monitorin~ Trustee reas0nabl}/considers to be expert in this area and
independent of News and Newco. News will bear all reasonable costs incurred by the Monitoring
Trustee under this section 7.8.

8. REMUNERATION OF MONITORING TRUSTEE

.El News shall pay the Monitorin~ Trustee a reasonable remuneration for the services it orovides in
ca~. ing out the Monitoring Trustee Functions. and shall oay the Monitoring Trustee in a way that
does not impede the independent and effective fulfilment of the Monitoring Trustee Functions.

9. OBLIGATIONS OF NEWS FOLLOWING APPOINTMENT OF MONITORING TRUSTEE

9.1 News shall not give any instruction or request to the Monitoring Trustee which conflicts with the
Monitoring Trustee Functions.

9.2 News shall take all such steps as are reasonably necessa .ry to enable the Monitoring Trustee to carry.
out the Monitoring Trustee Functions and shall cooperate fully with the Monitoring Trustee, including
but not limited to:

complying.promptly and securing that its officers and staff comply oromvtly with
such written directions as the Monitoring Trustee may from time to time give pursuant
to section 7.7 above:_and

providing the Monitoring Trustee with all such assistance and irfformation,~as it may
reasonably renuire in carrvin~ out the Monitoring Trustee Functions including the
provision of full and complete access to all personnel, books, records, documents and
facilities of News, Sky. and Newco as the Monitoring Trustee may reasonably require
access to.

%_3 If News has any reason to suspect that these undertakings might have been breached, it should notify
the Monitoring Trustee and the OFT immediately.

REPORTING .OBLIGATIONS OF THE MONITORING TRUSTEE

to.1 Starting four weeks after Closing Date the Monitorin~ Trustee shall provide’every four weeks to the
Secretary of State and the OFT a statement c erti~ing whether or not, in his view, News has complied
with these undertakings in the preceding four weeks.

When providin~ its reports to the Secretary.. of State and the OFT the Monitoring Trustee must ensure
that it does not disclose any information or documents to the Secretary. of State or the OFT which
News would be entitled to withhold from the Secretary of State or the OFT (as ar)olicable) on the
~ounds of legal privilege.

All communications between the Monitoring Trustee and the Secreta~ of State and:the OFT shall be
confidential and should not be disclosed to News, ¯save with the express written permission of the
Secretary.. of State and/or the OFT. For the avoidance of doubt, nothing ha this section 10.3 shall
restrict the Monitoring Trustee from informing News of any report sent to the Secretary of State or to
the OFT under section 7.4 above. In relation to the oossibility, of disclosure of such communications to
third oarties, the Secretary. of State shall act in accordance with the provisions of Part 9 of the
Entemrise Act 2002. The Monitoring Trustee shall not disclose such communications to third parties.
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12.2

212a.3

~-. CONTINUED SEPARATION

(n-l-News shall not, for a period of 10 years from the Effective Date, except with the prior written
consent of the Secretary of State, acquire shares in Newco that will result in News in combination with
any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News holding more than
39.14% of the shares in Newco.

~-. COMPLIANCE

gA--News shall comply promptly with such written directions, as the Secretary of State may from time
to time give:

(i) to take such steps as may be specified or described in the directions for the purpose of
carrying out or securing compliance with these undertakings; or

(ii) to do or refrain from doing anything so specified or described which it might be
required by these undertakings to do or tO refrain from doing.

7-.2--News shall procure that any member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as
News complies with these undertakings as if it had given them and actions and omissions of the
members of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News shall be attributed to News
for the purposes of these undertakings.

-74-Where any Affiliate of News is not a member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies
Corporate as News, News shall use its best endeavours to procure that any such Affiliate will comply
with these undertakings as if it had given them. Until the Closing Date, Sky shall not be treated as an
Affiliate of News for the purposes of this paragraph.

g-.INTERIM ACTION

8d--Prior to the spin-off of the Sky News business, News shall ensure that, from the Closing Date
(except with the prior written consent of the Secretary of State or for the purposes of preparing for the
transfer of the Sky News business to Newco and/or effecting the spin-off):

(i) without News accepting any duty to provide any substantial capital expenditure to the
Sky News business in addition to the capital expenditure plans in place at the time of
the Transaction, the Sky News business (as at the Closing Date) is maintained as a
going concern and sufficient resources are made available by News for the
continuation of the Sky News business on the basis of its pre-merger business plan;

(ii) no material changes are made to the organisational structure of the Sky News business
or the management responsibilities within the Sky News business, other than in the
ordinary course of business;

(iii) the Sky News business, including its facilities and goodwill, is maintained and
preserved and is run in the ordinary course;

News shall not attempt to influence the editorial decisions of the Sky News business
prior to the comoletion of spin-off:

(a0 (-Pc)-the nature, description, range and standard of news gathering and production and
broadcast news currently supplied by the Sky News business is maintained;

(vi) (-v-)-the separate brand identitT of.the Sky. News business is maintained;

0012561-0000367
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14.

14.1

JA3.

(vii) (v-i-)-no assets of the Sky News business are disposed of, and no Interest in such assets
is created or disposed of, other than hi the ordinary course of business;

(~4-)-there is no new integration of the information technology used by Sky with that
used by the Sky News business and the software and hardware platforms of the Sky
News business shall remain unchanged, except for changes and maintenance in the
ordinary course of business; and

(ix) ~all reasonable steps are taken to encourage all Key Sky News Editorial Staff and
all or substantially all staff currently engaged principally in the Sky News business (as
set out in section 4.1 above) to remain with the Sky News business.

News shall provide to the Secretary of State such information as the Secretary of State may from time
to time reasonably require for the purposes of monitoring compliance b.v News with these
undertakings.

~. PROVISION OF INFORMATION

9~-News shall furnish promptlyt0 the Secretary of State orthe OFT such information as the Secretary
of State or the OFT considers necessary in relation to or in connection with the implementation and/or
enforcement of and/or the compliance with these undertakings, including for the avoidance of doubt,
any confidential information.

44~. INTERPRETATION

t-0A-The Interpretation Act 1978 shall apply to these undertakings as it does to Acts of Parliament.

4-0--2-References in these undertakings to any English law term for any legal status, interest, concept or
thing shall in respect of any jurisdiction other than England and Wales be deemed to include what most
nearly approximates in that jurisdiction to the English law term.

4-0-A-In these undertakings the word "including" shall mean ineluding without limitation or prejudice
to the generality of any description, definition, term or phrase preceding that word and the word
"include" and its derivatives shall be construed accordingly.

4-0~For the purposes of these undertakings:

"Act" means the Enterprise Act 2002;

"Affiliate" of a person is another person who satisfies the following eondition, namely that any
enterprise (which, in this context, has the meaning given in section I29(1) of the Act) that the first
person carries on and any enterprise that the second person carries on from time to time would be
regarded as being under common control for the purposes of section 26 of the Act;

"Brand LicenSing Agreement" has the meaning set out in section 4.6 above;

"business" has the meaning given by section 129(1) and (3) of the Act;

"Carriage Agreement" has the meaning set out in section 4.4 above;

"CC" means the Competition Commission;

0012561-0000367 12
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"Closing Date" means the date on which News acquires ali or a majority of the share capital of Sky or,
if the Transaction is effected by, a scheme of arrangement, the date on which the scheme of
arrangement becomes effective;

"Control" shall be construedin accordance with section 26 of the Act, and in the case of a body
corporate, a person shall be deemed to Control it if he holds, or has an interest in, shares of that body
corporate amounting to 40 per cent or more of its issued share capital or carrying an entitlement to vote
at meetings, of that body corporate of 40 per cent .or moreofthe total number of votes which may be
cast at such meetings;

"CPI" means the, consumer prices index, as published from time to time by the Office for National
Statistics;

"Effective Date" means the date that, having been signed byNews, these undertakings are accepted by
the Secretary of State, as described at 1. I above;

"EPG" means Electronic Programme Guide;

"Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate" has the meaning given in section 129(2) oft.he Act;
references to a Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate shall be to the Group of Interconnected
Bodies Corporate as constituted from time to time;

"Independent Director" means a member of the Newco board of directors who:

¯ has not been an employee of Newco, News or any member of the same Group of
Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News within the last five. years;

does not have, and has not had within the last three years of the date of their first election
to the Newco board, a material business relationship with Newco or News either directly,
or as a partner, shareholder, director or senior employee of a body that has such a
relationship (Sky+s independent directors shall not be excluded from this def’mition by
virtue of having served on Sky’s board);

has not received and does not receive additional remuneration from Newco or News apart
from a director’s fee, does not participate in Newco’s or News’ share option or
performance-related pay scheme, and is not a member of Newco’s or News’ pension
scheme;

¯ does not have close family.ties with any of Newco’s or News’ advisers, directors or senior
employees;

¯ does not hold cross-directorships and does not have significant links with other directors
through involvement in other companies or bodies;

¯ does not represent a significant Newco or News shareholder; and

has not served on the board of Newco or News within nine years from the date of their first
election;

"Interest" includes shares, an interest in shares and any other interest carrying an entitlement to vote at
" " terest    = .......shareholders’ meetings; and for this purpose an m ....in shares" [n_c!ude~.s an e_ntit!ement by a person
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other than the registered holder, to exercise any right conferred by the holding of these shares or an
entitlement to Control the exercise of such right;

"Key Sky News Editorial Staff’ means the head of Sky News, the executive editor of Sky News and
the head of newsgathering of Sky News;

,Material Transaction" means any transaction that involves or could reasonably involve the payment
or receipt by Newco or its subsidiaries of amounts of£5 million or more or such other limits agreed by
Newco from time to time. For the avoidance of doubt any renewal of or material amendment to the
Carriage Agreement-and~ the Brand Licensing Agreement, the lease a.m’eemefft described in section
5.1 (ii) above or the a.m-eement(s) in relation to services described at section 5.1Ov)(A), 5.1(iv)(B) and
5.1 (ivY(C) above would be deemed to be a material transaction for the purposes of this definition’.

"Monitoring Trustee" means the person appointed pursuant to section 6 above to carry out the
Monitoring Trustee Function~;

"Monitoring Trustee Functions"means the functions set out in Section 7 above;

"Newco" means the public limited company (including, where relevant, any wholly-owned subsidiary
of such public limited company) into which the business of Sky News will be transferred and which
will continue to operate that business, as described in section 2.1 above;

"News" means News Corporation;

"OFT" means the Office of Fair Trading;

"Order" means the Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of Legitimate Interests) Order 2003;

"Secretary of State" means Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport (except as
context otherwise requires);

"Sky" means British Sky Bi’oadcasting Group pie;

"Sky News" means the business of news gathering and production, and creating and offering (whether
on a free to air or subscription basis) the broadcast news channels currently branded "Sky News" and
"SkyNews HI)" and related services under the Sky News brandand/or news services provided to third
partie:s, including the wholesale provision of news inptat to third party media enterprises. For the
avoidance of doubt, "Sky Sports News" is a separate business which will remain under the sole control
of Sky;

"Subsidiary" shall be construed in accordance with section 1159 of the Companies Act 2006 (as
amended), unless otherwise stated;and

"Transaction" means the proposed acquisition by News of some or all of those shares in Sky that it
does not already own--.." and

"Working Day" means any da.v other than a Saturday, a Sunday, Christma~ Day, Good Friday or a
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HOUSE OF COMMONS
The Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP. LONDON SWIA 0AA
Secretary of State
Department for Culture, Media and Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SW1Y 5DH

21 June 2011.

Dear Jeremy,

As you know, Newscorp is the ultimate owner of the News of the World, The Sun,
The Times and the Sunday Times. It also owns 39% of BSkyB. it is registered in
Delaware, USA under whose laws the list of shareholders is not available to the
public.

No doubt you share my view that it isironic, to say the least, tt~at an organisation
whose newspapers are so keen to reveal the. private lives of individuals, should Wish

¯ to conceal the names of its shareholders. However, this secrecy raises a more
serious issue.

¯ NewsCorp own some 37% of the British press, tt is asking you to allow it to add to
this the. total ownership of one of Britain’s largest television stations. Before
considering, this request, you Presumably obtained Newscorp’s share register in
order to ascertain the identities of the individuals who, should you grant Newscorp’s
request, will be the ultimate owners of such a large proportion of the UK media.

The purpose of this letter is to ask you to release to the British public the full list of
Newscorp shareholders, or requke Newscorp itself to do so. -

The ownership Of so large a proportion of the British media, a proportion which you
may beabout to increase, is a matter Of great public interest as well as of great
interest to the public. It should be made known without delay.

I look forward to a speedy and positive response.
r

Yours sincerely

Tom Watson
Member of Parliament for West Bromwich East
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The Rt. Hon Jeremy Hunt, MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics,
Media and Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SW1Y 5DH

Your ref CMS 164661/DC Direct line
Our ref COMP/5932 Fax
Date 22 June 2011 Email

Dear Secretary of State

Advice from the Office of Fair .Trading on undertakings in lieu offered by News
Corporation relating to the anticipated .acquisition by News Corporation of
British Sky Broadcasting Group plc

. "
I refer to your letter of 18 March 2011 following our report to you of 11
February 2011 (the February Report) and our advice to you of 1 March 2011
(the March Advice).

.
In your letter, you asked us to review our advice on the practical and financial
viability of the undertakings in lieu (UlL) offered by News Corporation (News)
in light of the representations that you had received from certain respondents1

to the consultation on the UIL proposed by News on 1 March 2011 and
pubi~shed for consultation on 3 March 2011 (the 1 March UlL). You asked us
to let you know whether, having considered these representations, it would be
appropriate for the 1 March UIL to be amended in any respect.

.

You also asked us to engage with News in relation to drafts of the carriage
agreement and brand licensing agreement~ contemplated by the 1 March UIL

~[~]2 Your letter in fact refers also to ’certain operational agreements which are referred to in the proposed
UILs’. However, none of the operational agreements detailed in paragraph5 of the UIL are required to
be approved prior to the Effective Date and hence have not been submitted by News for approval o0ffice of Fair Trading

Fleetbank House

(~,~ 2-6 Salisbury Square
London EC4Y 8JX

Switchboard: (020) 7211 8000
www.oft.gov.uk

INVESTOR IN RBOP[£
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.

with a view to advising you whether these agreements, once finalised, are
consistent with the 1 March UlL (as subsequently amended in the light of the
consultation) and the OFT’s previous advice with regard to their practical and
financial viability,

Your letter asked that we continue to work closely with Ofcom in respect of the
above.

.
Since receiving your letter of 18 March, the OFT- alongside Ofcom- has
engaged with News extensively in relation to both the proposed UIL of 1
March and the draft carriage agreementand brand licensing agreement. This
process has led to a revised set of UIL submitted by News on !4 June 2011
(the Revised UIL), and revised forms of the carriage agreement submitted by
News on 15 June 2011 (the Revised Carriage, Agreement) and brand licensing
agreement submitted by News on 16 June 2011 (the Revised Brand Licensing
Agreement), copies of which are attached as Annexes 3, 4 and 5 respectively
to this letter..

6~ I note that your assessment of the Revised UIL will be in the context of their
ability to resolve media plurality concerns. The advice and recommendations
that I provide in this letter are based on the remit to the OFT originally set out
in your letter of 27 January 2011. The OFT is advising on whether the Revised
UlL are practically and financially viable and has considered ifthere are any
practical issues which could undermine the operation of the Revised UI,L and
whether they would be effective over the medium and long term. To the extent
that the OFT has been concerned with ’effectiveness’of the Revised UlL, this
relates to their mechanical and operational effectiveness.

7, I set out first below advice in relation to the key changes that have been made
from the 1 March UlL to the Revised UlL in light of the Reviewed Responses. I
then discuss the Revised Carriage Agreement and Revised Brand Licensing
Agreement.

Advice in relation to the Revised UIL as a result of the Reviewed Responses

=
The OFT advised in its March Advice that ’the [1 March] UIL are likely to be
practically and financially viable in the short and medium term (that is, no more
than 10 years).’ It also advised that ’... it would be appropriate for you to test

for review by the OFT at this point. (Note: certain operational agreements do require the approval of
the Secretary of State prior to the Spin-off of New¢o.)

2
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further the viability and robustness of the commitments offered during the
statutory public consultation process.’

g° The OFT has carefully assessed the Reviewed Responses with a view to
determining whether they cast doubt on the fundamental practical and
financial viability of the proposed UlL or whether they provide suggestions that
would improve the practical and financial viability of the proposed UlL.

10. The Reviewed Responses do not, individually or collectively, provide reasons
for the OFT to change the fundamental tenor of its March Advice.

11. However, the Reviewed Responses do provide suggestions as to how the 1
March UIL could be improved so as to improve the practical and financial
viability of the proposed UIL. The OFT.has discussed these improvements
with News, and News has been willing - ultimately - to accept all of the
amendments which the OFT regards as material and desirable. The most
significant of these amendments in terms of practical and financial viability are
that the Revised UIL provide that:

the Articles of Association of Newco now be subject to approval by the
Secretary of State prior to the Effective Date; this change reflects the
importance of the Articles of Association of Newco in ensuring the
effectiveness of the proposed UlL and provides the Secretary of State
with a greater degree of comfort in this regard; the OFT has reviewed
draft Articles of Association of Newco provided by News on 10 May
2011 (attached as Annex 6 to this letter) and confirms that these are
consistent with the Revised UlL and the OFT’s previous advice with
regard to their practical and financial viability;

in effecting the spimoff of the Sky News business in accordance with.its
obligations in paragraph 2.2 of the UlL, News shall not ’take any action
that would prevent Newco being placed in an overall position of
editorial, govemance, commercial and financial independence in which
it will continue to contribute to plurality as Sky News did prior to the
Transaction’; this principle, amongst other things; provides guidance for
the Monitoring Trustee in relation to his I her monitoring of the spin-off
and his I her review of the operational agreements; and

a Monitoring Trustee be appointed prior to the Closing Date to review
News’ compliance with the Revised UlL; this provides a greater degree
of comfort that the provisions of the Revised UIL will be adhered to, and
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is designed to ensure that the main cost of monitoring of the Revised
UIL isborne by News.

12. A full list of the amendments made to the 1 Mamh UIL soas to result in the
Revised UlL are detailed in Annex 1 to this letter, complete with reasons for
their inclusion.3

13. There were a number of other suggestions or comments in the Reviewed
Responses potentially related to the practical and financial viability of the 1
March UlL that the OFT has not elected to take forward with News. The
reasons for not taking forward those suggestions are variously that:

the issue raised has already been covered in the OFT’s February
Report or March Advice; or

the OFT does not believe that the concern that a suggestion seeks to
remedy is in fact present or justified on the basis of its review; or

the concern that a particular suggestion seeks to remedy has been
remedied by an alternative mechanism in the Revised UIL.

14. The OFT advises the Secretary of State that the Revised UIL are likely to be
practically and financially viable in the short and medium term (that is, no more
than 10 years).

15. The OFT also advises the Secretary of State that none of the amendments
made to the Revised UlL in light of the Reviewed Responses addresses the
essential structural limitation identified in the Report, that the UlL offered are
unlikely to be practically anc! financially viable over the long term.

Advice in relation to the Revised Carriage Agreement and Revised Brand
Licensing Agreement

16. News provided first drafts of the carriage agreement and brand licensing
agreement to you on 21 March 2011, which were passed to the OFT for
review. The OFT understands that you have also taken advice from external
legal advisers on the draft carriage agreement and brand licensing agreement.

3 A limited number of drafting changes relate to requests by News to amend the 1 March UIL. These
changes are not considered material and do not impact on the OFT’s advice. In addition, a limited
number of changes relate to requests by DCMS and its external advisers to amend the 1 March UIL,
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17. The OFT has reviewed and discussed the draft carriage agreement and brand
licensing agreement with News with a view to ensuring that the provisions of
the agreements are compliant with the letter and spirit of the Revised UIL, in
particular- from OFT’s perspective- that the terms of the carriage agreement
and brand licensing agreement are such that Newco will be practically and
financially viable for the lifetime of the carriage agreement.

18. The discussions with News have resulted in a number of changes to the initial
drafts of the carriage agreement and brand licensing agreement of 21 March
2011 such as to result in the Revised Carriage Agreement and Revised Brand
Licensing Agreement. The most significant of these amendments in terms of
practical and financial viability are that:

the Revised Carriage Agreement will be a full-form agreement, and not
merely a ’heads of terms"; this should provide a greater degree of
comfort and is arguably required by paragraph 4.4 of the 1 March UIL

(and the Revised UIL); and

the Revised Carriage Agreement provides for both Newco’s revenue (in
relation to SD and HD subscriptions) and its costs (that are attributable
to News / Sky) to be CPI index-linked, subject to a stepped, symmetric
upper cap in both cases;4 this provides an enhanced degree of financial
security for Newco than the drafts of 21 March 2011, as set out in more
detail in Annex 2.

19. In light of the changes made, the OFT advises that the Revised Carriage
Agreement and Revised Brand Licensing Agreement are consistent with the
Revised UIL and the OFT’s previous advice with regard to their practical and
financial viability.

Yours sincerely,

Clive Maxwell
Executive Director, OFT

CC

4 The upper cap is reflected in the revision to par~igraph 5.3(iii~) of the Revised UIL.
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Colette Bowe, Chairman, Ofcom
Ed Richards, Chief Executive, Ofcom
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Annex t - Changes made from the 1 March UIL to the Revised UIL

O

®

2.t

2.1

2.2(i)

3.t(ii)

3.1 (iii)

Amendment to require that in
effecting the spin-off of the Sky

News business in accordance with
paragraph 2,2 of the UIL, News

shall not take any action that would
prevent Newco being placed in an

overall position of editorial,
governance, commercial and

financial independence in which it
will continue to contribute to

plurality as Sky News did prior to
the Transaction

Amendment that shares in Newco
shall be distributed or otherwise

issued or transferred to the
shareholders of Sky

Amendment to delete the word
’public’ from the requirement for

the formation of Newco

Requirement that the Articles of
Association be in a form to be

approved by the Secretary of State
prior to the Effective Date

New requirement that the meetings
of the board of Newco shall be

quorate in respect of the
,consideration of editorial or
journalistic matters only if an

Independent Director with senior
editorial and/or journalistic

expertise is present

To provide context for the
Monitoring Trustee’s

assessment of News’ fulfilment
of its obligations in relation to

the spin-off of Newco

News’ amendment to ,provide
News with the flexibility to
ensure that the spin-off of

Newco is conducted in a tax
efficient manner for the benefit
of both News / Sky and Newco

To allow News, for practical
reasons, initially to form Newco

as a private company to be
registered as a public company

prior to spin-off

Importance of the Articles of
Association to Newco justifies

upfront approval, prior to
acceptance of UIL, by the

Secretary of State

See Ofcom advice of 22 June
2011
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3.1(ix#E)

3.3

4.2

4.5(iii)

4.6

New requirement that the meetings
of the corporate governance and

editorial committee shall be
quorate in respect of the

consideration of editorial or
journalistic matters only if an

Independent Director with senior
editorial and/or journalistic

expertise is present

New requirement that News shall
not attempt to cause Newco to act

in breach of its Articles of
Association

-Extension of the nomsolicitation
period to begin on the Closing

Date and end 24 months after the
date of spin-off

Amendment that the Carriage
Agreement shall be terminable

(apart from in the event of material
breach that has not been cured) in
the event that the Brand Licensing
Agreement expires or terminates
(rather than if Newco ceases to
provide output which is branded

"Sky News")

Change from ’an initial seven year
term, with an automatic renewal for

a further seven years’ to ’a
fourteen year term’

See Ofcom advice of 22 June
2011

Inserted to provide additional
comfort that News wilt not seek,

or attempt to seek, to cause
Newco to act in breach of its
Articles of Association (which

includes a commitment to abide
by the principles of editorial
independence and with the
Ofcom Broadcasting Code)

See also Ofcom advice of 22
June 201I

Extension on non-solicitation.
provision to cover the period
between Closing Date and

spin-off

Clarification sought by DCMS

To simplify the drafting and
avoid any ambiguity about the

initial term of the Brand
Licensing Agreement
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4.7(iii)

4.8

4.9

5.1

5.3(iii)

5.3

insertion that the Brand Licensing
Agreement shall be terminable

(apart from in the event of a
material breach that has not been

cured and/or in the event of a
change in Control of Newco) in the

event that Newco ceases to
provide output which is branded

"Sky News"

Replacement of ’News’ with
’Newco’

New obligation on News to
continue, through Sky, to cross

promote Sky News for the duration
of the Carriage Agreement

insertion of requirement that the
operational agreements referred to
in paragraph 5.1 be on terms that

are fair and, reasonable

insertion of a cap (of six per cent
plus 50 per cent of the incremental
increase in CPJ between 6 per cent

and !0 per cent) on the rate at
which charges to Newco in relation
to the agreements at 5~l(iii), 5.1(iv)

and 5.1(v) may be annually
increased by CPI

Insertion of audit rights for Newco
in relation to usage levels, savings

or cost increases

Clarification sought by DCMS

Correction of a typographical
error in 1 March UIL

See Ofcom advice of 22 June
20!1

To provide context for the
Monitoring Trustee’s

assessment of News’ fulfilment
of its obligations in relation to
the terms of the operational

agreements

Capping of the CPFrelated
charges payable by Newco to
News provides an enhanced

degree of financia~ security for
Newco than having costs

.uncapped

The provision of audit rights for
Newco with respect to the
operationa~ agreements
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5.4

6-!0

13:1(i)

13.1(iii)

13,1(iv)

13.2

Extension of the dispute resolution
mechanism in paragraph 4.8 to
cover the lease agreement in

paragraph 5o!(ii) and the
agreements in relation to services
described at paragraphs 5.1(iv)(A),

5.1 (iv)(B) and 5.1(iv)(C)

Insertion of clauses regarding the
appointment, functioning,

remuneration and reporting of a
Monitoring Trustee

Clarification that the Sky News
business refers to the business as

at the Closing Date

Extension of the interim obligation
regarding maintenance and

preservation of the Sky News
business to cover its facilities and

goodwill

Insertion of an interim obligation
requiring that News shall not

attempt to influence the editorial
decisions of the Sky News

business prior to the completion of
spin -off

Insertion of information obligation
on News in relation to monitoring

of compliance with tne UtL

Inse~ion of dispute resolution
principles in relation to the key

operational agreements (that is,
those requiring prior approval

by the Secretary of State)
analogous to those already
provided for in the Carriage

Agreement and Brand
Licensing Agreement

Monitoring Trustee will help
ensure that News is complying
with its obligations under the
UIL and will provide advice to

the Secretary of State in
relation to his review of the key

operational agreements
requiring his prior approval

Clarification that the Sky News
Business means the business
assessed at the Closing Date

Clarification provides additional
comfort in relation to the

maintenance and preservation
of the Sky News business

New interim obligation to
ensure that News will not

attempt to influence Sky News
in editoria~ matters whilst News

is preparing to spin=off Sky
News

See also Ofcom advice of 22
June 201!

information obligation provision
on News

10
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Definition of
Material

Transaction

Definition of
Monitoring

Trustee and
Monitoring
Trustee

Functions

Definition of
Working Day

Clarification that any renewal of or
material amendment to the lease

agreement described in paragraph
5,1 (ii) or the agreement(s) in

relation to services described at
paragraph 5.1(iv)(A), 5,1(iv)(B) and
5.1(iv)(C) wouldbe deemed to be

a material transaction

Insertion of new definitions relating
to the Monitoring Trustee (see

above}

Insertion of a definition of Working
Day

Extension of the definition of
Material Transaction to cover

the key operational agreements
(that is, those requiring prior
approval by the Secretary of

State}

Required for the operation of
the provisions relating to the

Monitoring Trustee

Required for time periods in
relation to the appointment of a

Monitoring Trustee

®

!1
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Annex 2 - Financial analysis of Newco in the light of
the Revised Carriage Agreement and Revised Brand Licensing Agreement

Following receipt of the draft carriage agreement and brand licensing
agreement from News, the OFT has been able to review the financial position
of Newco in greater detail than it was able to do in the February Report and
the March Advice. The OFT has been able to address some concerns that it
initially identified on receipt of the draft carriage agreement and brand
licensing agreement from News~ notably:

the effect of hig her inflation on Newco’s financial viability; and

indexing of costs relating to services provided by Sky to Newco.

The OFT summarises below the changes that have been made since the
February Report, which should be considered alongside that analysis (and in
particular the ’Analysis of Revenue and Cost Projections’ set out in the
Annexe).

Carriage agreement payments

.
The original proposal made by News, as commented upon in the February
Report, envisaged payments to Newco per subscriber per month (pspm)
related to total Sky subscribers (index linked); plus an additional payment for
HD subscribers (increasing at two per cent fixed per annum) and a fixed HD
exclusivity premium.

.
Those original proposals have since been slightly modified, such that the
pspm payments have been uplifted to meet in full some additional costs that
were identified, tndexation of the payments is now based on full indexation for
each element up to six per cent growth in CP! and 50 per cent compensation
for inflation between six per cent and 10 per cent (the ceiling).

Costs and indexation of costs

.
Following review of the draft carriage agreement and brand licensing
agreement from News, a limited number of additional technical costs were
identified that relate to Newco and a more accurate estimate of equipment and
fixed assets to be transferred was carried out, impacting on depreciation
charges. The relevant tax rate was also reassessed. These effects are

12
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included in the latest projections and the pspm payments were adjusted, as
commented above.

To provide some symmetry between Newco’s costs and revenue payments
under the cardage agreement, the same formula for price indexation has been
applied to Sky-related costs in the Revised Carriage Agreement. This would
ensure that such core costs would be covered by the revenue stream. This

¯ has been reflected in paragraph 5.3(iii) of the Revised UIL relating to the
permitted cost increases for the agreements listed at paragraphs 5. l(iii),
5.1 (iv)and 5.1(v) of the Revised UIL.

=

=

[~:]To provide a similar symmetry to the indexation for revenue, an index-
related element of the calculation also uses the same formula for price
indexation as far subscription payments.

Overall, by way of summary, the changes to the additional technical costs and
reassessed tax costs referred to above have been fully compensated for in the
Revised Carriage Agreement by an increase in the Subscription payments. A
similar basis for inflation has now been used for Sky-related costs, for [~<] and
for subscription payments.

Sensitivity of the latest projections

g. A comparison has been made for profit and cash flow under different inflation
assumptions, comparing the projection used for the February Report with the
proposal under the Revised Carriage Agreement. Under the base case
assumptions, with annual CPI at three per cent, six per cent, eight per cent
and 10 per cent, both profit and cash flow are higher under the Revised
Carriage Agreement than under the proposals modelled for the February
Report. The improvement in these scenarios relative to the projection used for
the February Report is more marked for the higher inflation situations than for
the lower inflation situations.

10.

11.

To check Newco’s sensitivity to risk of unfavourable events, [~<].

This scenario was also explored under higher inflation assumptions, while
making an adjustment for advertising revenues. [:K].

12. The latest proposals in the Revised Carriage Agreement appear to be more
resilient to the effects of inflation, up to CPI inflation of 10 per cent, than the
original proposals.

13
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Assessment

13. As the OFT previously assessed, while it is possible to imagine a combination
of unfavourable events that could cause the financial viability of Newco to be
threatened, this is not considered to be very likely. The assumptions made in
the projections for Newco continue to appear to be reasonable and there is
some flexibility to handle unforeseen problems. The benefit of the assured
income from the Revised Carriage Agreement strengthens the financial
position of Newco and while this agreement operates, and based on the
evidence seen, the OFT continues to have no reason to expect that Newco
would not be financially viable.

14
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Annex 3 - The Revised UIL submitted by News on 14 June 2011
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Annex 4 -
The Revised Carriage Agreement submitted by News on 15 June 2.011
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Annex 5-
The Revised Brand Licensing Agreement submitted by News on 16 June 2011
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An nex 6 -
Articles of AssoCiation of Newco submitted by News on 10 May 2011

t
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CONFIDENTIAL  oTn 1f9
I

22 June 2011

The Rt. Hon Jeremy Hunt, MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
2.4 Cockspur Street
London
SWIY 5DH

, Colette Bowe
Chairman

Ed Richards
Chief Executive

News Corporation I BSkyB proposed merger: further advice on proposed
undertakings in lieu

We are writing in response to your letter Of 18 March 2011 following on from our report of 31
December 201.0 and our previous letters of advice to you of 11 February and 1 March 2011.

You requested Ofcom to advise you on the extent to which proposed undertakings in lieu of a
reference to the Competition Commission ("UILs") address the potential impact on plurality
identified in our 31 December report1 as arising from the proposed acquisition by News
Corporation of the shares in Sky it does not already own.

Background

In the light of our 31 December 2010 report, you announced that you intended to refer the
merger to the Com petition Commission, subject to considering UI Is offered by News
Corporation.

We advised on an initial draft of the proposed UILs on 11 February 2011 and then on a
revised version on 1 March 2011. We advised that the revised versiOn would, with reference
to the points set out in our letter, address the plurality concerns identified in our report of 31
December 2010.

You held a public consultation seeking views on those revised UILs. In your letter of 18
March 2011, you asked us to review our earlier advice in the light of some of the
representations you had received in response to the consultation. In view of those
representations, we have agreed with News Corporation a number of changes to the
proposed UILs dated 14 June 2011, attached.

A non-confidential version of this is publicly available at:
http:flwww.culture.,qov.uldimageslpublicationstOfcomPtTReport NewsCorp-BSkyB 3.1DEC2010.pdf.

Riverside House
2a Southwark Bddge Road
London SE1 9HA

Telephone + 44 (0)20 7981 3000
Facsimile + 44 (0)20 7981 3333

www.ofcom.org.uk
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You also asked us to engage with News Corporation as necessary in relation to the drafts of
the carriage and brand licence agreements contemplated by the proposed UILs of I March,
with a view to advising you whether these agreements, once finalised, were consistent with
the UILs as they have now been amended and Ofcom’s previous advice with regard to media

plurality

In parallel, the OFT has similarly been reviewing its advice to you on the practicality and
financial viability of the UILs including the carriage and brand licence agreements and we
have seen a copy of its advice to you. We are aware that you have takeh independent legal
advice on the terms of the draft carriage and brand-licence agreements.

For the reasons set out below and in our previous letters, our advice is that the revised
proposed undertakings would address the plurality concerns identified in our report of 31
December 2010.

Consultation responses

1. We have reviewed all of the submissions received from your officials2. Overall, we~ do not
consider that the points raised in the submissions require us to change our previous
advice. The consultation responses provided a number of comments on the proposed
UILs. We address these below.

Changes in the UILs

2. In the light of the consultation responses, we have agreed with News Corporation a
number of amendments to the UILs.

.

The proposed UILs require News Corporation to establish Newco with Articles of
Association which provide that Newco’s Sky News, TV and any closely related services
will abide by the principle of editorial independence and integrity in news reporting. News
Corporation now offers an additional Undertaking not to attempt to cause Newco to act in
breach of its Articles of ASsociation (UIL 3.3).

,

The proposed UlLs require News Corporation to establish Newco with Articles of
Association which require it to have an independent director with senior editorial and/or
journalistic experience. News Corporation now offers an additional undertaking that the
Articles will provide that when considering editorial or journalistic matters, meetings of
each of the Board and the corporate governance and editorial committee are only

2 BECTU, BT, [:K:],Virgin Media, Slaughter and May (representing an alliance of media groups), DLA
Piper (representing Avaaz), DMOL, Jewish Funds for Justice, Media Matters for America, National
Union of Journalists, [~::], Patricia Holland, [~::], TUC, UK Coalition for Cultural Diversity and the
Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom.
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considered quorate if an independent Board member with senior editorial and/or
journalistic experience is present (UIL 3.1 (iii)(C) and (ix)(E)).

Consultation responses expressed concerns a bout the level of protection for Sky News
from editorial influence by News Corporation in.the interim period between News
Corporation’s acquisition of shares in Sky<and the spin off of Newco. A number of
additions to the UILs have been included in the light of these comments:

The UlLs now provide for a monitoring trustee to be appointed, to monitor News
Corporation’s compliance with the undertakings during this interim period (UIL
sections 6 to 10).

An additional unde~aking requires that in effecting the spin Off of Newco, News
Corporation will take no action that would prevent Newco being placed in an
overall position of editorial, governance, commercial and financial independence
in which it will continue to contribute to plurality as Sky News did before the
transaction (UIL 2.1).°

An additional undertaking requires that the arm’s length terms of the operational
agreements to be entered into between News Corporation and Newco be fair and

reasonable (UIL 5.1).

An additional undertaking requires News Corpo ration not to attempt to influence
the editorial decisions of the Sky News business prior to spin off (UIL 13.1(iv)).

Today~ Sky News benefits from cross promotion and marketing of its services on other
Sky channels. News Corporation has agreed to include a ~ommitment inthe UILs to
provide continued cross promotion of the Sky News service for a,~ long as Newco and
Sky are party to the carriage agreement to a level and in a manner comparable with such
cross-promotion for the period of 12 months prior to the date of your acceptance of the

UILs (UIL 4.9).

Consultation responses identified a risk that News Corporation might establish Newco
with Articles of Association which limited its ability to operate (e.g. to borrow) such that it
would not besufficiently independent to contribute to plurality. The proposed UILs now
provide for the Secretary of State to approve the Articles prior to acceptance (UIL 3.1(ii)).

We can also confirm that we are satisfied that the draft Articles of Association provided to
us on 10 May 2011 (attached) are Consistent with the UILs andour previous advice.

Duration

g, Some consultation respondents considered that the UIL~S were insufficient in that both the
duration of the carriage agreement and the prohibition on acquisition by News
Corporation of further shares in Newco last for 10years. In particular, the argument was
made that plurality may decline over the next 10 years and that as a matter of principle

3 of 8
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UILs relating to a proposed merger should not be accepted in circumstances where they
do not remove permanently the risk the merger poses to plurality.

10. As we have previously advised, we agree that the proposed UlLs are not a permanent
solution and that their effectiveness may start to diminish in the run up to the end. of the
10 year peri od. We consider that a Carriage agreement of a 10-year term in the context of
industry dynamics in this sector is long term. This is because we consider there is likely
to be significant evolution of the market and consumers’ use of news and current affairs
over the next decade, As a result, the situation with regard to plurality may be
significantly different in 10 years time.

11. As set out above, at the end of the 10 year period, the prohibition on acquisition and the
carriage agreement come to an end. tf News Corporation wished to acquire the
remainder of the shares in Newco after the end of the 10 year period, a media public
interest test may be triggered if the threshold criteria in the Enterprise Act 2002 are met.

12. In order for the Secretary of State to have sufficient flexibility for dealing with plurality
issues we would, however, refer to our previous advice that the Government should
consider undertaking a wider review of the statutory framework to ensure plurality in the
public interest in the longer term. We believe that the current system is deficient in failing
to provide for intervention to be considered where plurality concerns arise in the absence
of a relevant corporate transaction involving media enterprises, for example as a result of
organic growth.

Governance arrangements

13. There were a number of further comments in the consultation responses, in the light of
which we, did not consider it necessary to make further amendments to the UlLs. In
particular, while ,we have made the changes set out above in re lation to monitoring of the
UtLs, we did not reflect every comment made in this area.

14. In addition, a number of consultation respondents raised concerns about the ongoing
relationship between News Corporation and Newco under the proposed UlLs. They noted
Newco would be dependent on News Corporatiot~ for a substantial proportion of its
revenues. It was argued that Newco’s independent shareholders and directors may
perceive it to be in Newco’s best interests to fall in with News Corporation’s wishes and
that individuals may consider their own job security to be dependent on their conduct as
regards News Corporation. Some consultation respondents suggested changes to the
UlLs, for example, to reduce News Corporation’s voting rights.

15. We consider that the UlLs must be assessed against the fact that the plurality concerns
we identified arose out of a change in the degree of control News Corporation has over
Sky. We do not consider it necessary to establish Sky News in a position where News
Corporation has no relationship with it at all, because today News Corporation controls

’37:19% ~f S~.
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16.

17.

We consider that the proposed -UlLs and associated contracts provide for Newco to be
able to take independent decisions for the long term. Key to this is the carriage
agreement, which in our view provides for sufficient certainty over Newco revenues and

overall profitability for 10 years. \

The UILs provide for structural separation of Newco from News Corporation and for the
formation ofan independent Board. The Directors will have to abide by the principle of
editorial independence ’and integrity in news reporting required in the Articles of
Association. The Chairman of the Newco Board will be an independent director. The UILs
provide for a corporate governance and editorial committee comprising a majority of
independent directors to oversee Newco’s compliance with the provisions relating to the
principle of editorial independence and integrity in news reporting. The committee will
consider any representations made by the Sky News Editor relating to compliance with
these torovisions. Newco’s annual report will include a statement on the committee’s
activities and oversight functions.

Perceptions of the credibility of past undertakings

18. A number of consultation respondents expressed the view, by reference to commitments
previously given by. News Corporation or related persons in relation to The Times and the
Wall Street Journal, that the UILs may be ineffective or that News Corporation may

breach them.

19. For the reasons set out in our advice, we consider that the terms of the UILs address the
potential impact on media plurality we have identified. In this context we note in particular
that Newco will be a separate company, in which News Corporation controls only 37.19%
of the total votes. The Chairman of the Newco Board will be an independent director.
Newco will have a majority of independent shareholders and directors. We are not in a
position to take a view on the reasons for the effectiveness or otherwise of commitments

given in other circumstances.

Obligation. to distribute required

20. Consultation responses expressed a concern that the UILs do not specifically require
News Corporation to distribute Sky News. We ,do not believe it is necessary to place this

obligation on News Corporation.

21. Under the ope rational agreements identified in section 5.1(iv) of the UILs, (play-out,
uplink, satellite capacity, Digital Terrestrial Television ("DTT") capacity, online distribution,

mobile distribution), Newco will be able to secure the transmission of its service viaDTT,
satellite, mobile and internet. News Corporation has committed to providing Newco with
an Electronic Programme Guide listing on its satellite platform no worse than Sky News’
today (UILs section 4.5(iv)). In addition, in the carriage agreement, Sky is under an
obligation to distribute any encrypted high definition ve rsion of the service (carriage
agreement- seGtien H, 1.), and unencrypted (standard or high definition) services will
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necessarily be available to all customers of the Sky platform as a free to air service.. In
addition, we believe News Corporation will have a significant incentive to continue to
distribute the Sky News service in order, to realise value from its carriage agreement with
Newco.

22. News Corporation has also committed within the UlLs to use all reasonableendeavours
to procure that the carriage agreement between Sky and third parties (including Virgin
Media) for the distribution of Sky News on cable will be transferred to Newco (UIL 4.3 (i)).
How this commitment may be realised is a matter of commercial negotiation between the
relevant parties. In any event, we do not believe that such distribution i.s of critical
importance to the ongoing viability of Newco, or that the loss of distribution on cable
would have a significant effect on plurality given the availabilityof Sky News on satellite,
DTT, mobile and the internet.

Competition issues

23. Within the consultation, a number of wider concerns were raised by respondents relating
to News Corporation or Sky. Thesewider concerns generally related to potential
competition issues, either current or as a result of the transaction. The UILs, and
associated agreements, are concerned only with addressing the potential impact on
media plurality identified in Ofcom’s report of 3 ! DeCember 2010. We have not
considered any competit{on-related concerns within our engagement with News.
Corporation, refinement of the UILs or review of the carriage agreement or brand licence.

Review Of the carriage agreement and brand licence in respect of our potential
plurality concerns

24. We have reviewed and discussed the draft carriage agreement and brand licence with
News Corporation in relation to plurality. As set out above, the OFT in parallel considered
the draft agreements in relation to their advice on the practical and financial viability of
the UILs. We understand that you have taken independent legal advice on the draft
agreeme~s.

25. The versions of the draft cardage agreement and brand licence provided to us on 21
March 2011 were incomplete and did not i~efi.ect the UILs in all respects. We believe the
revised drafts of the carriage agreement (dated 15 June .2011) and the brand licence
(dated 16 June 2011) are consistent with the proposed UILs as.amended, and our
previous advice with regard to media plurality.

Opportunities for diversification by Newco

26. It is important to note that diversification., while desirable, is not in our view necessary to
ensure Newco continues to contribute to plurality as it did prior to the transaction. We
believe it is unlikely that any of the diversification opportunities below are likely to replace
t h.le .,carTiage a g~ement as. Newco’s mai_n r eyenu e SOUl rce.~__~ ................ ~ .............. ~ .................
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27. However, we note that the carriage agreement and brand licence include provisions
which limit Newco’s ability to diversify in some respects. In particular:

they create a right for Sky tQ take any new Sky News branded services made
available by Newco, without additional payment, we believe this to be a reasonable
position in the light of the terms and value of the carriage agreement being offered;
and

they create a right for Sky to take any new service offered by Newco in future, on
terms which are no less favourable to Sky than those offered to any third party. We
understand News Corporation’s position to be that Newco’s ability to invest in new
products and services results from the carriage agreement. We believe this is a
reasonable position, but that News Corporation should be required to pay for such
access on terms no less favourable than those offered to third parties.

28. In this context we note News Corporation has identified the diversification opportunities
for Newco as including:

¯ non-Sky News branded news channels, programming blocks, apps or websites,
including national and local news services, using substantially new content;

¯ syndicated content on a non-packaged basis of raw content broadcast or distributed

by Sky News;

¯ a service similar to the Channel 5 service to other third parties (e.g. ITV, Channel 4);

.and

¯ syndication of Sky News branded content to other websites within agreed fair use

limitations.

29. Internationally, Newco would also have opportunities for diversification, including [3<]

Advice .

For all the reasons set out above and in our previous letters of advice, we consider that the
revised proposed undertakings offered by News Corporation would address the plurality
concerns identified in our report of 31 December 2010.
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Colette Bowe Ed Richards

cc. Clive Maxwell, Executive Director, OFT
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FrOm: ~ ’ OLDFIELD PAUL
Sent: 24 June 2011 14:53
To: PATEL RITA; ZEFF JON
Co:

Subject:

.... r¸ ’1 " ¯.

~EiBY, Sue; SMITH, Adam; ~

RESTRICTED- BSkyB

Sorry for keeping you hanging on earlier. SoS has read the covering letters and advice from OFT and OFCOM, but not
the amended docs in full yet - which he is keen to do Monday so I’ve scheduled him some~ time for that.

SoS talked to Jon and ! briefly on his way out of the building, in principle SoS would like to aim for an announ(~ement
on Thursday next week - subject to giving further thought to OFCOM and OFT’s ad~,ice and studying the docs in
more detail on Mort. He Understands the challenges withthat -specifically in agreeing redacted do cs -- but thinks.
we should pu.sh News Corp tO have redactions done for Tue night. He’s also not minded.to give more¯ thart the
statutory 7 days for further consultation.

;’ - I think you were going to take up with colleague and News the viability of this, If there’are any show stoppers

he~ ~t might be good to discuss at/in the margins ofthe Monday morning Comms meeting.

Th.anks

Paul.

.Paul Oldfield
PrinGipal Pr{vate Secretary to the SecretarV of Sta~e
De.partment for Cu:It~re,. Media and Sport
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From:
sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

OLDFIELD PAUL
27 June 2011 10;25
SMITH,: Ada.m~ B.EEB¥, Sue; MARTIN UNDA
Permanent S~¢retary; ZEFF JON; SMITH, Godric; PATEL RtTA;

r

KI’31KLtl I’U - Lomms Meeting

" I

Quick update: from .SOS! Comms meeting this morning.

SoS i~meefing with Mark Thompson and the Media Trust tomorrow. SOS would like the media trust meeting
sl~ortened~and then to discuss local radio~ b-band, school games and NAQaccess with MT. ACrlONt
to amend timings. Adamto talk .to Rita about progress onNAG access and let BBC know.Proposed agenda.
SoS wanted some clarification on the Cultural Olympiad budg@t (ACTION: Paul) and for Linda and Sue to
meet with Ruth:McKenzie before sos next meeting with them (scheduled oi; 13.JUly) to discus~ a media
strategy (ACTION Linda and Sue), To note that SOS asked them at their last meeting tOcome back with plans
for major events in each of the DAs ~o accompany the regional spectaculars so they should already be
thinkingon those lines...
Adam agreed tO talk to John Whittingdale al~out the PHvacy/super-injunction Committee enquiry. ACTION
Adam_                                 ~
SoSslaid he Would like topress ahead with statement On BskyB on Thursday. SoS saidhe would like ~o
publish all d0cs (inc brand licensing and carriage agreements-even if redacted) and would like to press
News Corp for those does this week. We discussed havigg a quick handEng meeting ~this afternoon to¯discuss
d~aft statement etc. ACTION:. Rite
SoS reported on his meeting with the Chancellor. He is clear that he wants approval sorted this week so we
don’t lose., momentum. He described .tl~e biggest stumblinF=block as the accounting implications.of qs!ng
Switchover unde rspend. ACTION-; Oscar- SOS would like Jonathan to help resolve this issue¯ this Week with
the Broadband Team.                               ~        ~            ,
SoS would like to issue the all MP letter about 1:2012, as c~missioned at last week’s meeting, before "
recess: He’s said he’s like t:o personail~toP and taii each ie~e~ and would’llke drafts by 10t~ July. ACTION:
God~ic ¯,    ¯    - . .. ~ ’ ! .~ -:i .~ ~. ¯ " , . . i . ;

Paul.
"- . ¯ .. ,     . ’ -.--. : .

.Ja ul Oldfleld
Principal Private Secretary tothe0Secretaw of Sl!ate    . .~
Department for Cdlture,. Media and Sport

; . ...
J

’ o " . .:

" ¯ ’"      .-    ¯ ¯ . "¯
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f
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uepartment tor Cutture, Media and Sport
Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt NP
Se *ary of State

2-4 Cockspur Street
London SW1Y 5DH
www.cu[ture.gov.uk

Tet OZO 7Z11 6000
Fax020 ZZl16249 f 2_1

Your Ref:
Our Ref: 175910/JB/27

Rt Hon Lord Prescott
House of Lords
London SWIA 0PW

department for
cutture, media
and sport

27 June2011

t

Dear Lord Prescott

Thank you for your letter of 24 May, raising your concerns about News Corporation and
Current "IV.

I have to make a quasi-judicial decision about the impact of the proposed merger on media
plurality issues alone. I will take into account all relevant concerns when making my
decision and will only allow this transaction to proceed, and accept the undertakings in lieu,
if they are legally robust and enforceable and address media plurality concerns.

As you are aware, a consultation on the undertakings offered by News Corporation in lieu oi
a referral to the Competition Commission ran from 3 March to 21 March 2011. I am now
considering the responses made to the consultation, and will make a statement in due
~.ourse.

With best wishes

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport

.~4~ MOt,

O’SAB~

]
improving

the quaUty
of life for all
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II IIII

From~-
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

OLDF[ELD PAUL
28 June 2011 17:27

IATEL R!TA

RE: Newscorp - disclosure of documents,

Thanks for this note. SoS has considered your advice and agrees that we should go ahead with publishing the
Articles of Association but not the Brand Licensing and Carriage Agreements.

Thanks

Paul.

,~nt: 28 .lune 2011 16:03
To: OLDFIELD PAUL
C¢: I PATEL RITA
Subject: FW: Newscorp - disclosure of documents
Importance: High

Paul,

Please see the attached note for the Secretary of State asking him to decide which documents he
wants to publish. The recommendation is that he publishes the Articles of Association but not the
carriage or brand licensing agreements, but he will want to understand the reasoning.

v

r)CMS
-4 Cockspur Street

London SW1Y 5DH
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TSo
LAW AT. THE.-HEART.

.OF 60VERNMENT

The Treasu~ Soli~;itor
Broadcasting and Regulated" Industries

- 2-4 Cocckspur Stree-t
London SW1Y 5DH

www.cultur.e..gov.u k

Tel 211 2238

Hausfeld &.Co LLP
12-Go.ugh Square
London
.EC4A 3DW

BY EMAIL ONLY

Your Ref.

29 June 2011:

[GILSILO053.0001

department for
¯ culture,, media
and sport

Dear Sirs,

Proposed Merger of. News Corporation and British sky Broadcastingplc .

Thahk you for your fetter to the -Sec~’etary of state .of 23 May to which I have been asked to
respond .....
-

I refer to your~first paragraph where you refer to.an announcement to the press having been made
on May 20th. Firstly, I should make clear that no formal press announcement has been made on
this matter following the .Secretary¯ of State’s annou.ncement .that he was .minded to accept
’undertakings in lieu of a i-eference to the Competition Commission and his consultation onthose
undertakings on 3rd March 2011. Secondly, there was discussion of this merger at the
Broadcasting Press Guild meeting ’on20th May, however the Secreta.ry of State stated that the
consultation was taking longer than he had expected because of the complexity of the documents,
and the consideration be!ng given to them .by the O.FT, ..Ofc.om and¯internally. No extension of the
consultation perio~l was requested or granted.

Your clients did make a submission in the consultation, via DLA Piper. The Secretary of State-
does not propose to respond individualiy ;co all of those individuals and 0rganisations who made
representations tn relation to this matter. The Secretary of State is currently considering your
client’s representations and the others made in relation to the consultation and will make an
announcement in due course asto his intentions.

The Secretary of State does not intend to publish any representations received in response to his
announcement of 3rd, March.-However, he is proposing .to publish summaries of all the maid
representations. I enclose the relevant summaries of the representations made on behalf of your
client. You are, of course, free to publish the full texts of those representations as widely as you
would like.

Yours faithfully

~S00~ .

~.y,w¢-
improving

the quaLity
of Life for aLL
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Draft: 29 June 2011

ARTICLES OF ASSOCIATION"

of
�

1. (l).

[NEWCOI

PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

(effective as from [e])

PRELIMINARY

In these articles the foIlowing words bear the following meanings:

"the Acts" the Companies Acts (as defmed in section 2 of the Companies Act
2006), in so far as they apply to the Company;

"Audit Committee" the audit committee of the Company referred to in
Article-141;

"these articles" the articles ofassociation for the time being of the Company;

"Broadcasting Act 1990" the Broadcasting Act 1990 (as amended by the
Communications Act) including any s~pplementarf-legistation, Orders or
Statutory Instruments enacted pursuant thereto;

"Broadcasting Act 1996" .the Broadcasting Act 1996 (as amended by the
Communications Act) including any supplementary legislation, Orders or
Statutory Instruments enacted pursuant thereto;

"Broadcasting Acts" the Broadcasting Act 1990 and the Broadcasting Act
1996;

"Chapter 11" Chapter i 1 of. the Listing Rules (Related party wansactions:
Premium listing) (as varied or amended from time to time)or any such other
rules contained in the Listing Rules which relate to related party transactions
from time to time;

"clear days" in relation.to the period of a notice, that pedotl excluding the day
When the notice is given or deemed to be given and the day for which it is
given or on which it is to take effect;

"the Code" the UK Corporate Governance Code published by the Financial
Reporting Council (or any relevant successor body) (as amended from time to
time);

"Communications Act" the Communications Act 2003 including any
supplementary legislation, Orders or Statutory Insmmaents enacted pursuant
thereto;

"the Company" [Newco] plc;

"connected person" (i) in relation to a person, his spouse, civil partner, child
or remoter issue or the trustee of a family trust acting in that capacity and (ii)
in relation to. a body corporate, any holding company of which it is a wholly
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owned subsidiary and any other wholly owned subsidiaries of that holding
company (including any wholly owned subsidiary of the body corporate);

"Dnffy Official List" the daily official list of the London Stock Exchange;

"director" a director of the Company, from time to time, including an
Independent Director;

"electronic address" any number or address used for the purposes of sehding
or receiving notices, doeumentsor ":~ormation by electronic means;

,electronic form" has the. same meaning as in the Comp~es Act 2006;

" f i    e s"e ectron c m an has the same meaning as inthe Companies Act 2006;

"Excess Shares" the Specified Sh~es (or any interest ther~m) which are
required to-be disposed Of under a Mandated DispOsal;

"executed" any mode of execution;

"t’mancial institution" a recognised Clearing house or a nominee of a
ree0gnised ele~ house or of a reca~ed ir~ves~ent ¢xchange who is
designated Mthin,the meaning of section 778(2) of the Companies Act 2006;

"FSA" the Financial Services AuthorRy;

"FS~" the Financial S~ces artd Markets, Act 2000 (as ameiaded from time
to time);

’"Governance and Edlto,dal Committee" the corporate governance and
editofiM committee referred to in. ~cles 137 to 140;

"Governance and Editorial Committee Matters" shall mean overs(ght of
the Com-~ny’scomp[i~ee with ~ietds 89 to 9:I;

"Gi-oup o~ I.nt~reo~e~ed Bo’die~ Co.orate" has the same meaning
ascribed to it in section 129(2)of the EnterpriSe Act 2002; ~eferences to a
Group of Interconnected Bodies Co.orate shall be to the ,Group of
IntEr;~eetEd BO~ Corporate as " ;~: ....~:: ~ .,=~ ,:.,i ....,.,.~,:/

eons~ted ~om time to ~e;
-- -}

"Head of Sky News" the chiet~ editor ofSky NeWs from t~e to time;

"holder" in relation to sh~es, Ne member whose n~e is entered- in the
register ~0fmembers as the hold~ 0fthe ~hares;

"Independent Director" a member of the Company’s board of directorswho:

O) has not been an employee of the Company, News.Co~oration or any
member of the same Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as
News Corporation within the last five years;

(ii) does not have, and has not had within the three years preceding the
date of their first election to the Company’s boa~ of directors, a
material business relationsMp with the Company or News Corporation
¢ith~__e_ctly. Qr ~_agarm~ ~eho!de~r _d’~eetor 9_r s~ior emp!pyee

0012561-0000352.CO:14044661.2 2
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(iii)

of a body that has such a relationship, other than to the extent that such
person has previously served as a director of Sky;

has not received and does not receive additional remuneration from the
Company or News Corporation apart from a director’s fee, does not
participate in the Company’s or News Corporation’s share option or
performance-related pay scheme, and is not a member of flae
Company’s or News Corporation’s pension scheme;

(iv)

®

(vi)

does not have close family ties with any of the Company’s or News
Corporation’s advisers, directors or senior employees;

does not hold cross.directorships and. does not have significant links
with other, directors of the Company through involvement in other
companies or bodies;

does not represent a significant shareholder of the Company or News
Corporation, and

(vii) has not served on the Company’s board of directors or the board Of
directors of News Corporation within the nine years preceding the date
of their first election to the Company’s board of directors;

"Independent IB" the investment bank appointed by the Company and
approved by a majority of the Independent Directors to advise the Company in
respect of its compliance with Chapter 11 to the extent applicable to the
Company;

"Licence" a Iicence~to provide a television licensable content service, a digital
television programme service or any Other service under the Broadcasting
Acts;

"Licence Holder" a person who has been:-

0) gratited a Lieence by Ofcom which Licence (including any renewal or
extension thereof) has not been terminated or revoked; or

r

āwarded, but not yet granted a Lieence by Ofcom andsuch award has-
not been revoked;

"Listing .Rules" the Listing Rules of the FSA made under Part VI of FSMA
(as amended from time to time);

"London Stock Exchange" the London Stock Exchange plc;

"Main Principles" the Main P~nciples of the Code;

"Mandated Disposal" the sale or other transfer of Specified Shares .(or any
interest therein) pursuant to article 43;

"Nominated Advisor" the Company’s nominated advisor as required by the
AIM Rules for Companies published by the London Stock .Exchange (as
amended from time to time);

0012561-0000352 CO:141M4661.2 : 3
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"Ofeom" the Office of Communications established pursuant to section 1 of
the Office of Communications Act 2002 or such other successor body as may
be appointed from time to time to exercise all or any.of the powers of such
body under the Broadcasting Acts and/or Communications Act;

"the Ofcom Broadcasting Code" the broadcasting code published by Ofcom
(as amended from time to time);

"Office" the registered office of the Company from time to time;

"Official List" the Official List maintained by the FSA;

,Operational Agreements" the cal~age agreement, the brand licensing
agreement, the site support service agreement, the lease agreement and the
broadcast and technical services agreements, each dated ¯ 2011 and entered
into between the Company and Sky;

"Premium Listing~’ a listing whe~ the issuer is req~ed to comply with those
requirements in Listing .Rule 6 (Additional requirements for premium listing
(commercial company)) (as amended from time to time) and the other
requirements in the Listing Rt~es that are expressed to apply to securities
admitted to the Official List with a premium listing;

"Relevant Interest" any interest (which either alone or when taken with any
other interest or interests) in shares in the Company (including any interest
attributed by the directors pursuant to-the definition of "Relevant Investor"
below) as a result of which (a) the Company or.any subsidi~ would become
a disqualified person in relation to any Licence held by it (or awarded, but not
yet gra~ted, to it) -by ~e of Part iiJof Schedule 2 to the Broadcasting Act
1990, CO) there woutd be a breach of, or failure to eornply with, any
requirements or conditions imposed by or under section 5 of tile Broadcasting
’Act 1990 and/or Schedule 14 of the ~ations Act, in relation to any
Licence of the Company or any subsidiary to which those requirements apply,
by the Companyor any subsidi~ or any otl~er person, (c) Ofeom may refuse
to grant ormay revoke a Ui¢enee to the Company or may subsidiary under the
Broadcasting Acts or (d) the Company or any subsidiary would otherwise be
materially affeefed ill rdatlon to any’Licenee :held by (~r awarded, but.not yet
granted, to) it;

"Relevant Investor" any person who, as a result of~e ~:sfer to him of any
shares, (a) has a Relevant Interest ~esS, ~ anY giach ease, Ofeom has given
its consent in writing to ~e Company or any subsidiary to the existence or
continuance of the circumStance-or cire~tanees w~ch Cauge (or would have
caused if such consent had not been giver0 the person to heor to become a
Relevant Investor and (i) such consent has not been withdrawn and (ii) there
has not been any change in any circumstance whioh wo~d be relevant to
Ofcom in considering whether to withdraw its consent or(b) is determined by
the directors,, following consultation with Ofcom, to have an interest in sh~es
in the Company which may cause Ofcom to vary, revoke, determine or refuse
to award, grant, renew or extend a Lieenee to or of the Company or any
subsidiary. Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, for the
p~..os_e of d ete_r_m.._.._~g whether _any.pgrspn is a Re!evan.t _~yes3or as a result

0012561-0000352 ¢0:14044661.2
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(2)

(3)

of the transfer to him of any shares, the directors may attribute to such person
and aggregate with the interests in issued shares of such person (a) any interest
which the Company may require a person to disclose pursuant to section 793
of the Companies Act 2006 (b) any shares which are, in the opinion of the.
directors, the subject of an agreement or arrangement (whether legally
enforceable or not) whereby such shares are to be voted in accordance with
that person’s instructions (whether. given by him directly or through any other
person) and (c) any interest of any associate of such person or any person
controlled by or connected with such person;

"seal" the common seal (if any) of the Compar~y and an official seal (if any)
kept by the Company by virtue of section 50 of the Companies Act 2006 or
either of them as the case may require;

"secretary" the secretary of the Company or any other person appointed to
perform the duties of the secretary of the Company, including a joint, assistant
or deputy secretary;

"Sky" British Sky Broadcasting Group plc;

"Sky News" the business of news gathering and production, and creating and
offering (whether on a free to air or subscription basis) the broadcast news
channels branded "Sky News" and "Sky News HD" and related services under
the Sky News brand and/or news services provided to third parties, including
the wholesale provision of news inpu(to third party media enterprises;

"Specified Shares" shares in the issued capital of the Company which have
been transferred to a member and which are comprised in the interest of a
Relevant Investor;

"Uncertificated Securities Regulations" the Uncertificated Securities
Regt~lations 2001; and

"undertaking" includes a body corporate or partnership or an unincorporated
association carrying on a trade or business with or without a view to profit
(and, in relation to an undertaking which is not a company, expressions in
these articles appropriate to companies shall be construed as references to the
corresponding persons, officers, documents or organs (as the case may be)
appropriate to undert~gs of that description).

In these articles references to a share being in uncertificated form are
references to that share being an uncertificatec] unit of a security, and
references’to a share being in certificated form are references to that share
being a certificated unit of a security, provided that any reference to a share in
uncertificated form applies only to a share of a class which is, for the time
being, a participating securit3r, and only for so long as it remains a
participating security.

Save as aforesaid and unless the context otherwise requires, words or
expressions contained in these articles bear the same meanings as in the
Compaa:fies Act 2006 or the Uncertificated Securities Regulations (as the case
may be).

0012561.0000352 CO:14044661,2
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(4) Except where otherwise expressly stated, a reference in these articles to any
primary or delegated legislation or legislative provision includes a reference to
any modification or re-enactment of it for the time being in force.

(5) In these articles, unless the context otherwise requires:

(a)
(b)

words in the singular include the plural, and vice versa;

words importing any gender include all genders; and

(e) a reference to a person includes a reference to a body corporate
(wherever resident or domiciled) and to an unincorporated body of
persons.

(6) In these articles:

(a) references to writing include references to typewriting, printing,
lithography, photography and any other modes of representing or
reproducing words in a legible and non-transitory form, whether sent
or supplied in electronic form or made available on a website or
otherwise;

(b) references to "other" and "otherwise" shall not be construed ejusdem
generis where a wider construction is possible;

(c) references to a power are to a ¯power of any kind, whether
administrative, discretionary or otherwise; and

(d) references m a committee of the directors are to a committee
established in accordance with these articles, whether or not comprised
wholly Of directors.

(7) The headings are inserted for convenience only and do not affect the
construction of these articles.

Neither the regulations contained in Table A in the Compames (Tables A to F)
Regulations 1985 nor the regulations contained in the Comp~es (Model Articles)
Regulations 2008 apply to the Company.

LIABILITY OF MEMBERS

The liability of the members of the Company is limited to the amotmt, if any, unpaid
or_the shares held by them.

SHARE CAPITAL

Subject to the provisions of the Acts, and without prejudice to any rights attached to
any existing shares, any share may be issued with such rights or restrictions as the
Company may by ordinary resolution determine (or, if the Company has not so
determined, as the directors may determine).

Subject to the provisions of the Acts, any share may be issued which is or is to be
liable to be redeemed at the option of the Company or the holder, and the directors
may determine the terms, conditions and manner of redemption of any such share.

0012561-0000352 CO:14044661.2
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7.

.

.

10.

The Company may exercise the powers of paying commissions or brokerage
conferred or permitted b~r the Acts. Subject to the provisions of the Acts, any such
commission may be satisfied by the payment of cash or by the allotment of fully or
partly paid shares or partly in one way and partly in the other and may be in respect of
a conditional or an absolute subscription.

Except as required by law, no person shall be recognised by the Company as holding
any Share upon any trust. Except as 6therwise. provided by these articles or by law,
the Company shall not be bound by or recognise (even if having notice of it) any

equitable, contingent, future, partial or other claim or any interest in any share other
than the holder’s absolute Ownership of it and all the rights attaching to it.

Without prejudice to any powers which the Company or the directors may have to
issue, allot, dispose of, convert, or otherwise deal with or make arrangements in
relation to, shares and other securities in any form:

(b)

the holding of shares in uncertificated form and the transfer of title to such
shares by means of a relevant system shall be permitted; and

the Company may issue share’s in uncertificated form and mayc0nvert°shares
from certificated formto uncertificated form and vice versa.

If and to the extent-that any provision of these articles is inconsistent with such
holding or transfer as is referred to in paragraph (a) of this article above or with any
provision of the Uncertificated Securities Regulations, it shall not apply to any share
in uncertificated form.

J

Notwithstanding anything else contained in these articles, where any class of shares
is, for the time being, a participating security, unless the directors otherwise
determine, shares of any such class held by the same holder or joint holder in
certificated form and uneertifieated form shall be treated as separate holdings.

V~TION OF-RIGHTS

Subject to the provisions of the Acts, if at any time the capital of the Company is
divided into different classes of shares, the rights attached to any class may be varied,
either while the Company is a going concern or during or in contemplation of a
winding up:

(a) in such manner (if any) as may be provided by those rights; or

(b) in the absence of any such provision, with the consent of the holders of three-
quarters" in nominal value of the issued shares of that class, (which consent
shall be given in writing) or with the sanction of a special resolution passed at
a separate meeting of the holders of the shares of that class,

but not otherwise. To every such separate meeting the provisions of these articles
relating to general meetings shall apply, except that a poll may be demanded by any
one holder of shares of the class whether present in person or by proxy and the
necessary quorum at any such meeting other than an adjourned meeting shall be at
least two persons together holding orrepresenting by proxy at least one-third in
nominal value of the issued shares of the class in question and at an adjourned
meeting shall be one person holding shares of the class in question or his proxy.

0012561-0000352CO:14044661.2
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11.

12.

13.

Unless otherwise expressly provided by the fights attached to any class of shares,
those fights:

(a) shall be deemed to be varied by the reduction of the capital paid up on those
shares and by the issue of a further class of shares ranking in priority for
payment of a dividend or in respect of capital;

(b) shall otherwise be deemed not to be varied by the issue of further shares
ranking pari passu with or subsequent to the ftrst-mentioned shares; and

(c) shall be deemed not to be varied by the purchase or redemption by the
Company of any of its own shares.

SHARE CERTIFICATES

(1) On becoming the holder of any Share other than a share in uncertificated form,
every person (other than a financial institution in respect of whom the
Company is not required by law to complete and have ready a certificate) shall
be entitled, without payment, to have issued to him within two months after
allotment or lodgement of a transfer (unless the terms of issue of the shares
provide otherwise) one certificate for all the shares of each das, s held by him
(and, upon transferring a part of his holding of shares of any class, to a
certificate for the balance of ~at holding) or, upon payment for every
certificate after the first of such reasonable, sum as the dkeetors may
determine, to several ee~ficates each for one or more of his shares.

(2) Every certificate shall be issued under the seal, or under such other form of
authentication as thedirectors may determine (w~eh may inetude ~anual or
faes~le sigila~es by one or more dixectors), a~d shall spe¢~ the number,
elass and distinguishing number’s (~:f any)of the Shares to whiel~, it relates and
the amount or respective am~tmts p~d up ~ them.

(3) The Company shall tt~ be hotrod ~ issue more than one certificate for shares
held jointly by severalpersons and delivery of a, certifieate to one joint holder
shall be sufficient dd~very to all of ~em, arid senioriW sh~i be det~ed in
the manrier des~bed ~, ~ele 77.

(4) If a share certificate is damaged or defaced or said to b~ lost, stolen or
destroyed, it may be renewed on such terms Of any) as to evidence and
ind~ty and payment of any exceptional expenses incurred by the Company
in investigating evidence as the directors m_ay detem~ne but otherwise.,frCe of
eh~ge, and (in the case of ~-damage or defacement) on delivery up of the old
cert~cate.

LiEN

The company shall have a first and paramount fien on every Share (not being a fully"
paid share) for all amounts (whether presently payable ornot) payable at a fixed time
or called in respect of that share. The directors may declare any share to be wholly or
in part exempt from the provisions of this article. The Company’s Hen ona share shall
extend to all amounts (includ~g dividends) payable in respect of it.

0012561.0000352 CO:140446612
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14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.:

20.

The Company may sell, in such manner as the directors determine, any share on
which the Company has a lien if an amount in respect of which the" lien exists is
presently payable and is not paid within 14 clear days after notice has been given to
the holder of the share, or the person entitled to it in consequence of the death or
bankruptcy of the holder or otherwise by operation of law, demanding payment and
stating that if the notice is not complied with the shares may be sold.

To give effect to the sale the directors may, in the case of a, slaare in certificated form,
authorise some person to execute an instrument of transfer of the share sold to, or in
accordance With the directi6ns of, the purchaser; and in the case of a share in
uncertificated form, the directors may, to enable the Company to deal with the share
in accordance with the provisions of this article, require the Operator of a relevant
system to convert the share into certificated form and after such conversion may
authorise any person to execute an instrument of transfer and/or take such other steps
(including the giving of’directions to or on behalf of the holder, who shall’be bound
by them)as ~ey think fit to effect the transfer. The title of the transferee to the share
sfiall not b~e affected by any irregularity in or invalidity of the proceedings in reference
to the sale and the transferee shall not be bound to see to the application of the
purchase money.

The net proceeds of the sale, after payment of the costs, shall be applied in payment of
so much of the amount for which the lien exists as is presently payable, and any
residue shall (upon surrender to the Company for cancellation of the certificate for the
share sold, in the case of a share in certificated form, and subject to a like lien for any
amount not presently payable as existed upon the share before the sale) be paid to the
person entitledto the share at the date of the sale.

CALLS ON SHARES, FORFEITURE AND SURRENDER

Subject to the terms of allotment, the directors may make calls upon the members in
respect of any amounts unpaid on their shares (whether in respect of nominal value or
premium) and each member shall (subject to receiving at le~t 14 clear days’ notice
speci~g when and vchere payment is to be made) pay to the Company as required
by the notice the amount called on his shares. A call" may be required to be paid by
instalments. A caI1 may, before receipt by the Company of an amount due under it, be
revoked in whole or in part and payment of a Gall may be postponed in whole or part.
A person upon whom a call is made shall remain liable for calls made upon him
notwithstanding the subsequent transfer of the shares ",ha respect of wl~ch the call was
made.

A call shall be deemed to have been made at the time when the resoIution of the
directors authorising the call was passed.

The joint holders of a share shall be jointly and severally liable to pay all calls in
respect of it.

If a call or an instalment of a call remains unpaid in whole or in part after it has
become due and payable the person from whom it is due shall pay interest on the
amount unpaid, from the day it became due and payable until it is paid at the rate
fixed by the terms of allotment of the shares in question or in thenotice of the call or,
if no rate is fixed, at the appropriate rate (as defined by the Acts) but the directors may
waive payment of the interest wholly or in part.
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21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

An amount payable in respect of a share on allotment or, at any fixed date, whether in
respect of nominal value or premium or as an instalment of a call, shall bedeemed to
be a call and if,it is not paid these articles shall apply as if that sum had become due
and payable by virtue of a call duly made and notified.

Subject to the terms of allotment, the directors may differentiate betveeen the holders
in the amounts and times of payment of calls on their shares.

The directors may receive from any member willing to advance it all or any part of
the amount unpaid on the shares held by him (beyond the sums actually called up) as
a payment in advance of calls, and such payment shatt, to the extent of it:, extinguish
the liability on the shares in respect of which it is advanced, The Company may pay
interest on the amount so received, or so much of it as exceeds the sums called up on
the shares in respect of which it has been received, at such rate (if any) as .the member
and the directors agree.

If a call or an :instalment of a call remains unp~d, in whole or in part, after it has
become due and payable, the directors may give to the person from whom it is due not
less than 14 clear days’ notice requiting payment of the amount unpaid together with
any interest which may have accrued and any costs, charges and expenses incurred by
.the Company by reason of such non-p~yment. The notice shal! ,name the, place where
payment is to be made and shall state thatif the notice is aot complied with the shares
in respect of which the call was made will be liable to be forfeited. I~f the notice is not
complied with, any shares in.respect of vchich it: was given may, before the payment
reqtfired by the notice has been made, be forfeited by a resolution of the directors and
the forfeiture shall, include all dividends and other amounts payable in respect of the
forfeited shares and not paid before the forfeiture.

Subject to the provisions of the Acts, a f6rfeited share shall be deemed to b’elong to
the Company and may be sold, re-alloRed or othe~se disposed of On such tens and
in such manner as the directors determine :either to the person who was ~before the
for~ei~e ~e holder or to any other person and, at anytime before ~e disposKion, the
foffei~e ’may be canceRed on such terms as the- d~eetorS det~e. ~ere -for the
p u~oses 0f its disposal a forfeited ~ha~e is to be tr~ffe~ed to ~y person, the
~e)ctots may, in the case of a share ~tt e e~ifieated fo~, aathodse someone ~o execute
an ~trum~nt oftransfer ~d~ m the ease-’~f a~ share in une~i,fieate-d form: the
d~ecto~s may, to enable the Comply to:deal with the ~e ~. aecord~e with the
pro~stor~s of ~s ~icte, req~e :the Open,or of a relev~t s.yst~m ~o ¢on.~.:.rt the
share into certificated fbrm and after such conversion may authorise any person to
execute an instrument of transfer and/or take such other steps (including the giving of
directions to or on behalf of the holder, who Shall be bound by ~)~ they think fit
to effect the transfer of the share to that person-. The C~p~ay may reee!Jve the
eortsideratioa given for the share on its disposal and register the transferee as the
holder of the share.

A person any of whose shares have been forfeited shall cease to be a member in
respect of them and shall surrender to the Com_pany for cancellation the certificate for
the shares forfeited but shall remain liable to the Company for all amounts which at
the date of forfeiture were presently payable by him to the Company in respect of
those shares with interest at the rate at which interest was payable on those amounts
before the forfeiture or, if no interest was so payable, at the appropriate rate (as
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27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

defined in the Acts) from the date of forfeiture until payment, but the directors may
waive payment wholly or in part or enforce payment without any allowance for the
value of the shares at the time of forfeiture or for any consideration received on their
disposal.

Theboard may accept the surrender of any share wtiich it is in a position to forfeit
upon such terms and conditions as may be agreed and, subject to any such terms and
conditions, a surrendered share Shall be treated as if it had been forfeited.

The forfeiture of a share shall involve the extinction at the time of forfeiture of all
’interest in’and all claims and demands against the Company in respect of the share
and all other rights and liabilities incidental to the share as between the person whose
share is forfeited and the Company, except only such of those fights and liabilities as
are by these articles expressly saved, or are by the Acts given or imposed in the case
of past members.

A statutory declaration by a director or the secretary that a share has been forfeited on.
a specified date" shall be conclusive evidence of the facts stated in it as against all
persons claiming to be entitled to the share and the declaration shall (subject to the
execution of an instrument of. transfer if necessary, in the case of a share in
certificated form) constitute a good title to the share and the person to whom the share
is disposed of shall not be bound to see to the application of the consideration, if any,
nor shall his title to the share be affected by any irregularity in or invalidity of the
proceedings relating tO the forfeiture or disposal of the share.

TRANSFER OF SHARES

The instrument of transfer of a share in certificated form may be in any usual form or
in any other form which the directors approve and shall be executed by or on behalf of
the transferor and, where the share is not fully paid, bY or on behalf of the transferee.

Where any class of shares is, for thetime being, a participating security, title to shares
of that class which are recorded on an Operator register of members as being held in
uncertificated form may be transferred by means of the relevant system coneemed.
The transfer may not be in favour of more than four transferees.

(1) The directors may refuse to .register any trarLsfer of a share in certificated form
if it is their opinion that suchtransfer would or might (a) prejudice the right of
the Company or any subsidiary to hold, be awarded or granted o.r have
renewed or extended, any Licence or (b) give rise to or cause, directly or
indirectly, a variation to be made to any such Licence (being a v~’iation which
would, in the opinion of the directors, have a material adverse effect ’on the
ability of the C6mp?any or the relevant subsidiary to operate its broadcasting
business as operated by it at the relevant time) or a revocation or
detemaination of any such Lieence by Ofcom provided that the provisions of
articles 42 to 48 will apply in relation to the shares which are the subject of
any such transfer.

(2) The directors may, in their absolute discretion, refuse ’to register the transfer of
a sha~e in certificated form which is not fully paid. They may also refuse to
register a transfer of a .share in certificated form (whether fully paid or not)
unless the instrument of transfer:
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33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

(a) is lodged, duly stamped, at the Office or at such other place as the
directors may appoint and (except in the case of a transfer by a
financial institution where a certificate has not been issued in respect
of the share) is accompanied by the certificate for the share to which it
relates and such other evidence as the directors may reasonably require
to show the right of the transferor to make the transfer;

(b) is in respect of only one class of share; and

(3)

(c) is in favour of not more than four transferees jointly.

The directors may refuse to register a transfer of a share in uncerfificated form
to a person who is to hold it thereafter in certificated form in any case where
the Company is entitled to refuse (or is excepted from the requirement) under
the Uncertificated Securities Regulations to register the transfer,

If.the directors refuse to register a transfer of a share, they shall as soon as practicable
and in any event within two months after the d~e on which the transfer was lodged
with the Company (in the case of a transfer of a share in certificated form) or :the date
on which the Operator-instruction was received by the Company (in the case of a
transfer of a share in tmcertifieated form to a person who is to hold it thereafter in
certificated form) send to the transferee notice of the refusal together with reasons for
the refusal. The directors shall send to the transferee such further information about
the reasons for the refusal as the transferee may reasonably requesL

No fee shall_ be charged for the regi:s~atioa of any instrument of transfer or other
’document or instruction relating to or affecting the title to any share.

The Company shall be entitled to retmn a~y in~em of transfer which is registered,
but any instrument of transfer which the directors refuse to re:gister shall (except in the
case of fraud) be returned to the person lodging it when notice of the refusal is given.

Nothing ha these arti.cles shall preclude the directors from recognising a renunciation
of the allotment of any share by the allottee in favour of some other person.

TRANSMISSION OF SHARES

If a member dies the survivor or surv.ivors where he was a joint holder, or his personal
repress/.~ tatives where he was a sole holder or the only survivor of joint holders, shall
be the only persons recognised by the Compan~ as having any title to his interest; but
no~ng in this article shall release the estate of a deceased member :from any liability
in respect of any share which had been solely Or jointlyheld by him.

A person becoming entitled to a Share ~ consequ~ce of- the de~th or bankruptcy of a
member may, upon such evidence being produced as the directors may properly
require, elect either to become the holder of the share or to have some person
nominated by him registered as the transferee. If he elects to become the holder he
shall give notice to the Company to that effect. If he elects to have another person
registered he shall execute an instrument of transfer of the share to that person. All the
provisions of these articles relating to the transfer of shares shall apply to the notice or
instrument of transfer as if it were an instrument of transfer signed by the member and
the death or bankruptcy of the member had not occurred.
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39.

40.

A person becoming entitled to a share by reason of the death or bankruptcy of a
member or otherwise by operation of law shall, upon such evidence being produced as
the directors may reasonably require as to his entitlement, have" the rights to which he
would be entitled if he were the holder of the share, and may give discharge for all
dividends and ottier moneys payable in respect of the share, except thathe shall not,
before being registered as the holder of the share, be entitled in respect of it to attend
or vote at any general meeting or at any separate meeting of the holders of any class
of shares.

¯SHARE WARRANTS

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

The Company with respect to .fully paid shares may issue share warrants
stating that the bearer is entitled to the shares therein specified, and may
provide by coupons or otherwise for the~ payment of future dividends or other
moneys on or in respect of file shares included in such share Warrants.

A share warrant shalt entitle the bearer thereof to the shares included in it, and
the shares may be transferred by the delivery of the share warrant, and the
provisions of these articles with respectto share certificates, liens, calls on
shares and forfeiture and surrender, disclosure of interest, transfer of shares
and transmission of shares shall not apply in relation to share warrants or the
holders thereof. Each share warrant shall be issued .under the seal.

The directors shall be at liberty to accept a certificate (in such form and from
such person as the directors may approve) to the effect that a specified person
is shown in tile records of the person issuing such certificate as being entitled
to the shares comprised in a specified share warrant as sufficient evidence of
the facts stated in such certificate, and may treat the deposit of such certificate
at the Office (or. any other place specified from time to time by the directors)
as equivalent to the deposit there of the share warrant, and may (inter alia)
allot to the pemon named in such certificate any shares to which the bearer of
the share :@arrant referred to in such certificate may be entitled and the rights
of the allottee to the allotment shall not, after allotment, be questioned by any
person.

The directors may determine and from time to time vary the conditions upon
which share warrants shall be issued, mad in particular (but without limitation)
upon which a new share warrant or coupon will be issued in.the place of one
worn out, defaced, lost or destroyed (_provided that no new share warrant may
be issued to replace one. that has been lost unless the directors are satisfied
beyond reasonable doubt that the original share warrant has been destroyed),
upon Which (s.ubject as hereinafter provided) the bearer of a share Warrant
shall be entitled to attend and vote at general meetings, and upon which a
shoe warrant may be surrendered and the name of the holder entered in the
register of members in respect of the shares therein specified. Subject to such
conditions and to these articles, the bearer of a share warrant shall be subject
to the conditions for.the time being in force relating to share warrants, whether
made before or after.the issue of such share warrant.

Subject to any conditions for the time being in force relating to share warrants
and as otherwise expressly provided in these .articles, the bearer of a share
warrant may at any time deposit the share warrant at the Office (or at such
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(6)

(7)

41. --(19

other place as the directors may from time to time appoint) and, so long as the
share warrant rel~ains so deposited, the depositor shah have the same right of
signing a requisition for calling a meeting of the Company, of giving notice of
intention to submit a resolution to a meeting and of attending and voting,
giving a proxy and exercising the other privileges of a member at any meeting
held after the expiration of 48 hours from the time of deposit, as if his name
were inserted in the register of members as the holder of the shares included in
the deposited share warrant. Not more than one person shall be recognised as a
depositor of any share warrant. Every share warrant whi’ch shall have been so
deposited as aforesaid shall remain so deposited until ~tfter the closing of the
meeting at which the depositor desires to attend or to be: represented.

Subject as otherwise expressly provided in these ai’ticles or in any conditions
for the time being in force relating tO Share warrants, no person shall, as bearer~
of a share warrant, be entitled to sign a requisition for calling a meeting of the
Company or give notice of intention to submit a resolution to a meeting or
attend or vote or give a~proxy or exercise ~y other privilege of a member at a
meeting of the Company, or be entitled t~ receive a~y notices or any
documents pursuam to ~se ~etes froni the Compare.y, bm the bearer of a
share warrant shall be eafifled in all Other respects to the same privileges and
advanta~s aS if he werenamed in the register of members as the holder of the
shares included in the share warrant, and he siiall be deemed to be a member
Of the Company.

Without prejudice to any powers which the CompaaZ or the directors may
have to issue, dispose of, convert, or othe~se deal with or make
arrangements in relation to, shoe warrants and o~er se~ties in any form:

(a) the holding of share warrants in uncert~ficated form and the transfer of
title to such share warrants by mea~s of a telev~t system shall be
permitted:; and

(b) the Company may issue share warrants in uncertfficated form and may
convert share warrants from certificated form to uncertificated foi’m
and vice versa.

If and t~ the extent that ~y provi’~ion of these .~icles is i~oonststent with such
holding or transfer as ts referred to ~i~, sub~p~agmph (7~(~) of t~s article above
or ~th any provision of the Unce~.fieated ScePtics Regulations, it shall not
apply to any Share warrant in uncertJfi’eated fo~.

DISCLOS~ OF .INT~E, ~S

If a member, or ~y other pers0r~ appearing to be interested ~ shares held by
that member, has been given a notice under section 793 of the .Companies Act
2006 and has, failed in relation to any shares (the "default shares") to give the
Company the information t-hereby required wi~ 14 days from the date of
giving the notice, the following sanctions shall apply, unless the directors
otherwise determine:

(a) the member shall not be entitled in respect of the default shares to be
present or to vote (either in person or by ,representative or proxy) at
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(2)

any general meeting or at any separate meeting of the holders of any
class of shares or on any p011; and

"where the default Shares represent at least 0.25 per cent of their class:

(i) any dividend payable in respect of the shares shall be withheld
by the Company, which shall not have any obligation to pay
interest on it, and the member shall not be entitled to elect,
pursuant to these articles," to receive shares instead of that
dividend; and

(ii) no transfer, other than an excepted transfer, of any shares held
by the member in certificated formshall be registered unless:

(A) the member is not himself in default as regards
suppl~cing the information required; and

(B) the member Proves to the satisfaction of the directors
that no person in default as regards supplying such
information is interested in any of the shares the subject
of the transfer.

(iii) for the purposes of sub-paragraph (1)(b)(ii) of this article, in,the
case of shares held by the member in uncertificated form, the
directors may, to enable the Company to deal with the shares in
accordance with the provisions of this article, require the-
Operator of a relevant system to convert the shares into
certificated form.

Where the sanctions under paragraph (1) of this article apply in relation to any
shares, they shall cease to have effect at the end of the period of seven days (or
such shorter period as the directors may determine) following the earlier of:

(a) receipt by the Company of the information required by the not{ce
mentioned in that paragraph; and

receipt by the Company of notice that the shams have been transferred
by means of an excepted transfer,

and the direetors may suspend or cancel any of the sanctions at any time in
relation to any shares.

Any new shhres in the Company issued in right of default shares shall be
subject to the same sanctions as apply to the default shares, and the directors
may make any right to an allotment of the new shares subject to sanctions
corresponding to those which will apply to those shares on issue: provided that
any sanctions applying to, or to a right to, new shares by "virtue of this
paragraph shall cease to have effect when the sanctions applying to the related
default shares cease to have effect (and shall be suspended or cancelled if and
to the extent that the sanctions applying to the related default shares are
suspended or cancelled); and provided further that paragraph (1) of this article
shall apply to the exclusion of this paragraph if the Company gives a separate
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(4)

~)

(6)

notice under section 793 of the Companies Act 2006 in relation to the new
shares.

Where, on the basis of information obtained ~om a member in respect of any
share held by him, the Company gives a notice under section 793 of the
Companies Act 2006 to any olaher person; it shall at the same time send a copy
of the notice to the member, but the accidental omission to do so, or the non-
receipt by the member of the ’copy, shall not invalidate or otherwise affect the
application of paragraph (1) of this article.

For the purposes of this article:

(a) a person, other than the member holding a share, shall be treated as
appearing to be interested in that share if the member has informed the
Company that the person is, or may be, so interested, or if the
Company (after taking account of any information obtained from the
member or, pursuant to a notice under section 793 of the Companies
Act 2006, from anyone else) knows or has reasonable cause to believe
that the person is, or may be, so-interested;

(b) "interested" shall be construed as it is for the purpose of section 793 of
the Companies Act 2006;

(e)

(d)

reference to a person having failed to give-the Company the
information required-by a notice,-or being in default as regards
supplying such information, includes (i) reference to his having failed
or refused to give all or any part 0fit and (ii) reference to his having
given information which he knows to be false in a material respect or
having recklessly given information which is false in a material
respect;

an "excepted transfer" means, in relation to any sRares held by a
member:

(i) a transfer pursuant to acceptance of a takeover offer (wit .h~rt the
me~g in section 974 of the Compames Act 2006) in respect
of shares in the Company; or

(ii)

(iii)

a transfer in consequence of a sale made thro:ugh a recognised
investment exchange (as defined in l~he Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000) or any other stock exchange outside the
United Kingdom on which the Company’s shares are normally
traded; or

a transfer which is ~sho~ to the satisfaction of the directors to
be made in consequence of a sale. of the whole of the beneficial
interest in the shares to a person who is unconnected with the
member and with any other person appearing to be interested in
the shares,

Nothing in this article shall limit the p0wers,.of the Company under section
794 of the Companies Act 2006 or any other powers of the Company
whatsoever.
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43.

RELEVANT INVESTORS

The directors may at any time serve a notice upon any member, who has had shares
transferred tohim ]gursuant to a share transfer, requiring him to furnish the directors
with information (in the case of(2) below, to the extent that such paragraph applies to
.any person other than the member, so far as such information lies within the
knowledge of or can be obtained by such member), supported by a declaration and by
such other evidence (if any) in support thereof as the directors may require, for the
purpose of determining:

(1) whether such ,member is or is likely to be a party to an agreement or
arrangement (whether legally enforceable or not) whereby any of the shares
held by him are to be voted in accordance with some other person’s
instructions (whether given by that other person directly or through any other
person); or

(2) whether such member and/or any .other person who has an interest in any
shares held by such member is a Relevant Investor2

If such information and evidence is not furnished within a reasonable period (not
being.less than 14 days) from the date of service of sueh notice or the information and
evidence provided is, in the opinion of the directors, tmsatisfactory for the purposes of
so determining, the directors may serve upon such member a further notice calling
upon him, within 14 days after the service of such further notice, to furnish the
directors with such information and evidence or. ft~her information ’or evidence as
shall (in their opinion) enable them so to determin" e.

(1) If any person (to the knowledge of the directors) becomes or is deemed in
accordance with article 44 to be a Relevant Investor by reason of the transfer
of any shares to him, the directors may serve a,written notice (a "Disposal
Notice") on all those who (to the knowledge of the directors) have an interest
in, and, if different, on the holder or holders of, the Specified Shares. The
Disposal Notice shall refer to the voting restrictions as set out in article 46 and
shall call for a Mandated Disposal to be made and shall state the number of
Excess Shares in respect of which the Mandated Disposal is to be made and
shall call for reasonable evidence that such Mandated Disposal has been
effected to be supplied to the Company within 21 days from the date of such
Notice or such other period as the directors may consider reasonable and
which they. may extend. The directors may withdraw a DiSposal Notice
(whether before or after the expiration of the period refe~ed to) if it appears to
them that there is no Relevant Investor in relation to such Excess Shares.

(2) If a Disposal Notice served under tiffs article is not complied with to the
satisfaction of the directors and has not been withdrawn, the holder or holders
on whom such notice shall have been served shall be deemed to have
constituted the directors their agents and the directors may, so far as they are
able, make a Mandated Disposal of the number of Excess Shares stated in the
relevant Disposal Notice, at the best price reasonably obtainable and shall give
written notice of such disposal to those persons on whom the Disposal Notice
was served. Except as hereinafter provided, such a Mandated Disposal shall be
completed as soon as reasonably practicable after expiry of the Disposal
Notice as may in the opinion of the directors be consistent with obtaining the
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(3)

44. (1)

(2)

45.

best price reasonably obtainable and in any event within 30 days of expiry of
such Disposal Notice provided that a Mandated Disposal may be suspended
during the period when dealings by the directors in the .shares are not
permitted either by law or by regulations of .the competent authority
(designated as such for the purposes of Part VI of the Financial Services and
Markets Act 2000), but any Mandated Disposal suspended as aforesaid shall
be completed within 30 days after expiry of the period of such suspension and
provided further that neither the Company nor the directors shall be liable to
any holder for failing to obtain the best price so long as the directors act in
good faith within the period.specified above. If on a~ Mandated Disposal being
made by the directors, Excess Shares are held by more than one holder
(treating joint holders of any relevant shares as a single holder) the directors
shall cause the same proportion of each holding as is known to them to be
sold.

For the purpose of effecting any Mandated Disposal, the directors may
authorise in writing any officer or employee of the Company to execute,
complete and deliver any necessary transfer in the name and on behalf of any
holder and may issue a new certificate to the purchaser. The net proceeds of
such disposal shall be received by the Company, whose receipt shall be a good
discharge for the purchase money, and shall be paid (without any interest
being payable thereon) to the former holder upon surrender by him of the
certificate in respect of the shares sold and formerly held by him. After the
name of the purchaser (or his nominee) has been entered in the register of
members, the validity of the proceedings shall not be questioned by any
person.

The directors may assume without enquiry that a person is not a Relevant
Investor. The directors may determine that any person is a Relevant’Investor if
there are reasonable grounds for believing that that person is a Relevant
Investor (notwithstanding that the Company has not been supplied with a
declaration or other evidence establishing to its satisfaction that such person is
or may become a Relevant Investor) unf!:l such fmae as they are satisfied that
such is not the ease.

If in accordance with this article the directors shall have assumed that any
person is not a Relevant Investor, the exercise by that person of any right
attaching to any share in which he is interested shall not be challenged or
invalidated by any Subsequent determination by the directors that such person
is a Relevant Investor.

The directors shall not be obliged to serve any Disposal Notice under article 43(1)
upon any person if they do not know his identity or his address and the absence of
service of such a notice in such circumstances as aforesaid and any accidental error in
giving, or failure to give, any notice to any person upon wl~om notice is served under
the foregoing artictes shall, not prevent the implementation of or invalidate any
procedure thereunder. Any notice to be served under article 43(1) upon a person who
is not a holder shall be deemed validly served if sent through the post to that person at
the address, if any,. at which the directors believe him to be resident or carrying on
business. Any such notice shall be deemed served on the day following any day on
which it was put in the post and, in prov’mg service, it shall be sufficient to prove that
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46.

47.

48.

the notice was properly addressed, stamped and pitt in the post. Any determination of
the directors under the provisions of articles 42 to 44 shall be final and conclusive, but
without prejudice to the power of the directors subsequently to vary or revoke such
determination.

The holder or holders of the Excess Shares who has pursuant to article 43(1) been
served with a Disposal Notice by the directors shall not, with effect from the
expiration of such period as the directors shall specify in such notice (not being longer
than 30 days from the date of service of the notice), be entitled to receive notice of, or
to attend or vote at, any general meeting of the Company or any meeting of the
holders ~6f shares of the relevant class in’respect of the shares referred to in that article
as Excess Shares.

Any member who has pursuant to article 42 been served with a further notice by the
directors requiring him to fitmlsh the directors with infota’nation and evidence or
further information or evidence within 14 days after the service of such further notice
shall not, with effect from the expiration of such period and until information or
evidence is ~shed to the satisfaction of flae directors, be entitled to :receive notice
of, or to attend or vote at, any general meeting of the Company or meeting of the
holders of shares of any class other than in respect of such of the shares held by such
member as a~e shares in respect of which it shall have been established to the
satisfaction of the directors that they are not Excess Shares.

(1) The provisions of articles 43 to 47 shall not apply to the Company during any
Non-Licence Period.

(2) A Non-Licence Period slaall be any period during which none of the following
conditions are fulfilled:

(a)

(b)

the Company or any of its subsidiaries shall be or shall have at any
time during tlae three months previously been a Licence Holder;

Ofcom shall have notified the Company or any of Rs subsidiaries of its
intentiot~ to ,award or giant the Company or any of its subsidiaries a
Licence (and shall not have yet awarded or granted a lieence or given
notice of ~thdraw~ of~sueh inte~ion)~

(c) the Company or any of its subsidiaries shall have made (and not
withdrawn) an application to Ofcom for the award or grant or
extension or renewal of a Licgnce and Ofeom shall not have notified
the Company or such subsidiary that such application has been
unsuccessful or rejected or refused; and

(® the directors shall have passed a resolution that it is the. intention of the
Company or any of its subsidiaries to apply to Ofeom for the award or
grant or extension or renewal of a Licence within one year of the date
of such resolution provided that if such resolution has been passed
more than six months prior to the relevant date the provisions of this
paragraph (d,) shall not apply unless a further resolution has been
passed in terms mutatis mutandis nor if such an application has been
made and has been unsuccessful or withdrawn or rejected or refused.
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(3)

(i)

(2)

(3)

For the purposes of articles 42 to 47 the dkectors may, to enable the Company
to deal with shares in uncertificated form in accordance with the provisions of
such article.s, require the Operator of a relevant system to convert the shares
into certificated form.

UNTRACED MEMBERS

The Company shall be entitled to sell at the best price reasonably obtainable
any share held by a member, or any share to which a person is entitled by
transmission, if:

(a) for a period of 12 years no cheque or warrant or other method of
payment for amounts payable in respect of the share sent and payable
in a mariner authorised by these articles has been cashed or been
successful and no communication has been received by theCompany
from the member or person concerned;

dung that period at least three dividends in respect of the share have
become p~yabIe;

theCompany has, a~er the expi:ration of that p~od, by advert!sement
in a tea~g national daily newspaper published in the United ~ngdom
and in a newspaper cir~eulating in the area of the regigtered address or
last known address of the member or person concerned, given notice of
its intention to sell such share; and

(d) the Company has not d~g the further period of three months after.
the date of the advertisement and pn’or to the sale of the share received
any communication from the member or person concerned.

The Company sh~ a!so be :entitled to s¢lI at the best price reasonably
obtainable any addlti’onalshare issued dung fhe said period of 12 years in
fight of any share, to w~eh paragraph(l)~o~ ~. a~ele applies (or in right of
any share so issa~d), if the ~t~fia in s~b~p~a~hs (~), (~) and (d) of that
paragxaph :are Satis~ed in relation to the ad~t!onai:share (but as if the, words
."for a period of 12 years" w~e ~-tted ~m~Sab.parag~ph (a) and the words
", after the expiration of that period," were omitted from sub-p~agraph (c)).

To give effect to the sale of any share pursuant to ~hi’s article the Company
may, in the case of a share in c~a~d form, appo’mt any person to exec.ute

ins mm~ent of transfer Qf ~he shale.e, ~d th~ i~trament shall be as effective
as if it had been exec’uted hy the ~.e~st~ed ho!der af~ or person entitled by
transmission to, theshare; and in the case of a share in uneertificated form, the
diameters may, to ~able the ~p~,y to~ de~[ w~ ~e share in accordance
with the provisbns of this a~ide, requ~el the Op~rato~ Of a relevagt system to
convert the share into e~ated form and after such conversion may
authot~se any person to e~U~e an instal of transfer and/or take such
other steps 0neludi~g the giving of dbe~t~otts t~ or on- behalf of the holder,
who shall be bound by them) as i:t thi~.:s fit to effect the transfer. The
purchaser shall not be botmd to see to the application of the proceeds Of sale,
nor Shall his title to the share be affected by any irre ~.~larity in or invalidity of
the proceedings relating to the sale. The Company shall be indebted to the
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51.

52.

53.

54.

member or Other person entitled to the share for an amount equal to the net
proceeds of the sale, but no trust or duty to account shall arise and no interest
shall be payable in respect of the proceeds of sale, which may be employed in
the business of the Company or invested in such investments as the directors
may think fit.

STOCK

The Company may by ordinary resolution convert any paid up shares into stock ahd
re-convert any stock into paid up shares of any denomination.

A holder of stock may transfer it or any part of it in the same manner, and subject to
the same provisions of these articles as would have applied to the shares from which
the stock arose if they had not been converted, or as near thereto as circumstances
admit, but the directors may fix the minimum amount of stock transferable at an
amount not exceeding the nominal amount ofany of the shares from which the stock
arose.

A holder of stock shall, according to the amount of the stock held by him, have the
same fights as if he held the shares from which the stock arose provided that no such
right (except participation in dividends and in the assets of the Company) shall be
conferred by an amount of stock which would not, if existing in shares, have
conferred that right.

All the provisions of these articles applicable to paid up shares shall apply to stock,
and the words "share" and "member" shall include "stock" and "stockholder"
respectively.

ALTERATION OF CAPITAL
¯

’’~ nThe Company may by ordmary resolutio :

(a)

Co)

(c)

consolidate and divide all or any of its share capital into shares of larger
amount than its existing shares;

sUb-divide its shares, or any of them, into shares of sn~aller amount than its
exist~g shares; and

determine that, as between the shares resulting from such a sub-division, any
of them may have any preference or advantage as compared with the others,

and where any difficulty arises in regard to any consolidation or division, the directors
may settle such difficulty as they see fit. In particular, without limitation, whenever
any members would become entitled to fractions of a share; the directors may sell to
any person (including the Company) the shares representing the fractions for the best
price reasonably obtainable and distribute the net proceeds of sale in due proportion
among those members or retain such net proceeds for thebenefit of the Company and:

(i) in the case of shares in certificated form, authorise some person to execute an
instrument of transfer of the shares to or in accordance .with the directions of
the purchaser; and

(ii) in the case of shares in uncertificated form, the directors may, to enable the
Comparty to deal with the share in ’accordance with the provisions of this
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55.

.6 ¯

57.

58.

59.

60.

article, require the Operator of a relevant system to convert the share into
certificated form; andafter such conversion, authorise any person to execute
an instrument of transfer and/or take such other steps (including the giving of
directions to or on behalf of the holder, who shall be bound by them) as they.
think fit to effect the transfer. The transferee shall not be bound to see to the
application of the purchase money nor shall his title to the shares be affected
by any irregularity in or invalidity oftheproceedings in reference to the sale.

NOTICE OFGENERAL MEETINGS

The directors may call general meefmgs whenever and at such time and places as they
shall determine. If there are not sufficient directors to form a quorum in order to call a
general meeting, , any director or, if there is no director within the United Kingdom,
any member of the Company may call a general meeting.

Subject to,the provisions of the Acts, an :annual general meeting and all other general
meetings of the Company shall be called by at least such minimum period of notice as
is prescribed or permitted under the Acts. The notice shall specify the place, the date
and the time of meeting and the general nature of the business to be transacted, and in
the case of an annual general meeting shall specify the meeting as such. Where the
Company has given an electronic address in any notice of mee~mg, any document or
information.relating to proceedings at the mee~g may be sent by electronic means to
that address, subject to any conditions or liml"tations specified in the relevant notice of
meeting. Subject to the provisions of these a!;t.icles and to any rights or restrictions
attached to any shares, notices sha!:! be given to all members, to all persons entitled to
a share in consequence of the death or bankruptcy of a member or operation of law
and to the directors and auditors of the Company.

The accidental omission to give notice of a meeting to, or the failure to give notice
due to circumstances beyond the Company’s .control to, or the.non,receipt of notice of
a meeting.by, any person entitled to receive notice shall not invalidate the proceedings
at that meeting.

PROCEEDINGS AT GENERAL MEETINGS

No business shall be transacted at any meeting unless a quo~ is present. Two
persons entitled to vote upon the business to be transacted, each being a member or a
proxy for a member or a drily authoflsed ~tative of a corporation which is a
member (~uding for this pu~ose two persons who are proxies: or corporate
representatives of the same member), shall be a quorum.

Ifa qetorum is not present within half an hour ~er the t~e appointed for holding the
meeting, or if during a meeting a quo~ eeases~to b’e pte~ent, the m-ee~g s~lt stand
adjourned to such date, time and pIace as’ the d~eetors may, subj:ect to ~e provisions
of the Acts, determine. If at the adjourned meeting a quoatm is not present within 15
minutes after the time appointed for holding the meeting, ,the meeting shall be
dissolved.

The chairman (if any) of the board of directors, or in his absence the vice-chairman,
or in the absence of both of them some other director nominated prior to the meeting
by the directors, shall preside as chairman of the meeting, but if neither the chairman
nor the vice-chairman nor such other director (if any) is present within 15 minutes
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62.

63.

64.

65.

after the time appointed for holding the meeting and willing to act, the directors
present shall elect one of their number present and willing to act to be chairman of the
meeting, and if there is only one director present, he shall be chairman of the meeting.

If no director is present within 15 minutes after the time appointed for holding the
meeting, the members present and entitled to vote shall choose one of their number to
be chairman of the meeting.

The directors or the chairman of the meeting may direct that any person wishing to
attend any general meeting should submit to such searches or other security
arrangements (including ,without limitation, requiting evidence of identity to be
produced before entering the meeting and placing restrictions on the items of personal
property-which may be taken into the meeting) as they or he consider appropriate in
the circumstances. The directors or the chairman of the meeting may in their or his
absolute discretion refuse entry to, or eject from, any general meeting any person who
refuses to submit to a search or otherwise comply with. such Security arrangements.

The directors or the chain;nan of the meefmg may take such action, give such
direction or put in place such. arrangements as they or he consider appropriate to
secure the safety of the people attending the" meeting and to promote the orderly
conduct of the business of the meeting. Any decision of the chairman of the meeting
on matters of procedure or matters arising incidentally from the business of the
meeting, and any determination by the chairman of the meeting as to whether a matter
is Of such a nature, shall be final.

Directors may attend and speak at general meetings and at any separate meeting of the
holders of any class of shares, whether or not they are members. The chairman of the
meeting may permit other persons who are not members of the Company or Otherwise
entitled to exercise the rights of members in relation to general meetings to attend
and, at the chairman of the meeting’s discretion, speak at a general meeting or at any
s,eparate class meeting.

In the case of any general meeting, the directors may, notwithstanding the
Specification in the notice convening the general meeting of the place at which the
chairman of the meeting shall preside (the "principal Place"), make arrangements for
simultaneous attendance and participation at Satelfite meeting :places, or by way of
any other electronic means, allowingpersons not present together at the same place to
attend, speak and vote. at the meeting. The arrangements for simultaneous attendance
and participation at satellite meeting places, or other places at which persons are
participating via eleotronic ,means, may include arrangements for controlling or
regulating the level of attendance at any particular venue provided that such
arr~gements shall operate so that all members and proxies wishing to attend .the
mee~g are able to attend at one or other of the venues. The members or proxies at
the satellite meeting places, or other places at which persons are participating via
electronic means, shall be counted in the quorum for, and be entitled to vote at, the
general meeting in question, and that meeting shall be duly constituted and its
proceedings valid if the chairman of the. meeting is satisfied that adequ~tte facilities
are available throughout the meeting to ensure that the members or proxies attending
at the satellite meeting places, or other places at which persons are participating via
electronic means, are able to:-

(a) participate’in the business for which the meeting hag been convened; and
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(b) see and hear all persons who speak (whether through the use of microphones,
loud speakers, audiovisual communication equipment or otherwise) in the
Principal Place and any other such place.

For the purposes of all other provisions of these articles (unless the context requires
otherwise), the members shall be treated as meeting at the Principal Place. If it
appears to the chairman of ~e meeting that the facilities at the Prkl, cipal Place or any
satellite meeting place, or other places at which persons are participating via
electronic means, have become inadequate for the purposes set out in sub-paragraphs
(a) and (b) above, the ¢hai_rman of the mee~g may, without the conseiat of the
meeting, interrupt or adjourn the general meetfiag. All business ¢o~dueted at the
g~neral meeting up to the point of the adjo~ent shall be valid. The provisions of
article 66(2) shall apply to that adjournment.

(1)

(2)

Without prejudice to any other povmr of adjournment he may,have under these
articles or at common taw:,

67. (!)

(a)

Co)

the chairman of the ’meeting may, ~th the consent of a meeting at
which a quorum is present (arid sh~ll if so directed by the m~eeting),
adjourn the ’meeting from time to timeand fromplace to place; and

the ehaimaano of the meeting may, without the consent af the meeting,
adjourn the meeting hefore or aft~ it has commenced, to another date,
time or place which the chairman of the meeting may ~ecide, if the
chairman of the meeting considers that:-

(i)

(ii)

there is not enough room for the number of members and
proxies who wish toattend ~emeeting;

the behaviour of anyone present prever~ts, Or is i~ely to
prevenL the orderly conduct of’{he bus~ess of the meeting;

(iii) an adjournment is necessary to protect the safety of any person
attending the meeting; or

(iv) an adjo~ent is othe~se necess~ in order for the business
of the meeting to be properly carried ore.

Subject to the provisions of the Acts, it shall not be necess~ to give notice of
an adjourned meeting, except that when a meeting is adjourned for 1~4 days or
more; at least seven eIear days! notice shall be given speci~iag ~he ~e and
place of the adjourned meeting and the general nature of the business to be
transacted. No business shallbe tr~ansaeted at an adjoin’ned ~t~g other than
buai~ess which might properly have been transacted at the meeting had the
adjournment not taken place.

AMENDMENTS TO RESOLUTIONS

A special resolution to be proposed at a general meeting may be amended by
ordinary resolution if: -

(a) the chairman of the meeting proposes the amendment at the general
meeting at which the resolution is to be proposed; and
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69.

(2)

70.

71.

(b) the amendment does not go beyond wiaat is necessary to correct a clear
error in the resolution.

An ordinary resolution to be proposed at a general meeting may be amended
by ordinary resolution if: -

(a) written notice of the terms of the proposed amendment and of the
intention to move the amendment have been delivered to the Company
at the Office at least 48 hours before the time for holding the meeting
or the adjourned meeting at which the ordinary resolution in question
is proposed and the proposed amendment does not, in the" reasonable
opinion of the chairman Of the meeting, materially alter the substance
of the resolution; or

(b) the Chairman of the meeting, in his absolute discretion, decides that the
proposed amendment may be considered or voted on.

With the consent of the chairman of the meeting, an amendment may be withdrawn
by its proposer before it is voted on. If an amendment proposed to any resolution
under consideration is ruled out of order by the chairman of the meeting, the
proceedings on the resolution shall not be invalidated by any error in the ruling.

POLLS

A poll on a resolution may be demanded at a general meeting either before a show of
hands on that resolution or immediately after .the result of a show of hands on that
resolutionis declared. A poll on a resolution may be demanded by:-

(a)
(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)

the chairman of the meeting; or

a majority of the directors present at the meeting; or

not less than five members having the right to vote at the meeting; or

a member or members representing not less than one-tenth of the total voting
rights of all the members having the right to vote at the meeting (excluding
any voting rights attached to any shares in the Company held as treasury
shares); or

a member or members holding shares conferring a right to vote at the meetitag
on the resolution on which an aggregate sum has been paid up equal to not less
than one-tenth of the total sum paidup on all the-shares conferring that right
(excluding any shares in the Company conferring a right to vote at the meeting
which are held as treasury shares).

Unless a poll is duly demanded and the demand is not subsequently withdrawn, a
declaration by the chairman of the meeting that a resolution has been carried or
carried unanimously, or by a particular majority, or lost, or not carried by a particular
majority, and an entry in respect of such declaration in the minutes of the meeting,
shall be conclusive evidence of the fact without proof of the number or proportion of
the votes recorded in favour of or against the resolution.

The demand for a poll may, before the poll is taken, be withdrawn but only with the
consent of the chairman of the meeting, and a demand so withdrawn shall not be taken
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72.

73~

74.

75.

to have invalidated the result of a show of hands declared before the demand was
made. If the demand for a poll is withdrawn, the chairman or any other member
entitled may demand a poll.

PROCEDURE ON A POLL

Polls at general meetings shall, subject to articles 73 and 74~below, be taken as and
when the chairman of the meeting directs. The e~an of’the meeting may appoint
scrutineers (who need not be members) and decide how and when the result of the

’poll is to be declared. The result of a poll shall be the decision of the meeting in
respect of the resolution on which the poll was demanded.

A poll on:-

(a) the election of the chairman of the,meeting; or

(b) a question of adjournment,

must be taken immediately.

Other polls must be taken either immediately or within 30 days of their being
demanded. A demand for a poll does not prevent a general meeting from continuing,
except as regards the question on which the poll was demanded. If a poll is demanded
before the declaration of the result Of a show of hands and the demand is duly
withdrawn, the meeting shall continue as if .the demand had not been made,

No notice need be given of a p011 not taken tmmediat ly if the time and place at which
it is to be taken are announced atthe meeting at which it is demanded. In any other
case, at least seven clear days’ notice must be given specifying the time, and place at
which the poll is to be taken.

VOTES OF:MEmBERS

Subject to any rights or restrictions attached to any share :-

(a) on a show o.f hands:

(i) every member who is present in person has one vote;

(ii) every proxy present-who has been ddy appointed by one or more
members entitled to vote on the resolution has one vote, except that if
the proxy has been ddy appointed by more than one member entitled
to vote on the resolution and ~s instructed by one or more of those
members to vote for the resolution aud by one or more others to vote
against it, or is instructed by bne or more of~tose m~bers to vote in
one way and is given disereti0n as to how to vote by one or more
others (and wishes to use that discretion to vote in the other way) he
has one vote for and one vote aga~st the resohition; and

(iii) every corporate representative present who has been duly authorised
by a corporation has the same voting rights as the-eorporation would be
entitled to; and
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77.

78.

79.

80.

81.

(b) on a poll every member present in person or, by duly appointed proxy or
corporate representative has one vote for every share of which he is the holder "
or in respect of which his appointment of proxy or corporate representative has
been made.

A member, proxy or corporate representative entitled to more thanone vote need not,
if he votes, use all his votes or cast all the votes he uses the same way.

For the purposes of determining which persons are :entitled to attend or vote at a
general meeting and how many votes such person may cast, the Company may
specify in the notice convening the meeting a,time, being not more than 48 hottrs
before the time fixed for the meeting (and f0r this purpose no account shall be taken
of any part of a day that is not a working day), by which a person must be entered on
the register in order to have the fight to attend Or vote at the meeting.

In the case of joint holders the vote of the senior who tenders a vote shall be accepted
to the exclusion of the votes of’ the otherjoint holders, and seniority shall be
determined by the order in which the names of the holders stand in the register of
members.

A member in respect of whom an order has been made by any court having
jurisdiction (whether in the United Kingdom or elsewhere) in matters concerning
mental disorder mayvote, on a show of hands or on a poll, by any person authorised
in that behalf by that court. Evidence to the satisfaction of the directors of the
authority of the person claiming the right to vote shall be delivered to the Office, or
such other place as is specified in accordance with these articles for the delivery or
receipt of appointments of proxy, not less than 48-hours before the time appointed for
holding the meefthg or adjourned meefmg at whioh the right to vote is to be exercised,
and in default the right to vote shall not be exercisable,

No member shall have the right to vote at any general meeting or at an3, separate
meeting of the holders of any class of shares, either in person or by representative or
proxy, in respect of any shareheld by him unless all amounts presently payable by
him in respect of that share have been paid.

(1) Any objection to the qualification of any person voting at a general meeting or
on a poll or to the counting" of, or failure to count, any vote, .must be made at,
the meefing or adjourned meeting or at the time the poll is taken (if not taken
at the meeting or adjourned meeting) st whi~eh the vote objected to is tendered.
Any Objection made in due time shall be referred to the chairman of the
meeting whose decision shall be final and conclusive. If a vote is not
disallowed by the chairman ofthe meeting it is Valid for all,pu~oses.

(2) The Company shall not be bound to enquire whether any proxyor corporate
representative votes in accordance with the instructions given to him by the
member he represents and if a proxy or corporate representative does not vote
in accordance with the instructions of the member he represents the vote or
votes cast shall nevertheless be valid for all purposes.

PROXIES AND CORPORATE REPRESENTATIVES

A member is entitled to appoint another person as his proxy to exercise all or any of
his rights to attend and to speak and vote at a meeting of ~e Co m_paay. The
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84.

85.

appointment of a proxy shall be deemed also to confer authority (in accordance with
section 329 of the Compar~es Act 2006) to demand or join in demanding a poll.
Delivery of an appointment of proxy shall not preclude a member from attending and
voting at the meeting or at any adjournment of it. A proxy need not be a member. A
member may appoint more than one proxy in relation to a meeting, provided that each
proxy is appointed to exercise the rights attached to a different Share orshares held by
him. References in these articles to an appointment of proxy include references to an
appointment of multiple proxiesl

Where two or more valid appointments of proxy are received in respect of the same
share in relation to the same meeting, the one which is last sent shall, unless otherwise
specified in the notice convening the me~ting, be treated as replacing ~nd revoking the
other or others. If the Company is unable to dete~e w~ch is last-sent, the one
which is last received shall be so treated, if’the Company is unable to determine
either which is last sent or which is last received, none of such appointments shall be
treated as valid in respect of mat share.

(1)

-(2)

Subject to article 84 ’below, an appointment of a proxy shall be in’ writing in
any usual form or in any other form which the directors may appro#e and shall
be executed by or on behalf of the appointor which in the ease of a corporation
may be either under its common seal or under the hand of a duly’ authorised
officer or other person duly authorised for that purpose,

Where the appointment of a proxy is ex.pressed to have been or purports to
h~tve been executed by a duly authorised person on behalf Of a membei~:

the Company may’treat the appointment as s~fficient evidence of that
person’s authority to execute the appo’mtmem of proxy o~ behalf of
that member; and

the member shall, if requested by or on behM, f of the Company, send or
procure the sending of any au-th~o~ity trader w~ch the appoin~tment of
proxy has been executed, or a cert~ed copy of arty such authority, to
such address and by such time as is r~ed for the submission of
appointments of proxy under article 85 and, if the request is not
complied ~th inany respect, the appointment of proxy may be treated
as invalid.

7

The directors may (and shall if and to the extent that the Company is required to do so
by the Acts) allow an appointment of proxy to be seat or supplied in electronic form
subject to any eonditi’ous or limi:tations as ~e directors may specie, and where the
Company has given an electronic address in a~y ~mment of-pro~y or invitation to
appoint a proxy, any document or information relating to proxies for the meeting
0ncluding any document necessary to show the validity of, or oth-~se relating to,
an appointrlarnt of proxy, or notice of the termination of the authority of a proxy) may
be sent by electronic means to that address, subject to any conditions or limitations
specified in the relevant notice of meeting.

An appointment of proxy may:-

(a) in the case of an appointment of proxy in hard copy form, be received at the
Office or such other place in the United Kingdom as is specified in the notice
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convening the meeting, or in any appointment of proxy or any invitation to
appoint a proxy sent out or made available by the Company in relation to the
meeting, not .less than 48 hours before the time for holding the meeting or
adjourned meeting at Which the person named in the appointment of proxy
proposes to vote; or

(b) in the case of an appointment of proxy in electronic form, be received at the
electronic address specified in the notice convening the meeting, or in any
appointment of proxy or any invitation to appoint a proxy sent out or made
available by the Company in relation to the meeting, not less than’ 48 hours
before the time for holding the meeting or adjourned meeting at which the
person named in the appointment of proxy proposes to vote; or

(c) in the case of a poll taken subsequently to the date of the meeting or adjourned.
meeting, be received as aforesaid not less than 24 hours (or such shorter time
as the directors may determine) before the time appointed for the taking of the
poll.

An appointment of proxy which is not received or delivered in a manner so permitted
shall be invalid. The directors may specify in the notice convening the meeting that,
in determining the time for delivery of proxies pursuant to this article, no account
shall be taken of’any part of a day th~it is not a working day.

A vote given or poll demanded by proxy or by the duly authorised representative of a
corporation shall be valid notwithstanding the previous termination of the authority of
theperson voting or demanding a poll, unless notice of the termination was delivered
in writing to the Company at the Office, or at such other place or address at which an
appointment of proxy may be duly received or delivered under article 85, not later
than the last time at which an appointment of proxy should have been received under
article 85 in order for it to be valid for use at the meeting at which the vote was given
"or the poll demanded or for use on the holding of the poll at whichthe vote was given.

The directors may at the expense of the Company send or make available
appointments of proxy or invitations to appoint a proxy to the members by post or by
electronic means or otherwise (with or without provision for their return prepaid) for
use at any general meeting or at any separate meeting of the holders of any class of
shares, either in blank or nominating in the alternative any one or more of the
directors or any other person. !f for the purpose of ,any meeting appointments of proxy
or invitations to appoint as proxy a person or one of a number of persons specified in
the invitations are issued at the Company’s expense, they shall be issued to all (and
not to some only) of the members entitled to be sent a notice of the meeting and to
vote at it. The accidental .omission or the failure due to circumstances beyond the
Company’s control, to send or make available such an appointment of proxy or give
such an invitation to, orthe non-receipt thereof by, any member entitled to attend and
vote, at a meeting shall not invalidate the proceedings at that meeting.

Subject to the provisions of the Acts, ’any corporation (other’ than the Company itself)
which is a member of the Company may, by resolution of its directors or other
governing body, authorise a person or persons to act as its representative or
representativesat any meeting of the Company, or at any separate meeting of the
holders of any class of shares, and the corporation shall’ for the purposes of these
articles be deemed to be present in person at any such meeting, if a person_ or persons
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95.

so authorised is or are present at it. The Compaw may require such person or persons
to produce a certified copy of .the resolution before permitting such person or persons
to exercise his or their powers.

UK CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CODE

The Company shall comply with the provisions of Listing Rules 9.8.6(5.) and (6) (or
such other provisions of the Listing Rules as may from time to time be applicable) in
relation to the principles and provisions of the Code as if it is a company with a
Premium Listing.

EDITORIAL INDEPENDENCE AND INTEGRITY IN NEWS REPORTING

The Company shall abide by the principle of editorial independence and integrity of
news reporting by Sky News in respect of television, radio and any other closely
related services (irrespective of the platform on which such news is distributed) and
shall, where appropriate, comply with the Ofcom Broadcasting Code.

In relation to the Head of Sky News, the following matters must be approved by
resolution of the directors of the Company:

(1) his appointment and removal from office;

(2). any material changes to the terms and conditions of his employrnent which
could give rise to a claim by him or her for constructive dismissal; and

(3) any material changes to his authority or reporting relationship.

MATERIAL TRANSACTIONS WITH NEWS CORPORATION

Transactions between the Company and News Corporation or Sky and/or-any of their
respective subsidiaries which involve or could reasonably involve the payment or
receipt by the Company or its subsidiaries of mounts of £5,000,000 or more shall
require the prior approval of theAudit Committee,

The following transactions will rrequi~e the prior approval of the Audit Coml~ittee and
the Cornpany’sboard of directors: "

(1) transactions between the Company and News Co~oratibn or Sky and/or any
of their respe~:ve subsidiaries which invo’tve the p~ent or receipt by the
Company or its subsidiaries of amounts of£12,500,000 or more; and

(2) any renewal of or material amendment -to any of the Operational Agreements.

RELATED PA!tTY TRANSACTIONS-

Subject to articles 95 to 97 below, the Company will comply with the provisions of
Chapter 11 as if R is a comply which has a Premium Listing.

For the purposes of interpreting article 94 above:

(1) if the Company is proposing to enter into a transaction that could-be a related
party transaction (as defined in Chapter 11) it is required to obtain the
guidance of the Nom’mated Advisor and not a sponsor to assess the potential
application of Listing Rule 11; and
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(2) a related party circular must include a statement by the board that the
transaction or arrangement is fair and reasonable as far as the shareholders of
the company are concerned and that the directors have been so advised by the
Nominated Advisor and not a sponsor.

To the extent that there is any questionof interpretation of the Company’s compliance
with orthe application of the Listing Rules, including Chapter 11, the Independent IB
shall act as independent arbiter as to whether any relevant Listh3g Rule has been
Complied with by the Company, Any decision of the Independent 113 as to the
Company’s compliance with the Chapter 11 shall be fmal and binding on the
Company.

All references to the FSA in Chapter 11 and annexes to Chapter 11 shall be deemed to
be references to the Independent IB and the FSA shall not have jurisdiction to decide
whether the Company has complied with, or approve anY documentation required by,
the Listing Rules for-the purposes of Chapter 11.

DIRECTORS

Unless otherwise determined hy the Company by ordinary resolution the number of
directors (other than alternate directors) shall not be subject to any maximum but shall
notbe less than three.

For so long as News Co~oration in combination with any member(s) of the same
Group Of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News Corporation does not control
more than 50% of the votes capable of being cast at a general meeting of the
Company, the majority of the Company’s board of directors shall comprise
Independent Directors.

The Company’s board of directors and its committees shall havp the appropriate
balance of skills, experience, independence and knowledge of the Company and its
business :to enable the directors to disch~ge their respective duties and
responsibilities effectively. At least one of the Independent Directors shrill have senior
editorial and/or j oumalistic, experience.

(1) Until otherwise determined bY ~e Co~p .any bY ord’marY resolution, there shall
be paid to the directors (other than alternate directors and directors employed
by the Company in an executive cap~ty) such fees for the’tr services in the
office of director as the directors may from time to time determine (not
exceeding in the ag~egate: an annual ~um of £[ ¯] or such larger amotmt as the
Company may by ordinary resolution decide) divided between the directors as
they agree, or, failing agreement, eq~ly except that any ~:ector who shall

hold office for part only of the period in respect .of which such fees are
payable shall be entitled only to rank in such.division for a proportion of such
fees related to the period during which he has held office. The fees shall be
deemed to accrue from day to day andshall be distinct from and additional to
any remuneration or other benefits which may be paid or provided to any
director pursuant to any other provision of these articles.

(2) The directors may also be paid all travelling, hotel and other expenses
properly incurred by them in .connection with their attendance at meetings of
the directors or of committees of the di~ctors or general meetings or separate
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meetings of the holders of any class of shares .or otherwise in connection with
the discharge of their duties as directors.

(3) Any director who holds any executive office or who serves on any committee
of the directors or who performs services which the directors consider go
beyond the ordinary .duties of a ~ector may be paid such special
remaneration (whether by way of bonus, commission, participation in profits
or otherwise) as the directors may determine.

ALTERNATE D .IRECTO~

(1) Subject to article 102(2), any director (other than an alternate director) may
appoint any other director, or any other person approved by resolution of the
directors and ~lling to act mid permi:tted by law to do so, to be an alternate
director arm may remove an a!temat~ director appo-mted by him ~om his
appointment as alternate director. Subject to the foregoing, a director may
appoint more than one alternate and a person may act as alternate for more
than one director.

(2) An ~dependertt Director may 0nty appoint another director or other person to
be his alternate director ifthe proposed ~emate d~ectot would also qualify as
an independent Director if that person had been a director~of the Company.

An alternate director shall be entitled to receive notices of meetings of the ~rectors
and of cortices of the dkeetors of which his appointor is a member, to attend and
vote at any such meeting at which the ~eetor appoin~g h~ is not present but at
Which meeting such ~eetor would be entitled to vote, and generally to perform all
the functions of his appointor as a director in his absence, but sh~ not (~ess the
Company by ordinary resolution otherwise determines) be entitled to any fees for his
services as an alternate director.

An alternate ,~ector shah cease to be an aRemate director i~f ~s appointoreeases to
be a ~etOi~; bat, if a. ~i~t~r ~e~. es by rotatiOn or O~e~i~e but, is :reappointed or
deemed to have been reappointed at the ~mg at wMe~ ,he. ~’e::s~ any- ~mtment.
of an alternate director made by him which was in force immediately prior to his
re~emen.~ sball cottfLmue a~et-~S teapp~i~it.

~ a!te~ate: ~ect~t shall cease t~ be ,an Mtemate ~eetor on;:the~ :occurrence in
retatlon to the alternate dkeetor of arty event Which, if it occ u~ed ~ relation to his
appointor, Would result ~ the termination of the ~p~intor~s appo~tment as director.

An. appointmdnt or removal of-an.alternate director shall be by no~ce m writing to the
.Com~ysi~e~ by th~ ~K~etOri m~g .or revokes ~e ~ppom~ent or in any other
mariner appro~v~d by the fftreetors,

.Save as otherwise provided in ihese articles, ana!ternate director

(i)
0i)

shall be deemed for all purposes tobe a dieeetor;

shall alone be responsible for his own acts and omissions;

(iii) shall, in addition to any restrietions~ w~¢h may apply m him personally, be
subject to the same restrictions as his appoiator; and
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(iv) shall not be deemed to be the agent 0fthe director appointing him.

POWERS OF DIRECTORS

Save as otherwise provided in these articles, the business of the Company shall be
managed by the directors who, subject to the provisions of the Acts these articles and
to any directions given by special resolution to take or refrain from taking, specified
action, may exercise all the powers of the Company. No alteration of these articles
and no suck direction shall invalidate any prior act of the directors which would have
been’valid if that alteration had not been made or that direction had not been given.
The powers given by this article shall not be limited by any special power given to the
directors by these articles and a meeting of the directors at which a quorum is present
may exercise all powers exercisable by the directors.

(1) The directors shall restrict the borrowings Of the Company and exercise all
powers of control exercisable ’by the Company in relation to its subsidiary
undertakings so as to secure (as regards subsidiary undertakings so far as by
such exercise they can secure) that, unless authorised by the Company in
general meeting, no money shall be borrowed if the aggregate principal
amount (including any premium payable on final repaymertt) outstanding of
all money borrowed by the Group (excluding amounts borrowed by any
member of the Group from any other member of the Group, other than
amounts to be taken into account under paragraph (3)(e) land (d) of this article)
then exceeds or would, as a result of such borrowing exceed an amount equal
to the higher of, from time to time (i) £150,000,000; and (ii) an amount equal
to four times the aggregate turnover of the Group as shown in the then latest
audited consolidated profit and loss account of the Group.

(2)

(3)

In this article:

(a)

Co)

"the Group" means the Company and its subsidiary undertakings (if
any); and

"subsidiary undertaking" has the same meauing as re.the Acts.

For the purposes of this article, but without prejudice to the generality of the
terms "borrowing" and "borrowed"

(a) amounts borrowed for the purpose of repaying the whole or any part of
any amounts previously borrowed and then outstanding Cmcluding any
premium payable on final repayment) and to be applied for that
purpose within six months of-the borrowing ,shall not, pending such
application, be taken into account as money borrowed;

Co) the principal amount (including any premium payable on final
repayment) of any debentures issued in whole or in part for a
consideration other than cash shall be taken into account as money
borrowed by the member of the Group issuing them;

(c) money borrowed by a partly-owned subsidiary undertaking and not
owing to another member of the Group shall (notwithstanding
sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph) be taken into account subject to
the exclusion of a proportion of it equal to the minority proportion, and
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(4)

(5)

(6)

money borrowed and owing to a partly-owned subsidiary undertaking
by another member of the Group shall (subject to sub-paragraph (d) of
this paragraph) be taken into account to the extent of a proportion of it
equal to the minority proportion (and for the purpose of this
sub-paragraph "minority proportion" means the proportion of the
issued equity share capital of the partly-owned subsidiary undertaking
which is not attributable, directly or indirectly, to the Company); and

(d) in the case of money borrowed and owing to a partly-owned subsidiary
undertaking by another partly-owned subsidiary undert~g the
proportion which would otherwise be taken into account under
sub-paragraph (c) of this paragraph shall be reduced by excluding such
part of it as is equal to the proportion of the issued equity share capital
of the borrowing subsidiary undertaking which is not attributable;
dir. :ect!y or indirectly, to the Company.

In calculating the aggregate amotmt of borrowings for the purpose of this
article, money borrowed by’ any member of the Group which is denominated
or repayable in a currency other than sterling shall be treated as converted into
sterling:

(a) at the rate of exchange used for the conversion of that currency in the
latest audited balance sheet of that member; or

ffno rate was so used, at the middle market rate Of exchange prevailing
in London at the cMse of business on the date of that balance sheet,

but if the amount in sterling resulting from conversion at thai rate Would be
greater ~an that resulting from conversion at the middle market rate
prevailing in London at the close of business on the business day immediately
preceding the day on which the Calculation f~s to be made, the latter rate
shall apply instead.

No debt incurred or security given in respect Of money borrowed or to be
taken into account as money borrowed in excess of the above limit shall be
invalid or ineffectual except in the ease of express notice to the lender or the
recipient of the security at the tfme when tlae debt was inched or securiiy
giveI1 that the li~t hereby impo~d had been or was thereby exceeded, but no
lender or other person dealing with the Company shah be concerned to see or
enquire whether such limit is observed.

In this article references to a consolidated profit a~id loss account of the Group
is to be taken:

(a).

1

in a case where the Company had no subsidiary undertakings at the
relevant time, as references to the profit and loss account of the
C0mpmly;

(b) in a case where the Company had subsidiary undertakings at the
relevant time but there are no consolidated accounts of the Group, as
references to the respective profit and loss accounts of the ,companies
comprising the Group; and
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(c) in a case where the Company had subsidiary undertakings at the
re’levant time, one or more of which has, in accordance with the Acts,
been excluded from .consolidation as references to the consolidated
profit and loss account of the Company and those of its subsidiary
undertakings included in the consolidation.

The directors may decide to make provision for the benefit of persons employed or
formerly employed by the Company or any.of its subsidiaries (other than a director or
former director or shadow director) in eormection with the cessation or transfer to any
person of the whole or part of the undertaking of the Company or that subsidiary.

(1)

DELEGATION OF DIRECTORS’ POWERS

Subject to the provisions of these articles (including article 100), the directors
may delegate any of the powers which are conferred on them under these
articles:

(a) to a committee consisting of one or more directors and’ (if thought fit)
one or more other persons, provided that a majority of the members of
the committee shall be directors and no resolution of the committee .
shall be effective unless a majority of those present when it is passed
are directors; or

(b)

(c)

to such person;

by such means (including by power of attorney);

(d) to such an extent; and

(e) on such terms and conditions,

~)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

as they think fit.

If the directors so specify, any such delegation may authorise further
delegation of the directors’ powers by anyperson to whom they are delegated.

Subject to the provisions of these articles, the directors may revoke any
delegation in whole or part; or alter its terms and conditions, save that the
delegation to the Audit Co mm_ittee set out in articles 92 and 93 and/or the
delegation to the Governance and Editorial Committee set out in article 139
may not be revoked.

The power to delegate under this bxticle includes power to delegate the
determination of any fee, remuneration or other benefit which may be paid or
provided to any director.

?

Subject to paragraph (6) of this article, the proceedings of any committee
appointed under paragraph (1)(a) of this article with two or more members
shall be governed by such of these articles as regulate the proceedings of
directors so far as they are capable of applying, and the quorum at a meeting
of any such comma~ee shall be two.

Subject to the provisions of these articles, the directors may make rules
regulating the proceedings of such committees, which shall prevail over any
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rules derived from these articles pursuant to paragraph (5) of this article if, and
to the extent that, they are not consistent with them, save that the directors
may not make rules which relate to the Audit Committee and/or the
Govemance and Editorial Committee under this article 111(6) which are
inconsistent with any of the otherprovisions of these articles.

Subject to the provisions of these articles (including artMe 100), the directors may, by
power of attorney or oth~wise, appoint any person, whether nominated directly or
indirectly by the directors, to be the agentof the Company for such purposes and
subject to such conditions as they think fit, and may delegate any of their powers to
such an agent. Subject to the provisions of these articles, the directors may revoke or
vary any such appointment or delegation and may also authorise the agent to
sub-delegate all or arty 0fthe powers vested in him.

APPOINTMENT AND RETIREMENT OF D~CTORS

(1) At the armual general meeting in every year there shalt retire from office by
rotation:

(2)

(a)

Oa)

all directors who held office arrd were subject to retirement by rotation
at the time of the two preceding annual general meetings and who did
not retire by rotation at either of them, and

such additional number of directors as shall, when aggregated with the
number of directors retiring under paragraph (a) above, .equal the
Relevant Proportion, provided that:

0) the provisions of this paragraph (b) shall only apply if the
number of directors ret~g under paragraph (a) above is tess
than the Relevant Proportion; and

(ii) subject to the provisions of the Acts and to the following
pmv~sioas of th~se..a~’oles, the directors to retire under this
paragraph (b) sh~U be those who have b:een longest in office
since their last appointment or reappointment, but as between
persons Who b~:ame or were last reappo~ted directors on the
same day those to retie shall (unless they otherwise agree
among themselves) be-d~ed by lot,

In this article 113 "Relevant Proportion" shall mean:

(a)

(b)

one-third of the number,of directors, in c~c~stances where the
~number of 6irectorsis three or, a multiple ofthr,.~e~ or

in all other circumstances, the whole number which is nearest to but
does not exceed one-third of the number of.directors.

114. Subject to the provisions of the Acts and subject to the following provisions of these
articles, the directors to retire by rotation shall include (so far as is necessary to obtain
the number required) any director who wishes to retire and not to offer himself for
re-election and otherwise shall be those who, at the date of the notice of meeting, have
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been longest in office since their !ast appointment or reappointment, but as between
persons who became or were last reappointed directors on the same day those to retire
shall (unless they o_therwise agree among themselves) be determined by !QL

If the Company, at the meeting at which a director retires by rotation, does not fill the
vacancy the retiring director shall, if willing to act, be deemed to have been
reappointed unless at the meetingrit is resolved not to fill the vacancy or a resolution
for the reappointment of the director is put to the meeting and lost,

No person other than a director retiring at the meeting shall be appointed or
reappointed a director at any general meeting unless:

(a)
(b)

he is recommended by the directors; or

not less than seven nor more than 42 days before the date appointed for
holding the meeting, notice executed by a member qualified to vote on the --
appointment or reappointment has been given to the Company of the intention
to propose that person for appointment or reappointment, stating the
particulars which would, ff he Were appointed or reappointed, be required to
be included in the Company’s register of directoi:s,: together with notice
executed by that person of his willingness to be appointed or reappointed.

At a general meeting a motion for the appointment of two or Pore persons as
directors by a single resolution shall not be made, unless a resolution that it shall be so
.made has been firs~ agreed to by the meeting without any vote being given against it,
and for the purposes of this article a motion for approving a person’s appointment or
for nominating a person for appointment shall be treated as a motion for his
appointment.

Subject to the provisions of these articles, the Company may by ordinary resolution
appoint a person who is willing to act as a director, .and is permitted by law to do so,
to be a director, either to fill a vacancy or as an additional director, and may also
determine the rotation in which any additional directors are to retire.

Without prejudice to article 99, the di~ctors may appoint a person who is willing to
act to be a director, either to fill a wacancy or asan additional director, provided that
the appointment.does not cause the.number of directors to exceed any number fixed as
the maximum number of directors. A d~ector so appointed shall retire at the next
following annual general meeting and shall then be eligible for reappointment and
shall not be taken into account in determining the directors who are to retire by
rotation at the meeting.

A director who retires at an annual general meeting may be reappointed. If he is not
reappointed or deemed to have been reappointed, he shall retain office until the
meeting appoints someone in his place or, if it does not do so, until the end of the
meeting.

DISQUALIFICATION AND REMOVAL OF DIRECTORS

In addition to any power of remova!, under the Acts, the Company may, by special
resolution, remove a director before the expiration of his period of office and, subject
to these articles, may, by ordinary resolution, appoint another person who is willing to
act as a director and is permitted by law to do so, to be a director instead of him. A
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person so appointed shall be subject to retirement at the same time as if he had
become a director on the day on which .the director in whose place he is appointed
was last appointed or reappointed a director,

The office of a director shall be vacated if:

(a)

(b)

(c)

:£

he ceases to be a director by virtue of any provision 0fthe Acts or he becomes
prohibited by law from being a director; or

he becomes bankrupt or makes any arrangement or composition with his
creditors generally; or

"(d)

(e)

by reason of his mental health a court makes .an order which wholly or partly
prevents him from personally exercising any powers or’ rights he would
othe~se have; or

he resigns his office by notice in ~tlng to the Company; or
.

in the case of a director who holds arty executive office, his appointmertt as
such is terminated or expires and the directors resolve that he should cease to
be a d~ector; or                             :.

(f) he is absent for more than six consecutive months without permission of the
directors ’from meetings of the dffectors held during that period and the
directors resolve.that he should ceaSe to be a director; or

he is requested in ~ting or using electronic commutations by all the other
directors to resign.

DIRECTORS’ APPOINTMENTS AND INTERESTS

The directors may appoint one or more of their number to the office of chief executive
or to any other executive office of the Company ~d, subject to the pro~sions of the
Acts, any such appointment may be made for such term, at ¯such r/emuner~tion~and on
such other conditions as the directors think fit. A chief executive shall be subject to
retirement by rotation. A~y appoin~ent of a diree~o°r to an executive O:~e shall
temainate if he ceases to be a ~eetor b~it withottt prNudice to any el~ for:damages
for breach of any contract of semite between the director and’the Company..

t24. (I) Subject to the provisions of the Acts, and provided that he has ~sclosed to,the
directors the nature and extent of any material interest of his, a director
notvd’thstanding his office:

(a) may be a party to, or otherwise interested in, any ~saction or
arrangement with the Company or in which the Companyis otherwise
interested;

(b) may (or any firm of which he is a member may) act in a professional
capacity for the Company or any other body in which.the Company is
otherwise interested; and

(c) may be a director or other officer of, or employed by, or a party to any
transaction or arrangement with, or other~se interested in, any body
corporate in which the Compaay is ~t~sted, and (i)he shall not by
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mason of, his office, be accountable to the Company for any benefit
which he derives from any .such office or employment.or from any
such transaction or arrangement or from any interest in any such body
corporate; (ii) he shall not infringe his duty to avoid a situation in
which he has, or earl have a direct or indirect interest that conflicts, or
possibly may conflict, with the interests of the Company as a result of
any such office or employment or any such transaction or arrangement
or any interest in any such body corporate; (iii’) he shall not be required
to disclose to the Company, or use in performing his duties as a
director of the Company, any confidential information relating to such
office, employment or interest if to make such a disclosure or use
would result in a breach of duty or obligation of confidence Owed by
him in relation to or in connection with such office,: employment or
interest; (iv) he may absent himself from discussions, whether in
meetings of the directors or otherwise, and exclude himself from
information, which will or may relate to such office, employment,
transaction, arrangement or intere, st; and (v) no such .transaction or
arrangement shall be liable to be avoided on the ground of any such
interest or benefit.

For the purposes of this article:

(5

Co)

a general notice given to the directors that a director is to be regarded
as having an interest of the nature and extent specified in the notice in
any transaction or arrangement in which a specified person or class.of
persons is interested Shall be deemed to be a disclosure that the director
has an interest inany such transaction of the nature and extent so
specified;

an interest-of which a d~reetor has no I~owledge and of which it is
unreasonable to expect him to have knowledge shall not be .treated as
an interest of his; and

(c) a director shall be deemed to have disclosed the nature and extent of an
interest which consists of trim being a director, officer or employee of
any body corporate in which the Company is interested.

The directors may (subject to such terms and conditions, if any, as they may
think fit to impose from time to time, and subject always to their fight to vary

- or terminate such authorisation) authorise, to the fullest extent permitted by
law:

(a)

(b)

any matter which would otherwise result in.a director infringing his
duty to avoid a situation in which he-has, or can have, a direct or
indirect interest that conflicts, or possibly may conflict, with the
interests of the Company and which may reasonably be regarded as
likely to give rise to a conflict of interest (includiag a conflict of
interest and duty or conflict of duties); and

a director to accept or continue .in any office, employment or position
in addition to. his office as a director of the Company and without
prejudice to the generality of paragraph (1)(a) of this article may
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authorise the manner in which a conflict of interest arising out of such
office, employment or position may be dealt with, either before or at
the time that such a conflict of interest arises,

provided that the authorisation is effective only if 0)any requirement as to the
quorum at the meeting at which the matter is considered is met without
counting the director in question orany other interested director; and (ii) the
matter was agreed to without their voting or would have been agreed to if their
votes had not been counted.

(2) If a matter, or office, employment or position, has been authorised by the.
directors in accordance with this article then (subject to such terms and
conditions, if any; as the directors rrmy think fit to impose from time to time,
and subject always to their fight to vary or terminate such authorisation or the
pe~sSions set out below) -

(a) the director Shall not be required to disclose to the Company, or use in
perfo~g his duties as a director of the Company, any Confidential
information relating to such matter, or Suc:h office, employment or
position if to make such a disclosure or use would result in a breach of
a duty or obligation of confidence owed by/aim in relation to- or in
connection with that matter, or that office, employment or position; ’

Co) the dire c.mrmay absent himself from discussions, whether in meetings
of the directors or o~erwise, and exclude himself from information,
which will or may relate to that matter, or fliat office, employment or
position; and

(c) h director shall not, by reason of his office as a director of the
Company, be aceountab!e to the Company for any benefit which he
derives from any such matter, or from any such office, employment or
position.

DIRECTORS’GRATUITIES AND BENEFITS

The directors may (by the establishment of, or ~nance Of, schemes or otherwise)
provide benefits, whetiier by the pa~ent of aIl ow~ees, ~a~fies or pensions, or by
insurance or death, sickness or disabi!i~ benefits or otherwise,: for any director or any
former director of the company or of any body eoNorate WMch ~s or has been a
subsidi~ of the Company or a predecessor in business of the Company or of any
such subsidiary, and for any member ofhis family (includhag a Spottse or civiI partner
and a former spouse or former civil partner) or any person who is or was dependent
on ~ and may (before as well as a~er h~: ceases to hold.such office or employment)
conla’ibute to any fund and payprem~mms for the purchase or provision of any such
benefit.

(1)

(2)

PROCEEDINGS OF DIRECTORS

Subject to the provisions of these articles, the directors may regulate their
proceedings as they think fit.

A director may, and the secretary at the request of a director shall, call a
m~iiu~ g of the .~’ e_c~o~s b~.no_fi~c~. A aot~_~ of_a !n~ee_ting of th_e. direetor_s shall
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129.

130.

131.

132.

be deemed to be properly given to a director if given to him personally or sent
to him at his last known address or any other address given by him to the
Company for this purpose.

(3) Questions arising at a meeting shall be decided by a majority of votes. A
director who is also an alternate director shall be entitled in the absence of his
appointor to a separate vote on behalf of his appointor in addition to his own
vote; and an alternate director who is appointed by two or more directors shall
be entitled to a separate vote on behalf of each of his appointors in the
appointor’s absence.

No business shall be t~ansacted at any meeting of the directors unless a quorum is
present. The quorum at a meeting of the board of direg~tors shall be three directors,
which, to the extent that the business of a meeting involves the consideration of
editorial or journalistic matters, must include an Independent Director with senior
editorial and/or journalistic expertise, A director shall not be counted in the quorum
present in relation to a matter or resolution on which he is not entitled to vote (or
when his vote cannot be counted) but shall be counted in the quorum present in
relation to all other matters or resolutions considered or voted on at the -meeting. An
alternate director who is not himself a director .shall., if his appointor is not present but
is entitled to be counted in the quorum, be counted in the quorum.

The continuing directors or a sole continuing director may act notwithstanding any
vacancies in their number, but, if the number of directors is less than the number fixed
as the quorum, the continuing directors or director may act only,for the purpose of
filling vacancies or of calling a general meeting.

The directors shall at any time elect from their number, and may remove, a chairman
of the board of directors, who shall be an Independent Director. The chairman shall
preside at all meetings of the directors, but if there is no ch~an, or if at the meeting
the chairman is not present within five minutes after the time appointed for the
meeting, or if the chairman is not willing to act as chairman, the directors present may
choose another Independent Directo~ tO be chairman of the meeting.

All acts done¯ by a meeting of the directors, or of a committee of the directors, or by a
person acting as a director, shall notwithstanding that it may afterwards be discovered
that there was a defect in the appointment of any director or that any of them were
disqualified from holding office, or had vacated office, or were not entitled to vote, or
that the meeting was not quorate (provided that the directors present at the inquorate
meeting believed, in good faith, that the meeting was quorate and made all such
enquiries¯ as were reasonable in the circumstances tO establish that the meeting was
quorate), be as valid as if every such person had been duly appointed and was
qualified and had continued to be a director and had been entitled to vote and that the
meeting was quorate.

A resolution in writing agreed to by all the directors entitled to receive notice of a
meeting of the directors or of a committee of the directors and who would be entitled
to vote (and whose vote would have been counted) on the resolution at a meeting of
the directors shall (if that number is sufficient to constitute a quorum) be as valid and
effectual as if it had been passed at a meeting of the directors or (as the case may be)
of that committee, duly convened and held. A resolution in writing is adopted when
all such directors have signed one or more copies of it or have otherwise indicated
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133.

their agreement to it in writing. A resolution agreed to by an alternate director need
not also be agreed to .by his appointor and, if it is agreed to by a director who has
appointed an alternate director, it need not also be agreed to by the alternate director
in that capacity.

Without prejudice to paragraph (1) of article 127, a meeting of the directors or of a
committee of the directors riaay consist of a conference between directors who are not
all. in one place, but each of whom is able (whether directly or by conference
telephone or by any other form of communication equipment) to hear each of the
other participating directors, and to speak to and be heard by each of the others
simultaneously. A director taking part in such a conference shall be deemed to be.
present in pergon at the meeting and shall be entitled to vote and be counted in the
quorum accordingly and the word "meeting" in these articles shall be -. construed
accordingly,

134. (1) Subject to any other provision of these articles, a director shall not vote at a
meeting of the directors (or at, a meeting of a committee consisting of one or
more directors)on any resolution concerning a material matter in which he
has, directly or indYrectly, a material interest (other than an interest in’ shares,
debentures or other securities of, or otl~erwise in or through, the Company),
unless his interest arises only because the ease falls within one or more of the
following sub-paragraphs:

(a) the resolution relates to the giving to him of a guarantee, security, or
indemnity in respect of money lent to, or an obligation incurred by him
at the request of, or for the benefit of, the Company or any of its
subsidiaries;

(b) the resolution relates to the giving to a third party of a guarantee,
security, or indemnity in respect of a debt or obligation of the
Companyor any of its subsidiaries for which the direGtor has assumed
responsibility in whole or pai~ and whether alone or jointly with others
under a guarantee or in~demnity or by the giving of security;

(c)

(d)

the resolution relates to the giving tO himof any other inde~ty which
is on substantially the same terms as indemnities given or to be given
to all of the .other directors and/or to the fimding by the Company of
his expenditure on defending proceedings or the doing by the
Company of anything to-enable him to avoid incurring such
expenditure where all other directors have been given or are to be
given substantially the same arrangements;

his interest arises by virtue of his being, or intending to become, a
participant in the underwriting or sub-tmderwriting of an offer of any
shares in or debentures or othersecurities of the Company for
subscription, purchase or exchange;

the resolution relates to an arrangement for the benefit of the
employees and directors and/or former employees and directors of the
Company or any of its subsidiaries, and/or the members of their
families (including a spouse or civil partner or a former spouse or
former civil partner) or any person Who is or was depender on such
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136.

137.

persons, including but without being limited to a retirement benefits
scheme and an employees’ share scheme, which does not accord to any
director any privilege .or advantage not generally accorded to the
employees and/or former employees to whom the arrangement relates;
and

(0 the resolution relates to the purchase or maintenance for any director or
directors of insurance against any liability.

(2) For thepurposes of paragraph (1) of this article,

(a)
i

an interest of any person who is a connected person of a director within
the meaning of section 252 of the Companies Act 2006 shall be taken
to be the interest of that director and, in relation to an alternate
director, an interest of his appointor shall, be treated as an interest of
the alternate director without prejudice to any interest which the
alternate director has otherwise; and

(b) without prejudice to the generality of paragraph (1) of this article, a
director shall be considered to be interested in a matter if it relates to a
transaction or arrangement with a person or body corporate of or in
which he is an officer, employee, shareholder, consultant, adviser or
representative or in which he is otherwise interested.

(3) Where proposals are under consideration concerning the appointment
(including the fixing or vatTying of terms of appointment) of two or more
directors to offices or employments with the Company or any body corporate
in which the Company is interested, the proposals may be divided and
considered in relation to each director separately and (provided he is not for
any reason precluded from voting) each of the directors concerned shall be
entitled to vote and be counted in the quorum in respect of each resolution
except that concerning his own appointment.

1

The Company may by ordinary resolution suspend or relax to any extent, either
generally or in respect of any particular matter, any provision of these articles
prohibiting a director from voting at a meeting of the directors or of a committee of
the directors or ratify any transaction not duly authorised by reason of contravention
of any such provision.

If a questiori arises at a meeting of the directors, or a meeting .of a committee of the
directors, as to the right of a director to vote, including whether a director has a
material interest and/or whether a matter is material for the purposes of article 134,
the question may, before the conclusion of the meeting, be decided by a resolution of
a majority of directors present at the meeting (other than the dkector concerned and
any other director having alike interest as such director) and such resolution shall be
t’mal and conclusive.

GOVERNANCE AND EDITORIAL COMMITTEE

For so long as News Corporation in combination with any member(s) of the same
Group of Interconnected Bodies Corporate as News Corporation does not control
more than 50% of the votes capable of being cast at a general meeting of the
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139.

140.

141.

142.

143.

Company, the Company sb_aU establish and maintain a Governance and Editorial
Committee.

The Govemanc).e and Editorial Committee shall be chaired by an Independent Director
and shall consist of directors of the Company provided that a majority of .the
Governance and Editorial Committee shall consist of Independent Directors. At least
one of the Independent Directors sitting on the Governance and Editorial Committee
shall be a person with senior editorial and/or journalistic experience.

The Governance and Editorial C9mmittee shall:

(1)

(2)

oversee compliance by the Company with the Governance and Editorial
Comml"ttee Matters;

operate under terms of reference which shall stipulate that the Governance and
Editorial Committee will:

(a) be adequately resourced and have powers to review and investigate all
areas within the remit of the Governance and Editorial Committee;

(b) meet at least four times a year;

(c)

(d)

report on a regular basis to the Company’s board of directors;

cause a statement to be included in the Company’s annual, report on its
acfi~ties including its oversight functions rdating to the Governance
and Editorial Committee M~ers;

consider any representation made by the Head of Sky News as to the
Company’s eomp!iance with a~des 90 and 91 and, report any such
representations to the board of the Company; and

(3)

(0 advise the Comparty’s bo~d of.~ectors. On any issues within its remit,
including any approvals specified in article 91; and

be quorate in respea o~ the considerafi0n of editorial or jo~atistic matters
Q~ly if an Independent D~ector wi~ senior editorial and/or ~oumalistic
experience is present,

Subject to the provis.ions of these articles, the terms of.reference of the GOvernance
and Editorial Commi;ttee shall be deleted by be Company’s board of directors.

AUDIT cO~TTEE

The Company sh~l establish ~d m~ntam an Audit C0~[ttee, w~eh :shall consist
exclusively of Independent Dir~ors antl wilt have the power to approve the
transaetiong referred to in a~ietes 92 and 93.

Subject to the provisions of ~ese articles, the terms of reference of the Audit
Committee shall be dete~ned l~y the Company’s board of~ect~s.

MINUTES

The directors shall cause minutes to bemade in~ooks kept for the purpose:
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145.

146.

147.

148.

149.

(a) of all appointments of officers made bythe directors; and

(b) of all proceedings at meetings Of the Company, of the holders of any class of
shares in the Company, and of the directors, and of committees of the
directors, including the names of the directors present at each such meeting.

Minutes shall be retained for at least ten years from the date of the appointment or
meeting, and shall be kept available for inspection in accordance with the Acts.

Any such minutes, if purporting to be signed by the chairman of the meeting to which
they relate or of the meeting at which they are read, shall be sufficient evidence
without any further proof of the facts therein stated.

.SECRETARY

Subject to the provisions of the Acts, the secretary shall be appointed by the directors
for such term, at such remuneration and on such other conditions as they think fit; and
any secretary so appointed may be removed by them.

THE SEAL

The seal shall be used only by the authorit4y of a resolution of the directors or of a
committee of the directors. The directors may determine whether any instrument to
which the seal is affixed, shall be signed and, if it is to be signed, who shall sign it.
Unless otherwise determined by the directors:

(a) share certificates and, subject to the provisions of any instrument constituting"
the same, certificates issued under the seal in respect of any debentures or
other securities, need not be signed and any signature may’be applied to any
such certificate by any mechanical or other means or may be printed on it; and

(b) every other instrument to which the seal is affixed shall be signed by two
authorised persons or by a director in the presence of a witness who attests the
signature and for this purpose an authorised person is any director or the
secretary of the Company.

Subject to the provisions of the Acts, the Company may have an official seal for use
in arty.place.

DIVIDENDS

Subject to the provisions of the Acts, the Company may by ordinary resolution
declare dividends in accordance with the respective rights of the members, but no
dividend shall exceed the amount recommended by the directors.

Subject to the provisions of the Acts, the directors may pay interim dividends of such
amounts and on such dates and in respect of such periods as they may think fit if it
appears to them that they are justified by the profits of the Company available for
distfibutiori. If the share capital is divided into different classes, the directors may pay
interim dividends on shares which confer deferred or non-preferred rights with regard
to dividend as well as on shares which confer preferential fights with regard to
dividend, but no interim dividend shall be paid on shares carrying deferred or
non-preferred rights if at the time of payment, any preferential dividend is in arrear.
The directors may also pay at intervals osettled.hy t!tem ~ r ~vidend payable at a
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fixed rate if it appears to them that the profits available for distribution justify the
payment. If the directors act in good faith they shall not incur any liability to the
holders of shares conferring preferred rights for any loss they may suffer by the lawful
payment of an interim dividend on any shares having deferred or non-preferred rights.

I50. Subject to the provisions of the Acts and except as otherwise I~rovided by these
articles or the rights attached to shares, all dividends shall be declared and paid
according to the amounts paid up on the shares on which the dividend is paid. If any
share is issued on terms that it ranks for dividend as from a particular date, it shall
rank for dividend accordingly. In any other case (and except as aforesaid), dividends
shall be apportioned and paid proportionately to the amounts paid up on the shares
during any portion or portions of the period in respect of which the dividend is paid.
For the purpose of this article, an amount paid up on a share in advance of a call shall
be treated, in relation to any dividend declared after the payment but before the call,
as not paid up on the share.

151. A general meeting declaring a dividend may, upon the recommendation of the
directors, by ordinary resolution direct that it shall be satisfied wholly or partly by the
distribution of assets and, where any difficulty arises in regard to the distribution, the
directors may settle the same as they think fit and in particular (but without limitation)
may issue fractional certificates (or ignore fractions) and fix the value for distribution
of any assets~ and may determine that cash Shall be paid to any member on tl~e basis
of the value so fixed in order to adjust the rights of members, and may vest any assets
in trustees.

152. (1) Any dividend or other money payable in respect Of a share may be paid, by
cheque or warrant sent by post to the registered address of the person entitled
or, if two or more persons are the holders of the share or are jointly entitled to
it by reason of the death or bankruptcy of the holder, to the registered address
of that one of those persons who is first named in the register of members or to
such person and to such address as the person or persons entitled may by
notice direct. Every cheque or warrant sh~! be made payable to the order of
or to the person or persons entitled or to such other person as the person or
persons entitled may by notice direct and payment of the cheque or warrant
shall be a good dlseharge to the Company, tMay such dividend or.other money
may also be paid by any other method (including direct debit and b~.transfer
or, in respect of shares in uncertificated form, where the Company is
authorised to do so by or on behalf of the holder or joint holders, in such
manner as the directors may from time to time consider sufficient, by means of
a relevant system) which the directors consider appropriate. Any joint holder
or other person jointly entitled to a share as aforesaid may give receipts for any
dividend or other money payable in respect of the share.

(2) The Company may cease to send any cheque or warrant (or to rise any other
method of payment) for any dividend payable in respect of a share if:

(a) in respect of at least two consecutive dividends payable on that share
the cheque or warrant has been returned undelivered or remains
uncashed (or that other method of payment has failed); or

Co) foUowing one such occasion, reasonable enquiries have failed to
estabtish ,,any, new add~ossof th~ hoM~., .................
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154.

155.

but, subject to the provisions of these articles, shall recommence sending
cheques Or. warrants (or using another method of payment) for dividends
payable on that share if the person or persons entitled so request and have
supplied in writing a new address or account to be used for that purpose.

No dividend or other money payable in respect of a share shall bear interest against
the Company, unless otherwise provided by the rights attached to the share.

Any dividend which has remained unclaimed for 12 years from the date when it
became due for payment shall, if the directors so resolve, be forfeited and cease to
remain owing by the Company.

The directors may, with the authority of an ordinary resolution of the Company, offer
any holders of ordinary shares the right to elect to receive ordinary shares, credited as
fully paid, instead of cash in respect of the whole (or some part, to be determined by
the directors) of any dividend specified by the ordinary resolution. The following
provisions shall apply:

(a)

(b)

The said resolution may specify a particular dividend ’(whether or not
declared), or may specify all or any dividends declared or payable within a
spe:cified period, but such period may not end later than the beginning of the
fifth annual general meeting next following the date of the meeting at which
the ordinary resolution is passed.

The entitlement of each holder of ordinary shares to new ordinary shares shall
be such that the relevant value of the entitlement shall be as nearly as possible
equal to (but not greater than) the cash amount (disregarding.any tax credit)
that such holder would have received by way of dividend. For this purpose
"relevant value’~ shall be calculated by reference to the ,average of the middle
market quotations for the Company’s ordinary shares on the London StOck
Exchange as derived from the Dally Official List, for the day on which the
ordinary shares are first quoted "ex" the relevant dividend and the four
subsequent dealing days, or in such other manner as may be determined by or
in accordance with the ordinary resolution. A certificate or report by the
auditors as to the amount of the relevant value in respect of any dividend shall
be conclusive evidence of that amount.

(e)

(d)

No fraction of a shareshall be allotted and the directors may deal with any
fractions .which arise as they think fit.

The directors shall, after determining the basis of allotment, notify the holders
of ordinary shares in writing of the right of election offered to them, and
specify the procedure to be followed and place~at which, and the latest time by
which, elections must be received in order to be effective.

(e) The directors may exclude from any offer any holders of ordinary shares
where the directors believe that the making of the offer to them would or
might involve the contravention of the laws of any territory or that for any
other reason the offer’should not be made to them.

(0 The dividend (or that part of the dividend in respect of which a right of
election has been given) shall not be payable on ordinary shares in respect of
which an election has been duly made (’~the elected or "dinary shares") and
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(g)

(h)

instead additional ordinary shares shall be allotted to the holders of the elected
ordinary shares on the basis of allotment determined as aforesaid. For such
purpose the directors shall capitalise out of any" amount for the time being
standing to the credit of any reserCe’ or fired (including any.share premium
account or capital redemption reserve) or any of the profits which could.
otherwise have been applied in paying dividends in cash, as the directors may
determine, a sum equal to the aggregate nominal amount of the additional
ordinary shares to be allotted on that basis and apply it in paying up in full the
appropriate number of unissued ordinary shares for allotment and distribution
to the holders of the elected ordinary shares on that basis.

The directors shall not proceed with any election unless the Company has
. sufficient reserves or fimds that may:be capitalised to g~ve effect to it after the
basis of allotment is determined.

The additional ordinary shares when allotted shall ,rank pad passu in a!l
respects with the fully paid ordinary shares then in issue except that they will
not be entitled to participation in the dividend in lieu of wMch they were
allotted.

(i)

The directors may do all acts and things wl~ich they consider necessary or
expedient to give effect to any such e apitalisation, arid may authorise any
person to enter on behalf of all the members interested ~to an agreement with
the-Company.providing for such capita!isation and in¢!deatal matters and any
agreement so’made shall be binding on all concerned.

CAPITALISATION OF PROFITS"

The directors
Company:

may with the authority of an ordinary resolution of the

(a) subject as hereinafter provided, resolve to eapitalise any undivided
profits of the: Company not requi,red: for p~g ~Y preferential
cllvidend (whether or not ~they ~e avaiIable for:~b~tion) or any sum
st-andi~, g to the credit of any res~� or fi~d of theCompany (including
any share premium account or ¢apitaLredemptior~ resel~e:);

appropriate the sum resolved to be eapitalised to the members in
proportion to the nominat~ amounts of the shares (whether or not fully
paid) held by them respectively which would entitl¢.them to participate
in a distribution of that sum i:f the shares were ~I:y paid and the sam
were then dis~bu~ble and were distributed by way o:f dividend and
apply such sum o~ tlieir belml:f eKh~ in or tow~ds paying up the
amounts, if ar~y, for the t~e being ~aid or~ aay sl~ares held by them
respectively, or in paying up in full shares or debentures of the
Company of a nominal amount equal to that sum, and allot such shares
or debentures credited as fully paid to those members or as they may
direct, in those proportions, or partly in one way and partly in the
other, but the share premium account, the capital redemption reserve,
and any profits which are not available for distribution may, for the
purposes of this article, only be applied in paying up shares to be

............... _al!.0.~edto members credited.~_.~ll.~_~P.~_dL
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(2)

resolve that any shares so allotted to any member in ¯respect of a
holding by him of any partly paid shares shall so long as such shares
remain partly, paid rank for dividend on!y to the extent that the latter
shares rank for dividend;

(d) make such provision by the issue of fractional certificates (or by
ignoring fractions) or by payment in cash or otherwise as they
determine in the case of shares or debeiatures becoming distributable in
fractions;

(e) authorise any person to enter on behalf of all the members concerned
into an agreement with the Company providing for the allotment to
them. respectively, credited as fully paid, of any further shares to which
they are entitled upon such capitalisation, any agreement made under
such authority being binding on all such members~and

generally do all acts and things required to give effect to such
resolution as aforesaid.

Where, pursuant to an employees’ share scheme (within the meaning Of
section 1166 of the Companies Act 2006) the Company has granted options to
subscribe for shares on terms which provide (inter alia) for adjustments to the
subscription price payable on the exercise Of such options or to the number of
shares to be allotted upon such exercise in the event of arty increase or
reduction in or other reorganisation of the Company’s issued share capital and
an otherwise appropriate adjustment would result in the subscription price for
any share being less than its nominal value, then, subject to the provisions of
the Acts, the directors may, on the exercise of any of the options concerned
and. payment of the subscription price which would have applied had such
adjustment been made, capitalise any such profits or other sum as is
mentioned in paragraph (1)(a) above to the extent necessary to pay up the
unpaid balance of the nominal value of the shares which fall to be allotted on
the exercise of such options and apply such amount in paying up such balance
and allot sliares fully paid accordingly. The provisions of paragraphs (1)~a) to
(f) above shall applymutatis mutandis to this paragraph (but as if the authority
of an ordiriary resolution of the Company were not requfred).

RECORD DATES

Notwithstanding any other provision of these articles, but without prejudice to the
rights attached to any shares, the Company or the directors may fix a date as the
record date by reference to which a dividend ~1 be declared or paid or a distribution,
allotment or _issue made, and that date may be before, on or after the date on which the
dividend, distribution, allotment or issue is declared, paid or made (as the case may
be). Where such a record date is fixed, references in ¯these articles to a holder of
shares or member to whom a dividend is to be paid or a distribution, ..allotment or
issue is to be made shall be construed accordingly.

ACCOUNTS
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159.

160.

No member (other than a director) shaJl have any right of inspecting any accounting
record or other document of the Company, unless he is authorised to do so by statute,
by order of the court, by the dkectors or by ordinary resolution of the Company.

NOTICES AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS

Any notice to be given to or by any person pursuant to these articles shall be in
writing other than a notice calling a meeting of the directors which need not be in
writing.

(1) Any notice, documentor information may (without prejudice to articles.
163and 164) be given, sent or supplied by the Company to any member
either:-

(a) personally; or

(e)

(d)

by sending it by post in a prepaid’envelope addressed to the member at
his registered address or postal address given pursuant to article
160(4), or by leaving it at that address; or

by sending it in electronic form to a person who has agreed (generally
or specifically) thatthe notice, document or information may be sent or
supplied in that form (and has not revoked that agreement); or

subject to the provisions of the ACts, by m~g it available on a
website, provided that the requirements in article !60(2) are satisfied.

The requkements referred to in article 160(1)(d) are that: -

(a)

Co)

(c)

the member has agreed (gene~;al!y or specif!caily) that the notice,
document or info~ati~n.may be sent or suppFted m ~ by being
made availabIe on a ~ebsite-(and has not revoked ~at agreemen.t), or
the member has been. asked_ by the C’omp~y to .agree that the
Company may send or s~ply: notices, docum~ts and information
ge~allT, or ~e rmtice~ ~ent or ~ormaf!on in q~stion, to him
bym~g it availaNe on a website and~:the~Comp~y has not received
a response wi~ ~e. peri0d ~f28 days he, gi~g:~on ~e date on which
the Company’s request was sent and the member is therefore taken to
have so agreed (~tl has not t~ked that agreement);

the member is.sent a notification of the presence :of the notice,
document or informaffon on a ~ bs~te, the ad~esS of:that website, the
place ota that website where it may be accessed, mad ~owit may be
accessed ( notification of avmtability );:

in the case of a notice of meeting, the notification of availability states
that it concerns a notice 0f a company meeting, specifies, the place,
time and date of the meeting, and states Whether it will be an annual
general meeting; and

(d) the notice; document or information continues to be published on that
website, in the case of a notice of meeting, throughout the period
begirlning with the date of the notification of availability and ending
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161.

162.

163.

O)

with the conclusion of-the meeting and in all other Cases throughout the
period specified by any applicable provision of the Acts, or, if no such
period is specified, throughout the period of 28 days beginning with
the date on which the notification of availability is sent to the member,
save that if the notice, document or information is made available for
part only of that period then failure to make it available throughout that
period shall be disregarded where such failure is wholly attributable to
circumstances which it would not be reasonable to have expected the
Company toprevent or avoid.

In the case of joint holders of a share:-

(a)

co)

it shall be sufficient for all notices, documents and other information to
be given, sent or supplied to the joint holder whose name stands first in
the register of members in respect of the joint holding (the "first named
holder") only; and

the agreement of the first named holder that notices, documents and
information may he given, sent or supplied in electronic form or by
being made available on a website shall be binding on all the joint
holders.

(4)

(5)

A member whose registered address, is not within the United Kingdom shall
not be entitled to receive any notice, document or information from the
Company unless fie gives to the Company an address (not being an electronic
address) within the United Kingdom at which notices, documents or
information may be given to him.

For the avoidance of doubt, the provisions of this article 160 are subject to
article 57.

(6) The Company may at any time and at its sole discretion choose to give, send
or supply notices, documents and information only in hard copy form to some
or all members.

A member present either in person or by proxy, or in the case of a corporate member
by a duly authorised representative, at any meeting of the Company or of the holders
of any class of shares shall be deemed to have received notice of the meeting and,
where requisite, of the purposes for which it was called.

(1) Any notice to be given to a member may be given by reference to the register
of members as it stands at any time within the period of 15 days before the
notice is given; and no change in the register after that time shall invalidate the
giving of the notice.

(2) Every person who becomes entitled to a share shall be bound by any notice in
respect of that share which, before his name is entered in the register of
members, has been given to the person from whom he derives his title; but this
paragraph does not apply to a notice given under section 793 of the
Companies Act 2006.

Subject to the Acts, Where by reason of the suspension or curtailment of postal
Services within the United Kingdom, the Compa~ly is unable effectively to give notice
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164.

I65.

166.

of a general meeting, the general meeting may be convened by a notice advertised in
two national daily newspapers published in the United Kingdom. The Company shall
send a copy ofthe notice to members in the same manner as it sends notices under
article 160 if at least seven clear days before tlie meeting..~e posting of notices to
addressesthroughout the United Kingdom again becomes practie~tble.

Subject to the Acts, any notice, document or information to be given, sent or supplied
by the Company to the members or any of them, not being a notice to which
article 163 applies, shall be sufficiently given, sent or supplied if given by
adx’erfi’sement in at least one leading national daily newspaper published in the United
Kingdom.

Atay notice, document or information given, sent or Supplied by the Coinpany to the
members or any of them:-

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

by post, shall be deemed to have been received 24 hours after the time at
which the envelope containing the notice, document or information was posted
unless it was sent by second class post or there is only one class of post, or it
was sent by airmail to anaddress outside the United ~gdtm, in which case
it shall be deemed .to hax;e been received-48 hours a~er it was posted. Proof
that the envelope was properly addressed, prepMd and posted shall be
conclusive evidence that the notice, document or information was sent;

by advertisement; shall.be deemed to have been received on the day on which
the advettisemen~t appears;

by electronic means, shall be deemed to have b~en received 24 hours after it
was sent. Proof that a notice, document or information in electronic form was
addressed to the electronic address prodded by the member for the purpose of
receiving communications from the Company shall be conclusive evidence
that the notice, document or information was sent;

by m~g it available on a website, shall be deemed to have been received on
the date on which notification of availability on the Web s~te is: deemed to have
been received in accordance with this article Or, if later, the date on which it is
first made av~abi~ on thewebsite;

(e) by me~s of a relevant system, sh~ be deemed to have been received 24
hours after the Company, or hny sponsofir~g: system pa~ieipant a¢~g on the
Company’s behalf, sends the issuer-instruction relating to the notice, document
or ~otmation.

Any notice document or information may be given, sent or supplied by the Company
to the person entitled to a share in consequence ofthe deatla or bankruptcy of a
member by sending or delivering it in any manner authorised by these articles for the
giving of notice to a member addressed to that person by name, or by the title of
i~presentative of the deceased or trustee of the bankrupt or by any fike description, at
the address, if any, within the United Kingdom supplied for ~at purpose by the
person el.aiming to be so entitled.. Until such an address has been supplied, a notice
may be given in any manner in which it might have been given if the death or
bankruptcy had not occurred.
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167.

16g.

169.

If on three consecutive occasions notices, documents or information sent or supplied
to a member have been returned undelivered, the member shall not be entitled to
receive any subsequent notice, document or information until he has supplied to the
Company (or its agent) a new registered address or a postal address within the United
Kingdom, or (without prejudice to article 160(4)) shall have informed the Company,
in such a manner as may be specified by the Company, of an electronic address. For
the purposes of this article, references to notices, documents or information ine!ude
references’ to a cheque or other instrument of payment; but nothing in this article shall
entitle the Company to cease sending any cheque or other instrument ofpayment for
any dividend, unless it is otherwise so entitled under thesearticles.

Where a document is required under these articles to be signed by a member or any
other person, if the document is in electronic form, then in order to be valid the
document must either:

(a) incorporate the electronic signature, or.personal identification details (which
may be details previously allocated by the Company), of that member or other
person, in such form as the directors may approve, or

(b) be accompanied by such other, evidence as the directors may require in order
to be satisfied that the document is genuine.

The Company may designate mechanisms for validating any such document and a
document not validated by the use of any such mechanisms shall be deemed as having
not been received by the Company. In the case of any document .or information
¯ relating to a meeting, an instrument of proxy or invitation to appoint a proxy, any
validation requirements shall be specified in the relevant notice of meeting in
accordance with articles 56 and 84.

DESTRUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

(1) The Company may destroy:

(a) any instrument of transfer, after six years from the date on which it is
register.ed;         -

(b) any dividend mandate or notification of change of name or address,
after two years from the date on which it is recorded;

(e) any share certificate, after one year from the date on which it is
cancelled; and

(2)

(d) any other document on the basis of which an entry in the register of
members is made, after sixyears from the date on which it is made.

Any document referred to in paragraph (1) of this article may be destroyed
earlier than the relevant date authorised by that paragraph, provided that a
permanent ~?ecord of the document is made which is not destroyed before that
date.

(3) It shall be conclusively presumed in favour of the Company that every entry in
the register of members purporting to have been made on the basis of a
document destroyed in accordance with this article was duly and properly
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170.

171.

made, that every instrument of transfer so destroyed was duly registered, that
every share certificate so destroyed was duly cancelled, and that every other
document so destroyed was valid and effective in accordance with the
particulars in the records of the Company, provided that:

this article shall apply ouly to the destruction of a document in good
faith and without notice of any claim (regardless of the parties to i0 to
which the document might be relevant;

(b) nothing in this article shall be construed as imposing upon the
Company any liability in respect of the destruction of any such
document otherwise, than in accordance with this article whieh would
not attach to the Company in the absence of this ai~ele; and

(c) references in this article to the destruction of any documem.include
references tO the disposal of it in any manner~

WINDING UP

If the Company commences liquidation, the liquidator may, with tlae sanction of a
special resolution and any other sanction required by law, subject to the provisions of
the Acts divide among the members in specie the whole or any part of the assets,
whether they shall consist of property of the same kind or not, of the Company and
may, for that purpose, value any assets as he deems fair and determine how the
division shall be carried out as between the members or different classes of members.
The liquidator may, with the like sanction, vest the whole or any part of the assets in
trustees upon such trusts for the benefit oft he members as he may with the like
sanction determine, but no member shall be compelled to accept any assets upon
which there is a liability.

INDEMNITY

Subject to the provisions of the Acts, the Company may:

indemnify to any extent any person,who is or was a director, or a director of
any associated company, directly or indirectly (including by =funding any
expenditure incurred or to be incurred,by him) against any loss or liability;
whether in connection with any proven or ~eged negligence, default, breach
of duty or breach of trust, by him or otherwise, in relation to the Company or
any associated company; and/or

(b) indemnify to any extent any person who is or was a director of an associated
company t!aat is a trustee of an occupational pension scheme, directly or
indirectly (including by funding any exp6ndittt~e incurred or to be incurred by
him) against any liability incurred by him in connection with the company’s
activities as trustee of an occupational pension scheme; and/or

(e) purchase and maintain insurance for any person who is or was a director, or a
director of any associated company, against any loss or liability or any
expenditure he may incur, whether in connection with any proven or alleged
negligence, default, breach of duty or breach of trust by him or otherwise, in
relation to the Company or any associated company.
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Summary of responses to the consultation seeking views
on the undertakings offered by News Corporation 3 March
- 21 March 2011

We received submissions from a range of stakeholders.

,
Commercial and professional organisations
o BT
o Slaughter and May on behalf of BT, Guardian Media Group, Associated

Newspapers Limited, Trinity Mirror PIc, Northcliffe Media and Telegraph
Media Group

o Virgin Media
o Trinity Mirror PLC
o DTT Multiplex Operators Limited

2. Lobbying groups
o DLA Piper on behalf of Avaaz

3. Academic and industry observers
o. Steve Barnett
o Bournemouth Media School, Bournemouth University
o Communications and Media Research Institute (CAMRI)
o Jewish Funds for Justice
o Media Matters for America
o UK Coalition for Cultural Diversity
o Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom°

4. Unions o ~~ ~--~
o TUC
o BECTU
o National Union of Journalists, Parliamentary Group
o National Union of Journalists

5. Direct submissions from individuals and MPs

6. Over 40,000 individuals via an online campaign organised by Avaaz
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Annex

Analysis of Responses

1. Responses from commercial and professional or.qanisations

BT - (redacted version)

BT expressed concern that News Corp has full control of Sky News for 9
month interim period when it can influence Sky News’ future agenda. 3
months normally considered the maximum acceptable period. UILs will not
prevent News Corp interfering in Sky News during this time, nor prevent the
sharing of confidential information between News Corp and Sky News.
BT considers that the UILs pave the way for News Corp to make a full bid for
Sky News in 10 years’ time. The impending expiry of the carriage agreement
between BSkyB and Sky News that underpins viability of Newco will make it
less attractive to competing bidders. The acquisition of further shares by
News Corp in 10 years may not trigger a control review.
Not independently viable: the UlLs do not ensure the Newco is
independently viable in terms of voting rights, directorships, the web of
contracts between News Corp/BSkyB and Sky News and the insufficiency of
independent contracts for Sky News.
Voting rights may be used by News Corp to undermine the UiLs: BT
argues that as News Coi~p through BSkyB is likely to have a majority of voting
rights at general meetings of Newco, it will enable BSkyB to block important
resolutions. This could give News Corp control over an important source of
funding for Newco and a share issue may be blocked by BSkyB.
Newco will have no independent way of raising money and all Newco’s
revenue streams will have to come from third party contracts. BT says that
third party contracts are a fragile basis for funding particularly when the
principal contract Newco relies on is the carriage agreement. The UILs
should ensure that Newco’s borrowing powem are enshrined in the Articles.
The independence of the board is not guaranteed since only one
independent director has to have senior editorial/journalistic experience, this
may result in a majority of industry experts on Sky News Board being BSkyB
appointees. The single expert independent director will be the !ynchpin for
guaranteeing the board’s independence and the UILS do not provide enough
support; no fellow independent expert .board members, no requirement that
they should be present at meetings, no provision to cover for any long term
absence.
BT said independent non-experts may not have the experience required to
probe some of the more complex board proposals.
Contracts can be used to frustrate the undertakings: All of Newco’s
contracts will be with BSkyB and that this will give News Corp multiple
opportunities to use BSkyB’s contractual rights to frustrate the UILs. BT
referred to a number of points as examples which are set out below:

o The 10 year carriage agreement is not long enough to secure Newco’s
independence.

o BT was concerned that the Brand Licensing Agreement might be used
as a-controFmechanism byNews C-orp; the example-g~ven was art

2
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obligation not to denigrate the brand could be used to control Newco’s
activities.

o BT thought that it was not satisfactory that the Carriage Agreement
should end once the Brand Licensing Agreement ceases as they
believe this prevents Newco from ending the Brand Licensing
Agreement after the initial 7 year term in readiness for the Carriage
Agreement elapsing.

o BT said that BSkyB and Newco being required to share premises and
facilities for 15 years is all to BSkyB’s advantage as it will bring .huge
scope for fertilisation and influence. BT said that the UILs should
ensure that News Corp provides Newco with the financial means to be
physically separate.

o BT say that the UILs should require advertising to be handled by a third
party albeit funded by BskyB, as BSkyB may otherwise try to secure
terms that advantage News Corp or BSkyB instead of securing the
most attractive financial deal for Sky News.

News Corp can reacquire Newco after 10 years: BT states that the
impending expiry of the carriage agreement between BSkyB and Sky News
will make Newco less attractive to other bidders,, leaving the field open for
News Corp. BT’s concern is that a bid for Newco would not necessarily
trigger the merger control provisions of the Enterprise Act as: gross assets
may be below the £70 million threshold and may not increase a share of
supply of 25% or more.
BT believes that the Audit Committees powers are too vague to be effective.
The corporate governance and editorial committee’s powers are central to the
UILs and are insufficiently defined. The UILs should set out Newco’s
obligations in greater detail including a requirement for breaches to be
reported to the Editorial Committee and then reportedto OFT or Ofcom who
should be given formal responsibility for supervision of the operation of the
UILs. UILs should require the head of Sky News to make representations to
the Editorial committee on compliance with the principle of editorial
independence.
BT also state that there should be a requirement in the UILs for News Corp
and BSkyB not to discriminate against Newco in their commercial deals, and
to grant Newco no less favourable .terms than a third party.
BT in conclusion consider that the UILs pave the way for News Corp to make
full bid for Sky News in 10 years’ time and that the proposal should be
referred to the Competition Commission to unpick the complexities of the U IL
and ensure future of media plurality.

DTT Multiplex Operators Limited (DrMOL) (redacted version)

DTT Multiplex operators limited noted that New Corporation have undertaken
to use all reasonable endeavours to transfer or make available to Newco
capacity for one standard definition channel until the expiry of Sky’s existing
agreement in respect of broadcast of Sky News and ensure that Newco-is
provided with an EPG slot which is no work than Sky News current slot on Sky
Platform.
DMOL then noted that Sky has refused to enter into a LCN (Logical Channel
Numbers.) agreement or have discussions with DMOL about them, DMOL are
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concerned that News Corporation’s endeavours regarding Newco EPG slot
are limited to Sky Platform alone and no consideration has been given to the
provision of the Newco EPG slot on- DTT. DMOL feel that Newco will have a
more favourable view and long term commitment to the DTT platform.
DMOL suggested that Secretary of State makes an LCN agreement by Sky
with DMOL for Sky News a requirement of the acquisition and the agreement
allows Sky News to take advantage of the DMOL LCN policyl
DMOL confirmed that if Newco do not sign a DMOL LCN Agreement or
receive the benefit of such an agreement via Sky it risks losing security over
its current LCN and continued engineering support from DMOL for service
information related changes.

Slaughter and May on behalf of BT, Guardian Media Group, Associated
Mewspapers Limited, Trinity Mirror PIc, Northcliffe Media and Telegraph Media
Group- sent to Hugh Robertson MP and then forwarded.

¯ A letter was sent on behalf of the alliance of media organisation setting out
why they believe the proposed undertaking will be ineffective and not achieve
their stated aim of protecting plurality in news media. It also set out
arguments why the UtLs should not be a, ccepted and the matter ,referred to
the Competition Commission.

¯ The letter argued that Newco will be in a state of economic dependency
visa vis News Corporation as will rely on News Corp for 85% of its revenue
and for access to the market via digital satellite BSkyB platform. Newco will
also be tied into the royalty bearing brand licensing agreement With News
Corp for the Sky News and other associated brands, It is felt that this will
provide a means for News Corp. to exert influence.

¯ The safeguards for editorial independence are weak and of the,sort that
News Corporation has previously been, adept at undermining. Only one
of the independent directors of Newco will be required to have editorial or
senior journalistic experience. The remedy relies on an unspecified principle
of editorial independence and the safeguards for Staff are too legalistic and
written in emplOyment terms. They require editorial staff to put themselves
into dispute with employers in defence of editorial independence which is
regarded as an extreme and risky step. The proposal for a subcommittee of
main board of Newco to oversee this is a remedy precisely of the sort that has
previously been undermined by the News Corporation.

¯ Neither OFCOM or OFT regard this remedy as a sustainable solution.
The Alliance feel that OFCOM’s and OFT’s advice about the proposed
remedy only being effective in the short to medium term does not amount to
advice as to the apprOpriate duration of the remedy.

¯ The proposed consultation is insufficient The alliance do not regard it as
practically possible to prepare review and anticipate the complex effects of the
proposals in a two week consultation period especially as some of the key
elements of the arrangements have not been made public.

¯ The remedy puts toomuch power in the hands of the CultureSecretary
rather than independent regulators. The alliance mention that there are at
least seven different ways in which the Culture Secretary can be required to
approve or agreeto behaviours governed by the undertakings, which make
them incredibly susceptible to. more o_r less implicit P~!~i_~a! !nterfemnce in
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future. The undertakings to protect independence would be extinguished
should News Corporation acquire over 50% of Newco. It was mentioned that
this would require the consent of and consultation by the Culture Secretary.
There were concerns that if it were to fall into economic distress a bid by
News Corporation to increase its stake in Newco to ’save Sky News and
protect plurality’ can readily be envisaged.
The law to protect plurality has failed and needs urgent strengthening
The alliance agreewith OFCOM that the current laws protecting plurality do
not work well and urges a wider review with a view to creating a system that
does not require a transaction to take place for issues of plurality to be
examined by the regulator. They feel that the need for a review is intensified
by the increase in market power that will be exerted by the merged News
Corporation/BSkyB entity. They feel they will be in a position to restrict or
distort.competition through cross- promotion, bundling, banning rivals
advertisements and distorting the advertising market with cross-platform
deals.

¯ Virgin (redacted)

Trinity Mirror PLC (also part of the Group of Media companies - but they submitted
a separate submission)

¯ Trinity Mirror PLC (TM) believes that ,the proposed merger would have
profound implications for their businesses, and also on plurality in the UK.

¯ They say Sky News’s audience is boosted by being heavily promoted on other
BSkyB channels. Under the new arrangements will Sky News be charged
"rate card" for the time paid for advertising? If the time is to be given free or,at
a discount, Sky News becomes further b~holden to BSkyB and: therefore
News Corporation and if it loses viewers it will become less viable.

¯ They doubt that Newco will have freely and publicly tradable shares.
¯ TM do not feel that the governance provisions in the remedy proposal can

safeguard Sky News’ editorial independence in circumstances where it is
financially and commercially dependent on News Corporation.

¯ They mention that previous experience show that obligations of this type have
not prevented News Corporation from influencing editorial policy..

¯ They also feel that you can rely on the independent directors to act asthe
guardians of editorial independence. They mention that the independent
directors will have a legal obligationto promote the best commercial interest
of Sky News, which equates to maintaining the financial support of News
Corporation on which Sky news will be dependent.

¯ They feel that in reality there will be no independent external oversight of Sky
News editorial policy.

2. Lobbvin.q .oroups who responded
DLA Piper (submitted their response on behalf of Avaaz - the company responsible
for the internet generated letters)

5
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DLA Piper/Avaaz believe that the proposed acquisition should be referred to the
Competition Commission on the grounds that for News Corp to have 100%
ownership of BskyB in addition to 37% 0fthe UK newspaper market gives one
enterprise and one individual too much control of the media. Moreover the UILs are
insufficient to prevent News Corp exercising a significant degree of control. Given
that there has been a month of negotiations "behind closed doors’, 17 days for public
consultation is insufficient to take account the significant public concerns expressed.

However, if the Secretary of State decides accept the UILs and not refer, the
proposed acquisition, the DLA Piper submission comments on ways in which the
UILs must be strengthened:                            ._

¯ Media Plurality should be protected permanently and not just for 10 yearn.
¯ Completion of the acquisition should be delayed until after Sky News has

been spun off.
¯ A Monitoring Trustee should be appOinted to Supervise the negotiations on

the commercial contracts and spin off of Sky news.
¯ Newscorp to have limited voting rights to avoid it having de facto control over

Sky News.
¯ Ensure that Sky News can become financially independent. The terms of

commercial agreements should be improved including a requirement that they
should be on fair and reasonable terms and terminable by Sky News.

¯ More active monitoring by strengthening the obligations regarding compliance
and reporting on adherence to the UILs includingfinancial penalties for
breach given upfront.

¯ Impose a non-compete obligation on Newscorp so that .it cannot circumvent
the UIL and undermine SkyNews.

Letter from Avaaz of 20 April

This is Avaaz’s record of a meeting with the Secretary of State on 15 April.)

¯ The Secretary of State is reported to have said that News Corp’s 8th April
admission of liability on phone hacking is not relevant to the BSkyB deal.

¯ When the Secretary of State issued the European intervention notice on the
takeover, he was unaware of relevant matters that now give rise to additional
public interest-considerations. This makes the Original notic~ d~f~~ive and
invalid and obliges him to issue a fresh notice specifying all of the public
interest considerations that now arise.

¯ The announcement on 8th April shows that News Corp is not a suitable r
guardian of our media Standards, that its owners are not fit and proper people
as set out in the 2003 CommunicatiOns Act, and that they cannot be trusted to
implement in good faith the letter or spirit of the undertakings they IiaVe
proposed.

¯ The Secretary of State should delay announcement on the merger, and to
issue a new European intervention notice expanding the scope to look at
media standards and fit and proper persons owning our media. He should not
take an inappropriately narrow interpretation of his powers, but rather to
interpret them broadly so as to safeguard the public interest.
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3. Responses from Academic and noted industry observers

Patricia Holland, Senior Lecturer, Bournemouth Media School

¯ It was stated that if the acquisition were to go ahead UILs will not guarantee
the editorial or operational independence of Sky News as the new company
will be partially controlled by News Corporation. TheUILs also leave open the
possibility after 10 years that Sky" News may be fully owned by News Corp.

¯ The problem of market dominance and plurality of provision extends across
the broadcasting genres, and is not confined to news.

¯ It was also noted that the strength and international reputation of UK
broadcasting has been built on an ecology which balances provision from the
publicly funded BBC with that from a range of different commercially funded
companies. Pluralism in provision has meant vigorous .competition for quality
and audiences between the differently funded organisations and between the
different commercial companies resulting in a breadth and diversity which
benefits all parts of the viewing and listening audience.

¯ Ms Holland also referred to the media analyst Claire Enders who pointed out
in her report of Sept 2010 that Sky is already bigger than the BBC in
broadcasting revenues. Sky could grow to control 50% of the newspaper and
television markets respectively. Consequences are cultural as well as
financial and affect the broad range of prog ramming especially the
domesticallyproduced programming.

¯ The issue of cultural consequences of having a dominance of a powerful
internationally company need to be addressed but are outside the terms of
reference of the Competition Commission.

¯ She concluded that the Secretary of State should refer the proposal to the
Competition Commission and take into account the aspects which are not
within the Competition Commission’s remit.

Campaign for Press and Broadcasting freedom (CPBF)

CPBF do not believe undertakings address the concerns they expressed in original
Ofcom submission and events since have. highlighted the inadequacy of UK media
ownership law and regulation.

¯ Argued to Ofcom that takeover would "represent a transformative shift in UK
media ownership"

¯ Consultation fundamentally flawed because it excluded any competition
aspects of the proposed merger and narrows discussion on the viability or
otherwise of undertakings regarding Newco,

¯ Issue of Sky News, though important in terms of plurality of news, is marginal
in terms of the Overall impact the merger wouldhave on UK media. From
News Corps perspective the obligation to fund Sky News js a minor
concession to gain full control of the profits BSkyB will generate in the future,

¯ Argues that the proposed merger raises both competition and media plurality
issues which are inextricably linked and that EC ruling does not directly
address the impact on the domestic UK media market and still allows UK to
"take appropriate measures, including prohibiting proposed transactions to

ia"protect legitimate interests, such as the plurality of the reed .
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Argues that News Corp wants BSkyB for two reasons:
o BSkyB has already inVested heavily in its infrastructure - broadband

and HD TV and profits arerising;
o Merged organisation will be a multi-media emporium able to bundle

and cross-promote its products. It would completely dominate UK
media and is capable of damaging or destroying other media.

No consideration of the future,impact of the merger company on other UK
media companies.
Newco will not be a viable independent news business. Its economic
dependency will make it vulnerable if News Corp exerts influence.
The definition of independence and the safeguards for editorial independence
in the UIL.s are weak.
Concerned that monitoring compliance lies with Secretary of State rather than
independent regulators. At least seven different ways in which the Secretary
of State can be required to approve or agree to behaviours governed by the
undertakings, which make them susceptible to more or less implicit political
interference in the future.
Some key elements of the arrangements have not been made public.
Query whether the further test on the viability and robustness of the
commitments advised by OFT has been possible during the consultation
process.
Bid has highlighted that the media ownership laws are unfit for purpose -o
need a wider review of the current laws on media plurality, establishment of a
Media Commission and a proper definition of media plurality.

Prof Steven Barnett, University of Westminster, Communications and Media
Research Institute (CAMR!)

¯ Prof Steven Barnett believes that the UlLs are inadequate for 3 reasons
(highlightedbelow) and that taken together should be sufficient reason for the
Secretary of State to refer the matter to the Competition Commission.

¯ Independent Board of Directors will not insulate Sky News from
potential editorial influence from News Corporation. on the two previoUs
occasions when similar boards have been established to safeguard editorial
independence within News Corporation the structure has failed; the Times
Newspaper and the Wall Street Journal. The new company will be almost
entirely financially dependent on News Corp who will also be presumably
responsible for paying the bulk of the salaries of independent directors.

¯ Ofcom’s advice in relation to the UIL appears to be qualified and
,~ contingent on the detail of further negotiations with News Corporation.

How can an acquisition with profound repercussions for media diversity in
Brita in be acceptable when the main communications regulator has not yet
been satisfied about the precise terms of UILs which are then to be
determined behind closed doors.

¯ Any undertakings will apply for 10 years only, after which News Corp
will be able to take full control of Sky News. Why has a time limit been
imposed given the uncertainty over how media plurality and consumption will
unfold? There is an assumption by Ofcom and government thatthe direction
of travel is towards greater plurality, but this is contrary to em pidcal evidence.
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¯ Prof Barnett also stated that the coalition parties are commi{ted to better
democratic practices allowing important decisions to be properly and publicly
interrogated. However, this transaction is apparently to be permitted after
nothing more than an exchange of letters between government, regulators
and News Corp constrained by an extremely tight timetable. A reference to
the Competition Commission would allow for proper detailed transparent and
public scrutiny of the merger. The decision itself and the indecent haste in
which the Secretary of State is seeking to impose it are affront to the
principles of democratic accountability and transparency.

¯ He concludes that there is not sufficient knowledge of the detailed
arrangements to.know whether they are sustainable and there is no evidence
that the media environmentwill be sufficiently benign after the proposed 10
year period to accommodate a full editorial takeover of Sky News by News
Corp. Also that the manner in which the decision is being taken is
undemocratic and contrary to the public interest and asks the matter to be
referred to the Competition Commission.

Jewish Funds for Justice (JFJ)

JFJ believe that the UIL’s do not sufficiently mitigate or prevent the public interest
concerns in relation to media plurality and fall short of protecting the UK public. They
believe UIL’s should be referred to Competition Commission for full investigation.

¯ JFJ stated that ’Newco’ would not be adequately independent to protect
media plurality.

¯ JFJ raised concerns about the content of some of News Corporation’s "IV
broadcasts in the US and arguethat it do~s not give reason to believe that
News Corp will act in a way that protects the greater public interest in UK,

¯ JFJ do not believe the consultation was long enough to allow parties to fully
investigate the UILs and that there are questions outstanding. Referral to the
Competition Commission would be a way of investigating these, including, are
the checks and enforcement clauses adequate to ensurethat Murdoch will not
exert editorial influence over ’Newco’? What will prevent Murdoch from
increasing the profile of Fox News in the UK? Are the timescales adequate to
protect the long-term mediaplurality?

¯ JFJ also raised the question of public interest protection. Theyfeel the
acquisition threatens media plurality, prospect of fair and balanced reporting
and the partial independence granted to Sky News will not solve these. The
submission cited Rupert Murdoch’s tolerance of comments by Glenn Beck
that they feel are anti-Semitic in nature as examples of this.

¯ 3FJ believe the merger is counter to the public interest both on grounds of
protecting media plurality an,d preventing dangerous rhetoric from receiving
greater prominence on UK television.

Media Matters for America

Insufficient checks to ensure the undertakings are strictly adherecI to and only
valid for 10 yearn.
Nothing in the proposals prevents News Corp from creating a news station
totally under the aegis of BSkyB (and hence News Corps editorial control).
This Would be antithetical to the public interest and not enhance plurality.
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¯ Refers to Murdoch’s purchase of the Times and Dow Jones as precedent of
promises of.maintaining independence not kept.

¯ Assumes independence can be measured - editorial influence can be exerted
in a number of immeasurable ways.

¯ UILs do not prevent News Corp from building the profile of Fox News in the
UK and therefore a "Foxification" of news agenda leads to viewers being
misinformed on key areas.

UK Coalition for Cultural Diversity

¯ Concerned that the acquisition bid does not take account of the commitments
to the AVMS Directive, which requires all television channels where practical
to carry a majority of national/European content, excluding sport, current
affairs, news and game shows. Also any concessions or measures should
take account of the objectives of the UNESCO Convention on promotion and
Protection of Diversity of Cultural Expressions, 2005.

¯ Believe that BSkyB has already used its purohasing power to get audiences
away from national broadcasters i.e. Mad Men bought for £225,000 per
programme compared with the BBC £65,000 and sports events. Argue that
the inclusion of BSkyB within News Corp will increase this fiscal intimidation
for market space to the detraction of diversity of expression in programming.

¯ The Secretary of State should demonstrate how the issues and compliance
with the AVMS Directive or diversity of expression are taken into account in
the negotiations with News Corp and the promise of a longer debate with
media organisations and experts prior to a Green Paper to allow issues of
public interest to be protected.

David EIstein

¯ Believes the Ofcom report is flawed - the Secretary of State Should not
believe that there really is a plurality issue. Neither the Competition
Commission nor a judicial review of the Ofcom report could conceivably
sustain its methodology.

¯ Attached was a note he prepared in February detailing a series of errors and
questionable judgments in the Ofcom report, whose combined effect is to
enlarge the potential effect on media plurality.

¯ The figures given by Ofcom on the two key indicators roach and share from
combining the businesses 51% and 24% are wrong and more plausible
figures are 9% and 14%.

¯ The methodology is misguided and no reliance can be put on it.
¯ If Ofcorn: seemingly does not know how to define reach in comparable terms

as between different media; does not understand the significance or even the
quantum of supposed consumption of news across, different media; and
chooses to ignore the detailed research about consumer behaviour it has
commissioned; it is hard to have much confidence in its ability even to define
the circumstances for non-transaction intervention.

¯ The government will have ample time to consider the wisdom of the Ofcom
bid for extra powers in the run-up to a new Communications Act in 2015 and
that the UILs offered by News Corp and are accepted by Ofcom and OFT will
do as littledamage~as pos_sible.
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¯ The merge, r should not be referred to the Competition Commission and that
the best outcome would be for the merger to proceed without restrictions.

James Firth, Dalton FirTthLimited

Concerned that the proposed merger will impact competition and plurality in
the online news market and that this has not been fully assessed. It could
lead to a closed market of news for BSkyB customers and challenges for
other online newspapers.
Concerns stem from the estimated 2.5 million broadband ’subscribers using
BSkyB’s internet service Sky Broadband. The proposed deal could put News
Corporation in a position to give discounted, bundled or preferential access for
Sky Broadband subscribers to its online news titles.
This could adversely affect other publishers in the online news sector if News
Corporation Chose to promote News Corps online titles to Sky Broadband
customers and in the sale of advertising slots which may have an adverse
impact on competition in the market for advertising.
The deal might restrict the plurality of news sources accessed by a bulk of
Sky Broadband subscribers if News Corporation decided to promote its own
online news content on its portal services.

4. Unions

BECTU

¯ BECTU do not accept that the competition issues have been satisfactorily
dealt with.

¯ The sheer size and reach of the proposed merged company gives rise to clear
concerns that it would be anti-competitive. These include: the merged
company would be the largest private media company ever seen in the UK;
an enlarged News corp with an expected turnover of £9b within a few years
would have almost double the revenue of the BBC. Its size and scale would
dominate every other media organisation in the UK; the combined
BSkyB/News Corp would reach across all significant media platforms.

¯ News Corp would have opportunities on a scale unavailable to any competitor
to cross promote News Corp new titles and channels, to bundle news
products with other media services, to develop integrated news products for
convergent devices and media to win wholesale news contracts, to distort the
advertising market with cross platform deals, to take a dominant position in
competing fOr rights.

¯ The proposed new company operating Sky News would be independent, but it
would be small and commercially dependent on News Corp/BSkyB for 85% of
its revenue and 25% of its costs. News Corp would be its largest shareholder
as well as sole funder, and there is no guaranteed mechanism for the new
company to escape this position of dependence in the future.

¯ The measures to provide ’editorial independence’ appear to be completely
inadequate, especially given News Corp’s previous record of promises of
editorial independence and integrity at the time of earlier takeovers.

¯ Concern this is taking place whilst News Corp companies are subject to civil

. actions and police investigation concerning illegal phone hacking.
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¯ Concerned about News Corp’s commitment to editorial independence as they
noted it was not willing to undertake that the chair should be. independent.

¯ They note that following reports from Ofcom and OFT Secretary of State was
minded to refer the issue to the Competition Commission, and question why
News Corp were then allowed the privilege of series of private discussions
with regulators without any public scrutiny leading to reluctant and
unconvincing undertakings.

¯ BECTU in conclusion calls on the Secretary of State to refer the proposed
merger to the Competition Commission rather than abjectly accepting this
inadequate settlement. They also call on the Govern merit., to institute a
broader review of the statutory framework governing the public interest in
media pluralism.

National Union of Journalists

Believes the massive power of the planned News corp/BSkyB operation
through financial and other resources which the merger would make available
is inimical to the public interest.
Financial power of merged Newscorp/BSkyB can only damage the
sustainability of the other media groups which are an important factor in media
plurality as well as strengthening any political or other causes which
Newscorp/BSkyB or its proprietor chooses to support.
Exclusion of competition aspects of the proposed merger means the overall
effect on media and media plurality in the UK has been ignored.
Merger would also allow opportunities for cross-promotion giving it an
advantage over other media.
Guarantees of editorial independence queried.
Will not be a viable independent news business - using BSkyB platforms to
access viewers.
Query whether the further test on the viabilitYand robustness of the
commitments advised by OFT have been possible during the consultation
process.

National Union of Journalists Parliamen~ry Group

¯ Concern that previous guarantees and assurances have been disregarded
citing Murdoch’s takeover of The Times and Sunday Times.

TUC

¯ UlL’s are inadequate.
¯ Does not believe that Newco will be a viable independent news business. Will

be econOmically dependent on News Corp/BSkyB and vulnerable to influence.
¯ Guarantees of editorial independence inadequate as News Corp executives

will be able to exert influence over Sky News.
¯ Previous guarantees over editorial independence broken.
¯ UIL’s place great onus on the Secretary of State - seven ways in which he

can be required to approve or agree to behaviours governed by the UILs. Has
to be seen in the context where Newscorp is a major player in British political
life.
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5. a) Individual submissions
The Department for Culture, Media and Sport received over 40,000 direct
submissions in response to the consultation. The majority opposed the proposed
merger and requested that the proposal be referred to the Competition Commission
Issues raised include:

UILs -safeguards for independence

¯ A large number of respondents were concerned that the UILs do not address
the fundamental concerns and not all concernsraised by Ofcom have been
addressed: It is felt that the UILs for independent board, appropriate skills,
independent director, editorial independence, governance undertakings will
not guarantee independence. There is concern thatthere is nothing in the
agreement to reverse the situation of ownership of BSkyB should Sky News
failas an independent organisation.
The UILs do not ensure the Board of Directors will be sufficiently independent
because:

o Former employees of News Corporation can be directors of the Board
as long as they have not been employed by News Corporation within 5
years prior to appointment to the Board;

o Anyone with material business relationship with News Corporation can
be a director, only need to demonstrate that this relationship ceased
three years before appointment to the Board.

o Family members of News Corporation advisers, directors or senior
employees can become directors, only need to demonstrate not close
family members;

o No provision to prevent friends of News Corporation,advisers, directors
or senior employees or any former politicians who have benefited from
News Corporation directly or through their political parties from
becoming directors.

The Chairman Should have no past involvement with News Corp and this
should be added to the undertakings.
The decision is fatally flawed because it will: severely undermine media
pluralism, destroy competition, give Murdoch more antidemocratic,
monopolistic media power, allow more offshore tax avoidance by News
International, allow further anti-democratic, anti-cultural diversity and
an ticompetitive cross media ownership concentration, allow potential further
illegal reporting on the News of the World Glen Mulcaire/Coulson model.
Some raised concerns that under the terms of the UIL there is nothing to stop
individual members of the Murdoch family being one or more of the
independent directors of Sky News or Newco.
There was concern that Ofcom has not given unqualified support to UILs and
has stated that their effectiveness in addressing plurality concerns will depend
on the detail of the arrangements. It was felt that if further negotiations take
place behind closed doors how will the public to be satisfied that the
regulator’s concerns about the precise detail of the undertakings have been
responded to.
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The matter of monitoring Sky News was raised by a number of respondents in
particular who would conduct the daily monitoring to ensure no Murdoch
interference and who will pay for it and the cost to the taxpayer.
There were doubts that the proposed Corporate Governance and Editorial
Committee could ensurecompliance with the principles of the editorial
independence and integrity when the existing regulatory framework ’The
Press Complaints Commission’ has shown itself incapable of controlling the-
excesses of the press. Especially as News Corp seem adept at circumventing
regulation.

Media Plurality

¯ The proposed acquisition would result in too much media control in the hands
of one individual and this raises moral, ethical and political concerns and
democratic health of the country. It would not just harm media plurality but
harm the quality of output and amount of investment in UK talent. A belief that
Murdoch already owns too much media in the UK.

¯ A number argued that the deal would undermine the diversity and quality of
media and that there was a need to have a balanced, plural set of media both
for entertainment and for news coverage.

¯ Films often have a political dimension and ownership by News Corporation
may influence the nature of films shown. Documentaries that expose News
Corporation’s misconduct are likely not to be commissioned and sports
programmes can be influenced byowners (Commentators);

¯ Media plurality is not just about the number of owners but the range of views
represented in the media sector. Currently right-wing bias is in most areas of
the news media. It was felt that genuine plurality cannot emerge without a
multiplicity of media owners and editors who are truly independent of each
other and Who have roughly equal powers of influence

¯ Publishers in different media push their own agenda through their papers,
radio and television programmes. The plurality of media ownership in the UK "
hasin the past offered some protection and balance to free speech with the
BBC as the go!d standard for independent reporting.

10 year carriage contraot and 7 year brand licensing

The undertakings for 10 year carriage contract and 7 year brand licensing will
result in Mr Murdoch retaking control of Sky News sooner or later.
There were suggestions that there is not a problemwith the theo~ of the 10
year carriage and 7 year (plus 7) brand licensing agreement but there is a
problem in the likely practice and News Internationals failure to keep to i;ts
agreement as history suggests that no matter what "agreement" is reached
the reality is it will work to Nl’s benefit.

Referral to the Competition. Commission

¯ The proposal should be referred to the Competition Commission for impartial
scrutiny, especially due to the significant political and economic implications of
this highly significant and controversial media merger.

¯ Some commented that Jeremy Hunt’s announcement against the Ofcom
recommendation to refer the proposal to the Competition Commission and-it
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was arrogantly bypassing the process laid down in the UK by refusing to let
the UK Competiti.on Commission review this proposal.
A few people have also requested that the matter be exposed to a public
debate in Parliament.

Suggestions to strengthen UILs

¯ There was a concern that there are omissions in the undertakings offered by
News Corp; what happens in the event of a breach of the UILs by News
Corp? There is nothing in the UILs that will prevent Rupert Murdoch buying
Sky News at a later date.

¯ Suggested additionalsafeguards/undertakings,including:
¯ a quota for UK produced content for each of Sky’s channels;
¯ a cap on American imports;
¯ a requirement to make expensive public service type programmes

including high quality kids TV on free to air channels;¯ requiring BSkyB to take at least 80% of its news and current affairs
programming from Sky News; and

¯ the proposed local television licences; the addition of diversity and
pluralism through online media;

News Corp should be restricted to no more than 15% of the Sky News shares.
The current proposal allowing News Corp to retain 39.1% of the hived-off Sky
News undermines Sky News’s proposed status as an independent news
provider. News Corp would retain the power to block any strategic decisions
that directors might refer to shareholders where consent of more than 75% of
those voting required for approval.

Threat to democracy

¯ It was argued that a media organisation which has 37 % of the newspaper
market and 35% of the broadcasting market has, not only the monopolistic
power to unduly influence the broadcasting market, but also the power to
unduly influence politicians and government. This is detrimental to the UK
Constitution and UK Parliamentary democracy.

¯ The proposed takeover of BSkyB would be the most serious threat to
democracy in Britain since World War 2.

¯ Granting Murdoch control of BSkyB would trample our media ownership laws
and threaten our democracy.

Comments in relation to past experiences

The proposai and process showed that we are relying too heavily on minimal
regulation and a market economics based approach to policy.
The proposed acquisition would result in the UK’s media being similar to the
Berlusconi’s situation in Italy.
There were a number of accusations that Sky has been detrimental to the
broadcasting environment in the UK broadcast. For example, the high
number of channels has diluted spending by advertisers, restricting access to
high quality domestic content as you have to be a subscriber, and spreading
football over several sports channels.
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Comments relating to the Rupert Murdoch’slNews Corp integrity

¯ There were a number of concerns raised about Rupert Murdoch and News
Corporations fitness to own so much media including:

o dumbing down the Times, turning the Sun into a porn magazine which
is available to Children;

o appear to tolerate or encourage illegal activity;
o News Corp and Murdoch pay no ortittle tax in the UK; and
o the quality and type of programmes currently broadcast on Murdoch’s

channels often one-sided political prejudice;
¯ disagree strongly with the government over the BBC and Murdoch has

influenced policy regarding license fees.
¯ A number of respondents asked the Government to standup to Murdoch and

not to allow him to run the country.

Comments on Secretary of State’s integrity

Respondents made the point that the approval of the acquisition was favours
being returned following Murdoch media’s endorsement of the Conservative
party at the general election.

Impact on BBC

¯ The merger would leave News Corp the undisputed dominant player in the
UK’s media market and able to dictate terms to both suppliers and customers.
The combined revenues of BSkyB and News Corp will be 2-3 times that of the
BBC while BSkyB alone has turnover of more than BBC and ITV put together.

¯ Some raised concerns about the impact on British broadcasting, in particular
News Corp removing programmes from the BBC, therefore taking viewers to
Sky. This reference is in relation to Rupert Murdoch recently purchasing
daughters company Shine IV which produces some BBC shows.

¯ A number of people mentioned the Government trying to destroy the BBC with
funding cuts.

Competition concerns

¯ Some respondents said that the EU does not have competence to deal with
UK competition concerns. Also that the BSkyB primary market does not cross
European borders.

¯ The massive dominance of one company should be a major concern, to a
coalition so committed to competition.

"Bundling" and "cross promotion" concerns

The merger would put News Corp in a Strong position to offer cross
promotion, cross subsidising, advertising sales packages that span print,
online and "IV and to bundle newspaper subscriptions with SkyTV/Sky
Broadband subscriptions. Many believe that BSkyB revenues will be u~ed to
support News Corp’s non profitable newspapers leading to a negative impact
on other newspapers facing difficulties due to declining cimulations.
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Other

If the proposed merger goes ahead there is a possibility that online versions of
News Corporations newspapers will be given exclusive access to multimedia
content from BSkyB’s "IV channels that BSkyB owns the broadcast rights to.

relevan t comments

That impartiality laws should apply to print newspapers and their online
counterparts separating news from e pinion columns.
If the acquisition goes ahead then it would be one more British company to no
Iongerbe British.
Trust this decision is successfully challenged in the courts.
A number of peopJe mentioned that theywould like to review any business
plans Sky may present for a standalone Sky News PLC. They feel that they
could identify material financial questions currently unanswered and help in
negotiating the appropriate amendments to the business plan with Sky,
The numbers of actual people reached by News Corp compared with other
media should be examined not just the provision of news.
News Corp would be one of three providers of UK-wide news and current
affairs on three of four platforms at the retail level but the only news and
media provider present on all four platforms (-I’V, newspapers, on-line and
radio).
In terms of "news minutes" consumed, News Corp would consolidate its
position as the second place provider behind the BBC.
There were a number of questions raised by the respondents:

o Who would appointment the new board and select the new chairman?
o What will happen to the ownership of Sky News in the longer term?
o Why should News Corp be able to have any shares at all in Sky News?
o Who will make senior editorial appointments and for how long a so-

called separation of one channel from a corporate parent be
sustained?

o Will the proposed Corporate Governance and Editorial Committee have
jurisdiction over both Sky News and BSkyB?

Q Does governance require a compliance report to be published
unrestricted and public annually?

o What incentives/penalties/restraints are there to assure that Sky News
remains a viable business and is not closed and a new business set up
outside the realm of the Corporate Governance and Editorial
Committee?

o Is there a requirement forBSkyB to adhere to Ofcom’s Broadcasting
Code added and enshrined in the company’s articles of association?

o Who wi!l conduct the daily monitoring of Sky News to ensure no
Murdoch or News International interference and who will pay for this
monitoring and at what cost to the taxpayer?

o Is BSkyBprevented from setting up another news channel within
BSkyB after takeover?

o Is BSkyB prevented from showing any programme with a political
element that could influence viewers on any political subject after
takeover2

o What extent will BSkyB be allowed to show fiction with a strong political
..... bias which has been shown to influence views after takeover?
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o What extent will employees of BSkyB after takeover be allowed to,
openly campaign on air for any one political party or political view or be
allowed to openly recommend on air the assassination of people?

o Who will ensure that the employees of BSkyB do not hack into private
emails or answer phone services as Murdoch’s employees and agents
have done already and what cost to the taxpayer?

Individuals who were in favour of the acquisition made the following
"comments:

¯ A few changed the Avaaz campaign letter tosay it would not undermine
media diversity and quality and feel our democracy will-live with this takeover.

¯ As a Sky customer for years found coverage of news and current affairs to be
of good quality, fair and unbiased.

¯ Some felt that Rupert Murdoch has done more to modernise the television
service than ITV and BBC together. ITVand BBC have borrowed his on
screen style his 15min 24 hour news turn around and Sky box

¯There was disapproval at the start of the ITV network, of companies, and
reflects on the enormous influence it had on the BBC.

MPs

Points

A number of MPs have expressed views of constituents as part of the
consultation, either by forwarding letters received or by noting points raised.

raised include:

UILs -safeguards for independence

The safeguards for editorial independence are weak and the arrangements for
Sky News will not be sufficient to prevent a media monopoly as Rupert
Murdoch will be a large shareh older and able to influence decisions by putting
people on the board of Newco.
MPs do not feel reassured by the principle UILs which envisage a majority of
independent directors and an: independent chairman of the Board
guaranteeing editorial independence at Sky News. Concern that despite this
arrangement Rupert Murdoch will still wield significant influence over the
agenda and philosophy of Sky News which will compromise the plurality of
media and news control in the UK.
There was concern that the definition Of independence in the UILs relies on an
unspecified principle of editorial independence. Potential that this would lead
to editorial staff putting themselves into dispute with their employer in defence
of editorial independence.
The on-going management of the UILs puts too much power to the Secretary
of State rather than independent regulators. Direct oversight by Government
risks politicising the agreement.
A number of questions were asked in relation to the proposed UlLs including:

o Who will appoint the Sky News Board and the proportion whowill be
Newscorp representatives or independent non-executive directors?

o Who will be responsible for hiring and firing Sky News editorial staff?
o Whether Sky News will be dependent on News Oorp for finance?
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o Who will monitor the independence of Sky-News?
o Will the broadcasting news impartiality rules will remain in place?
o Whether other UK media organisations who opposed the acquisition

have been consulted during the past month?
o Do you accept the following in relation to Newco?

¯ It will be dependent on a contract with News Corporation for
85% of its revenues and 25% of its costs

¯ It will be dependent on News Corporation to distribute its TV
news output on the BSkyB network

¯ It will only be viable long-term if Newscorp are willing to renew
the carriage agreement.

o How is the proposed remedy consistent with OFT’s guidance that it
is rare to accept even interim purchase/supply arrangements
between merging partners and the divestment business given the
requirements for a clear cut remedy in lieu of a competition
commission reference?

o What steps are you taking to ensure that the 40% stake Mr MurdOch
will have in New.co will not allow him to have an undue influence on
decisions made by the Newco Board?

o What steps are you taking to ensure that if there are concerns Mr
Murdoch is influencing the output of the channel these can be
thoroughly investigated and dealt with?.

Media Plurality

¯ The safeguards are so weak that they will be rendered ineffective and that the
takeover is a serious threat to media plurality.

¯ Some MPs have highlighted the point made by Ofcom about the.inadequacy
of the current laws protecting media plurality and call for a.,review of the .laws
protecting media plurality in order to improve and modernise the regulations.

¯ Concerns that the proposed acquisition of BSkyB might result .in an over
concentration of power over news media over 4 different media platforms,
thus compromising media plurality.

Past experience

¯ A lack oftrust that News Corp will deliver what it promises. Previously News
Corp has offered UILs in relation to acquisitions but has not lived up to these.
There were references to broken promises in relation to the Times as well as
its general attitude to the industry and media plurality.

¯ Questions were asked about whether any assessment has been undertaken
of News Corp’s approach to past UILs.

10 year carriage contract and 7 year brand licensing

¯ Concern that the carriage agreement between News Corp and Newco, will
. provide financial stability, but will also leave Sky News in a state of economic
dependency vis-a-vis News Corp and lacking control of its own affairs.

¯ The government needs to set out what will happen .at the end of the 10 year
period; i.e. what restrictions will be placed on the ability of News Corporation
to regain control of Sky News as currently the UILs leave open the possibility;
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where will the decision rest; will News Corporation or any of its newspapers
be able to establish another 24 hour news channel within this period?

Referral to the Competition Commission

¯ The matter should be referred to the Competition Commission for independent
scrutiny.

Comments relating to Rupert Murdoch’slNews Corp integrity

The Department shou Id delay or extend the consultation period until the
reopened criminal investigations by the Metropolitan Police into Murdoch’s
News of the World has been completed.

\

6. Campaign submissions
a) Avaaz intemet campaign

Avaaz is a global ’citizens’ network with 7 million members worldwide (over 500, 000
members in the UK). Avaaz’s particular interest is in safeguarding democracy.

The Department for Culture, Media and Sport received 38,465 responses which
replicated the standard text proposed by Avaaz:

"1 am deeply concerned that News Corporation’s bid for full ownership of
BSkyB would harm our democracy. I strongly urge you to reject it.
The proposals that you are consulting on would undermine our media quality
and diversity. The temporary safeguards you propose for News Corporation
are weak and can easily be. cimumvented. News Corporation would still have
strong control over Sky News thrOugh its shareholding, its financing and its
control of satellite access.
Rupert Murdoch has exploited his media power for political influence and
opinion polls show that 9 out of 10 members of the public oppose his takeover
of BSkyB.
I object to the proposed deal and call on you to immediately refer it to the
Competition Commission"

A significant number of these submissions contained different text in one form or
another, with many raising further points and making additional comments including:

Government influence

¯ The most common addition related to a perception that the decision not to
refer the proposed acquisition to the Competition Commission was political,
and a form of pay back for Murdoch’s support of the Conservative Party at the
last election. Blatant example of government being bought by big business.

¯ The Secretary of State appears biased in favour of the deal.
¯ Comments about the U-turn from the original "minded" to refer to private

meetings and allowing time for Murdoch to negotiate the UIL’s.
¯ Support democracy in Libya and elsewhere but allowing it to be stifled here.
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¯ Government is simply taking the line of least resistance rather than trying to
support and sustain the reputation of Britain and its cultural media.

¯ It is clear from the evidence of phone and email-hacking, the failure of the
Metropolitan police to adequately investigate in a timely manner, and from the
appointment of a former NoW editor as Cameron’s press secretary, tha~ the
relationship between this government and Murdoch’s empire is, at the very
least, unhealthy; indeed morally and ethically corrupt,

¯ Belief that Rupert Murdoch wields too much power and has been able to
determine elections in the past- jeopardising democracy. Murdoch has more
influence.on UK politics than millions of voters.

Comments relating to the Rupert Murdoch’s/News Corp integrity

¯ Is Rupert Murdoch not a fit person to own so much media.
¯ There is a conflict of interest as Mr Murdoch’s son is chair of BSkyB
¯ A number of people referred to his AustraUan/American nationality.
¯ Many people included the following quote from Private Eye (1986): "You tell

these bloody politicians whatever they want to hear, and once the deal is
done you don’t worry about it. They’re not going to chase after you later if
they suddenly decide what you said wasn’t what they wanted to hear, "

¯ Seen as a threat to a cohesive multicultural nation, stifling diversity of reason
and opinion.
Many gave the example of Fox News in the US as an example of what we
could expect to see more of.. Shows he does not respect principle of
impartiality in broadcast news and current affairs.

¯ Murdoch stake in TNT who might bid for Royal Mail.
¯ He is interested in media domination. News Corp is a rapaciously acquisitive

organisation and does not have a good reputation.for political neutrality and
objectivity.

¯ He is a serial monopolist - referenceto his stranglehold on sport and charges
he makes to pubs for showing matches.

¯ Murdoch has had an appalling influence on, UK politics and TV programmes.

Threat to democracy.

¯ Concern about I person, with such strong views, controlling a large part of UK
media. Murdoch’s influence already evident; to increase it further is anti-
democratic.

¯ Secretary of State should be acting as a guard and gate keeper to the free
and fair operation of democracy in Britain.

¯ Corporate monopoly smothers democracy as effectively as state control.
¯ Murdoch has always opposed real democracy if it threatens his substantial

interests, and manages to terrify governments, especially those who support
socialist or iiberal values.

¯ UK’s groat heritage is free speech and democracy. Both would be harmed.
¯ The merger would leave us with a media sector dominated by one family with

only the BBC left to stem the tide. What’s mope, it isn’t even a British influence
which is coming to dominate our screens, as well as our papers. We have
already seen much of our manufacturing sector allowed to fall under foreign
ownership (& often closure) e.g. Cadbury, our utilities are dominantly owned
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by the French and Germans, and even insurance lies largely in the hands of
international groups,

¯ The efforts of civilians in the Arab world to address monopoly media and
political control is admired by our politicians...and yet you are considering
allowing the creation of an overlypowerful media monopoly here in the UK.

¯ Influence the political climate to undermine political leaders and promote
extremism in order to draw attention to his media outlets.

¯ Need objective, analytic, well researched information, accessible to all to
enable people to make balanced decisions

Comments in relation to past experiences

¯ News Corp in the past has broken undertakings in relation to previous
acquisitions i.e. Dow; Times and Sunday Times.

¯ Recent example of BSkyB’s acquisition of Virgin media’s TV channels and
closing them down within 3 months,

¯ Mention of supporting price rigging in the case of pub landlords having to pay
BSkyB fees

Competition

Media

BSkyBremoved some competition by buying Living TV group from Virgin
Media. it then closed Bravo and Virgin 1as they competed with existing Sky
channels.
BSkyB/News Corp’s earnings would multiply as packages bundle together
monopolistic sports, TV archive and film rights, combining advertising and
sales offers across newspapers, their websites and all digital platforms and
make it impossible for competitors to enter the market.
Should not support monopolies, but instead introduce real competition to big
business.
There are no alternative satellite TVoperators in the UK, why should such a
large company which is 100% dominant in the satellite TV sector be allowed
to be taken over by a foreign company?
Government should seek to increase the spread of media ownership by
limiting how many titles and broadcasters any one company, individual,
consortium or umbrella organisation can own
Has already used buying powerto outbid competitors for TV programmes
which have won an audience on terrestrial TV- Mad Men, Lost - HBO back
catalogue for Sky Atlantic. Can only get worse if Murdoch gets his way.

Plurality

¯ -News Corp share of global and UK media market is already having an
adverse effect on plurality of views and on public discussion.

¯ Need for free and unbiased media. Lost diversity will not be regained. This
has happened with the local press which is losing accountability.

¯ The power of the media should never be underestimated and it is absolutely
vital that we maintain the integrity of the information our society consumes.
Although system is not perfect, it dOes serve as an example to the world and
helps maintain an intelligent free thinking, creative and tolerant society.
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UILs - safeguards for independence -

¯ UlLs should restrict Newscorp from distorting competition through cross-
promotion, bundling, banning rivals’ advertisements and distorting the
advertising market with cross platform deals.

¯ Note the UILs protect news output; however, News Co~p would beable to
broadcast their views via other programming.

¯ Nothing to stop BSkyB introducing a news channel to undermine Sky News.
¯ Murdoch family could buy shares in Sky News to increase 39.1% stake
¯ Despite the UILs, Murdoch would still be able to influence/control Sky News.
¯ A large number doubted Sky News would be financially viable as the majority

of funding could come from News Corp.
¯ News Corp will find ways to undermine 10 year undertaking.

Comments relating to BBC

¯ A number raised concern that the BBC funding is being cut, and limiting
BBC’s spending power all the qualityLexpensive and special events will be
broadcast behind a paywall costing £240/year.

¯ Government insisted that BBC now has to pay for running fibre optic cables
across country even though beneficiary would be subscriptic)n only services
owned by Murdoch’s company.

¯ Believe Murdoch strengthening will undermine BBC. Demonstrates Secretary
of State/government hostility to BBC.

¯ Sky pressure on government to restrict BBC online services because they
compete with the ’commercial’ sector.

Other comments

¯ A number of respondents referred to an ICM poll where: (sample size 2,500)
o 63% said there should be an independent investigation before deciding

whether to allow the deal to proceed
o 84% said that a single organisation should not be allowed to control too

much of the news media
o 75% said it was important to have competing independent sources of

news in the UK
o 44% oppose the deal with a mere 5% in favour; opposition among

Conservative voters was nearly as strong with 43% opposed and just
5% in favour

o 53% of those who currently identify themselves as Lib Dem oppose the
deal with just 4% in favour

¯ As a minimum today all media outlets should make the public aware that they
are owned Or controlled by a single person or entity where more than 20% of
shares are not held by public. For example TV should broadcast regularly
who they are owned by, and Newspapers set out on the front page.

¯ Draining the UK of important tax money because his organisation does not
pay UK tax. This money should be re-injected into the UK economy.

¯ Few people indicated whether they were or had been BSkyB subscribers.

b) Media Matters campaign
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Media matters sent in a letter which had been signed by about 300 people in the UK.
-rhe letter arg u ed that they.were u nconvi nced that t he U I Ls wo u Id satisfactorily
remedy, mitigate or prevent the public interest concerns in relation to media plurality.
In particular the following points were made:

Although News Oorp may have committed to the independence of Sky News
from BSkyB there are not sufficient checks and balances to ensure that News
Corp strictly adheres to the UILs.
Concern that the UILs donot prevent Murdoch or News Corp from building
the profile of Fox News in the UK, There is nothing to prevent Murd0ch
creating a new news channe[al0ng the lines of Fox News. It was felt that the
UILs do not go far enough to prevent the ’Fo×ification’ of the UKs news
agenda.
Requested more time be given to considering this matter further either by
pursuing a full investigation by the. Competition’ Commission which would.
allow for prope~ scrutiny and public protection. At the very least insist News
Corp promise new UtLs for consideration by UK public which address the
issues above and truly protect the public interest concerns raised by Ofcom’s
report.
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Annex

In addition, a number of comments on how the process and consultation has
handled were received:

¯ Length of consultation Some respondents commented that the 18 day
consultation was not long enough to test the UILs

¯ A number felt that sufficient time has not been spent in reaching the decision
¯ A few were concerned had not published any information about how many

people contacted the Government
¯ Question over capacityand expertise of DCMS due to the haste which

responsibility transferred
¯ Secret meetings A number of people have referred to Jeremy Hunt, David

Cameron having un-minuted meetings with James Murdoch from News
Corporation and Prime Minister’s lunch over Christmas with the CEO of News
Corp and members of Murdoch family Therefore proposed decision for non-
referral is biased and partial

¯ Secretary of State position A number of people are sceptical about the
impartiality of Secretary of State in relation to the merger, and therefore not
the right person to make the decision

¯ It is felt that the Secretary of State has a bias against the BBC and allowing
News Corp to acquire BSkyB is a way of further weakening the position of the
BBC by allowing an already significant competitor to become even stronger

¯ Should have run extensive opinion polls at the start of this matter (not the end)
asking whether the British public had any wish to extend News Corp
ownership of the media available to us

¯ OFT restrictions A number of people have asked questions relating to OFT
consultation including why they did not consult with third parties, did not have
sufficient time to test the veracity of statements given by News Corp,
regarding the UIL Terms of reference given tothe Oft restricted to ’practical
and financiarviability; why did they not test democratic balance of potential
ownership and influence implied by the UIL?
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News Corporation / BSkyB merger
064/11
30 June 2011

The Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport, Jeremy Hunt, has today published the
results of the consultation launched on3 March on the undertakings in lieu offered by News Corporation in
relation to their proposed merger with BSkyB. Alongside this he has also published subsequent advice from
Ofcom and the OFT and has set out the next steps in the process.

The undertakings published on 3 March 2011 involve Sky News being ’spun off as a separate company,
operating independently from BSkyB. The Secretary of State, based on advice from the OFT and Ofcom,
had said he was minded to accept the undertakings in lieu of a reference to the Competition Commission.

The consultation produced no new information to cause Ofcom and the OFT to change their ea flier advice
that the undertakings in lieu addressed Ofcom’s media plurality concerns and were viable for 10 years.
However, a number of suggestiOns were made which could further strengthen the undertakings. As a
result, Mr Hunt has today published a revised more robust set of undertakings for consultation.

The changes,- which are set out in full in the revised undertakings published today, include:

The need for Sky News board meetings to include an independent director with senior editorial
and/or journalistic expertise if decisions on editorial matters are to be made.
The appOintment.of a monitoring trustee whose main role is to ensure that News Corp complies with
the undertakings in the run up to spin-off.
A requirement for Sky to continue to cross-promote Sky News on its channels.
A requirement for Sky News’ Articles of Association to be approved by the Secretary of State.

Mr Hunt said:

"1 arn aware of the huge interest in the proposed merger and am grateful to those who responded to the
consultation.. I have considered carefully the points raised and, as at all steps in thiS process, taken advice
from the independent regulators.

"The regulators have confirmed that the proposed undertakings are still sufficient to ensure media plurality.
I could have decided to accept theoriginal undertakings but a number of suggestions were made in
response to the consultation which could further strengthen the undertakings, particularly around editorial
independence, business viability and the articles of association. I am therefore proposing some changes to
the undertakings and I will now hold a further public consultation."

The consultation period on the revised undertakings will run until midday Friday 8 July.

More than 40,000 representations were received in response to the consultation, including a very large
number of near-identical responses as a result of internet campaigns..The Secretary of State also met
representatives from Tdnity Mirror, the Guardian Media Group, the Telegraph Media Group, Associated
News and Media, slaughter and May and Avaaz. The substantive points raised were considered carefully
by the Secretary of State, advised by the regulators.

The Secretary of State is required to look at the specific issue of media plurality related to the merger
(compe~tition issues having already been dealt with at EurOpean level).

back to top

Notes to editors

Publications:

The Department for Culture, Media and Sport has today published dn its website:

A summary of responses to the previous consultation
Reports from Ofcom and the OFT
A consultation document on the revised undertakings
The revised undertakings

http://www.culture.gov.uk/news/media_releases/8258.aspx 14/03/2012
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The articles of association for the new Sky News company

The Secretary of State will also make a written statement in Parliament later today.

Timeline:

3 November 2010: News Corporation notif~d the European Commission of its intention to acquire the
shares in BSkyB that it does not already own.

4 November 2010: Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills issued a European intervention
notice in relation to the proposed acquisition. The Business Secretary asked Ofcom to investigate and
provide advice and recommendations on the public interest consideration in section 58 of the Enterprise
Act 2002. This public interest consideration concerns the sufficiency of plurality of persons With. control of
media enterprises.

21 December 2010: The European Commission published the results of its competition inquiry into the.
proposed merger of. BSkyB and Newscorp. They find no competition issues and clear the merger to go
ahead

21 December 2010: Jeremy Hunt takes over responsibility for media mergers.

25 January 2011: Jeremy Hunt announced that he intended to refer the merger to the Competition
Commission as he considered that it may, operate againstthe public interest in media plurality, butthat he
would first consider (and askthe OFT and Ofcom for advice on) undertakings in lieu offered by
News Corporation.

3 March 2011: Jeremy Hunt announced that, following advice from Ofcom and OFT, he intended to accept
undertakings from NewsCorp in lieu of a referral to the Competition Commission. He launched a
consultation on the undertakings, which would involve Sky News being ’spun off’ as an
independent public limited company.

Press Enquiries: 020 7211 2210
Out of hOurs telephone pager no: 07699 751153
Public Enquiries: 020 7211 6000

Follow us on:

Back to main

Back to top

Share:

http://www.culture.gov.uk/news/media releases/8258.aspx 14/03/2012
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Written Ministerial Statement: NewsCorp/BSkyB merger
Thursday 30 June 2011

The Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport (Mr Jeremy Hunt): I am today
publishing the results of the consultation on the undertakings in lieu I launched on 3 March alongside the
subsequent advice I have received from Ofcom and the OFT. The consultation did not produce any
information which has caused Ofcom and the OFT to change their earlier advice to me. I could have
decided to accept the original undertakings. However a n umber of constructive changes have been
suggested, and as a result, I am today publishing a revised, more robust set of undertakings and will be
consu Iting on them until midday Friday 8 July.

As previously, I was not required to involve independent regulators in assessing the revised undertakings.
However I have again done so, and sought their independent advice. I am today also publishing that
advice, which after careful consideration I have decided to accept.

Background

On 3 March I informed the House that based on advice that I had received from OFT and Ofcom, I was
minded to accept undertakings from News Corp in lieu of a reference to the Competition Commission. As
the Enterprise Act 2002 requires, I published these undertakings for a public consultation which ended on
21 March.

I received over 40,000 representations to this consultation, including a very. large number of near-identical
responses as a result of internet campaigns. I have placed summaries of the main responses on the
DCMS website. I met representatives from Trinity Mii’ror, Guardian Media Group, Telegraph Media Group,
Associated News and Media, and Slaughter and May on 24 March and met Avaaz on 15 April. Notes of
meetings will be published at the end of the process.

The substantive points have been carefully considered by me, advised by the independent regulators.

The Carriage and Brand Licensing Agreements

The Cardage and Brand Licensing Agreements are an important part ofthfs process and I will only accept
the undertakings once I have approved these agreements.

These documents have been reviewed in greatdetail by OFT, Ofcom and external lawyers. I believe that
their inde pendent, expert advice provides confidence that the undertakings and key Agreements are
robust. They have concluded that the drafts of the Carriage Agreement and the Brand Licence Agreement
are now fully consistent with the proposed undertakings. In addition, OFT confirm that the terms of the
Carriage Agreement an d Brand Licensing Agreement mean that Sky News will be practically and financially
viable for the lifetime of the carriage agreement. I can now therefore confirm that I am satisfied with both
Agreements and am able to approve them in line with the requirement in the undertakings. I will not be
publishing these Agreements given the nature and the extent of the commercially confidential material they
contain.

Undertakings in Lieu

I received advice from Ofcom and OFT on 22 June, copies of which have been placed on the DCMS
website. Both regulators are clear that the points raised in the consultation exercise do not require them to
change their previous advice to me. Nevertheless, there have been some constructive suggestions for
strengthening the undertakings which I am minded to accept.

Editorial Independence
A number of changes have now been made to the undertakings to strengthen further the arrangements for
editorial independence:

Sky News’ Articles of Association set out the definition of independent directors;
Meetings of the board of Sky News about editorial or journalistic matters will only be quorate if an
Independent Director with senior editorial and/or journalistic expertise is present. Similar
arrangements apply to the corporate governance and editorial committee, This is a response to
representations that these arrangements could be undermined if this Director was often unavailable
for ~e~trng~ f~f wight-ever t~ort. The ell~inge will ends-ureas’at ~SI~ News organtses its business so

http://www.culture.gov.uk/news/ministers_speeches/8262.aspx 14/03/2012
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as to ensure that there is always appropriate senior editorial and/or journalistic expertise at relevant
meetings.
The appointment of a Monitoring Trustee whose main role is to ensure that News Corp complies
with the undertakings and make sure that News Corp does not do anything "that would prevent
Newco [i.e. the spun off Sky News] being placed in an overall position of editorial, governance,
commercial and financial independence in which it will contribute to plurality as Sky News did prior to
the Transaction"

back to top

Business viability
Some representations were made about Sky News’ continued financially viability. I consider that Sky
News’ financial viability is adequately secured through the Carriage and Brand Licensing Agreements.
However, in the light of representations received in response to the consultation exercise, I am proposing
to modify the undertakings to ensure that Sky continues to cross-promote Sky News on its channels to a
level and in a manner comparable with such cross-promotion for the period of 12 months prior to the date
on which the undertakings are accepted. This is important to ensure that Sky News continues to enjoy the
same promotional support as the current business.

Also, the Monitoring Trustee will provide advice to me in my review of the key operational agreements
requiring my approval to ensure that they are fair and reasonable.

Articles of Association
Because so many of the safeguards are contained in the Articles of Association, including the requirement
that Sky News’ services will abide by the principle of editorial independence and integrity in news reporting,
the undertakings have been amended so that I have to approve them. Furthermore, News Corp has
offered an additional undertaking not to attempt to cause Sky News to act in breach of its Articles of
Association. A copy has been published along with the consultation document and the revised
undertakings.

These are the main changes. All the changes are set out in the published revised undertakings, and a
more detailed explanation of the reasons for the changes is included in the consultation document and
OFT’s report. In my view, they provide a further layer of very important safeguards. As amended, I
believe that the undertakings will remedy, mitigate, or prevent the threats to plurality which were identified
at the start of this process. I therefore propose to accept the undertakings in lieu of a reference to the
Competition Commission.

I have today placed on my Department’s website a revised version of the undertakings and an associated
consultation document. There will now be a final consultation period starting today and ending at midday
on Friday 8 July. During this time all interested parties will be able to express their views on the revised
undertakings.

Once again I will seek the advice of Ofcom and the OFT on any responses to this consultation. As expert
regulators they are best placed to thoroughly understand the issues and to offer comprehensive and
impartial advice. Once I have considered these representations and the independent regulators’ advice, I
will reach a decision on whether ! still consider that the undertakings should still be accepted in lieu of a
reference to the Competition Commission. If, after the consultation, I remain of the view that the
undertakings properly address the concerns about media plurality, I will accept them and not refer this
merger to the Competition Commission.

I am required to publish the revised undertakings in Lieu and an explanation as to why I have made the
proposed changes, and I have done so. In the interests of transparency I have also published a number of
other documents where there is no legal requirement upon me to do so: These are: the advice I have
received from OFT and Ofcom; the Articles of Association of Sky News; and a summary of responses to
the consultation process. The Carriage Agreement and the Brand Licence Agreement have not been
published given the nature and the extent of the commercially confidential material they contain.I hope that
this openness will help strengthen public confidence in the process and decision.

Other issues raised in the consultation

During the consultation period, a number of issues were raised that were not material to the issue of media
plurality.

A numberof respo~de.nts raised competition issues. In addRion to the fact Lhatthis could not be
considered as part of the media plurality public interest test, these issues have already been considered by
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¯
the European Commission which concluded on 21 December last year that the increased shareholding
would not significantly impede effective competition.

Some respondents also argued that News Corp could not be relied upon to abide by the requirements set
out in the undertakings., citing previous guarantees and assurances given by. News in the past, and the
current phone hacking a!legations against The News of the World

I have taken the view that News have offered serious undertakings and discussed them in good faith. In all
the circumstances and given that the implementation of those undertakings will be overseen by the
Monitoring Trustee and thereafter monitored and if necessary enforced by the OFT, I believe that there are
sufficient safeguards to ensure compliance with the undertakings. Furthermore, the various agreements
entered into pursuant to the undertakings will each be enforceable contracts. Therefore whilst the phone
hacking allegations are very serious they were not material to my consideration.

I would also like to draw attention to a point stressed by Ofcom in its report. Namely, that the undertakings
must be assessed against the fact that the plurality cQncems arose out of a change in the degree of control
News Corporation has over Sky. The undertakings do not and should not seek to establish Sky News in a
position where News Corporation has no relationship with it at all, because today News Corporation
controls 37.19% of Sky’s voting shares.

I am committed to maintaining the free and independent press for which thiscountry is famous, i have
sought and published independent advice throughout this process. I have listened carefully to points made
in the consultation and amended the undertakings where appropriate. I have also gone for maximum
transparency whilst taking reasonable account of commercial confidentiality considerations, t continue to
believe that, if I allow this deal to proceed, Sky News will be able to continue its high-quality output and in
fact.will have greater protections for its operational and editorial independence than those that exist today.

[Ends]

Back to main

Back to top
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DEPARTMENT FOR CULTURE, MEDIA AND SPORT

NOTICE OF CONSULTATION ON THE PROPOSED ACQUISITION BY NEWS

CORPORATION OF UP TO 60.9% OF BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING
GROUP PLC

UNDERTAKINGS GIVEN BY NEWS CORPORATION PURSUANT TO
PARAGRAPH 3 OF SCHEDULE 2 OF THE ENTERPRISE ACT 2002

(PROTECTION OF LEGITIMATE INTERESTS) ORDER 2.003

Views are sought by midday on Friday 8 July 2011 as to whether the attached

undertakings in lieu are sufficient toremedy, mitigate or prevent the .public

interest concerns in relation to media plurality raised by this merger. For

reasons explained below, the Secretary of State is not consulting on any

competition aspects of the proposed merger.

Executive summary

The Secretary of State has considered the points raised during the consultation

period and further reports from OFT and Ofcom. These reports make it clear that

nothing raised during the consultation process has led the OFT and Ofcom to
reconsider their earlier advice to the Secretary of State. A number of constructive

changes have been suggested to strengthen the undertakings which the Secretary of

State has accepted and he therefore proposes to consult further for a period ending

at midday on Friday 8 July 20.11,.

In particular a number of changes were suggested that would
arrangements around the editorial independence of Sky News:

strengthen the

¯ Sky News’ Articles of Association set out the definition of independent

directors, mirroring the definition in the undertakings.

Meetings of the board of Sky News about editorial or journalistic matters will

only be quorate if an Independent Director with senior editorial and/or
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journalistic expertise is present. Similar arrangements apply to the corporate
governance and editorial committee. The change will ensure that Sky News

organises its business so as to ensure that there is always appropriate senior

editorial and/or journalistic expertise at relevant meetings.
J

Representations were also made about interim protection for Sky News. As a

consequence, the undertakings require the appointment of a Monitoring Trustee
whose main role is to ensure that News complies with the undertakings in the run up
to Sky News being spun off.

There were also suggestions around operational and financial sustainability. As such
the Secretary of State has made the following changes:

¯ The undertakings have been changed to ensure that Sky continues to cross-
promote Sky News on its channels. This means Sky News will continues to

enjoy the same promotional support as the current business.

¯ The Monitoring Trustee will advise the Secretary of State in his review of the

key operational agreements requiring his approval to ensure that they are fair

and reasonable.

As a number of the safeguards are contained in the Articles of Association, including

the requirement that Sky News’ services will abide by the principle of editorial
independence and integrity in news reporting, the undertakings have been amended

so that the Articles have to be approved by the Secretary of State. An additional

undertaking has been included to ensure that News shall not to attempt to cause Sky
News to act -in breach of its Articles of Association. A copy of the Articles of
Association is published along with the consultation document and the revised

undertakings.

The Secretary of State considem that the changes made to the undertakings

strengthen them in a number of areas highlighted in the consultation responses. As

such he proposes to accept these changes and have a further consultation period

ending at midday on Friday 8 July 2011. Further more detailed explanation of these

and other changes are outlined later in this document.

2
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Background

On 3 November last year, News Corporation (News) indicated that it intended to

increase its shareholding in, BritiSh Sky Broadcasting Group PIc (Sky) from 39.1% to

100%. In light of the turnover of the merging companies and the interaction of

United Kingdom and European law, any competition concerns arising in relation to

the transaction fell to be considered by the European Commission. On 21

December last year, the EurOpean Commission concluded that the increased

shareholding would not significantly impede effective competition.

However, under UK law, an issue arose as to whether this transaction gave rise to
concerns about plurality of persons controlling media enterprises. The Secretary of

State for Business, Innovation and Skills issued a European intervention notice
raising this public interest. He asked Ofcom to investigate and report to him by 31

December. That report was produced by Ofcom and provided to the Secretary of

State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport, Jeremy Hunt (the Secretary of State).
In addition, the OFT provided a report on jurisdiction on 30 December
[http://www.culture.gov.uldpublications/7737.aspx].

On 25 January, the Secretary of State informed Parliament of his initial decision on

the proposed News/BSkyB merger. Having considered the Ofcom report and the

concerns raised, he co ncluded that the relevant statutory test was met and intended

to refer the merger to the Competition Commission. However, before doing so he

also made it clear that he would consider undertakings in lieu of that reference which

had been offered by News and which, in his opinion, had the potential to remedy,

mitigate or prevent the potential threats to media plurality identified in the Ofcom

report.

The Secretary of State asked for further advice from OFT and Ofcom on the extent
"C

to which the undertakings in lieu addressed the plurality Concerns raised in the

Ofcom report, and whether the undertakings were likely to be financially and

practically viable. Further reports were received from both organisations on 11

February and 1 March. [h~p://www.cuiture.gov.uldpubliGations~880.aspxs]

3
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On 3 March the Secretary of State made a statement to the House explaining that,

on the basis of the advice he had received, he believed that the proposed
undertakings acldressed the plurality concerns that Ofcom had identified in its report

of 31 December 2010 and were practically and financially viable for up to 10 years.

He therefore announced that he intended to accept undertakings from News on its

proposed mergefwith BSkyB in lieu of a reference to the Competition CommissiOn.
However, before he did so he launched a public consultation seeking views on the

undertakings. [http:l/www.culture.gov.uldcons ultations/7887.aspx]

The undertakings provide that Sky News be spun-off as an independent public

limited company. Shares are to be distributed amongst the existing shareholders of

Sky in line with their existing shareholdings. The effect of this would be that, after the

proposed News/BSkyB merger was completed, the shareholdings in Sky News

would remain as if the merger transaction had not happened. The new company

would have a majority of independent non-executive directors and have long-term

carriage and brand licensing agreements with the newly-merged News/BSkyB

company so as to ensure its financial viability. The undertakings specify that News

would not be able to increase its shareholding in the new company without the

permission of the Secretary of State for a period of 10 years. After that period, any

reacquisition would be subject to the general legislative merger control provisions,

including a reference to the Competition Commission on plurality grounds depending

on circumstances at that time.

Summary of the Undertakin.qs

The undertakings which were consulted upon are as follows:

The Board of the new company must have a majority of independent directors

who have no other News, or News-associated, interest;

The Board, including the independent non-executive directom, must have the

appropriate balance of skills, experience, independence and knowledge,and

at least one must have senior editorial and/or journalistic experience;

4
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¯ The Chairman must be an independent director;

¯ Sky News’ services must abide by the principle of editorial independence and

integrity in news reporting;

¯ The Board must have a Corporate Governance and Editorial Committee to
ensure compliance with the principles of editorial independence and integrity

in news reporting;

¯ A 10 year carriage contract which sets out the future financing arrangements;

¯ A 7 year brand licensing (with potential to extend for a further 7 years).

Changes to the undertakings following consultation

This consultation on the proposed undertakingsclosed on 21 March. There were

over 40,000 responses, including a very large number of near-identical responses as

a result of,internet campaigns. Summaries of the main responses1 are today

published on the DCMS website. The Secretary of State metrepresentatives from

Trinity Mirror, Guardian Media Group, Telegraph Media Group, Associated News

and Media, and Slaughter and May on 24 March and met Avaaz on 15 April: Notes

of meetings will be published at the end of the process.

These representations have been carefully considered by the Secretary of State and,
where appropriate, Ofcom and OFT, The Secretary of State is grateful to Ofcom2

and the OFT3 for the written advice they provided him with on 22 June and both

these reports are today published on the DCMS website.

Both regulators make it clear that they consider that the points raised in the

consultation exercise do not require them to change their previous advice to the
Secretary of State. Both they and the Secretary of State do consider, however, that

there have been some constructive suggestions for strengthening the undertakings
and, as a result, the Secretary of State proposes to consult on amended

undertakings. Set out below are the main changes and, where not-self-explanatory,
the Secretary of State’s reasons for making them. A number of minor drafting

1 http://www,cu[tu re,gov.uklconsu[tationsi8257.aspx
z http:/Iwww.cu[ture.gov.uk/pub[ications/7880.aspx#1

5
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changes to the undertakings are not included in this document though they are

included in the version of the undertakings published today and a more detailed
explanation of the reason for all the changes is.included in the OFT’s report.

Articles of Association

The Articles of Association of Sky News must be approved by the Secretary of State

prior to the undertakings being accepted [3.1]. This reflects the importance of the

Articles of Association to Sky News and, in particular, addresses concerns that the

Articles might limit Sky News’ ability to borrow. The Secretary of State is satisfied

that the borrowing arrangements set out in the Articles of Association are

reasonable.

The undertakings require that the Articles of Association set out the definition of

independent directors [3.1(iv)]. This is consistent with the definition in the

undertakings, and is found in Article 1(1).

The original undertakings require News to establish Sky News with Articles of

Association which provide that Sky News will abide by the principle of editorial
independence and integrity in news reporting. News now offem an additional

undertaking not to attempt to cause Sky News to act in breach of its Articles of

Association [3.31.

Independent Director with senior editorial and/or journalistic expertise

Article 128 provides that meetings of the board of Sky News about editorial or
journalistic matters shall only be quorate if an Independent Director with senior

editorial and/or journalistic expertise is present Similar arrangements apply to the
corporate governance and editorial committee (at articles 138 and 139). This is a

response to representations that these arrangements could be undermined if this

Director was often unavailable for meetings for whatever reason. This will ensure

that Sky News organises its business so as to ensure that there is always

appropriate senior editorial and/or journalistic expertise at relevant meetings

6
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[3. l(iii)(c); 3. l(ix)(E)].

Solicitation.

News shall not solicit staff transferred to Sky News for a period be,qinnin,q on the

Closin,q Date and endin.q [words added] 24 months after the date of spin-off. This

extends the non-solicitation provision to cover the period between Closing Date and

s ;pin-off .[4.2].

Carriage and Brand Licensing Agreement

For the avoidance of any confusion, the reference to a 7 year Brand Licensing

Agreement which is automatically renewed for a further 7 years has been changed to

a reference to a 14 year Brand Licensing Agreement [4.6].

Promotion of Sky News

News shall ensure that Sky continues to cross-promote Sky News on Sky’s linear
channels to a level and in a manner comparable with such cross-promotion for the

period of 12 months prior to the date on which the undertakings are accepted. This

is important to ensure that Sky News continues to enjoy the same promotional

support as the current business [4.9].

Operational Agreements

News shall ensure that Sky will, prior to or at spin-off, enter into the agreements with

Sky News under which Sky will provide facilities and support services to Sky News_

on arms’-length terms which are fair and reasonable[words added]. This change

provides the context for the Monitoring Trustee (see below) to assess News’

fulfilment of its obligations in relation to the terms of the operational agreements

[5.1].

Charges to Sky News under the main operational agreements are set for the first

7
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year at a fixed price equivalent to the cost of Sky providing the relevant services plus

a 5% margin. Thereafter charges will be increased by the Consumer Price Index

(CPI). The undertakings have been changed to cap this increase. This caps the

C;PI-related charges payable by Sky News to News and so provides an enhanced

degree of financial security for Sky News [5.3(iii)].

The payments will also be adjusted for actual usage where appropriate and savings
or cost increases of services which Sky obtains from a third party. The undertakings
have been changed to give Sky News audit rights in relation to these adjustments if
Sky fails to provide any relevant information [5.3].

News must ensure that operational agreements will contain a dispute resolution

mechanism. The undertakings have been amended to provide that, in the case of

the agreements requiring the approval of the Secretary of State, they cannot be
terminated Until any dispute between Sky News and Sky has gone through the
dispute resolution process. News will bear all reasonable costs (including Sky News’

reasonable costs) of any dispute resolution process originating from a proposed

termination by Sky [5.4].

Appointment of Monitoring Trustee

It was suggeste~! that the undertakings should include the requirement for a

Monitoring Trustee to ensure that News complies with the undertakings in the period
leading up tothe spin-off of Sky News. As a consequence there are now five new
sections dealing with the appointment, functions and obligations of a Monitoring

Trustee [6-10].

The undertakings have been amended so that, in effecting the spin-off, "News shall
not take any action that would prevent the new company being placed in an overall
position of editorial, governance, commercial and financial independence in which it

will contribute to plurality as Sky News did prior to the Transaction" [2.1]. This

provides a context for Monitoring Trustee to assess News’ fulfilment of its obligations

in respect of the spin-off of Sky News.

8
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In addition to ensuring that News is complying with its obligations under the

undertakings, the Monitoring Trustee will provide advice to the Secretary of State in

relation to the latter’s review of the key operational agreements requiring his prior
approval. These include agreements on satellite capacity, playout, and uplink.

Within20 Working Days of the undertakings being agreed, News has to nominate a
Monitoring Trustee to be approved by the Secretary of State. Although News has to

pay for the Monitoring Trustee, whoever is selected must be independent and have
no material conflict of interest. Paragraph 7.1 of the undertakings expressly provides
that the Monitoring Trustee acts on behalf of the Secretary of State. The Monitoring

Trustee will remain in place until all of the operational agreements detailedbecome

effective.

Interim Protection

In addition to the provisions for a Monitoring Trustee, there are a number of other
changes which are designed to ensure that News cannot undermine Sky News in the

run up to spin-off. For examplel prior to the spin-off of the Sky News business, News

must ensure that the Sky News business (as at the Closinq Date) [words added] is

maintained as a going concern [13.1(i)] and that the Sky News business, including its
facilities and goodwill [words added], is maintained and run normally [13.1(iii)].

Similarly, News must not attempt to influence the editorial decisions of the Sky News
business prior to the completion of spin-off [13.1(iv)] and must provide information to

the Secretary of State to enable him to monitor News’ compliance by with these
undertakings [13.2].

Definitions

The definition of "Material Transaction" has been

agreement and the main operational agreements
approval by the Secretary of State).

extended to cover the lease

(that is, those requiring prior

9
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As amended, the Secretary of State now considers that the concerns .relating to

plurality identified by Ofcom are now prevented, remedied or mitigated by the

undertakings.

Carriage and Brand Licensing Agreement.~

T’he terms of the undertakings also ensure that the detailed provisions of the

Carriage and Brand Licensing Agreements have to be approved by the Secretary of

State before the merger can go ahead. The Secretary of State has therefore

carefully considered the advice of Ofcom and OFT on these key Agreements. They

have concluded that the drafts of the Carriage Agreement and the Brand Licence

Agreement are consistent with the proposed undertakings. In addition, OFT

conclude that the terms of the Carriage Agreement and Brand Licensing Agreement

mean that Sky News will be practically and financially viable for the lifetime of the

carriage agreement.

In terms of the length of the Carriage Agreement, OFT has reiterated its advice that

the undertakings are likely to be practically and financially viable in the short and

medium term. Its earlier reports have expressed concern about whether the

undertakings would be viable over the long term, but recognised that the appropriate

time-frame in this market was for the Secretary of State to decide, with ofcom,s

advice.

Ofcom has reiterated its view {hat it considers a 10 year carriage agreement in the

context of industry dynamics in this sector to be a long-term measure. The
Secretary of State agrees with this view and therefore considers that the provision of

a 10 year carriage agreement and a 14 year brand licensing agreement are of
sufficient length to remedy, mitigate or prevent the concerns in relation to media

plurality.

The Secretary of State is satisfied, following the advice from Ofcom and OFT, that

the Carriage Agreement and Brand Licensing Agreements will ensure the financial

and commercial independence of the new Sky News company over what is a very
!

10
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long period in terms of this sector. He considers the Agreements along with the

governance provisions will ensure editorial and operational independence of Sky

News.

Other issues raised in the consultation

During the consultation period, a number of other issues were raised that were not

material to the issue of media plurality and did not affect the Secretary of State’s

decision to ~,onsult on revised undertakings.

A number of respondents raised competition concerns. In addition to the fact that

this could not be considered as part of the media plurality public interest test, these

issues have already been fully considered bythe European Commission which

concluded on 21 December last year’that the increased shareholding would not

significantly impede effective competition.

Some respondents also argued that News could not be relied upon to abide by the

requirements set out in the undertakings, citing previous guarantees and assurances
given by News in the past, and the current phone hacking allegations against The

News of the World. The Secretary of State takes the viewthat News have offered
serious undertakings and discussed them in good faith. In all the circumstances and

given .that the implementation of thoseundertakings will be overseen by the

Monitoring Trustee and thereafter monitored and if necessary enforced by the OFT,
he takes the view that there are sufficient safeguards toensure compliance with the

undertakings. Furthermore, the various agreements entered into pursuant to the
undertakings will each be enforceable contracts. Therefore whilst the phone hacking

allegations are very serious they were not material to his consideration.

Conclusion

Having taken into account all relevant considerations, the Secretary of State

proposes to accept the amended undertakings in lieu of a reference to the

Competition Commission. As req’uired by the Enterprise Act, he will undertake a

11
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further consultation period starting today and ending at midday on Friday,8 July

2011. During this time all interested parties will be able to express their views �)n the

undertakings in lieu. Once he has considered representations, he will reach a

decision on whether he still considers that the undertakings (as amended) should still

be accepted in lieu of a reference to the Competition Commission. If, after the

consultation, he remains of the view that’the undertakings address the concerns

about media plurality, he will accept them and not refer this merger to the

Competition Commission.

Representations should be sent to

bskyb-newscorp.consultation2@culture.gsi.gov.uk by midday on Friday 8 July
2011

Postal representations should be Sent to:

BSkyB-News Corporation Consultation

Media Team

Department for Culture, Media and Sport

2-4 Cockspur Street

London

SWIY 5DH

!2
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News Corp - BSkyB merger update -June 2011
12-7

Culture Secretary JeremY Hunt’s statement following consultation on the proposed merger.

The Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport,
Jeremy Hunt, has today published the results of the
consultation launched on 3 March on the Undertakings
in lieu offered by News Corporation in relation to their proposed
merger with BSkyB. Alongside this he has also published
subsequent advice from Ofcom and the OFT and has set out
the next steps in the process.

department for
culture, media

The undertakings published on 3 March 2011 involve Sky News
bei.ng ’spun off as a separate company, operating
independently from BSkyB. The Secretary of State, based on
advice from the OFT and Ofcom, had said he was minded
to accept the undertakings in lieu of a reference to the
Competition Commission.

The consultation produced no new information to cause Ofcom
and the OFT to Change their earlier advice that the undertakings
in lieu addressed Ofcom’s media plurality concerns and wereand sport viable for 10 years. However, a number of suggestions were
made which could further strengthen the undertakings. Asa

result, Mr Hunt has today published a revised more robust set of undertakings for
consultation.
The changes, which are set out in full in the revised undertakings published today, include:

The need for Sky News board meetings to include an independent director with senior editorial
and/or journalistic expertise if decisions on editorial matters are to be made.
The appointment of a monitoring trustee whose main role is to ensure that News Corp complies with
the undertakings in the run up to spin-off.
A requirement for Sky to continue to cross-promote Sky News on its channels.
A requirement for Sky News’ Articles of Association to be approved by the Secretary of State.

Mr Hunt said:

"1 am aware of the huge interest in the proposed merger and am grateful to those who responded to the
consultation. I have considered carefully the points raised and, as at all steps in this process, taken advice
from the independent regulators.

’q-he regulators have confirmed that the proposed undertakings are still sufficient to ens-ure media plurality.
I could have decided to accept the original undertakings but a number of suggestions were made in
response to the consultation which could further strengthen the undertakings, particularly around editorial
independence, business viability and the articles of association. I am therefore proposing some changes to
the undertakings and I will now hold a further public consultation."

The consultation period on the revised undertakings will run until midday Friday 8 July.

More than 40,000 representations were received in response to the consultation, including a very large
number of near-identical responses as a result of internet campaigns. The Secretary of State also met
representatives from Trinity Mirror, the Guardian Media .Grou p, the Telegraph Media Group, Associated
News and Media, Slaughter and May and Avaaz. The substantive points raised were considered carefully
by the Secretary of State, advised by the regulators:

The Secretary of State is required to look at the specific issue of media plurality related to the merger
(competition issues having already been dealt with at European level).

Further information

Consultation on revised undertakings in lieu

http://www.culture:gov,uk/news/news_stories/8259.aspx 14/03/2012
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JL~ ews q~.orp - ,~:~.:~ merger update - June 2UI 1 rage ~ ut/.

Publication of letters and reports related to the process
News release with further details
Written Ministerial Statement on the merger.

Follow us on: Share:

t~.
¯ f, -

http://www.culture.gov, uk/news/news_stories/8259.aspx 14/03/2012
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News C0rP BSkyB merger

/

Lines to take

p̄hone hacking iS wrong and illegal. The law is quite c-lear and the prosecuting
auth0:tities-ShOuld follow it wherever it toads:

med~a p~erai{ty Concer~s.                                  -

The Cu|ture Seore~h~s at ~i~1 times sought ai~d fotiow:ed advice, f~om oFT

He h~s al.teady c0~Su|ted on the,U,deff~ki~S ~nd, ~h~Ving ~t~U|t¥.
considered representations, has fu~her stmn~henedjh~m. Nothing t~[seci in
t~e ~ons~t;~tion e.~em[se~:l~the reguiato¢s~to, recons~d-~r t~e~t eadier a~vtce.

.-

"This dec,ion is. tobe made by my RHF the Culture S~e~t~W. :|.~_,,"~e.~
[n.it. The Gu|ture Secretary did not diSCUSS thin decisio.n wltl~ me. or a~y 0thor

Mb.itering Tms~eeztt~ thereafter mo~e~ ~t~d if ne:ces~a~ e~o~ie"~ :W the
OFT/" ~:" ";he ""t~kes’ ’ :-"t~e view.that: ’""there      " a~e " s~e~t:- -;’ ~;’:": sa~e~uerS~- "’.’ °~ ........., ’ -. to,.-: ~su"" ", ~":.~ "

entered into pursuant lethe un:Se~n~S w~|t e., .~ , :. -,.o .... ;;- .. o ~ :’~--
Th~-~te:~h||st |~ ph~t~e hacking ~||~g~tions ar\e very sel’~s they ~-e no~
m ateffai to his ¢o~id~tiem

Baokground.

On 3 March the Cuiture SeQ~etarY announ .cod that, on the basis of the advice he had
received from OFT and Ofeom, he be|ieved that the proposed undedakings given by,
.News Corp.as part of their proposed merger With BSk-y8 addressed the mad|a-
plurality concerns th:atOfcom had identified in its re: port of 3i December 20i0, and
were practically and financially viable for up to-lO yeam.
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c

The u’nderlakings provide that Sky News be spun-off as an i~tdependent pubBc
limited company, Shares are to be distributed amongst the existing .sha.reh0tders of
Sky in. tine With. their existing share.holdings. The effect of this would be that, after the
prop0sed News/BSkyB merger was completed, the shareholditl~ in S~ F~ws
would .remain as if the merger transa~.ion had n.pt hap p:e~ed. Thenew c~mPany
wou~ flaw a m~jority of indepetident no;n,-~~e d:~r~tor~ a~nd ~e |0~g~.te~m

,. aarri.age arid brand licensing ag cements wffh the-~ew~y-me~.e~ N~B~B    ’
company so as to ensure its financial viability+ The undertakings spec|fy that News

on ¢imumst~oe. s mt that time. - - ’, ’

m++~+,+ " " ; i +, :+?+’ +", + _    +

o
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Kestrlc~ea - IVlarKeL ~l~tu w

News. orpomtlon s proposed acquisition Of BSkvB

S,upplementary Q&A

Phone hacking

Phone hacking allegations showthat News Corp cannot be trusted to
honour theUnde~kir~gs they have given as part of the BSkyB me(rger?

The Culture Secretary has to look at the safeguards contained {n, the
undertakings News Corp have given as part of the merger process based on
their merits, and c~nside.r whether these Safeguards am ~sufficient to ensure_
compliartce. Both the UtL and Articles of Ass0ciatior~ oontain robust
safeguards, the UiL and Articles of Associatian am legally b~ndi~g
agreen~ntS.

Safeguard: include:

¯ Independent directors
¯ A corporate governance and editorial commi~ee
,¯ A MonitoringTmstee.
¯ OFT’s. on.g~ii~g moh:itor~ng

Ofcom also has a role in ensuring that all persons who hold a broadcasting
,licence shoul~ be aru:t continue to remain ~t and proper persons"-.

The ~eision on ~, m~rger ShoU|d be delayed Until the results of the
phone-hacking mqumes ~r~ k~wn

The merger has b~n investigated on the basis of the effect ~t cou{d have on
media plui~i~..

The Secretaw of 8late takes the view that News have o~ed ~au
unde~k~~ dis~::ss~ them in g~oed fS~th. In ~it a~rtd
given that t~ irnp|~ti~ ~ these ~ert.~irt~~ Wt, ~ overs~ uy =.=.

ehtered into pursuant to the underta~gs will each be enfo_rceable contracts.
Therefore whilst the phone hacking allegations are very serious they were not
material to his consideration.

The merger should be looked at again in terms- of the need for a genuine
commitment to rite broadcasting standards objectives, asset out in the
Communications Act 2003?
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Restricted’ Market S~risitiv~

The intervention, and ultimately the Secretary 0f.State’s decision has been
made on the basis of plurality concerns. O~ioe art inte~ent~0n notice has
been made on one basis, the legislation does not permit a second intervention
on another basis.

[Section 67(5) of the Enterprise Act 2002 provides that no more than one
Eumpean lntervention Notice may be given to the same relevant merger
situation.}

The m~rger.should now be referi~ed to:!he Cempeti.t~on. Ce~m[ssio,,, s e
that they Could consider the effect on plurality and a commitment
broad~as|~n.g S~ff~rds,     -               o-

.=.

The-~ec~e.t.~ ~ Si~te ~uld: e:,~.~.refe~ |he ~e t9 |h~,Gompet~t.~o_n.
Comm~ssiQa f~r.~nside~ti~ Qn the b~s~ ~f the.effe~tth~-me.~ger cou!d have
on media p|umI[~,, a~d n= f~r -~ny oth~r p~bfl¢ ir~te~est,coni~de~t.i~n.
However,-Ofcem, as an independent mgu|ator, has s:aid that the un~e~akir~gs
News Corp have given addresS their media p~ura.lity concerns and on that
basis the Secretary.of State has made clear he is proposing te ~o~ept the
Undert.ak~ngs in lieu of a referral to the CO.

Independence of.Sky News-

Why sh.ould the new Sky News board be any ~fe: ~.e~v.e. in
mai,ntatn|ng ed|~dal independence than the Times board? "

independence f~~’:~ N~S tha~ t~ :t~oV{Si0ns forYhe Times:’Thes$ "
safe~@r~s gp~F~t~ ~t: a n~,~ Qf :|e~|s ~n~ ~n~er ShoUld ~$~r~= " -
the ~izi:|~e~en~ of~ky: News_:~-f~~~ .... . =~ "

¯ News Co~ Will remain a minori.~ owner
¯ - ’Th~ ff~W e~a~y will have ~ ~ortty, of independent d~to~s..~.nd be

; At |e~t ~e independent regulator m~t have sen~Ot" ed~to:.dal and[or- _

What is News Corp proposing and how does this meet :the piumli~

News Corp. is proposing that they make Sky News into ~n indepeffdettt PLC.
The shareholding would remain the same as it currently "m w|th-BSkyB but
add:itienal s~feguards weutd be added to ensure ed|.tori~i impartia||tyi, in mafity
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Restri;~ed - Market Sensitive~

the MurdoChs will have less control of Sky News if this merger goes through
than, before,

How will this ensure Sky News’ editorial independence?

. The board of the New Company will be made up of a majority of |ndependent
DirectorS. anti will have an--[nde.pende~t chair (ie n0~ ~ames Murd~Ch), ..In
additionto this an editorial committee will be put in place to ensure a greater
level- of ed.[tefi~! independe~_n.~e.

How car you ensure that directors will beindependent?
L ":

The ArtiQle~ ef As;~i~i~n~ ~..e...r t~h~s..n~w Gamp~ ~b’~h ~h:ave-~.

~nc[udes restd~ions in respect of News Corp, S~ or any. |ntercQi~ne~e:           ~.
body

~n relation to:
o rece~t-emp!Wment;- . ,.
o ~nateda! b~hess rel~tionsN~ps;
o cmss-directomhips;
o sh~rehoN~t~gs...

Whatever appointment pmces.s iS followed must produce thes~ results..

Ovemff deoision

Is it right that RupertMUrdoch Will now 0W~ ~uCh ~. iar~g~_    ..PeV~e:~ge d

Ofcom, the ~p~ndentregu~atorhas S~id that any p|uralW con~r~s.th~y
h.Sd abe~t the deal have been addre~ed by the pr~pesed uttde~s l~. lieu
News Gorp l~ave put forward. The competition ¢on~rns have already been
add~’a~.sed by the EU.

Why the ,,ee:d. to¯ consult ~.ai~?

The responses to the first consu|{aflon raised a number,’ofpoi.nts Which have .
allowed the undertakings to be stren.~hened. It is reasonable to ~!ve other
interested parties, an opportunity to: comment on the revised undertakings
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Restricted-- Market Sensitive

before the Secretary of State takes a final decision on whether to accept {hem
or not.

What are the various potential outcomes from the consu|tatlon =

The 8ecmt~ry of State will consider the responses to the second c~nsul~ation
will Then" either ~ceept ~tnder~aktngs or i~efetlthe ~e~ge~.

Is it stiff pQssible that this might be referred to the CC? Wha:t Wouid it
take for ~is to happen?

Yes ~t is. if, as a [esu|t Of the ¢onsu!t~tiOn or Qt~h~r ¢o~i~!;on, the

Whatmeet~ngsldis~ussions hss sos had With the ~~~

He did not-dliscuss this decision W~th any CaSinet Co|[eagt~e. f~i~ a ~aSh
~u:dici~! p_mces~ |~ whtoh he akes the. d~a~Si~ W-~tho..:~ Such ~ns~t~t~gn-~

Wh~t m~eff~gS :has SoS had with News Corp/BS~/OFT~fcom ete?-

%

¯ Pi~h’~ Test

ad~re~s co.rt¢~rws                   ~.

! said that ! wantto consider t~s as part of th~ ~ew ~f ~m~~|~s
regul~tt~n which I ~nnoun~d kt ~n~aW of thins year.

.~
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Oral statementi NewsCorp/BSkyB merger update
Monday 11 July 2011

The Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport (Mr Jeremy Hunt): Mr Speaker the
events of last week shocked the nation. Our proud tradition of journalism, which for centuries has bravely
held those in positions of power or responsibility to account without fear or favour, was shaken by the
revelation of what we now know to have happened at News of the World. The perpetrators of those acts
not only broke the law, they preyed on the grief of families who had lost loved ones either as a result of foul
murders or giving their life for their country. I hope the law shows no mercy on those responsible and no
mercy’ on any managers who condoned such appalling behaviour.

As a result of what happened the Prime Minister last week ann ounced two independent enquiries to
examine what went wrong and recommend to the government h ow we can make sure itnever happens
again.

First, a full, judge led, public inquiry into the original police investigation. Witnesses will be questioned
under oath and no stone will be left unturned. As The Prime Minister announced on F~iday that Inquiry will
need to answer the following questions. Why did the first police investigation fail? What exactly was going
on at the News of the World, and what was going on at other newspapers? The bulk of the work of this
inquiry can only happen after the police investigation has finished but we will start what we can now.

Second, a separate inquiry to look at the culture, the practices and the ethics of the British press. In
particular, they will look at how our newspapers are regulated and make recommendations for the future.
That Inquiry should start as soon as possible, ideally this summer. As the Prime Minister said a free p’ress
is an essential component of our democracy and for our way of life. But press freedom does not mean that
the press should be above the law and in announcing this inquiry the Prime Minister has invited views on
the way the press should be regulated in the future.

I also have to make a decision about News Corporation’s plans to buy the shares it does not already own in
BSkyB. I know that colleagues on all sides of this House and the public at home feel very concerned at the
prospect of th-e organisation which allegedly allowed these terrible things to happen being allowed totake
control of what would become Britain’s biggest media company.

I understand that in the last few minutes News Corporation have withdrawn their Undertakings in Lieu.

On January 25th I said I was minded to refer News Corporation’s proposed merger with BSkyB to the
Competition Commissiofi in the absence of any specif’K~ undertakings in lieu.

As a result of News Corporation’s announcement this afternoon I am now going to refer this to the
Competition Commission with immediate effect and will be writing to them this afternoon.

Today’s announcement will be an outcome that I am sure the whole house will welcome.

It wilt mean that the Competition Commission will be able to give further full and exhaustive consideration
of this merger taking into account all relevant recent developments.

Mr Speaker, protecting our tradition of a strong, free and independent media is the most sacred
responsibility I have as Culture Secretary, Irresponsible, illegal and’ callous behaviour damages that
freedom by weakening public support for the self-regulation upon which it has thrived. By dealing decisively
with the abuses of power we have seen, hopefully on a cross-party basis, this government intends to
strengthen and not diminish press freedom, making this country once again proud and not ashamed of the
journalism that so shapes our democracy.

[Ends]

Back to main

Back to top

http://www.eulture.gov.uk/news/ministersspeeches/8285 .aspx 14/03/2012
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 News Corporation
..~. ¯ .

S’rRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, O[ympics~ Media and.Sport
Department for Culture Medja and Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London¯            . ....
SWlY5 DH

11July 2011
.¯ .., .

°

.Dear Jere’rny, .... : " ( .
°

NewsCorporation-British Sky Broadcastiog Group PIc.

l.am .writing formally to confirm News Corporation’s decision to.withdraw.the Undertakings Which we
Offered on 14 June 2011 and upon which you have’consulted.                               .

I am of course awarethat Ofcom and OFT recOmmended that th~se undertakings were sufficient to remedy

the pi’.eliminaryissues identified by.Ofcom in its report of 31 December 2010.
. . . ¯ . "    . ’ _" ¯

. ..
. .: . .    . ! .

I haveseen yodr letters to Ofcom and OFT of II July 2011 in which you ask for t l~eir advice onwhether you
should now reconsider accepting undertakings from-News Corporation upon which you have
consulted. You and ¯Officials from your Departments have previously emphasised in Parliament that due
process requires you to assess the proposed transaction by reference to issues of media plurality alone.
News Corporation agrees with this position, which was also expressed in the DCMS notice of consultation
on our proposed undertakings of 8 July 2011: "wl~ilst the’phohe hacking ~iegations are yen! Serious they
were not material to [your] consideration".

However, we have listened and "considered public sensitivity, political concern and the requests for an
independent Competition Commission review. In these circumstances I have taken a decision to withdraw
the undertakings. This will allow the matter to be considered by the Competition Commission on an
objective and fair basis taking into account factors and evidence which are relevant to the only applicable
legal test of sufficiency of media plurality.

News Corporation continues to believe that properly taking into account those factors its proposed
acquisition will not lead to there being insufficient plurality in news provision in the UK.

I note that, following our announcement earlier today, you have announced to’the House of Commons that
you will refer the proposed transaction to the Competition Commission for a detailed review. News
Corporation is ready to engage with the Competition Commission on substance and to present its case tliat
there is no reason why the transaction should raise concerns about the sufficiency of plurality in the UK.

Yours sincerely,

James Murdoch
James Mu~doch

Deputy Chief Operating Officer
Chairman & CEO, International

News Corporation I 1211 Avenue of the Americas I. New York NY 10036 T. + 1 212 852 7776 I E ÷ l 212 852 7794
News Corporation i 3 Thomas More SQuare London i E98 1EX i T. +44 20 7782 6188 i F. +44 20 7488 3245

irm(5) newscoro.com
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News Corporation’s proposed acquisition of BSkyB
Statement from the Department for Culture, Media and Sport.

Jeremy Hunt made a later statement on this subject
following the announcement that News
Corporationhve withdrawn their undertakings in
lieu on 1t July 2011.

The consultation on undertakings in lieu offered by News
Corporation in relation to their proposed merger with BSkyB
closes at midday today. The Secretary of State has always been
clear that he will take as long as is needed to reach a decision.

department for
cutture, media
and sport

The Secretary of State will consider carefully all the responses
submitted and take advice.from Ofcom and the Office of Fair
Trading before reaching his decision. Given the volume of
responses, we anticipate that this will take some time. He will
consider all relevant factors including whether the
announcement regarding the News of the World’s closure has
any .impact on the question of media plurality.

Related information

Jeremy Hunt’s statement to Parliament following News Corp’s withdrawal of
their undertakings in lieu (11 July 2011)
Jeremy Hunt’s letters to Ofcom and the Office of Fair Trading (11 July 2011)
Timeline of alIDCMS reports and letters published relating to BSkyB-News
Corp merger

Follow us on: Share:

http:f/www.culture.gov.uk/news/news_stories/8279.aspx 14/03/2012
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ue.partment for ~utture, Media and Sport
Rt Hon Jererny Hunt MP
Secretary of State

Z-4 CocKspur btreet
London SW1Y 5DH
www.cutture.gov.uk

let u,,’u t,,"ll 6UUU
Fax 020 7211 6249

Clive Maxwell
Executive Director
Office of Fair Trading
Fleetbank House
2-6, Salisbury Square
London
EC4Y 8JX

department for
cu I.tu re, media
and sport

11 July 2011

Dear Clive

As you are aware, my Consultation on the revised undertakings in lieu offered by News
Corporation closed on Friday at midday. I am now considering the responses to that
consultation, but, as I.stated on Friday, I anticipate this taking some time.

However, given the wetl-publicised matters involving the News of the World in the past
week, and which have led to the closure of that paper, I should be grateful .if you could let
me know whether you consider those revelations and allegations cause you to reconsider
any part of your previous advice to me, or otherwise gives rise to Concerns, on the
credibility, sustainability and practicalities of the undertakings offered by News
Corporation.

Although ! anticipate it taking some time in order to consider consultation responses, it
would be of assistance if you could let me have your response as swiftly as you are able
in order that I can factor this into my thinking.

Yours ever,

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport

=. VV~~
ho:t govirrnment d=perfment of ~he

Olympic =nd P~rnlyrn#ic Gc~n~:

improvi n~
the quailW

of [irefor all
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Department for Cu[ture, Media and Sport
Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
"ecretaryof State

Z-4 Cockspur Street
London SW.1Y 5DH
www,cu[ture,gov.uk

Tel 020 7211 6000
Fax 020 721I 6249

Ed Richards
Chief Executive
OFCOM
Riverside House
2a Southwark Bridge Road
London
SE1 9HA

de partment for
culture, media
and sport

11 July 2011

Dear Ed

As you are aware, my consultation on the revised undertakings in lieu Offered by News
Corporation closed on Friday at midday. ! am now considering the responses to that
consultation, but, as I stated on Friday, I.anticipate this taking some time. Prior to the
completion of that process, ! would be grateful if you could let me know whether the.
events that followed your letter of 22 June change in any way the advice you offered,
particularly with respect to three areas:

1. The Closure of the News of the World in the last week is a significant change to the
media landscape. I would be grateful if you could indicate whether this development
(and/or the events surrounding it) gives you any additional concerns in respect of plurality
over and above those raised in your initial report to me on this matter received on 31
December 2010

2. I am aware of your letter on Friday to John Whittingdale MP in relation to any proposed
fit and proper persons test and would be grateful if you could keep me informed of
progress. In particular I would be grateful if you could clarify whether in your view, your
current consideration or any potential future decision in relation to thefit and proper
persons test might have an impact on the merger and my decision on media plurality or on
the proposed undertakings in lieu.

,,~- NJ, O/_/,~
, 02o 

hozf gowt~m=n/d=p~lm~nt of lhw
O/gmpl© t~nd P=w=fyr~pi© Gt~me.~

improvirL~
the quality

of tile for ,it[
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3. Given the well-publicised matters involving the News of the World in the past week that
led to its closure, | would be grateful if you could let me know whether you consider that
any new information that has come to light causes you to reconsider any part of your
previous advice to me including your confidence in the credibility, sustainability or
practicalities of the undertakings offered by News Corporation.

I appreciate that Ofcom will be advising me on the response to the second consultation
but it would be of great assistance if you were able to let me have your response as swiftly
as you are able.

Yours ever

Rt Hon Jeremy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport
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News Corp - BSkyB merger to be referred to Competition
Commission
Jeremy Hunt makes statement to Parliament following withdrawal of undertakings in lieu.

Secretary of Statefor Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport Jeremy Hunt today made a statement to
Parliament on the proposed merger between BSkyB and News Corporation.

The statement followed News Corp’s statement withdrawing the undertakings that Mr Hunt had
been minded to accept in lieu of referring the merger to the Competition
Commission.-

Following the withdrawal of these undertakings, the Secretary of State announced that he will refer the deal
to the Competition Commission with immediate effect, and will write to them this afternoon. The
Com petition Commission will be able to give further full and exhaustive consideration of this merger, taking
into account all relevant recent developments.

He also laid out details of the judge-led inquiry into the phone-hacking police investigation, and outlined a
separate inquiry to look at the culture, the practices and the ethics of the British press.

Mr Hunt said:

"Protecting our tradition of a strong, free and independent media is the most sacred responsibility I have as
Culture Secretary. In’esponsible, illegal and callous behaviour damages that freedom by weakening public
support for the self-regulation upon which it has thrived.

By dealing decisively with the abuses of power we have seen, hopefully on a cross-party basis, this
government intends to strengthen and not diminish press freedom, making this country once again proud
and not ashamed of the journalism that so shapes our democracy."

Further information

Jeremy Hunt’s full statement
News Corp/BSkyB- timeline of publication -
Reference to the Competition Commission and Related information

Follow us on: Share:

http://www.culture.gov.uldnews/newsstories/8286.aspx 19/04/2012
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc: " - .
Subject:

Attachments:

1 " ...... (
:̄ .. .

12 July 2011 10:26

. ,. , ,

avaaz-3.bskyb.note.!.1,Z11Final.pdf

. .    ,,

. , ¯ .....

. ¯ . . . . . . :’. . --{ _ .~ .

L ¯                         "-.    -’. ’                                                      ’ ’

Re: Urgent. latter.... ;co the. ministar:opportunity, to examine fitand proper’for BSKyB " "
takeover ;                    .. ..... .. ¯

,.    _ o          ..

Sorry- iiere’ you go. . . . o’..., ..

An early meeting - or a call with a senior official - will be ~preciated.

.

Sky 
www.ayaaz.org

-... ~ . ¯ , . .

¯ ... ¯ ,.

~,- o,

~...;,. ¯ ._

¯ Avaaz~org is a 9 milUon~per~on ’ ..........global eantpaign i~etwork that works to ensure that the vievcs ~ind value~ of the ~;�orld’s peOl~le shape key dedisions."

.’ ’..;: ~,. -- . ~:’;* .:. - ~.

. .., .... -.,    %

_
¯ .. ,.. ¯ ,

.o .- ,,¯ .    ...

On !2 July 2011 O9:59,-

"No attaehment! ",. , . : .... , ....
" : . " . .

"
. .’~’-

" . ". ¯ . : ,.:’ - ~ ¯ , .- , - ; "? .....
~ ..... . . "

, - .... ¯ ~: . .,... . . .. .. .~.

twrote:

, ...

¯ . ¯ , . ." .-.

-̄..." :. ’ _. ",. . . ,!...... ..... .. " :..." ...

- : .... .i~; " r...; i, ?. : : ...." : ....
¯ ..                                                .,

>. , .. -.: .-. : . . .. ,’~" : . .’. ...... .:. ..,

,¯ ¯ . ¯     ,           .     ¯ ".

,¯’¯,          ~                 , .i., -~ ¯

_, . ¯ i..., .-’..
’ ’ .’ ."~ . ? " "i . ." "

..’.

¯ :DCMS .....

2-4 Cockspur.Street
.." .

¯ . . ¯ . . -, . .. . . - ,

.... i:,~-.¯¸¸ ’~ i:
:.:. ...., ~..:~:’.", .. ¯ ..........: ,: ........:.                                                 . . ~:~~ );

,.’, -...
. -:..

. . .-

. ,    ..,    ,

I

_" ...¯

Londort SW1Y 5DH
\ ,,.. ¯ , : ¯ .. ¯.

¯ ’.. ..

¯
. ,,

r

. ,. .¯ ,-
¯ , ¯ .-

..    . -¯ ¯ . . ."

. .-¯; ¯ -., .... . . ’,, ’

1’

_~ ~.__~_f_x_ ................ -- ...... -~S " - ..... ¯_--f.~-- /~¯-
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¯ - ,.,.... :.,...     !, ¯ .. ,

~̄---------~-.~--~--~L__--.

. .,. . ..Erbm::
: Sent: ]I-JuIV.~UII 10:IU = " ’ ’ ...... - ’.: ’ "" " " ; < "

ō.? .....
Sub!ee.t: Re: Urgent }.etterto..tt}.e minister’:opportunity to’examine fit and proper-for B SKyB i:akeover"

..... ~ ""        .. : .....
"... . .

...
’"

" .             , "".
-. ’" " ..                                                                  ~    : ~... "                 .-

..
-..

" . : - . ..    . ...

Wrong version - pls us thi~ one - . .... .

:..’-

¯., ¯

¯..         . . .

- . ..

Please pass to the minister urgently: .

.’. ..

-JeremyI-Iunt     .    .:    -’. i ":. .’.: ." ... . . : .

¯ ".."." : .> ° ¯ .: ." . £

" eo  pa   4eet :" "

"Lond:on ......

...

Minister-for Culture, Media and.Sp6rt ’"

, -
~CMS . .... . . "

. .
... ,. --.

¯

,.: ~ ., : ;...¯ .. . . : , .. ": .i- ~= :.-

. -:

. . .’’..

-. ....̄. . ¯ ...... , ,. ..... -., :,:,
¯ ¯ .... ; -- .r,¯ . : , . ¯ . . - .    .., . ... ’ . . -.,;: . . .

...-.

,-. ..

Dear minister,

. . ¯¯ . : .
. _ .

As mentioned inthe FT’and On Today Lawyers.a specialist competition barrlster ¯working for Ava~ has produced the attac.l~ed
note about¯ how you can and Should iss0e a new intervention tmtice for the’BSkyB takeoVerprocess. "

...~ .. . . . .. ... . . :.. . ....... , -- :. ¯ . , .... ...    ..

. . .: ¯ . . .." ..... ":..-.....:. .. ..., .. . : .. - .. ,.. , - . , -/. ;. . ¯ . . ,    . ’ .., .-

!: The !egiil ~ld-cice sets out h0w:youequld allow the ph’0ne hacking scatldal to ~ffcet;his de~ision on BSkyB: Untii now; yoti a~d"
,I nd 5tour advisoFs have ar _gued tl~t y9u are legally constrained and can 0nly’rejeet ~e dea[oh:the gr0un.ds of med i~ plui~ali.ty - i.e,

thatthe-’-:phone naGrang~:’’= scandal coma".have "’^’- "r~u:oeartug on,the takeover ...... . .. . !
¯ ’ . " ¯ :’ :- " ’ ~" t ’ " " " ’ "" . "    ~ ": (" ’ .": - ’

. .. . -. ... . .’. . . - . ~ ........... ..... . . . .... ¯ . . ¯ : ... ¯ .. . . ;.

’"~’:" ". ’" ::. " .:::’: . ."’ .... . " ’ ". =-:"::’ "’.i;:, ::- : : .... :. " .’::.-:’: ~:. ,
This note ~.g~es’.that you are:in/erpretingy6~ p, bwers too n~trro,~,ly and being far too eatitiods! It hrgues that’youeot~id withdrav;,
the bfigirial Europe~ Inte.r~.ehtion Notice ivhich Said the de~l would be scmtin.ised onl}r on itie grounds of pluraIity arid issue a "
new one which would consider the fitness of News Corp owners to takeover’the.rest of BSt~B.

.:. .
.-

J
This builds on ourearlier letters to you from 20 April and lastweek.

¯.            ,.    .

We would Welcome an opportunity to mee.t yo.u urgently this week, "

¯ ,: . .

Sinc’erely, ’ ’ ’

2
f-

... .. ¯ .... ’.

.
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. . :. .~ ... - o ¯ ..

..-¯¯ -¯ 2.

-...

This email was re.ceived from the INTERNET and Scanned by the GovemmentSecureIntmnet anti-virus
service supplied b.y Cable&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs. (CCTMCertificate.

Number 2009/09/0.052.)In~ c~e ofproblems,.pieaSe call yo~.0rganisafion’s iT Helpdesk.         "
C0mmunications via¯ the GSi may be automatically logged; monitored¯ and/or recoi~ded for legal purposes.

. ." "

This enriail.and its eontents.~e.th, e..propetW 0lilac D~ent’for"Cul~e; Medi~ a~dSp6rt...¯- ,.. :.. .... . :.
If you-are not the intended recipient, of thismessage, pleasedelete it: ¯ -- " "
.All DCMS e-mail is recorded~and stored for.a mi .nimum of 6 months -. ,: --The .original ..... of this eniail .was scanned for~imses by-tlie Govemm6nt seeizr~ In~anet’ : ’vmas~’ sc~g " ’: ser~eei"", " "

pplied by.Cabte&W~eless .Wofld~cidem p -ai~- ershiib ~th MessageLabs::(CCTM !Certifiea~e.N~ber. ..
2009!09/00523.On I~g tlae.GSi.thiS ~ailwas e~ified: ~s~e.e,,; " ,. " ."~. - , ?-., . ~: ....: .,. ,. ?:. !- ..
�oriatnhr~eafio~ via tl~e.GSi¯ mayl~eafli~rriatic~tltyloigged,moNt0red-:~or re~}ded for¯legal p~0ses.. :: ¯-.

This email was received from the INTERNET ~d scanned by theGovernment Secure Intraiaet anti-virus
service supplied bY cabie&Wireless Worldwide in partnership with MessageLabs.. (CCTM Certificate
Number2009/09/0052.) In case ofpmblems, plgase call your 0rganisation’s tT Helpdesk: "      "- ¯     ’ .
Communications .via the GSi may be automatieal!y logged, monitored and/or recorded for legal purposes.
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RE: PROPOSED ACQUISITION OF BS~ BY NEWS CORPORATION

NOTE

,

.

I have been asked by Avaaz to coil~rtent, in the preaent circumstances

s~o~ding the proposed acquisition by NeWs Cot~o~atiort. of the 6!%-

of shares i~.BSkyB that it does not ~ea4y own ("~e met.get ~a~on")~

on the advice ~ppa~..ently received by&e Secr:eta~’3r of ~ate &at he has

no power~ in his consideration of the mer~er si~a~o.n,-to make a

reference to the Compe~tion Commission C~the CC~’) on the bas~ fhat

there is an issue-as to NeWs Corp.ora~on’s f~trless to acquire compl-~e

con~vl of ~kyB,

~e b~. On w~cl3: the Secret~ Of Sty. te has..a~ted in ~ m~e~ to date

b en a Nonce1 67(2) (?) of
the Enterprise Act 2002 ("the EA02,) issued by Dr Cable (the ~etary of

State ~n de~g with ;~.e ma~er) m ta~ 2010. ~e ~i~al Nonce

s~ec.ffied ~e public ~e~est consideration wh~..eh ~ Cable-co~ !dered

w~., or ~ght_be r.elev~t to ~e ~:.~ si~:af!~ (see Se~Ott 6Z()~) of

~e E~02). ~t spe~e/d c~t~!dera~ w~ ~e~a

ma. :tte~s se~ o~t m se~o.n 58 ..... o£ ~e EA02, ~at is to’ ~, invery

1 The term used in the EA02 is a "Europe~a .t~tervention Notice’k 1vaat tm~m is slightly
misleading if it is taken to suggest that the notice itwolves.so~ae form of di~ct intetventiort
by the EUimtitutious: in fact, the formulation of the NotiCe ~ a.matter for the Se~etary of
S~ate, The reason for the use of’the term is simplythat,, in a merger such ~ ~is that is subject
[o the EU Meager Regulation (Cound[ Reg~!;.ation 139/2g0~), the spe ".cited inl~erests must be
"legate iate~e.sts~; other that~ e~e~.~ ~ ~O~on, set Out ~.or ~ved u~der A~,,21

1
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broad brush terms, whe~er the’merger would mea~ that &ere was no

longer sufficient media d2versity).

o .The effect of the form of Notice issued by Dr Cable is that the Se~eta~

of State’s consideration of the meXger Situ:ation has been ~ted to

consideration of its poter~tial effect 6n media p. lur~ty~ ~, as matters

stand, any possible reference to the Competition Cow~s~io.n ("CC")

would ~ewise be ~ted to -tl~. t issue,

.

to cor~ider ~e qae~’on of: Ne~ Cer~On’s ~measto ka.ve ~iete

.
I see ~om a letter, to OFCOM ~st~ed on .~e ~i~~:e~tie,r

t0d:ay ~at the Secr~ O,f State h~ asked-~cfoM*~~ edn~ a,s

~~" ~: ~ -~’~~ "~" :~: ~’~~’ ~~’’""’~:~ ": ’

.at

¯ ¯ ] - ,-- ¯ -

~ ’.",- :o-, ..

o .

.:2,
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6. The bottom line, as I understand it, is that the Secret alT. of State’s advice

is still that he is confined to the terms of the original Notice and cannot

amend or replace that Notice.

7. In.my view, that ~idvice is far too cautious, I consider that) in faat, there

are good grounds for-saying that the Secretary of State would in the

:present ci~tances ~have power to issue a replacement section 67(2)

Notice co~.~g the fitnessquestion and therefore e~abling both him

(artd on a r~erence the CC) to co~ider fitrtess d~ect!y in deeding

whether to dear the proposed merger.

8. The factual basis on which I proceed is that:-

as since the original Notice subst~tial and ~edibie new

information has come to light casting significant doubt .on the

fitness of. News Corporation and/or ~¢iduals holding senior

positions in News Corporation to have compIete coiitrot of

b~ ~e.~f!on ~ question was ~o~ to, or av~able to, News

mt~emaf!~ai at thefime of. th~ ~i~ Nonce but rto~ 4isdosed

to Dt  ble or any 0~er revery body-; and "

.

c. consequence, t~.at ~o~aZt!on was not, and could not

re~rtably ~ve been, known to ~ ~b!e at the OXne Of the

oia" ~_~ Notice.
J

i do not ~eed to comment on the accuracy o~ any of the numerous

serious allegations that have been made in the past week or so about the

conduct of News International, a subsidia~ of News Co~.oration, in

relation to the News of the World: aU ! need say is that it appears that the

factual basis I have as~ed appearg ~e.ly to be co~ect.
f-.

3,
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10. The basis of the Se~a~ of State’s view ~at he cann0t t-espond to the_se

developments by is~g a replacemem European Inte:r~ention Notiee is,

I would have thought3, section 67(5) of the EA02. ~t subsection

provides that: "No mare than on~ ... notice shall be given under [section

67(2)] in reiat~bn to fhe same relevant merger situation."

11.

12.

One e~,ea~y s~e ~t~, hav~g set ~p ~ mve-a~g~on ~to a c~rtain

.ir[vestigated, ~en there wouid be.. a ~.e~.o~g ~sk-~o~ "~e ~.~g~ ~trol

process being used o~ressively, Seetie~ 67(5) ~ i.n my vi~ desired
to r~ove that°risk, i.e.’to p~ev~t ~e Seet~ of State ~ottt ~*~Oving

a~ a p~-to a m~g~ s~aort-eo~d :~-~ to ~elose

~~ (~1, ~o

b=

~~ ~. state tss~g a ~t ~n,e~on
¯ : : ¯o: . ¯

-
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13. In such a situation, far from being able to complain about "moving the

goalposts" if additional considerations were added, it does not seem to

me that the party concerned would be able to claim that it had suffered

any unfairness.

lq=. It therefore seems to me that any Court is likely to be ready to adopt an

approach to the construction of section 67(5) that avoids that section

being used to ach..ieve a .situation that Parliament could not have

intended.

In my view., there are at least two approaches by which that could be

achieved.

16. The first is say that in circumstances such as the present., the substantial

and significant new information now availableto, the Secretary Of State

means that the merger s~tuation is-not, now, the ’taame merger situation"

for ff~e purposes of section 67(5’) as the merger situation considered at
/.

the time of the o~i~ NotiCe.

17. The second is to say that, in the circ~~ce-s, it is now clearthat the

offginal Notice is so hmdamentaUy flawed as a resu~ of News

C0rporation’s failure to ~close relevant facts and- Dr Cable’s

comeqtaen:t (and tmderstandable) failure to realise that there was a

~riOus pOtenti~ f~e~s issue ~at ~e o~g~ N~ee is void or

~ffeetive and does not count, for the p~oses of seetion 67(5), as a

v~d i~otice ~der scion67(2).

18. AI. thottgh I cannot d~ that the position is cert,, I cart say that in my

vieW, given the factual context set o~ above, a~y att~p_t by News

Corporation to challenge a def.;ion by the Secretary of State to issue- a

~rther Notice allowing him and the CC to consider fitness would be

more likely than not to fail, notwithstanding section 67(5) of the EA02.
......................................... 7 ...........................
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19. F~Iy, I should note that-~y decision to spec~ fitness as a relevant

consideration would need to overcome ~o ~er hurdles~

a. The first hurdle is that a decision to issue-s~eh a ~ce would

require an order trader section 58(3) of the EA024 and could be

de, eared by a v6~e by eithe~ Ho~se of P~h.a~e~t under the

negaUve res~.ff~ ptoe~edure. M~ough :~atis a p~!i~eal nora

le~M. que"stion, the tenor of ~ess co~e-nt is ,that°~-~at httr~e

wo~d not be ~c~t to overcome.               :

b. ~e secoftd is that he wotfld need .to al~ta’-m the E~0pea, l.

Com~ssion’s approval under ~cte-.21 of the.EU ’Merger

Re~atioi< The European Co~sion wo.uld, need to be

.. e~ of the

U~ted ~gdom ~?d is :c@a~tible ~th EU !aw. I do not

~owever se~ ~y re.on why a s~tably ~awn ’~:e~s, test,
. -

winch c0~id b~ .c~ed to c6/~ol d ~_g~ b~ea~ers, woutd
,~ca ~eg~ is a

B~~~tm~ Act tg;~0 ~a ~~t ~ I~e the
45" _

"i~ate ~est’* f~mg ~4er ~ae 21t ~ed, o~e wo~d

r ...... V a-.L .,-,.~,y" r r ¯ , ¯~: 1~,

Ad~g ~.-.~s to ~e fist of possi~bIe public ~terest co~dexa~ions ia se~ ~8 d the ~0~

6
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2~..

21.

I should make it dear that I am not saying that the Secretary of State is

bound now to issue a replacement Notice allowing fitness to be examined

as a public interest ,consideration. His discretion is a wide one.

However, m the present circumstances, the view that he definitely cannot

tawfulty do so seems to me to be far too.cautious.

t ~happy for ~ Note to be circuiated as Avaaz sees fit. Given that

possibility, I should make it clear for the record that the view set out

above is mine alone and should not to be attributed tO my Chambers or
¯ "r

any other member of my Chambers.

Monckton Chambers
1-2 Raymond B~dings
London.WCtR 5NR
L~Ated ~dom

GEORGE P~TZ

11 Ju!y. 20-.11

7
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RE: PROPOSED ACQ~SITION OF
~S~ 8Y ~s c~ORA~ON

°

o;..= }. 7~o ~- -

Ec~ 3OW
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Xp
Shadow Secretary of State for Culture, Media and Sport

House of Commons, London, SWIA 0AA
A

Rt Hon Jemmy Hunt MP
Secretary of State for Cu Iture, Media and Sport
Department of Culture, Media and Sport
2-4 Cockspur Street
London
SWIY SDH

1Zth July 2011

Dear Jeremy

News CorD/BSIwB mer~er and your referral to the Competition: Commission

YoU wil! be aware of the deeply held, widespread public concern regarding the proposal by News
Corp to acquire 100% Shares in BSkyB. In the House of Commons yesterday you announced that you
intend to refer News Corp’s bid to the Competition Commission.

We welcome that decision; we have been calling for the matterto be referred to the Competition
Commission for some time. Nonetheless, we have some grave concerns about the referral:being
made, in your words "with immediate effect’, and without taking time to fully consider the issues in
light of yet more shocking allegations that have unfolded in recent days regard~g not only t~e
behaviour of reporters at News of the World but alsonow, The. Sun and The Sunday Times.

Given the widespread and legitimate concerns that potential criminality and highly udethi~Cal
practices were prevalent across News |nternational and potentially Wider still, we believe it would¯ be
a dereliction of your duty as Secretary of state with responsibility for this matter to a|lowlthis legal
process to continue without ensuring that the public interest in relation to these fundamental issues
are taken into account.

We appreciate the legal technicalities around this issue, and that the Government may feel

constrained by the terms of the reference set out ~n the Notice issued at the start of the merger
process, on 4 November 2010, by the then Secretary Of State. At that stage it is understandable

(al~though regrettable): that the public interest cOnSiderations put forward related solely to media
plurality, We are confident that had the Secretaryof State atthe time been awareofwhat we now

know he would have included broadcasting standards as a public interest conSideratiOn.

The failure of News Corp to disclose such critically important information, about the Scale and
nature of the wrongdoing, prior to the Secretary of State making the decision about the terms of the
reference, particularly as it now appears to have been in the possession of News International since
2007, must fundamentally alter the legal path of this merger.

However, unless you change the parameters of the original reference to reflect the dramatic change
in circumstances, about which we now know, the Competition Commission will be constrained to
look solely at the issue of plurality. This Cannot be right.
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Under these extraordinary circumstances, this is an affront to common sense and a betrayal of the
deeply held and justified concerns of the British public.

We therefore urge you, in the public interest, to take time to give proper consideration to the full
nature and: extent of the concerns which have now been expressed bythepUblic, in Parliament and
internationally, before finalising the terms of the reference to the Competition Commission. Asthe re
is no time constraint imposed upon this process, it would be unreasonable and against the public
interest to fail to do so.

We appreciate that Ofcom may be considering an independent assessment of the fitness of News
Co rp as a broadcasting license holder ~n the UK. However, this does not remove the Government’s
responsibility to take the appropriate and necessary action on tl~iS issue and to examineand
challenge, if necessary, the legal process by which you may feel you are bound.

The public’s abhorrence at the allegations that continue to surface must be taken, into account when
a decision of this magnitude - that goes to the vew hea~ Of our de~bC~aw ~ is taken.

Yours sincerely

IVan Lewis MP
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ACQUISITION BY NEWS CORPORATION OF
60.9% OF THE SHARES IN BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING PLC

TERMS OF REFERENCE

Whereas the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills has given a European
intervention notice in relation to a European relevant merger situation, as defined in section
68 of the Enterprise Act 2002 ("the Act"), and has received a report of the Office of Fair
Trading and of OFCOM under articles 4 and 4A of the Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of
Legitimate Interests) Order 2003 ("the Order") in relation to the matter.

Whereas the Secretary of State believes that it is or may be the case that-

(a) arrangements are ill contempIation which, if carried into effect, will result in the
creation of a European relevant merger situation in that:

(i)    enterprises carried on by or under the control of British Sky
Broadcasting pie will cease to be distinct from enterprises canied on by
or under the control of News Corn oration;

(ii) : the value of turnover in the United Kingdom of the enterprise to be"
taken over exceeds £70 million;

(iii) the arrangements will give rise to a concentration with a Community
dimension within the meaning of the EC Merger Regulation; and

(iv) a reference cannot be made under section 33 of the Act;
(b) the media public interest consideration specified in the European intervention

notice concerned with the sufficiency of plurality of persons with control of media
enterprises is relevant to a consideration of the European relevant merger situation
concerned; and

(c) taking account only of the media public interest consideration Concerned, the
creation of the European relevant merger situation will opea’a.te or may be
expected to operate against the public interest.

Now, therefore, the Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport, in exercise of
his powers under article 5(3) of the Order, hereby refers to the Competition Commission
("the Commission") for investigation and report within a period ending on 27 December
2011 the questions refen-ed to in articles 6(2), (3) and (4)of the Order.

In relation to the question of whether a European relevant merger situation will be created,
which arises under article 6(2) of the Order, the Comaxtission shall exclude fi’om
consideration one of subsections (1) and (2) of section 23 of the Act if the Commission finds
that the other is satisfied.

13 Julv 2011

J ot~/~ett     " ¯
An official of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport
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¯ . "." ’ ’ "’" III " T[ ....

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Attachments:

OLDFIELD PAUL
13 July 2011 15:12

]ZEFF~JON
RE:- Referral to the Corfipetition Commission, Proposed News Corporation :Merger
with BSkyB
News Corp BSkyB Decision- Note FINAL.Docx

FollOwing the ToR that Jon Zeff sent through earlier today I thought, for completeness, I should also now send .you
the associated decision note.

¯ Your Sincerely

Pa, ’I.

Fr~~ ’ OLDFIELD PAUL
S~,.-~ 11 1Htv ~n.1~1 19:46

~I t ZEFF .!ON
Subje~l R~ferfal to the Compet~ion commission: Proposed News Corporation Merger with BS~B

Dea~

Following News Co rporati0n’s withdrawal of their undertakings in lieu, and the Secretan/. of State,s statement in
Parlia.ment th~s afternoon, I am w~ting to alert you that the Secretary ofState has decided to refer the pro:posed
merger of News Cor~pQration with BSkyB to the Competition COmmission.

I know ion Zeff hasalready discussed with. you this afternoon and Will be doin~ sO again tomor~w morning. A
- formal li~ei, to you will fo|loW shortty~afterwards.

Paul O I4f|eld
Principal. Private Secret~ry to the Secretary of state
De.paCtment for Culture, Media an6Spoff

°I
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.

Department for Culture, Media and Sport °°

¯ , . . ... - ....

The reference by Jeremy Hunt, the .Secretary of state for Culture, the 0iympics,

Media and Sport, of News Coiporation’s proposed acquisition of 100% of the shares

in British.Sky Broadcasting plc to the Competition Commission under Section 58 of-

the Enterprise Act 2..002.da.tedi13 July 2011.

PARTIES
¯ ¯ ¯ _

NeWs Corporationo(News Corp)is a global mediacompany_actiVe in:¯(l’).filmed

entertainment; (2) television; (3)cable network programming; (4,) direct broadc&st

satellitet~levision; (5)integrated marketing services; (6) newspapers and ¯information

services; (7).bool~publishing; and(g)"0ther activities such as digitalmedia.pr0perties
and outdoor display advertising. In the UK, it ¯owns several daily and weekly

newspapers (those are The Sun, The Times, The Sunday Times andlatterly the

News of the World) and 39.1 per cent of British Sky Broadcasting Group plc

(BSkyB).

-

The target is British Sky Bi’oadcasting plc (BSkyB). NewS .C.0rp a[ready holds

39.1% of the shares and several directorships in BSkyB.-The acquisition will be

effected through an offer to acquire the entire issued¯and to be issued share capital

of BSkyB not already owned by News Corp. BSkyB’s activities in the UK include: (1),=

the creation and retail and wholesale distribution of ’linear’ TV channels; (2) the retail
distribution Of I~SkyB’s and third parties’ ’audio-visual’ con{ent; (3) ihe provision of

retail telephony and broadband services; (4) the provision of conditional access,

accesscontrol and electronic program guide services to broadcasters and interactive

service providers; (5) the sale of advertising and sponsorship on BSkyB and third

parties’ channels and websites; (6) interactive services on BSkyB’s platform; and (7)

the provision of fixed-odds betting services.

1
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TRANSACTION
°

on 3 November 2010 News Corp notified the European Commission of its intention -.
.

to acquire the-sl~ares in BSkyB it~d0es not .already.own. This" would increaseits.¯ "

holding from 39.1% to 100%. On 4 November the Secretary. O..f State for Business,--

Innovation and Skills issued a European intervention notice in relation to the.

proposed acquisition. The notice specified the public interest consideration-in section

58 ef the Enterprise Act 2.0.02 concerned w th.the sufficiency of.plurality.of persons..

with control of media enterprises. This is:
.... ,

"the need, in relatio.n to. every different.audience in the United Kingdqm or in..a

particular, area or locality, of the United Kingdorn,. for there to be a sufficient
. ¯ ¯ .. .

pluf’alitY of.-persons with �ontroti of the media enterprises servfngr that

audience".

The Notice required the OFT to ¯investigate and report to the Secretary of State in

accordance with Article 4 of the Enterprise Act (Protection of Legitimate Interests)

Order 2003 (the Order) within the period ending On 31 December 2010. Article 4 of

the Order requires the OFT to provide ¯advice to the Secretary of State.on the

cc)nsiderations relevant to the .making. of a reference under sectiof~ .33 of. the Act

which are also relevant to the Secretary .of State’s decision as to whether: to make a

reference under Article 5 .of the Order. Specifically, the oFT is required .to provide a

decision asto whether it believes that it is, or may be, the case that arrangements

are in progress or in contemplation which, if.carriecl into effect, will result in the

creation of a European relevant merger Situation as defined in sectiofi 68 of the Act:

The Notice also required the Ofcom to investigate and report in accordance with

Article 4A of the Order, within the same period providing advice and

¯ recommendations on the specified public interest consideration, which may be

relevant to the Secretary of State’s decision on whetl-ier to refer the case to the

Competition Commission. The specified public interest test was the need for there to

be sufficient plurality of persons with control of media enterprises. Section 67(5) of

the Enterprise Act 2002 provides that no more than one European Intervention
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NOtici~may:be given to the same releVant merge( situation so it is not therefore

possible to modify or add considerations to the original notice.

°¯

JURISDICTION " "

¯.°

i.

-

-.The Secretary Of .State may make ¯a i’eferen.ce to. the-competition Commission,

pursuant to ~irticle 5 of.the Order, on the basis of the specified publ!c interest

c.o_nsideratio.n set out in section 58 Of the Act, if. he believes that it is or may be the

case that- "

(a) a European relevant. merger.situation has beert created;
°... ¯..¯.

..                                             °-

(6) one or mdre than One .public interest. c.0risideration mentiened in t~he

intervention:- notice. is relevant to a consideration of the relevant merger

situation concerned;¯ and                  "

(c) taking account only of the relevant public interest consideration or

cqnsider.ations concerned, the creation of that situation operates or may be:

expected tao perate against the public interest.

ADVICE FROM THE OFT AND OFCOM AND OTHER REPRESENTATIONS

The OFT produced a report to the Secretary of State under Article 4(2) of the Order

dated 30 December 2010. This report concluded that "there are arrangements in

progress or in contemplation-which, if carried¯ into effect; will ¯create a European~ -

relevant merger situation within the meaning of section 68(2) of the Act."

Ofcom produced a report on 31 December 2010 under section 4A of the Act in which

that advised on the relevance and effect of the public interest consideration set Out in

section 58(2C)(a) on this merger situation. In this report, Ofcom advised that "the

proposed acquisition may be expected to operate against the public interest since

there may not be a sufficient plurality of persons with control of media enterprises

providing news and current affairs to UK-wide cross-media audiences."

3
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..¯,

The OFT and the OFCOM reports have been published by the Secretary of State in
.’ .

accordance with .Article 14(2).of the Order.        ..

On 7 January 2011 the Secretai:y of State concluded that he Was n-iinded t0refer the

merger to the Competffion Commission ¯on the grounds that he considered :that¯it

may be the case th~it the merger mayloperate against .the public interest in media

plurality.

In coming to his decision, the Secretary of State has taken into account the reports "

¯ provided to,~him by the OFT. and OFCOM. Further, the information and range-of

views contained in¯ the detailed"summaries of representationsmade by the parties

and third parties.and included in the first OFCOM repdrt of.3"i December 2010 have
. .

been :taken.fully in{o account. ....... :          :

... , ¯ -                 .. ,.         - .

UNDERTAKINGS IN LIEU

The Secretary of State considered whether or not to accept undertakings in lieu of a

reference to the Competition Commission pursuant to paragraph 3 of Schedule 2.:to

the O.rder. That paragraph provides that where,the Sec.retary of State has the power

to make a reference to the Competition Commission and,; otherwise intends to make

such a reference, he may, instead of doing so, and for the purpose of remedying,
f

mitigating or preventing any. of the effects adverse to the public .interest which may

result from the relevant merger situation, accept such undertakings from the parties

as he may consider appropriate.

The Secretary of State received an offerof undertakings from News Corp on 18

January 2011 and a revised offer of undertakings in lieu of a reference on 24

January¯ 2011. The Secretary of State sought further advice from the OFT and

OFCOM on the appropriateness of the undertakings under section 93 and 106A of

the Act respectively who reported to him on both 1! February and 1 March. The

advice from OFT and Ofcom were published by the Secretary of State¯ in

accordance with Sections 107(3)(b) and (ba) and 107(9)(a) of the Act on 3 March

2011.                           ~..

4

i.
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¯ ... ¯ .    " . .-

Having considered these reports, the Secretary of State announced, on 3 March that
he was minded, to-.accept the undertakings in lieu of a ret;erencei to the Competition

Commission :on the g(ounds.t~at he believed ~hey would remedy, mitigate-or prevent
¯ ¯ .’o ,

the public interest concerns-in relation to media Pluralib} identified in Ofc0i:n’s fepoi-t

intothe media plurality issues raisedby the merger. The consultation periodon the "
_.~          .                                  -

undertakings ended on 21 March after which the Secretary: of State consulted on

revised undertakings with that further consultation period starting on 30 June and

ending on 8 July..On 11 July.News Corporation announced that :it was:withdrawing

its offer of undertakings in lieu, as a result the Secretary of State announced his

intention to refer the mergei to the Competition Commission on.the same day..

.. . . ¯ ¯ .

SECRETARY OFSTATE’SDECISION. "            --       -

. .

The Secretary of State accepts the decision of. the OFT that it is or-may be the case

that a .relevan;cmerger situation, hasbe~n created.

The Secretary of State believes that the public interest consideration set out in

section 58(2C)(a) of the Act, that is, the’need, in relation to every different audience

inthe United Kingdom, for.there .to.be a sufficient plurality of persons with control of.

the media enterprises serving that audience, is or may be relevant to this case. In

arriving at this decision, the Secretary of State has taken into account advice to this

¯ effect in the OFCOM Report, the reason.s contained in that. Re port.,. .and the detailed.

summaries of representations made bythe parties and third parties.

Taking account only of the relevant publ!c interest consideration, tlie Seci’etary Of

State believes that the creation of that situation operates or may be expected to

operate against the public interest. Further, the Secretary of State believes that, as a

result of the merger situation, there may not be a sufficient plurality of persons with

control of the media enterprises providing news and current-affairs to UK-wide cross-

media audiences.

In arriving at the decision that the merger situation does or may be expected to

operate against the public interest, the Secretary olLState has taken into account in

5
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particular-the signific~nceofNewS Corporatiod and BSkyB in providing new~ and

current affairs to UK,-wide cross-media audiences. He has also taken into account
. ...

the conclusions ofOfcom’s .3i December report, including .their view that the

increase in News C0rp0ration’sShareholding ,from a positionof material control to full

control results in the redu~.tion in the numSer"of’pers0ns :with control .of media

enterprises; and that. the proposed merger would bring, together one of the. three

main pr0videm .of TV news with .the largest prov.iders-of newspapers, and the effect.

of this on share of reference and reach as set out in the report.

He ha~s also taken into account the events in recent weeks which have raised serious

..... .-.concerns about the extent-of.alleged.wrongdoings and. the degree, of knowledge of

sen{or.management in.News In;[emationaL          ....             - . . : - "

"

Whilstit is forthe Competitidn CommiSsionto decidelhoW it is to proceed in: i:elatiod

to its investigation and the preparation of. the-report, the Secretary o~f. State-would

note a number of issues whicl~ he has i-considered may-berelevant .to.the

assessment of the specified publicinterest considei-ation and, should it prove

necessary or appropriate, any remedies which might be considered. These are: the

.operation of Ofcom’s on-going "fit and proper person", investigations and the.extent

to which these.could ha~ie an ¯impact on the assessment of media plurality; and the

extent-t0..which recent allegati.o.ns¯ ai’e relevant, to the credibility, sustainability or

practicalities of any undertakings which might be offered by News Corporation or any

other remedial arrangements wliich might be considered (shOuld that .prove to Be

appiopriate or necessary in the light of the Competition Commission’s analysis).

¯ . -.. In light of the conclusidns reached ’by the OFT and OFCOM in their .Reports,

together with the detailed summaries of the submissions received from the parties

and third parties, the Secretary of State has decided that it is appropriate to refer the

merger situation to the Competition Commission for a full investigation. The

Secretary of State, therefore, refers this merger to the Competition Commission

under Article 5(2) of the Order and in accordance with the Terms of Reference to be

published separately.
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ACQUISITION BY NEWS CORPORATION OF
60.9% OF THE SHARES IN BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING PLC

TERMS OF REFERENCE

Whereas the .S.ecretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills has given a European
intervention notice in/elationto a European relevant merger situation, as defined in Section
68 of the Enterprise Act 2002 ("the Act"), and has received a report of the Office of Fair
Tradi:ng and of OFCOM under articlea 4 and 4A of the Enterprise" Act 2002 ~roteetion of
Legit~ate Int~ests) Order 2003 (’°~e Order") in relation to t!ae matter.

Whereas the Secretary of State believes that it is or may be the case that-

(a) arrangements are in. contemplation whioh, if camed into effect, will-result in the
creation of a Ear0p~ relevant m~ger situation in that:

0) eriterprises carried on by or .under the coa~ol of B~tish Sky.
Broadcasting ple will cease to he distinct from eziterprises carded on by
or utider the confl, oI ofNe~¢s Co~orati0n;

0i) the v~ue of turnover in the U~atted Kingdom of the-enteaSptise to be
taken over ~x~eeds £70 mittion;

(iii) the :arrangements wi-It give rise-to a concentration with a Community
dimension within the meaning of the EC Merger Reg~Igtion; and

(iv) a reference earmot he made under section 33 of the Act;
if) the media public imerest consideration.~peeified in the Em-~pean intervention

notice c6ncemed with the suf~ciency of plurality pfpersons with control af media
e~aterpfises is relevant to a consideration of the European relevant¯ mergm’.situation
eoneemeM; at~d

(c) takir~g account oniy of the media public interest consideration concerned, the
creation, of the Em’opeart relevan.t merger situation will-operate or may be
-expected to operate against the pffblic iater~t.

Now, fllerefore, the S~etary0f State for Cuiture, 0iympics, Media and Sport; in exercise of
his powers ~rider ~el:e 5(3) of~ Ordgr, hefe~oy refers to the Competition Co~ion
("the t ....... " ............. : ..........................Co,mission ) for investigation and report wi~ a period endmg.!on 27 Decen~ber
20t.1 fl~e quevtt~ns referred to in ~etes 6(2), (3) and (4)of the Order.

In, rela~don to ihe que~ion of whether a Europem~ reMvam m~ger sitaation will be created,
which arises under artic:le 6(2) of the Ofder~ the C_o~Ssion shah exclude from
eonM~e~ation one of s~bgeetio~s (1) and (2) of s e_ction 23 of the’Act if t~e" Commiss~oti ~ds
that t(k¢. offset is satisfied.

.
n official Of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport
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News Release

41/11 25 July 2011

CC FORMALLY CANCELS NEWS CORPIBSKYB INQUIRY

The Competition Commission (CC) has today formally cancelled its inquiry into the proposed
acquisition by News Corporation of the 60.9 per cent of shares in British Sky Broadcasting
Group PLC not already owned by it.

The CC has received satisfactory assurances from News Corporation that the proposed
acquisition has been abandoned.

The acquisition was referred to the CC.by the Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics,
Media and Sport, Jeremy Hunt. This followed News Corporation’s decision to withdraw
undertakings offered in lieu of referring the acquisition to the CC. However, shortly after the
reference was made, News Corporation announced that it would not proceed with its bid.

Notes for editors

.

.

.

The reference has been cancelled in accordance with the provisions of article 7(1) of the
Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of Legitimate Interests) Order 2003.

The CC is subject to a dutyunder article 7(1) to cancel a reference if it is satisfied that
the proposal to make the arrangements referred to it has been abandoned. The
Chairman of the CC has cancelled the reference in accordance with his powers under
Schedule 7 of the Competition Act and paragraph 15(2)(a) of Schedule 4 to the
Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of Legitimate Interests) Order 2003.

Enquiries should be directed to Siobhan Allen or Rory Taylor or by ringing 020 7271
0242.

Victoria House Southampton Row London WCIB 4AD    Press enquiries 020 7271 0242
info@cc.gsi.gov.uk www.compeUtion-commission.org.uk

Facsimile 020 7271 0177
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ACQUISITION BY NEWS CORPORATION OF 60.9 PER CENT OF THE SHARES
IN BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING GROUP PLC

Cancellation of reference

The Competition Commission (CC)has cancelled the reference concerning the proposed
acquisition by News Corporation of the 60.9 per cent of shares in British Sky Broadcasting
Group PLC not already owned by it.

The reference was made to the CC-on 13 July 2011 by the Secretary of State for Culture,
Olympics, Media and Sport, in exercise of his powers under article 5(3) of the Enterprise Act
2002 (Protection of Legitimate Interests) Order 2003 (the Order). A copy of the reference is-
attached.

The CC has received confirmation from News Corporation that it no longer intends to make
an offer for the entire issued and to be issued share capital of British Sky Broadcasting
Group PLC not already owned by it and that News Corporation considers that the CC should
cancel the reference in accordance with article 7(1) of the Order. The Chairman of the CC,
Roger Witcomb, havidg had regard to News Corporation’s statement, is satisfied that News
Corporation has, within the terms of article 7(1) of the Order, abandoned the proposal to
make arrangements of the kind mentioned in the reference. The Chairman has consequently
cancelled the reference in accordance with his powers under Schedule 7 of the Coi’npetition
Act 1998 and paragraph 15(2)(a) of Schedule 4 to the Order.

This cancellation is published in accordance with requirements la~d down by article 14(1) of
the Order.

25 July 2011
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ACQUISITION BY NEWS CORPORATION OF
60.9% OF THE SHARES IN BRITISH SKY BROADCASTING PLC

TERMS OF REFERENCE
Whereas the Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills has given a European
intervention notice in relation to a European relevant merger situation, as defined in section
68 of the Enterprise Act 2002 ("the Act"), and has received a report of the Office. of Fair
Trading and of OFCOM under articles 4 and 4A of the Enterprise Act 2002 (Protection of
Legitimate Interests) Order 2003 ("the Order") in relation to the matter.

Whereas the Secretary of State believes that it is or may be the Case that-

(a) arrangements are in contemplation which, if Carried into effect, will result in the
creation of a European relevant merger situation in that:

0)    enterprises carried on by or under the control of British Sky
Broadcasting pie ;will cease to be distinct from enterprises carried on by
or under the control of News Corporation;

(ii) the value of turnover in the United Kingdom of the enterprise to be
taken over exceeds £70 million;

(iii) the arrangements will give rise to a concentration with a Community
dimension within the meaning of the EC Merger Regulation; and

(iv) a reference cannot be made under section 33 of the Act;
(b) the media public interest consideration specified in the European intervention

notice concerned with the sufficiency of plurality of persons with control of media
enterprises is relevant to a consideration of the European relevant merger situation
concerned; and

(c) taking account only of the media public interest consideration concerned, the
creation of the European relevant merger situation will operate or may be
expected to operate against the public interest.

Now, therefore, the Secretary of State for Culture, Olympics, Media and Sport, in exercise of
his powers under article 5(3) of the Order, hereby refers to the Competition Commission
("the Commission") for investigation and report within a period ending on 27 December
2011 the questions referred to in articles 6(2), (3) and (4) of the Order.

In~ relation to the question of whether a European relevant merger situation will be created,
which arises under article 6(2) of the Order, the Commission shall exclude from
consideration one of subsections (1) and (2) of section 23 of the Act if the Commission finds
that the other is satisfied.

13 July 2011

Jon Zeff
An official of the Department for Culture, Media and Sport
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From:
Sent:
To:
Co:

Subject:
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 S:s3
~EEBY, Sue; ZEFF JON
AMOS, Stephen;I         ~TEPHENS ]ONATHAN; SMITH, Adam; PATEL P~A;

£oRE: Letter trom Ivan Lewis SoS

Thanks

The Secretary of Statehas signed the letter, it should go out today.

Pr|~ate ~¢re~ to the Secretaw of State
Tel-[

FroI: "! ....... ~
~. ~3 A~gus.._t 2011 1t;50 .
TO! i BEEBY, Sue; ZEFF JGN     -
CO: A~ ~t~Ee~-~ ~ ~PH~S JO~ATH.AN; SMITH, Adam; PATEL Ri:FA; f

He~’e ~ the draft with R[ta’s chang-es.

r

Lr ~o~ ~WtY 5OH

Thanks,

Privat~mtaW.te the SecmIap/=f.State.~

I
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Hi-

~RHEN~ ~O~/~AN; ~Fi~, Adam; E

r

I’ve j.ust Che¢.k.ed in with le~em, y about this ~ndhe ~efinite[y wahts: t:~ r~spon(~fii~, the way i ~q~gested ta~ week,
Ther.efore, please can we make the amends RRa sug~.eSted. !~st ~k and then get it tQ !,.e-.:~re.my.fo..r ~p~p..~a.v.:a.l.-..

Th~ks
Suez ~ :.. ".- . :~ " " .:.- ¯ -; ~’°"

F..~.~F 3ON     " ~ - "
~e~-~ ~A~,~0.~t ~o~ - -"
~-=: ~,.~u~. ’ - - " :. - --: .....

~,~-~~=-,~ . :. .
..-

S~e ’ .." -~ --    "’- " "’"
,~ ~ %,/ .~. ~.-.-. :,= ,_L .~..~: :;~"= -

’~V "-’ ~ ....... " ...... :- ..~ ,..~ ..    . . . .... ~ . . .    . .. ." .:,:~.~: .~. o.~, .,...A,>" :q;~,.:.’_~’:~.~.&.~..~7 :,~~~I~-~ "~: ~:~ L.’~ ~ ~ : "

to p~e~e.~t t~he.ir~format.i~n more ~_ar.,~’ativel.:y, r~the~than ~em~bY, l~em. B~tt Wo~Rt ~e h~|pf~tt~ t~|k.t~u~h ~’s
conCe~sRi a bit ~re ~iaii.-                         ¯                                --.

--’~’~ ---’~r ~-. ~ " -- .- /-

,IOn

( t    ~- ~ : .... ’- " .................... " ’:

Ste.p.hen

D~e~.r.’Leg~l
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